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GENERAL
Like in older versions, this edition doesn't describe each program and field. When there is a
chapter 'Create customers' there is no chapter 'Change customers'. The chapters that has
been left, however are containing much more information, samples and links to other
programs.

PROGRAM NUMBERS
Programs are numbered like:
SERA2510
SERH8210
UTIL0200

create parts
enter work orders
summary record lay-outs

or in a short form like:
A251
H821
L020

create parts
enter work orders
summaryrecord lay-outs
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SCREEN INFORMATION
Main menu
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Direct entry of a program number like A251, R104
Icons for popular programs. To be set by the user
The menu appears by clicking ENTER or the MENU button
The system counts the 10 most used programs
The CRM system with all information regarding customers, suppliers and other
relations. Also a phone / e-mail book. User rights can be set in A042.
6. Information about sold / produced and/or repaired parts. User rights can be set with
A042
7. Open the help system and all related manuals and the knowledge base center
8. The user can set a personal color or language
Entry programs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Number of the actual program
Arrow keys for touch-screens
Start the HELP for this program
Past key to the actual entry field
The table that is open at this moment
The database that is used
The disk-mapping used to start SERA.
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Search function
.

1. Entry of a search key. It appears the moment any character is used from the key
board
2. Export data from the search screen to Excel
3. Back tab. Same as Esc
4. Function keys / buttons
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Selection

1. 'ALL'. You have to enter a selection of data in almost all programs to print or show
information. In the sample summary of calculations, you have to enter a range of order
numbers. The FROM entry can be a specific order number or the ALL-key. By entering
'ALL' in the 'FROM'-field are all orders shown or printed. By entering 'ALL' in the 'TILL'fields are all orders shown or printed starting with the number as entered in the 'FROM'field.
2. 'ONE'. When only for one order information is required, you can use the 'ONE'-button in
the 'TILL'-field.

PART SEARCH METHODE
The bar code, the external and the internal description and the part number can be used to
find a part during for instance order entry. All programs where a part number is required are
using the same method to find a part. If a part number has been found and checked the
program will go to the next step.
1. Check if the bar code exists.
2. Check if the part number exists.
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3. In case nothing has been found a lookup screen appears. The program will try to
come as close as possible to the required part. By entering a '.' and some digits, the
list will be shown sorted on part numbers, starting with the entered digits.
4. Entry without a starting dot, will give a list sorted on part description. The program will
show the external descriptions first. You can toggle with a function key between other
indexes: the internal description, user defined fields 1-7 or the wild card routine. The
wild card option shows all parts where a word occurs in the internal or external
description. When more words are separated with a '+' sign, all words have to occur in
the description. When words are separated with a blank sign, at least on of the words
has to occur. You can also search by TABS to parts. The tabs have to be available
and the parts have to be connection to one or more tabs.. (See SERE2510 Enter part
tabs). It is possible to save a preferred routine for each user.
While looking for a particular part, it may be useful to see how much stock is available. The
stock-level is shown as described for program SERA6920 Summary stock shortages.
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SERA0310 Enter programs
PURPOSE:
Store SERA programs, third party programs and links with other data.

A menu is controlled by 3 other tables:
1. Programs with its own properties
2. The users with storage of general rights, like access to stores, application of discounts
3. The users menu in which is defined which programs may be opened by which user. Also the rights on field level are stored in this table.

PROGRAM TYPES
SERA PROGRAMS
Program which are used within Sera are installed automatically. With updates the list is filled with new programs. It is even possible to change the
description of Sera programs. With an update it is possible to keep the changed descriptions existing.

PROGRAMS OF THIRD PARTIES
It is possible to start programs from other suppliers from the Sera-menu. References to the program and the description has to be entered in A031 and
added to the user menu.

REFERENCE TO INFORMATION SOURCES
It can be useful to start up frequently used spreadsheets and other information sources from the Sera document menu. Within the menu the documents
will be linked to the concerned file. The file types have to be recognized by the operating system system.

PRINTER CONTROL
There is a standard possibility offered to the user to choose a printer with any print program. With certain outputs, like invoices or freight letters, it might
be useful to send the output to the same printer. It is possible to store to which printer the output has to be sent for each program.

PROGRAM STATUS
A program can be blocked temporarily. Such a blocking can be useful to prevent, for example, that stock movements are not done by employees during
stock-taking.
A program is automatically blocked if there appears an error message during usage. Before the program is released, a message appears on screen that
the error has to be solved before the program is released.

SEE ALSO:
SERA0410 Enter users
SERA0510 Enter user menus
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SERA0410 Enter users
PURPOSE:
Define users and general rights

A menu is controlled by 3 tables:
1. Programs with its own properties
2. The users with storage of general rights, like access to stores, application of discounts.
3. The users menu, in which is defined which programs may be opened by which user. Also rights on field level are stored in this table.

USER START
This user is created automatically in Sera during installation and upgraded with updates. This user has all menu options. It is advisable not to change the
user START.

EXTENSIVE NAME
The extensive name is automatically shown as a reference during entering orders, quotations etc.

PASSWORD
User access can be secured with a password. Password security is activated within the general company data program (SERA0810 ).

MENU OF
Menu maintenance can take a lot of time. That's why it is advisable to create general users per department or per labor type and to link specific users to
this general menu. If a user has his own menu, than a menu will be created by a users profile. For each company activity it is necessary to give an
indication on which level information can be asked or mutated. The classification and the activities for each program are stored in Sera. In case of an
upgrade with new programs the users menus will be adjusted automatically as well. Naturally it is also possible to adjust/extend a menu later with
SERA0510 Enter user menus

SHOW COST PRICE
Cost price information can be vital in some companies. It's possible to select on user level if somebody is allowed to view cost prices.

RIS OPTIONS
Within the Relation Information System (SERI1810) and in several other programs like entering orders and quotations, all information about a customer
like outstanding amounts, invoice history, repairs, etc can be asked. In this category it is possible to indicate which information is accessible for the
user.

CLOSED STORES
Some warehouses can be closed for users. The user is not allowed to sell or enter stock movements from blocked warehouses. However the stock
information will remain available to the user.

FIXED DISCOUNTS / CREDIT NOTES
It is possible to set at user level the authority to adjust sales prices during entering orders. The same option sets the authority to create credit notes.

TRADE ORDERS
Sera has an extensive system to tune stock optimally to requirements. Many logistical problems like running out of stock, and also high stock levels are
caused by wrong entry of delivery dates in sales orders. It is possible to block wrong input by setting in security levels:
1. No warning
2. Warning for shortage
3. No shortages allowed
4. No shortages + cancellation blockade. A cancellation blockade prevents that order rules are deleted, with which unsalable stock can arise.

SEE ALSO:
SERA0310 Enter programs
SERA0510 Enter user menus
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SERA0510 Enter user
menus
PURPOSE:
Define menus per user.

A menu is controlled by 3 tables:
1. Programs with its own properties
2. The users with storage of general rights, like access to stores, application of discounts.
3. The users menu, in which is defined which programs may be opened by which user. Rights at field level are also stored in this table.

USER START
This user is created automatically in Sera during installation and upgraded with updates. This user has all menu options. It is advisable not to change the
user menu for START.

USER GROUPS / GENERAL USERS
Menu maintenance can take a lot of time. That's why it is advisable to create general users per department or per job and link specific users to the menu
of a general user. User names can be ACCOUNT, STORE, SALES etc.
If a user has his own menu (not linked to a general menu or it's a general user itself), then a menu will be created by a users profile. For each activity it
is necessary to give an indication on which level information can be asked or changed. In case of an upgrade of Sera, where new programs are added,
the menu's will be update according these profiles.

SECURITY ON FIELD LEVEL
Fixed data, like customers and parts can be secured at field level. For example, for each user it can be indicated if it is allowed to change a credit
limitation or a cost price.

DELETE SUB-MENUS
It is possible to delete only a sub-menu, without deleting all underlying programs. Program A049 has to be started up after deleting a sub-menu, in order
to delete all underlying options.

SEE ALSO:
SERA0310 Enter programs
SERA0410 Enter users
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SERA0810 Change company data
PURPOSE:
Change basic data and important parameters and number series for orders, invoices etc.

DEBTORS TERM
The standard payment term. This can be overwritten on customer and order level.

CREDITORS TERM
The standard payment term. This can be overwritten on suppliers and order level

LOG BOOK
If this option is turned on then the system will record per user at which moment a program has been started up.

USE PASSWORD
Activates password security. Codes are stored per user in SERA0510 Enter users .

COMPANY CURRENCY
NOTE: if entries have taken place, one can no longer change the currency.

DEBTORS CREDIT
The standard credit limit. This can be overwritten on customer level.

LAST INVOICE etc.
The number is raised during invoicing, entering orders etc. A new series can be started by entering the number just BEFORE the desired range: so
880000 instead of 880001. If a range contains numbers that already exist in the history, then these numbers will be omitted during invoicing etc.

SPECIAL NUMBER RANGES
Some organizations need different number ranges. Extra ranges are possible by creating parameter files in directory \sera\paramet:
INVNR.PAR

invoices

QUONR.PAR

quotations

ORDNR.PAR

sales orders

WORNR.PAR

production orders / projects

REPNR.PAR

repairs

PURNR.PAR

purchase orders (except with direct and automatic purchase)

The parameter contains maximum 9 options which are separated by a '|' (pipe) sign. Each option has its own code with 2 positions. On entering an order
for example, the options appear on a pop-up screen. Then the system keeps track of the latest sequence number per option.

Examples:
INVNR.PAR
91 service|92 repair|93 new building
This results in:
910001

first invoice for the service department

920015

the 15'th repair invoice

WORNR.PAR
RE repair|SE service|NB new building|OV others
N.B. Only work orders and projects may start with LETTERS. All other options may only have NUMBERS.

ACCOUNTING COMPANY
Here there is a relation with the administration. All entries from production, stock and sales are booked on this company

HOURS
Input of hours can take place in minutes or in 100 units. All reports from the hour administration are printed according to this setting. Other reports, like
post-calculation from production, are always based on 100 units per hour. For that matter data are always stored in 100 units to enable this setting to be
changeable without any problems.

DELIVER ORDERS MIN. %
Trade orders' pick lists can be automatically printed with SERA5310. This program checks if there is sufficient stockVALUE to meet the minimum
percentage. Only in that case will a pick list be printed.

ORDERS MAX.% SHORTAGE
Depending on the type of business, it is not always possible to deliver the exact required quantities. This parameter defines when a trade order can be
considered complete.

FREIGHT COSTS GROUP
The sales group to which freight costs have to be invoiced. It is possible to calculate VAT with this group as well.

BLOCK PICK-LISTS
Pick lists can not be printed if a customer has exceeded his credit terms and amounts. See also SERB3610, summary deliveries to stopped.

STANDARD COST PRICE
Stock can be valued to a fixed price from the parts master file or the actual costs per group. If the standard cost price is used, than the stock will be
revalued as soon as the parts master file is adjusted. See also: SERA2510, enter parts.

DECIMALS WITH QUANTITIES
The number of decimals which is used by registration of quantities of stock and orders. On part level it can be indicated if only full quantities may be
used in deviation of the value which is filled in.

EXTRA CURRENCY DECIMALS
Cost prices are sometimes registered in more decimals than the standard. This field indicates the number of extra needed decimals to store prices in
sales orders, price lists etc.

.. % DISCOUNT WITH PAYMENT WITHIN .. DAYS
The standard value can be filled in if a discount is given with fast payment. This information is shown during entering sales orders, but can also be
overwritten. This data is for display only. No entries take place.

ON-LINE STOCK
All stock mutations, invoices, production data, goods receipts, etc. are directly 'transported' into the financial administration by setting the stock 'ONLINE'. The settings from the part groups (SERA2160) are used for making the right entries. Goods receipts are booked on the account 'invoices to
receive'. This account will be equalized as soon as the right invoice is booked. If the system has already been used without 'on-line' stock then UTIL0850
can be used to connect with the general ledger. Differences are booked on the usage account from the part groups. Differences on the account 'invoices
to receive' are booked on the difference account (see SERA2160). The used diary code is 'L085'.

SEE ALSO:
SERA2110 create companies
SERA0830 setup parameters
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SERA0830 Parameter settings
There are extra parameters available besides the basic settings of SERA0810 Change company. They change the standard Sera procedures into
company specific operations. The options are described in the system management manual \sera\help\sysmanag.doc .
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SERA0910 Enter standard texts
PURPOSE:
Defining standard text blocks as used in sales, purchase and production. The text blocks can be called from within all kinds of orders.

The standard text blocks can be used in quotations, repair invoices, sales- and purchase orders where they can be completed or changed. It is advised
to build up standard text in a logical way that fits the company structure.
For example: PURCHASE001, SALES004 and REP103.
The forms are designed with a width of 40 characters. The texts are language dependent.
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SERA1010 Enter suppliers
PURPOSE:
Definition of suppliers, as used both in accounting and purchases.

NUMBER
The number has to be unique. The number can be alphanumeric.

INVOICE FROM
The code of the supplier that will send the invoice. This makes it possible to receive invoices from one supplier for deliveries by another. Purchases,
goods receipts and entering of the purchase invoices are done on the first number, while the second number is used as the creditor in the financial
administration.

SEARCH CODE
The search code is a reference to look up the supplier name, in the method or for instance the telephone directory. The program shows by default a part
of the name. In some cases the suggestion from the system can be accepted directly:
“ABC Ltd.” will get a search code ABCLTD.
In other cases like 'A. Johnsen Ltd.' It should be corrected to 'JOHNSENLTD' or 'JOHNSENA', otherwise it can only be found under ‘A’ instead of ‘J’.
Avoid dots, commas and spaces.

COUNTRY
The system gives by default the country description as defined in the company data.

POSTAL ADDRESS
If the postal address is equal to the physical address, then it is enough to leave the field blank. The information is repeated automatically.

POSTAL TOWN
The town is linked with the postal address. Input is obligatory. The first 10 positions, together with the first 10 positions of the country, make a search
key that enables printing supplier labels based on ZIP code. It is therefore important to enter the ZIP code always in the same position.

LANGUAGE CODE
The language code defines the language of the external forms that will be printed. The translations have to be present (See also: the manual “variable
forms”: varforms.doc). When the translations are not made, language code “ENG” (English) is used. And if ENG is also not present the system will use
the company language.

CONTACT PERSON
Based on the language code, the system gives default descriptions (See also: SERA1410 Enter language codes). The description can be modified.

ADMINISTRATION
Based on the language code, the system gives default descriptions (See also: SERA1410 Enter language codes. The description can be modified.

LINE CODE

The line of work or branch, in which the supplier is active. If the required line code is not available, it can be created on-line.

PHONE / E-MAIL / FAX
These fields are not mandatory. If a number is entered the supplier will also be available in the telephone book.
If the software package Faxware is also used, the documents can be sent to the supplier by fax or e-mail fully automatically. Provided that the numbers
are present and the variable forms have the correct coding (See also: manual for Faxware and the manual “variable forms”:,
SERA\DATSTART\FORM_ENG.DOC).

BANK ACCOUNT / BANK NAME
These are not mandatory. For Dutch suppliers the system will check the validity of the account number (11-test).
The information from these fields is used in SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices and SERA3270 Create payments. If during entering of purchase invoices
different bank accounts and/or banknames are keyed in, the supplier master data will be overwritten.

PAYMENT TERMS
The program provides the standard terms as defined in the company data. Special conditions can be entered.

CURRENCY
The currency code in which the supplier wants to invoice.
NOTE: The currency code can NOT be changed once purchases have been made from the supplier.

MAIL CODE
The suppliers can be divided in a freely selectable code (See also: SERE0110 Enter mail codes ).

SELECTION CODE
The suppliers can be divided in a freely selectable code (See also: SERE0210 Enter selection codes ).

TAX TYPE
The code IN is used for local suppliers that follow standard TAX rules.
EX is used for suppliers that have no TAX, because they are export suppliers.
EC is for import from within the European Community. (Only applicable if company is also in the EC)
MC is used with the special Belgium TAX laws, in case of a so-called “medecontractant”.

TAX NUMBER
The TAX number is not mandatory.

DELIVERY CONDITION
The code for the normal delivery conditions of the supplier. This code is used during entry of a purchase order and can be overwritten at that time (See
also: SERA7210 Create delivery terms).
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SERA1080 Change bank information suppliers
PURPOSE:
Definition of bank data for foreign suppliers is necessary for the foreign payment files.

This program is necessary for electronic payments to foreign suppliers. The system creates a payment file according to the ZEUS structure. Besides
this information, the system asks for data about own bank account at the moment the payments file is created (See also: SERA3270 Create payments).
The following data is required:
ACCOUNT NUMBER SUPPLIER
BANK NAME
BANK ADDRESS
BANK TOWN
COUNTRY OF BANK
ACCOUNT NUMBER BANK
All fields are obligate. The system does not validate the account numbers, like the 11-test for local account numbers. The country code has to be
defined according to ISO numbering. The system will not validate, but incorrect entries mean that the bank will not accept the payments.

BANK NUMBERING SYSTEM
This field defines the system according to which the account number should be treated.

SWIFT ADDRESS OF THE BANK
This is not obligate, but if filled the Swift address must comprise 6 alphabetic characters followed by 2-5 alphanumeric characters.
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SERA1090 Print supplier labels
PURPOSE:
Print supplier data on a label.

The printing can be done in different orders:
1. On number
2. On name (ABC)
3. On line code
4. On ZIP code
The country will printed only for foreign suppliers.
Labels can be printed next to each other. If it is desired then the width of the label has to be entered as well. The width is expressed in a maximum
number of characters per label.
The program uses a predefined layout:
\SERA\PARAMET\ADDRESSL.TXT
This file can be edited (See also: the manual “variable forms”: varforms.doc
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SERA1110 Enter customers
PURPOSE:
Definition of customers as used with accounts and sales.

CUSTOMER NUMBER
The customer number has to be unique. The number can be alphanumeric.

INVOICE TO
With branch companies it can happen that the branch gives in some orders, but that the invoice has to be sent to head office. Commercial information is
kept at customer/branch level, but the invoices will be financially booked on the head office account.

AREA
A customer is linked to an area. An area can be a geographical area, but also for instance a sales representative. An area is linked to a department. The
sales statistics keeps, among other information, the result per area. In the accounts the result is kept on department level.

SEARCH CODE
The search code is a reference to look up the customer name, in the method of, for instance, the telephone directory. The program shows by default a
part of the name. In some cases it is sufficient to accept the proposed code by Sera:
“ABC Ltd.” will get a search code ABCLTD.
In other cases like 'A. Johnsen Ltd.' should be corrected to ‘JOHNSENLTD’ or 'JOHNSENA' , otherwise it can only be found under ‘A’ instead of ‘J’. Avoid
dots, commas and spaces.

COUNTRY
The system gives by default the country description as defined in the company data.

POSTAL ADDRESS
If the postal address is equal to the physical address, then it is enough to leave the field blank. The information is repeated automatically.

POSTAL TOWN
The town is linked with the postal address. Input is obligate. The first 10 positions, together with the first 10 positions of the country, make a search key
that enables printing customer labels based on ZIP code. It is therefore important to enter the ZIP code always in the same position.

LANGUAGE CODE
The language code defines the language of the external forms that will be printed. The translations must be present (See also: the manual “variable
forms”: varforms.doc )
When the translations are not present, than the mode language code “ENG” (English) is used. And if ENG is also not present the system will use the
company language.

CONTACT PERSON
Based on the language code, the system gives default descriptions (See also: SERA1410 Enter language codes. The description can be modified.

ADMINISTRATION
Based on the language code, the system gives default descriptions. The description can be modified.

LINE CODE
The line or branch, in which the customer is active. If the required line code is not available, it can be created on-line. The line code is also important for
defining discounts on retail prices.
If there are special discounts applicable per line (or group) of customers, the line code can be used as a useful tool to control complex price agreements.
For every line code’s price structure a 'DUMMY'-customer has to be created with its number defined as PL plus the line code:
Line 1000 gets 'DUMMY'-customer PL1000. (PL = Price List). For customer PL1000 all discounts and special prices have to be defined. All prices and
discounts for customers with line code 1000 will now be calculated like customer PL1000. Exceptions can still be entered for individual customers (See
also: SERA2910 Enter discount per customer ).

PHONE / E-MAIL / FAX
These fields are not obligate. If a number is entered, the supplier will also be available in the telephone book.
If the software package Faxware is also used, the documents can be sent to the supplier by fax or e-mail fully automatically provided that the numbers
are present and the variable forms have the correct coding (See also: manual for Faxware and the manual “variable forms”:, varforms.doc ).

BANK ACCOUNT / BANK NAME
These are not obligate. This information can be useful for printing of accept giro’s and drafts (See SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices).

PAYMENT TERM
The system gives the standard terms as stored in the company data. Special conditions can be put into the system. After putting customer information
into the system, payment conditions can only be changed by a special program. See SERA1280 Change payment conditions.

CURRENCY
The currency code in which the customer will be invoiced.
NOTE: The currency code can NOT be changed anymore, once this customer has been used. See SERA1510 Enter currency codes

MAIL CODE
The suppliers can be divided in a freely selectable code (See also: SERE0110 Enter mail codes).

SELECTION CODE
The suppliers can be divided in a freely selectable code (See also: SERE0210 Enter selection codes).

NUMBER OF INVOICES
Normally, one copy of the invoice is printed. When extra copies are required the correct quantity can be entered here. At entering the sales order this
quantity can be changed.

INVOICE TYPE
There are 3 methods to invoice:
1.
2.
3.

Per order. An invoice follows every picking list.
Per shipment. A series of picking lists / orders, that are shipped together, will be collected on 1 invoice.
Per month. All deliveries within a month or period are collected on 1 invoice.

Collection invoices can be printed using SERB3420 Print collect invoices or using SERB3430 Print monthly invoices. For each invoice method an invoice

record is created and booked immediately when the shipment/picking list is done. Although the collection invoice is not printed, the debtor amount is
increased. Every new entry will have the same invoice number and a separate sequence number.
At order level or during confirming the shipment an exception can be made to invoice that particular order.

ORDER TYPE
For each customer, it can be defined how the orders are to be delivered:
1.
2.
3.

Partial deliveries. (See also: SERA0810 Change Company data.)
Only complete deliveries.
Deliveries can be rounded. (See also: SERA0810 Change Company data.)

At order level or during confirming the shipment an exception can be made.

ORDER CONFIRM
This field indicates whether the customer wants a printed order confirmation. At order level or during confirming the shipment an exception can be made.

CREDIT LIMIT
The program gives default values in local company currency. The suggested amount can be overwritten. Once the customer is entered only authorized
users can change the credit limit and payment terms using program SERA1280 Change payment conditions

TAX TYPE
The code IN is used for local suppliers that follow standard TAX rules. The part group of the related invoice lines determines the used TAX percentage.
EX is used for export outside the European community or for export if company is outside the European Community. EC is for export within the
European Community. (Only applicable if company is also in the EC)
For certain customers special TAX rules are applicable. For instance the customer is TAX exempted. In such cases link a special TAX code to the
customer.

NB. In most cases the TAX codes IN and EX should be used to indicate whether the customer is taxable or not.

TAX NUMBER.
The TAX number is not obligate. If entered the TAX code will appear on various TAX reports. For export within the EC this field is obligate, in some other
countries it is obligate for every customer.

PRICE CLASS
SERA provides the option to define two different price lists or classes. For instance:
1. Companies
2. Private persons

or

1. Export
2. Local

The different price classes can also be used to set up a new price list before the new season starts. Once the new season starts all customers can
switch for one to the other class (See also: SERA2380 Copy retail prices.

CUSTOMER CARD
A customer card provides the facility to enter additional information (See also: SERA1270 Fill customer card.

PROSPECTS
After a customer is entered the prospect file is automatically updated. The system ensures that both files remain synchronized. The prospect file can be
used to enter commercial activities (See also: SERI1810 Sales information system.
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SERA1200 Calculate permission code for
order entry
PURPOSE :
Calculate a one-time ok-code to enter a sales orders to a client with insufficient credit.

When entering sales orders, the system can check the credits of a customer. When the parameter \sera\paramet\usepin.par is available and the
customer doesn't have enough credits, a screen will appear. It's showing a request code and it's asking for a confirmation code.
The request code has to be given to the accounting department, where they have access to this program. By entering the request code an confirmation
code is presented. In case it's allowed to enter the sales order, the confirmation code can be given to the sales departement.
SEE ALSO:
SERA1280 Change payment conditions
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SERA1210 Enter ledger accounts
PURPOSE:
Definition of set of ledger accounts.

ACCOUNT
Any combination of digits and letters of maximum 10 positions.

DESCRIPTION
The description of the account. For instance 'SALARY COSTS'

ACCOUNT TYPE
5 types are available:
Entry account
This type of account is used for normal postings. There are no special options.
Statement account
A statement account offers the facility to print for each account, account movement summaries, in other words statements.
Allocation account
This type offers the facility to allocate outstanding entries. If two entries have the same invoice or reference. In SERA3360 Summary outstanding
amounts general ledger only the outstanding balances are shown. If the balance is 0.00, it is not shown. This way the latest state of the account can be
printed. The allocated entries will, however, not actually disappear.
Compression account
A compression account only prints the total balance per period. This option is convenient for accounts with many entries. The details will always be
kept. If at any time the account type is changed, the details will return.
Title account
A title account is used to print subtotals on the balance and result reports.
When the printing program encounters a title account, the subtotal of the previous accounts is printed, and reset to zero and built up again until the next
title account is encountered. No entries can be made on title accounts.
Example

Actual
4000
4001
4002
4003

SALARY COSTS
Gross salaries
Social taxes
Travel expenses

4100 OFFICE COSTS
4101 Office equipment
4102 Telephone costs

Forecast

Difference

10000
2000
500
12500

12000

500

400
1000
1400

2000

600-

The accounts 4000 and 4100 are title accounts.

CONSOLIDATION ACCOUNT
When the selected company is a daughter company of another company, the system will ask for a corresponding account of the Mother Company. This
information enables consolidation of the two companies using report generators, spreadsheets etc.

CLASSIFICATION
The general ledger account needs to be classified in groups such as:
Fixed assets, Short term debts, Costs etc.
Through these classifications a balance / profit & loss sheet can be setup. For instance:
01 FIXED ASSETS
0001 buildings
0002 machines

2000
1000
3000

02 STOCK
3100 raw material
500
3200 finished product 1000
1500
03 RECEIVABLES
1300 debtors
1400 advances

2000
100
2100

04 CURRENT ASSETS
2000 bank
2020 cash
TOTAL ASSETS

100
50
150
6750

OR
20 SALES
8100 invoiced
8200 in progress

300010004000-

21 MATERIALS
7100 usage
2500
7200 direct purchases 500
3000
22 COSTS
4000 salaries
4100 various
RESULT

500
200
700
300-

Notice that the order of the account numbers is only important WITHIN each classification. The classification dictates the structure (See also:
SERA1610 Enter classification codes for further description of the classification codes.

PROJECT CONNECTION?
YES: When this account is used at entering journals or purchase invoices, an order number will be requested. This number can be a production-, repairor maintenance order or a file number. On programs like summary calculations these entries are shown for each order.
Costs on projects are booked on the relevant account through journals, receipts on purchases or through purchase invoices. As long as the project is
not closed these costs need to be corrected to give the right work in progress. Once an account is marked as project-connected, work in progress
balance and result accounts have to be entered.

FIXED CURRENCY
Entries on profit and loss accounts (classification >= 2) are always booked in company currency. All currencies can be booked on balance accounts. It
is not advisable to book all the different currencies on all the different balance accounts. Investments, for instance, should only be booked in local
company currency, while the dollar bank account should only have entries in dollars.
At least the following accounts need to be created:
POSITION ACCOUNT CURRENCY

In both the debtors and creditors control accounts of the general ledger, postings are kept in the original currency. The advantage is that at ANY time,
without any difficult calculations, currency fluctuations can be entered and the results are directly visible. The balance of all currencies, inclusive the
local currency, has its contra booking automatically booked on this account.
The position account is a balance account!
For instance:
Invoice for travel expenses in USA dollars.
TRAVEL COSTS
STILL TO PAY

USD
USD

500.00 DT
500.00 CR

Since 'TRAVEL COSTS' is not a balance account, the dollar amount is converted to local currency. When processing the journals the following bookings
are made:
TRAVEL COSTS
EURO
POSITION ACCOUNT EURO

950.00 DT

POSITION ACCOUNT USD
STILL TO PAY
USD

500.00 DT

950.00 CR
500.00 CR

In the General Ledger, the position account now shows the following entries:
JOURNAL DESCRIPTION
PURCH
AUTOMATIC ENTRY
PURCH
AUTOMATIC ENTRY
BALANCE

AMOUNT CURR. EURO
500.00 USD 950.00
-950.00 EURO -950.00
0.00

The local (EURO) amount is calculated with the actual rate during printing/showing of the General Ledger. If the rate changes from 1.90 to 2.00 the report
looks like this:
JOURNAL DESCRIPTION
PURCH
AUTOMATIC ENTRY
PURCH
AUTOMATIC ENTRY
BALANCE

AMOUNT CURR. EURO
500.00 USD 1000.00
-950.00 EURO -950.00
50.00

Now a rate loss is appearing of 50 EURO. This makes sense, since the debit of 500 dollar has risen from 950 EURO to 1,000 EURO. The difference can
be written off in LOCAL currency:
POSITION ACCOUNT
EURO 50.00 CT
CURRENCY GAIN/LOSS EURO 50.00 DT
RESULT RATE CHANGES
This account is used to book the above shown rate difference automatically the moment the currency rate is changed.
DIFFERENCE ACCOUNT
This account is used to book possible rounding differences for foreign currencies. The account is also used to balance possible disruptions during
financial postings.
DEBTORS CONTROL ACCOUNT
The control account in the general ledger for the debtors sub-ledger.
CREDITORS CONTROL ACCOUNT
The control account in the general ledger for the creditors sub-ledger.
TAX ON PURCHASE
The account on which by TAX charged by suppliers is booked. In conformity with TAX report forms no difference is made between low or high TAX. The
TAX statistics are built up independent from this account. In some countries TAX on supplier credit notes has to be reported separately. If this is the
case, this account needs to be indicated as well.
RESULT CURRENT YEAR
SERA uses this account the result of the current year at the balance sheet, while printing the balance sheet and profit and loss account. An actual
posting is not made, only the description is important.
TAX TO PAY / TAX ON SALES
Create accounts for TAX on sales. If necessary, create different accounts for the different TAX types (See also: SERA2710 Enter TAX codes.
SALES
Create as many sales accounts as necessary. The sales invoices will be booked to the right accounts through the part groups settings. (See Also:
SERA2160 Change part groups financial).
INVOICES TO RECEIVE

All goods receipts will be booked against their stock value account. The contra booking will be made to this account.
The program SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices will empty this account and the contra booking will go to creditors and the price differences account.
STOCK
Create as many stock accounts as necessary. The stock movements will be booked to the right accounts through the part groups. This will be
applicable for all types of stock movement like, sales, production, goods receipt and stock corrections.
USAGE / COST OF SALES
This account is the contra account for the stock account if the stock is issued through a sales invoice. This account will also receive the goods receipts
value if the received items are marked as non-stock items. This means that the costs of these goods are booked directly to the result.
PRODUCTION ACCOUNTS:
These accounts are only important if there is a production area. The program SERA2160 Change part groups (financial) asks for these types of
accounts, but the accounts for sales and usage can be reused.
If there is production involved, the following accounts need to be created:
RESULT OF JOBS
When an internal job is completed the result is booked on this account. For external jobs the (credit-) amount is booked to the account 'invoices to
receive'.
COSTS OF JOBS (INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL)
When an internal or external job is completed the costs are booked on this account on the department that ordered the job.
RESULT PRODUCTION TO STOCK
When finishing the work orders one side is booked to stock (debit), while the contra booking is made on the producing department on this account
(credit) for the total value of the finished products.
USAGE PRODUCTION ORDERS
Usage of materials for work orders will be debited to the producing department on this account.
RESULT HOURS
The entered hours (from the hour administration) will be booked (credit), against the rates as defined at the work types or plan places, on the employees
department on this account.
COSTS OF HOURS
The entered hours (from the hour administration) will be booked (debit), against the rates as defined at the work types or plan places, on the ordering
department on this account.
WORK IN PROGRESS:

RESULT ACCOUNTS

During a certain period all costs of hours, jobs, sub contracting work and material will be booked debit to the result. As long as the order is not cleared
using SERA8590 Clear work orders there is work in progress: the balance of all costs minus possible invoices or finished stock. The program SERC3810
Book work in progress production will reduce the result with the work in progress and park it temporarily on balance sheet.
WORK IN PROGRESS:

BALANCE ACCOUNTS

The balance accounts on which the work in progress is booked.
REVALUATION OF STOCK
When the standard cost price method is used, a change in cost price will result in a revaluation of the stock. This account is used to book the difference.
PRE PAID EXPENSES
During posting of purchase invoices it is possible to immediately spread the costs over more periods. That portion of the costs that will be booked later
will be put temporarily on this account. Each period a portion of this account is booked to the result (See also: SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices.
PRICE DIFFERENCES PURCHASE
On this account the differences between purchase invoice price and stock price is booked automatically.

SEE ALSO:
SERA2160 Change part groups (financial)
SERA2110 Enter companies
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SERA1270 Fill customer card
PURPOSE:
Entering additional general information about the specific customers.

The program provides the facility to store extra information about a customer. This information can be called during entering of quotations and orders.
Information can also be added at that time.
The customer card is further used in the sales information system, SERI1810 Sales information-system.
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MANUAL
SERA1280 Change payment
conditions
PURPOSE:
Controlling the payment conditions by authorized users - possibly separate from sales people,

Within the normal change program, SERA1120 this information can not be changed. It is advisable to give the access to program SERA1280 only to a
limited number of users. If in the company data (See also: SERA0810 Change Company data) the block picking list flag is set, the following extra field
will appear:
BLOCK DELIVERY DELAY
This option can be used to add an extra term to the normal payment term. The extra term will NOT be shown to the customer, but can be used to avoid
treating good customers as defaulters.

CREDIT LIMIT
The credit limit does not only count the outstanding invoices, but also running orders. During entering of a quotation or order the system checks whether
the credit limit is sufficient for all outstanding amounts and orders. Orders with payterms 'PIA' (payment in advance) .or. 'VBT' (dutch for payment in
advance) are not countit as outstanding.

PAYMENT TERMS
The payment date of an invoice is normally calculated as the invoice date plus the number of days of the payment term. In some countries other
agreements more common. For instance the payment is due on the last day of the month in which the calculated payment day falls. This option gives
different ways of calculating payment date.
Stop deliveries
Dependent on the above defined parameters deliveries can actually be stopped. Picking lists for trade orders will not be printed if limits are exceeded
(See also: SERA5310 Commit stock (automatic) and SERA5330 Commit stock (manually).
The program SERB3610 Summary deliveries to be stopped can issue a warning, long before the delivery date, that certain deliveries cannot be made,
unless at least part of the outstanding items are paid. Orders with payterms 'PIA' or 'VBT' are allways shown.
N.B. It is still possible to put orders into the system but delivery will still not be possible.
STOP ANY DELIVERY

By setting a customer to pay method BLK or BLQ it's no longer possible to enter orders, projects, repairs or direct invoices.
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SERA1290 Print customer labels
PURPOSE:
Printing of customer data on a label.

Printing can be done in various sorting orders:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

On number
On name (ABC)
On line code
On area
On ZIP code

Labels can be printed next to each other. If it is desired then the width of the label has to be entered as well. The width is expressed in a maximum
number of characters per label.
The program uses a predefined layout:
\SERA\PARAMET\ADDRESSL.TXT
This file can be edited (See also: the manual “variable forms”: varforms.doc
Customers also appear in the prospect (relation) file. When a combination of labels for both prospects / relations and customers is required, the program
SERI1880 Print prospect labels can be used.
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SERA1310 Enter linecodes
PURPOSE:
Definition of codes per line (company type or branch of operation). The codes are used both for customer and supplier master data.

The line code is required during the creation of suppliers and customers. Both the suppliers and the customers can be sorted on their line codes and can
be shown or printed in that order.

PRICE AGREEMENTS
The line code also has a function of defining price lists. If special discounts or price agreements are made for a line or group of customers, the line code
can be used as a good tool to keep the often complex agreements controllable.
For every line code’s price structure, a 'DUMMY' customer has to be created with the account number defined as PL plus the line code:
Line 1000 gets the prices of 'DUMMY'-customer PL1000. (PL = Price List)
For customer PL1000 all discounts and special prices have to be defined. All prices and discounts for customers with line code 1000 will now be
calculated like those of customer PL1000. Exceptions can still be entered for individual customers (See also: SERA2910 Enter discount per customer).
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SERA1410 Enter language codes
PURPOSE:
Defining of codes for each language. The language code is used for customers, suppliers, forms, texts and part descriptions. In this way the system is
able to print documents in the correct language.

By using the language code it is possible to print external documents like invoices, purchase orders etc. in the language of the addressee. Customers
and suppliers are linked to a language code. During creation of the customer or supplier often no specific contact person is known. The information
entered in the fields PURCHASE, SALES and ADMINISTRATION is used as default depending on the language.
The language code can also be used to define different types of external document layouts. Although their actual language is the same, for instance,
cash customers can receive an invoice layout different from credit customers.
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SERA1500 Enter commercial currency rates
PURPOSE:
Enter different rates for calculation of sales prices.

If a financial rate often changes it could give problems for the sale of items for which an agreement is made in foreign currency. (For instance, in
catalogues or price lists).
The sales department would like to have a price fixed for a longer period.
This program can define a different commercial rate from the financial rate. By entering a zero value it defaults back to the financial rate.
The commercial rate is only applicable for trade quotations and orders, and printing of price lists. In all other modules like projects, purchase, contracts
and repairs the financial rate is used.
The changed rate will be used to recalculate the retail price from the parts file into a price in the currency of the customer. The rules from the discount
file will stay valid.
Example:
Without commercial rate
Retail price from the parts file
Financial rate US dollar
Retail price US dollar customer

2.00 EURO
1.10
1.82 USD

With a different commercial rate
Retail price from the parts file
Commercial rate US dollar
Special retail price US dollar customer

SEE ALSO:
SERA1510 Enter currency codes
SERA2910 Enter discount per customer

2.00 EURO
1.00
2.00 USD = 2.22 Euro
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SERA1510 Enter currency codes
PURPOSE:
Defining of currency types, so that it is possible to control prices, claims and debts in foreign currencies.

CURRENCY CODE
The currency code is used everywhere in SERA to present the currency type in which the amounts are stored. It is important to select the code in such
a way that the code is understood universally. It is therefore advisable to use the international standard coding.

DESCRIPTION
An extra description for internal usage.

NUMBER OF DECIMALS
The number of decimals in which the currency is presented. The German Mark has two decimal places, while, for instance, the Italian Lire has NONE.
Sometimes it is necessary for instance cost prices of parts to have extra decimals. If a part costs 2,75 dollar cent it has to be entered as 0.0275 $.
These extra decimal places can be set in the company data (See also: SERA0810 Change Company data.

RATE AGAINST LOCAL CURRENCY
Pay attention that the rate is per 1, and not like common in currency rate summaries per 100 or per 1000. Sufficient decimal places are provided to even
enter extremely low rates.

INTEREST PERCENTAGE
The percentage of the interest as applicable for this currency. At the moment this information is not used, except that it is shown in the summary
currency history. The information can be useful in the future to make interest calculations.

CURRENCY HISTORY
SERA maintains claims and debts in original currency. Because at the end of a period the total of all claims and debts have to be converted into the
company currency, the system has to keep the historical rates. This way it is possible to print balances of old periods that had other rates than the
current. Various financial programs will call back the rate of the requested period.
See SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed for further details about the currency rate system.

SEE ALSO:
SERA1500 Enter commercial currency rates
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SERA1610 Enter classification codes
PURPOSE:
Definition of a main structure of the accounts. General ledger accounts are linked to these classifications.

SERA provides the facility to print a Balance Sheet and Profit & Loss report directly from the system.
Because these summaries often have another sequence of presentation from the general ledger accounts, the system provides the CLASSIFICATION
code. This is a code that dictates the structure of these summaries. For example:
ASSETS
01 inventory
02 stock
03 claims
04 liquid funds
LIABILITIES
11 own capital
12 reservations
13 long term debts
14 short term debts
RESULT
21 sales
22 purchase
31 company costs
41 depreciation
51 interest
61 taxes

NUMBERING
The classification code has maximum 3 positions.
An ASSET classification must start with '0'.
A LIABILITY classification must start with '1'.
RESULT classifications can start with any other number.

SEE ALSO:
SERA1210 Enter ledger accounts
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SERA1700 Change parts in all bills of material
PURPOSE:
Sometimes a certain part is no longer used, and replaced by another. This program can automatically replace the part in all bills of material.

PART
The old part to be replaced or removed.

NEW PART
The new part. If no replacement is required a special function key needs to be pressed.

DATE
The change of the bills of material can be effective on a certain date. The old information is not actually removed, but a closing date is entered. Until that
day the old bill of material is still valid, while starting this date the new bill of material is used.

SEE ALSO:
SERA1710 Enter bills of material
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SERA1710 Enter bills of material
PURPOSE:
Definition of components that belong to a final product, half product, or assembly. Also used to define alternatives.

SERA provides two types of bills of material:
ASSEMBLY
This type is a collection of parts that are kept separately on stock. The actual assembly will not happen. An assembly part is used for instance with:
Sales – set of books for first year students
Or
Production – set of bolts and nuts required for final assembly
Assembly parts can in turn be made of assembly parts. This can be repeated till a maximum of 7 levels.

HALF PRODUCTS / FINISHED PRODUCTS
These parts can be kept physically on stock. They are made from other parts or other bills of material. There is no limitation on the number of levels of
bills of material from which a part is made. This type bill of material is also called OWN PRODUCT.

MAIN PART
The assembly or half product of finished product.

ROUTE
When the main part is an own product, this product can be made in various ways. Depending on the available work or the size of the order, the
production method can be different. The different bills of material can be stored in the different routes. The route is not applicable for assembly parts.
Route '0' is the standard route. Both labor and components from the standard route are used for the cost price calculation (See also: SERA1780
Calculate cost price bills of material.
NB. Besides the BILL OF MATERIAL ROUTE indication, there is the LABOR ROUTE, which is especially applicable for serial production.
For each product the system not only defines with WHAT the product is made, but also HOW it must be made. In the so-called labor route it is defined
which labor, costs and documents are required to make the product. In the same way that the bill of material can have various variations, the actual work
can also have different methods, or routes. The labor route indicates which bill of material route belongs to which labor route (See also: SERA9510
Enter/change labor routes.

SPECIAL ROUTES
Three route numbers have a special function.
9 - SUB-CONTRACTING
There are different types of sub-contracting.
Sometimes a product is for the greatest part made in the own production. A part of the work is done through sub-contracting. The sub-contracting in that
case is defined in a labor route, calculation or component. This type of sub-contracting is handled through the work orders.
When all work done by sub-contractors and only (a part of) the raw materials is sent to the sub- contractor, route 9 is used.
In these bills of material the shipped materials are defined. This type of sub-contracting is handled through purchase orders. If the cost price of the
finished product is calculated via SERA1780 Calculate cost price bills of material, a complete cost price route 0, inclusive of the materials and cost of
labor of the sub-contractor is required (See also: also SERA6510 Enter purchase orders.

X - ALTERNATIVES LIST

Alternatives for the main part can be defined via route ‘X’.
The linked parts are therefore not components, but replacements. An alternative list can be useful when a required part is not available. At the relevant
places in the sales- and production modules the alternatives are shown in the parts look-up and stock forecast screens.

S - SPLIT BILL OF MATERIAL
This option is used to create from the main part, a break down into underlying parts. This option can be used, for instance, in the food industry to specify
final products, waste and side- products. The split bill of material can be used as the basis for the produced weights or quantities after the order is
finished.
For instance:
1

kg

oranges

0.250
0.500
0.250

kg
kg
kg

waste
juice
pulp

Via a special program (available on request) the system can register what the result is from i.e. 1,000 kg of oranges. The total input of 1,000 kg has to
be specified. This way, the complete order result is certified, and a comparison can be made with other orders on the waste percentages.

POSITION
The position number defines the grouping of the bill of material. The position number can also be used as a link to position numbers on design drawings.

NET QUANTITY / MEASUREMENT
The number of times this item is required in the bill of material. Also the size of the item can be entered. I.e. 2 x 0.5 x 0.75 meter are two pieces of 0.5 x
0.75 meter (if the units defined in meters).
By defining the format as <2> x .05 x 0.75, the code <2> is replaced by 2 x the total quantity of the bill of material. This can be useful if the bill of
material is used with varying quantities:

Number of finished products:

1
3

<2> x 0.5 x 0.75 meter
<2> x 0.5 x 0.75 meter

becomes
becomes

2 x 0.5 x 0.75 meter
6 x 0.5 x 0.75 meter

NB. This option will only result in the right quantities if only one level of bills of material is used, or when lower levels are only using 1-piece quantities.

TOTAL
The total requirement inclusive of waste.

FROM
The date from which this component of the bill of material will be used.

TILL
The date till which the component will be used.
The from/till dates can be used to remove an item from the list, without losing its history. By using these date fields, at any time the system can show
which items were used in old obsolete products. By putting the from date in the future the bill of material can be prepared in advance, without effects on
current activities. Program SERA1870 Moving start date: use old stock can be used later on to change date, as long as plenty of stock of the old part is
still available.

ITEM TYPE
There are 3 different types:

1.OBLIGATE
An obligate item of a bill of material must always be used and without changes.

2.OBLIGATE, BUT CHANGEABLE
This type of item must be used, but can be changed to an alternative within the same part group.

3.OPTIONAL
An optional item does not have to be used. When calculating the cost price of a bill of material, it is not accounted for. The cost price is always
calculated separately.
During entering of production- and sales orders the different types are shown to the operator. On which the system, of course, checks for the correct
handling.
NOTE: The cost price of the main part is NOT automatically adjusted.
This is a well thought out decision. If the cost prices WOULD be adjusted automatically, every adjustment etc. would have direct impact of stock
valuation and margins. That is why the system has standard cost prices to absorb small changes. The program SERA1780 Calculate cost price bills of
material will calculated the cost prices of the main parts of the bills of material, always according to route 0.
The program SERA2490 Summary wrong prices enables a check on changes that are not calculated into the cost- and sales prices.

WASTE %
By entering a waste percentage the issued quantities can be influenced.
For a requirement of 100 units and a waste percentage of 10% the system will calculate 110 units. Also 110 pieces can be issued from stock.

SUB PROJECT
A work order can be divided into sub projects. (See also: SERA8050 Change sub-project). By adding a sub project number to the bill of material the
system will control that not all materials are given when the material requisition is done, some items are only required in a later stage of the order.

INSTRUCTIONS
Instructions can be added to a part. This might be useful when materials that have to be sawn are put into the bill of material, such as wood or metal.
Though the labor route can be linked to a document file as well, it is sufficient to give a quick reference to a work instruction, a drawing, etc.

WORKS / DOCUMENTS / OTHER COSTS / TEXTS
An own product can be extended with a so-called work route. Like the required materials that are described in the bill of material (prescription), the labor
route describes which steps have to be taken.
It is possible to add labor routes to a product by a separate program (see SERA9510 Enter/change labor routes) or via a separate function during
entering the bills of material. The program checks whether the user is authorised to enter labor routes via A951.
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SERA1780 Calculate cost price bills of material
PURPOSE:
Calculation of the cost price of finished products, half products or assemblies from all underlying items and labor.

Cost prices of ASSEMBLY parts and OWN PRODUCTS are calculated through this program. For both the bill of material and labor, route 0 is used.

The system calculates:
Purchase parts against the standard cost price from the parts master file.
Half products against the standard cost price from the parts master file.
Assembly parts against the standard cost price of underlying purchase parts and half products.
Jobs from the labor route.
Sub-contracting work from the labor route.
Costs from the labor route.

The system does NOT include:
Optional items.
The costs of jobs is calculated on basis of the data from the labor route. (See also: SERA9510 Enter/change labor routes). The standard quantity defines
the fixed costs per unit. In case the fixed costs, like machine setup time, are 500 $ and the standard quantity is 100 pieces, 5 $ will be added to the
cost price.

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS
In case standard cost price method is used, the stock value is changed once the cost price of these parts is recalculated.
The system will therefore generate stock mutations. The system will issue the stock against the old price, and receive it again against the new price.
When on-line stock control is linked to the financial administration, the related financial bookings will be made according the accounts defined by the
part group of the main part (See also: SERA2160 Change part groups (financial).

SALES PRICES
The sales prices have to be calculated separately. This is done on purpose, because not every change in cost price will result in change of the sales
prices.
See SERA2460 Calculate retail prices class 1 and SERA2490 Summary wrong prices
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SERA1810 Enter payment methods
PURPOSE:
Definition of payment methods as used by entering of sales orders and direct invoices.

The payment method is used by sales orders, purchase orders etc. The code is max. 3 positions.
For instance:
BA1

Payment by bank

CAS

Cash payment

COD

Cash on delivery

LCR

Letter of credit

CHQ

Payment on check

Because the number of different types is usually limited, no extra separation per language code is available.
Sera provides the facility to handle cash payments via a cashbook. This type of payment starts with the code ‘CS’ (See also: SERA3710 Create cash
payment types.
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SERA1870 Moving start date: use old stock
PURPOSE:
Changing of bills of material on THE basis of available stock

A part from a bill of material has a start and finish date. When a part has to be replaced, in SERA1710 Enter bills of material the planned switch date is
entered. At that moment the future stock position is not yet 100% clear. It can happen that on the switch date a lot of old stock is still available. This
program moves the switch date into the future, as long as the stock is above the minimum stock level shown in the parts master file.
The minimum level can be set to 0, but can also have a certain quantity, for example, to ensure the supply of spare parts.
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SERA1880 Create dummy bills of material for MRP
PURPOSE:
Creation of a bill of material with most frequently used items, used for MRP calculations.

On the basis of a historical period the program selects frequently used parts. The average usage per week is put as an item in the bill of material.
EXAMPLE:
Part

Usage last 6 months

1000 half product 1
2000 half product 2
3000 half product 3

2600
1300
5200

A bill of material for DUMMY-part ‘WEEKQUANT’ will look as follows:
Bill of material WEEKQUANT
100 x
50 x
200 x

1000 half product 1
2000 half product 2
3000 half product 3

(100 = 2600 / 26 weeks)
(50 = 1300 / 26 weeks)
(200 = 5200 / 26 weeks)

MASTER PLAN
An MRP calculation is done on the basis of a master plan. Sera offers the facility to fill the master plan with running sales orders. Often the order file is
too limited for long term planning. The master plan has to be filled with a forecast.
Such a forecast can be made using the program SERA9210 Create forecast master plan. However, for some production companies such a forecast
does not work conveniently. A dummy bill of material provides the solution.
Take the example below of a company that produces hydraulic cylinders. A cylinder is assembled from one or more tubes and a piston rod. The
assembly capacity is 300 cylinders per week, which corresponds to the sales requirements. The bottleneck in the production process is not the final
assembly, but the production of the tubes and piston rods. The supply of, especially, the raw tubes and seals is critical, because of a three months leadtime. Although a large quantity of finished products is available, the raw tubes and seals are limited.
The master plan is made from the sales orders (See also: SERA9820 Create masterplan from sales). The weeks that are not filled by the sales orders
are manually planned using the DUMMY-part. (See also: SERA9830 Enter masterplan). MRP shall therefore also on long term give correct advice on
supply of raw tubes and seals.

Week Order file cylinders Added dummies Master plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

300
225
0
100
0
0
0
0

0
75
300
200
300
0
300
300

300
300
300
300
300
0 (holiday)
300
300

LEVEL
The level indicates on which level of the production process a dummy-part has to be created. In the example level 1 is chosen, the level of the finished
product. It could also have been set on level 3, the level of raw tubes to calculate or to define the average raw material usage per week (See also: the
description of MRP in relation to leveling.

SEE ALSO FOR MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF MRP:
SERA9870 MRP calculation
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SERA1910 Enter stores
PURPOSE:
Defining of stores that will hold the stock.

The number of stores is almost unlimited within SERA. This allows to not only specify physical separate stores, but also to show goods in transit, or
controlling deliveries that do not pass through a store physically.
For instance:
10 Goods in transit
15 Goods in consignment
20 Straight from supplier to customer
25 Rejected materials
The requested address data will appear on the purchase orders

STORE GROUP
Stores can be divided into groups. This option can be useful if stock is physically separated. In that case there is probably demand for separate
minimum stock levels and reordering systems. See SERB1810 Enter store groups.
The program automatically creates the group '00'. If no other groups are defined, the store is automatically linked to this group.

SALES ALLOWED?
By NOT allowing sales, the stock in this store can NOT be issued by the sales department to customers. This option is especially useful for production
stock, or for earlier mentioned special stores.
The store access rights can be specified even further on user level (See also: the manual system management \sera\help\sysmanag.doc

COUNT WITH MRP?
If the MRP method is used, stock from specific stores can be excluded from the calculation of the stock requirements. This can be useful in case of e.g.
safety or security stock.

DEPARTMENT
The department that is financially responsible for the store. When other departments use stock from this store, the system will book the relevant
financial booking.

EDI-STORE?
When stock information is received via EDI (electronic data interchange) from e.g. group companies or branches, the external stores have to be defined
as well. Depending on the company structure, branches or independent companies, it is also required in case of EDI stores, to define whether the store
is accounted for financially (See also: UTIL7710 Create communication script).

AUTOMATIC LOCATION ADJUDICATION?
SERA enables it to adjudge locations automatically. In every program where goods are stored or moved, the program seeks for a free location close by
the preferred location.
The number of allowed groups, the weight and the measurements are used as a criterion.
By receiving goods or finishing own production, there will be searched for possible bulk locations. See SERB1710 Enter location types and SERB1610
Enter locations.

LOCATIONS

Within a store every location has to be defined and characterized (See also SERB1610 Enter locations).
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SERA1970 Setup distribution between branches and head office
PURPOSE:
Defining general ledger accounts and warehouses when goods are shipped between branches and warehouses and each location has as separate
database.
Description of the process.
NOTE:
Goods are transferred against cost price, without VAT or any other tax and the currencies have to be the same at each branch / head office involved.
DESCRIPTION
At the SENDER side there are warehouses for each RECEIVER.
At the headoffice:
Nr.00 own warehouse
Nr.01 own warehouse
Nr.B1 branch 1
Nr.B2 branch 2
Nr B9 branch 3
Any code is accepted
At branch 1
Nr.00 own warehouse
Nr.01 own warehouse
Nr.HO headoffice
Nr.B2 branch 2
Branches can ship to each other and back to the head office.
Note that the head office does not have a HO warehouse and that branch 1 has no B1 warehouse.
To move stock just use A683 and move from 00 or any other warehouse to the receives warehouse. So if the head office wants to send stock to branch
1, stock has to be moved to warehouse B1.

ACCOUNT
This has to be the account of the receiving party where the value of the transferred stock is posted as a receivable amount.

ID
The ID has to be the warehouse number that the RECEIVERS have to identify you. In the example the ID of the head office (at the database of the head
office) is HO. This cannot be an existing warehouse otherwise you will send goods to yourself.
At branch 1 the ID would be B1

PROGRAM A198
This program writes off the stock from those warehouse where there is an account and an ID defined by A197. It makes a financial posting <account>debit stock-credit.
It also creates a file in \sera\mailer\transfer (make sure that this directory is available both at the sender and the receiver side called TRANSF<ID>.DBF.
This file collects all shipments of the last 10 days, so it has a built-in recovery in case data transfer was not successful.

PROGRAM A199
This program reads all the files that are in \sera\mailer\transfer. It ignores the stock that has been sent to others and it also ignores the records that
have been posted already.
It makes a financial posting stock-debit <account>-credit

REPORTS
A683 can give a report what has been moved to it.
A689 / A690 can print what is ready to ship
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SERA2010 Enter departments
PURPOSE:
Defining of the department structure (organizational chart) of the company, with the purpose of measuring the financial results per department or groups
of departments.

A department code provides the facility to present financial information at department level.
To accomplish this, every journal entry, both debit and credit, will have a department reference. Because SERA is making many automatic journal
entries at several places in the master data, department codes are asked for. During entering of journal entries the department code is entered manually.
Besides the financial administration also for the company administration a proper department structure is desirable. Orders, jobs, employees and areas
are in this way controlled properly.

NUMBERING
A department code that is used for postings always has to consist of 4 positions. Department codes with less than 4 positions are used to collect result
totals of underlying departments. By structuring the department codes logically, the result can be presented on all levels. For example:
S
SL
SLN
SL NP
SLN R
SLS
SLSP
SLSR

- sales general
- sales local
- sales local north
- sales local north private
- sales local north resellers
- sales local south
- sales local south private
- sales local south resellers

SE
SEFR
SEEN

- sales export
- sales export France
- sales export England

Selection on the 1st position gives the total sales results.
Selection on the 1st and 2nd position gives the result split in local and export, etc.
With the use of the E3-module cost allocations can be done from one department to the other (See also: among others SERE3010 Enter definition
collections.

c
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SERA2110 Enter companies
PURPOSE:
Defining of other companies besides the main company. On these other companies only the financial administration can be handled.

COMPANY
In the financial administration an unlimited number of companies can be created. The length of the company number is max. 4 positions. Every code is
allowed.

MOTHER COMPANY
A company can refer to a mother company for consolidation using a report generator or spreadsheet.

CURRENCY
The currency code which is used as the “local” currency of the company. Each company can have a different currency.

ACCOUNTS AND DEPARTMENTS
Because SERA generates many automatic journal entries, several account numbers and departments have to be entered.

POSITION ACCOUNT CURRENCY
Postings in both the debtors and creditors control accounts of the general ledger are kept in the original currency. The advantage is that at ANY time,
without difficult calculations, currency fluctuations can be entered, and the results are directly visible. The balance of all currencies, inclusive the local
currency, has its contra booking automatically booked on this account.
The position account is a balance account!
For instance:
Invoice for travel expenses in USA dollars.
TRAVEL COSTS
STILL TO PAY

USD
USD

500.00 DT
500.00 CR

Since 'TRAVEL COSTS' is NOT a balance account, the dollar amount is converted to local currency. When processing the journals the following
bookings are made:
TRAVEL COSTS
EURO
POSITION ACCOUNT EURO

950.00 DT

POSITION ACCOUNT USD
STILL TO PAY
USD

500.00 DT

950.00 CR

500.00 CR

In the General Ledger, the position account now shows the following entries:
JOURNAL DESCRIPTION
PURCH
AUTOMATIC ENTRY
PURCH
AUTOMATIC ENTRY
BALANCE

AMOUNT CURR. EURO
500.00 USD 950.00
-950.00 EURO -950.00
0.00

The local (EURO) amount is calculated with the actual rate during printing/showing of the General Ledger. If the rate changes from 1.90 to 2.00 the report
looks like this:

JOURNAL DESCRIPTION
PURCH
AUTOMATIC ENTRY
PURCH
AUTOMATIC ENTRY
BALANCE

AMOUNT CURR. EURO
500.00 USD 1000.00
-950.00 EURO -950.00
50.00

Now a rate loss is appearing of 50 EURO. This makes sense, since the debit of 500 dollar has risen from 950 EURO to 1,000 EURO. The difference can
be written off in LOCAL currency:
POSITION ACCOUNT
EURO 50.00 CT
CURRENCY GAIN/LOSS EURO 50.00 DT
RESULT RATE CHANGES
This account is used to book the above shown rate difference automatically on the moment the currency rate is changed.

DIFFERENCE ACCOUNT
This account is used to book possible rounding differences for foreign currencies. The account is also used to balance possible disruptions during the
financial postings.

DEBTORS CONTROL ACCOUNT
The control account in the general ledger for the debtors sub-ledger.

CREDITORS CONTROL ACCOUNT
The control account in the general ledger for the creditors sub-ledger.

TAX ON PURCHASE
The account on which by TAX charged by suppliers is booked. In conformance with TAX report forms no difference is made between low or high TAX. The
TAX statistics are built up independent from this account. In some countries TAX on supplier credit notes have to be reported separately. If this is the
case, this account needs to be indicated as well.

RESULT CURRENT YEAR
SERA uses this account the result of the current year at the balance sheet, while printing the balance sheet and profit and loss account. An actual
posting is not made, only the description is important.

INVOICES TO RECEIVE
All goods receipts will be booked against their stock or cost account. The contra booking will be made to this account ('invoices to receive'). See
SERA6710 Enter goods receipts. The program SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices will empty this account and contra booking will go to creditors and
the price differences account.

PRE PAID EXPENSES
During posting of purchase invoices it is possible to immediately spread the costs over more periods. That portion of the costs that will be booked later
will be put temporarily on this account. Each period a portion of this account is booked to the result (See also: SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices.

PRICE DIFFERENCES PURCHASE
The difference between purchase invoice price and stock price is booked on this account automatically.

LAST PURCHASE INVOICE
This field defines the starting number for the entered purchase invoices.
NB. Enter the number previous to the required number.

REMIND DEBTORS AFTER
The first value is the number of days after the payment date.
The second value is the number of days AFTER the previous reminder, etc (See also: SERB3640 Reminders) .

SEE ALSO:
SERA1210 Enter ledger accounts
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SERA2160 Change parts groups (financial)
PURPOSE:
Defining of standard journal entries for all transactions within the company administration: sales, purchase, production etc.

Each part group has its own entries and variations.
Once a part group is entered, the financial data, like sales account, stock account etc. is copied from the part group '0000'. This program is used to
change the default accounts.

IMPORTANT!
The accounts are selected FROM the part group that is used, not the part group FOR which it is done:
PART GROUP USED:
1. The part group of the used material.
2. The part group of the work type from the hour administration.
NOT:
1. The part group of the finished product, for which the raw material is issued,
2. The part group of the project / work order.
NB. This situation can be reversed using a parameter setting. See SERA0830 Company parameters.
All activities within the organization will result in a financial entry: material usage, increasing work in progress, sales, etc. etc.
For each activity the accounts of the related journal entry need to be defined. The paragraph numbers, like 1. SALES, are a reference to the journal
examples further down in this chapter.
TRADE / GENERAL

1. SALES
The sales of all parts that belong to this group are booked on this account. The department code to which the sales are booked can be set in different
ways:
Via customer number, area code and the department code. (=Standard). This method is commonly used for those companies where the result
per e.g. salesmen is important.
Via the part group, an exception can be made by linking a fixed department to the part group, independent of the customer and area. This method
is often used if result per product group is more important.
Via an area or department change during entering of orders. In all cases sales statistics on customer and area level remain available.
The contra entry will be to debtors and optionally TAX.
2. USAGE (COST OF SALES)
This account is the contra-account for stock, when stock is issued through sales invoicing.
This account is also used for goods receipts, if the received parts are marked as non-stock items. The costs of these goods are booked directly to the
result. The department used is the same department as the sales entry.
A special option is available with invoicing costs. If the parameter\sera\paramet\bookcost.par is present, an extra account will be asked. A
supplementary entry will be made with code "Costs".
DEBTORS dt
COST OF SALES dt

-

SALES cr
EXTRA ACCOUNT cr

- SALES JOURNAL
- COSTS JOURNAL

3. STOCK
The account on which all stock mutations are booked. This account is therefore also used for goods receipts and stock corrections. For stock
corrections, the account as defined in the stock references is used as the contra account (See also: SERA6310 Enter stock references. The accounts
used at the stock references must therefore NEVER be the same as the stock accounts. If not, stock is booked to stock. The stock administration is
updated, but in the general ledger the net balance on the stock account will be zero. The department on which the stock is booked is defined in the store
where the stock is kept.

REVALUATION / PRICE CHANGES
This account is required only when stock is booked against standard cost price. As soon as the cost price of a part is changed and there is stock of this
part, the system will book the difference against this account.
The contra-entry will of course be booked to the stock account.
N.B.
The next accounts are only important if work orders or projects are used. The program asks for them anyway, but the accounts for sales and general
usage can be reused. An exception is the account 'REVALUATION / PRICE CHANGES’.

PRODUCTION
4. PRODUCTION INCOME
On completion of work orders for parts, on one side the stock account is increased, while the contra entry will credit the producing department on this
account for the value of the completed stock. The last known cost price from the parts master file will be used to calculate the amount. For orders that
are linked to sales orders the actual cost price is used. Projects and customer-linked orders are invoiced directly without putting the finished product first
on stock. In that case not this account, but the normal sales account is used.
The contra entry is to the stock account.
MATERIAL USAGE IN PRODUCTION / ON PROJECTS
5. COSTS OF MATERIAL
Usage for work orders is booked debit to the producing department on this account. Usage is registered through picking lists or unplanned issues.
LABOR
6. COSTS OF HOURS
Hours are debited to this account. When the hours are entered on a job from a work order the department of the job is used. In case no job is used, it is
a case of unplanned work. The department to be used in that case is the department that will receive the income of the finished product or project.
7. INCOME ON HOURS
Hours are credited against the rates as defined in the work types or plan places on the department of the employee that did the work. If the department
differs from the planned department only the salary component (from the work type) will be booked on this department. The remaining income will be
booked to the planned department to cover the machine and other costs. (See also: SERA8010 Create work types).
The program SERA8080 Book hour-administration can be booked per month automatically.
8. COSTS OF JOBS
When an internal job is completed, the costs of the job are debited to this account. The department used is the same department on which the income
of the finished product or project is booked.
9. INCOME OF JOBS
On finishing internal jobs the income will be credited to this account. Optionally a job can also be completed at the hour-administration or at completing
the work order.
The department used is the department as entered in the JOB ORDER. This can therefore be a different department from the department that is
responsible for the complete order. During finishing the job the department can be changed. The income is calculated from the cost price of the job from
the work order.
10. COSTS OF SUBCONTRACTING
When an external job is completed, the costs are debited against this account.
The contra entry (credit) will be booked on the account 'invoices to receive'. (See also: SERA2110 Enter companies). The department is the same
department that is used for the income of the finished product or project.

WORK IN PROGRESS
During a certain period all costs of hours, jobs, sub contracting work and material will be booked debit to the result.
As long as the order is not cleared using SERA8590 Clear work orders there is work in progress: the balance of all costs minus possible invoices or
finished stock.
The result will be reduced by the work in progress and parked temporarily on the balance sheet. For example:
Material usage
Costs of jobs

10000.00
8000.00
--------Production costs 18000.00
WIP materials
10000.00 CR (correction on result)
WIP jobs
8000.00 CR (correction on result)
--------Result
0.00

=========
The balance sheet will show the work in progress:
WIP materials
WIP jobs
Balance WIP

10000.00 DT
8000.00 DT
--------18000.00 DT

When the order is completed and cleared during the next period, the following will be shown:
Sales

20000.00 CR

Material usage
Costs of jobs

10000.00
8000.00
-------Production costs 18000.00
-------Result
2000.00 CR
========
The work in progress entries from the previous period are reversed.

Using the program SERC3810 Book work in progress production the work in progress position can be determined at the end of a period. The amount of
work in progress will be booked on the balance sheet and reversed on the result. The program can be run over and over, because the entries only contain
the work in progress.
The departments that are used for the bookings are those departments as set in the work orders.
11. WORK IN PROGRESS
The balance sheet accounts, on which the work in progress will be booked.
It is possible to use different accounts for different elements. Of course also just one account can be used.
12. CORRECTION RESULT
The system gives default accounts on which the material usage, hours, jobs etc. are booked. It is possible to define special accounts, or one account,
on which the total correction will be booked.
EXAMPLE
The usage of different accounts is stipulated below.
Used below as an example, is a company with 2 production departments and 1 sales department. Products are booked on stock against standard cost
price, after which they are sold partially. One department works for the other based on planning; internal bookings will be done on planning basis.
Furthermore, one employee is temporarily lent on actual hourly basis. Department PROD-1 keeps the raw material store, while the finished goods store
belongs to the sales department.
JOURNAL
Account/description

Department

Debit

Credit

PURCHASE RECEIPT
3. raw material
invoice to receive

PROD-1
PROD-1

1000

Sales
Sales
Sales
Sales

3000
1900

1000

FACTURERING
1. Sales
debtors
2. sales finished product
3. stock

3000
1900

FINISHED PRODUCTION
4. finished stock
3. stock

PROD-1
Sales

2000
2000

FINISHED LABOR
jobs for own department
8. costs of labor
9. sales of labor

PROD-1
PROD-1

700

PROD-1
PROD-2

190

700

jobs by other department
8. costs of labor
9. sales of labor

190

subcontracting of labor
10.costs of labor
invoices to receive

PROD-1
PROD-1

50

PROD-1
PROD-1
PROD-2
PROD-2

600

50

HOURS ADMINISTRATION
own employee on own department
6.
7.
6.
7.

costs
sales
costs
sales

of
of
of
of

hours
hours
hours
hours

600
190
190

employees of another department on own machines
6. costs of hours
PROD-1
7. sales of hours(salary part) PROD-2
7. sales of hours(machine part) PROD-1

20
15
5

OTHER EXPENSES
Salaries
Nett salary/tax/social
Other expenses
Expenses to pay

PROD-1
PROD-2
Sales
PROD-1
PROD-2
Sales
PROD-1
PROD-2
Sales
PROD-1
PROD-2
Sales

450
200
600

PROD-1
PROD-1

10

450
200
600
150
200
350
150
200
350

WORK IN PROGRESS
11.balance work in progress
12.correction result

10

RESULT
Account / description

Dept.

Dept.

Dept.

Total

PROD-1 PROD-2 SALES
SALES
1. invoiced to customer

3000 CR 3000 CR

INTERNAL PRODUCTION
4. finished stock
2. Cost of sales fin.product
CHANGE STOCK FIN. PRODUCT

2000 CR
1900 DT 1900 DT
------- ------ ------- ------2000 CR
1900 DT 100 CR

PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY
9. sales of labor
6. costs of own hours
6. hours of other departments
EFFICIENCY DIFFERENCE

700 CR 190 CR
890 CR
605 DT 190 DT
795 DT
15 DT
15 DT
------- ------ ------- -------80 CR
0
80 CR

COSTS OF LABOUR
8. costs own labor
8. from other departments
10.subcontracting

700 DT
190 DT
50 DT
------940 DT

700 DT
190 DT
50 DT
------940 DT

MATERIAL USAGE IN PODUCTION
5. raw material/half fin.prod. 1000 DT
12.corr.work in progress
10 CR
-------990 DT
-------- -------- ------TOTAL GROSS MARGIN
150 CR
0 1100 CR

1000 DT
10 CR
------990 DT
------1250 CR

EXPENSES
Salaries
Others
7. Sales of hours
Difference
RESULT

450 DT 200 DT 600 DT 1250 DT
150 DT
200 DT 350 DT
605 CR 205 CR
810 CR
------- -------- ------- ------5 CR
5 CR 800 DT 790 DT
------- -------- ------- ------155 CR
5 CR 300 CR 460 CR
======= ======== ======= ========

It is possible to print a balance sheet on department level too.
BALANCE
3. stock finished product
used finished product
used raw material
purchase raw material
11.work in progress
debtors
intercompany balances
TOTAL ASSETS
Increase capital
Salary / expenses to pay
10.Subcontracting to pay
Creditors
TOTAL LIABILITIES

2000 DT
1900 CR

100 DT

1000 CR
1000 DT
10 DT
210 DT
------210 DT
=======

10 DT
3000 DT 3000 DT
2000 DT
-------- ------1100 DT 3110 DT
======= ========

150 CR 10 CR
600 CR 200 CR
50 CR
1000 CR
-------- -------1800 CR 210 CR
======== ========

300 CR 460 CR
800 CR 1600 CR
50 CR
1000 CR
------- -------1100 CR 3110 CR
======== =======

1790 DT
-------1800 DT
========

The inter-company relations between the different departments are calculated automatically when printing the result / balance per department.
The program is protected against wrong usage of ledger accounts. For instance it is not allowed to book entries directly to debtors control, creditors
control, invoices to receive, etc. or title accounts. An account that is used by one of the part groups as the stock account can no longer be used for
booking e.g. income hours. If this would be allowed the stock administration is no longer balanced with the general ledger, since other entries are
booked to the stock account as well.
To find out why the system is not showing certain accounts, a summary of ledger accounts can be printed. This list will show which accounts are linked
to sub administrations, and can therefore not be used for direct entries.
It is possible that a part group has a wrong stock account. This problem can be solved easily by changing the relevant part group to the correct
accounts. When exiting the program the system will checks which stock accounts are now used and will block those, meanwhile releasing the old
accounts.

ADDITIONAL CHARGES
In some production companies additional charges on hours, materials etc. are booked. Separate from part groups additional charge rules can be stored
in: SERA2170 Change additional charge rules for production orders. The calculation of additional charges takes place automatically during booking of
work in progress or before clearing labor orders.
The calculation of work in progress is inclusive of additional charges.
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SERA2170 Change % addition on work orders
PURPOSE:
Store percentages and booking accounts to book additions on materials and hours.

In some production companies additions are booked on order parts. An addition expressed as a percentage of material usage, hour spending, subcontracting, services or other costs can be charged on the order and can be booked as contra entry to fees on storage costs or overhead for example.
Example:
Production department
Material usage
Addition 15%

1000,- DT
150,- DT

A

Warehouse department
Fee on storage costs

150,- CR

A

It is possible to credit additions on outstanding (not cleared) orders on a balance account for work in progress. See also: SERA2160 Change part groups
(financial).
Example:
Production department
Material usage
Materials in progress
Addition 15%

1000,- DT
1000,- CR

B

Addition in progress

150,- CR

C

Storage department
Fee on storage costs

150,- CR

Balance
Materials in progress
Additions in progress

150,- DT

1000,- DT
150,- DT

B
C

Booking of additions takes place automatically during booking of work in progress or before clearing of labor orders. The used journal code is 'CSTADD'.
A summary of the postings can be found at C384.
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SERA2210 Enter booking periods
PURPOSE:
Defining of periods per financial book year. The periods are used to store and present financial and statistical data per period.

BOOKING PERIOD
The first four positions of the booking period are made of the year. The 5th and 6th position are the same as the calendar month or the financial period.
As an extra addition, a period 00 (opening balance) and a period 13, 14 and 15 can be created.
By default a year is divided into twelve periods. Depending on the system date the automatic journals SERA creates are booked in the relevant period
automatically. For manual journals the period must be selected. Optionally a year can be split into 13 periods by a parameter setting (See also:
SERA0830 Company parameters.

ENTRIES ALLOWED?
This field is used to open or close a certain period for bookings. This blocking is not valid for automatic entries like invoicing. The system date defines
the used period. It is therefore important to ensure the system date is correct.
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SERA2310 Enter area codes
PURPOSE:
Dividing of customers in geographical areas or sales representatives for the sales statistics.

The area code is used to divide the customers in geographical areas or sales representatives to establish useful sales statistics. In case the grouping is
done geographically the fields 'Address, Town and Country' are irrelevant.

DESCRIPTION
The description of the area. E.g. 'NORTH' or 'Mr. J. Johnson'

DEPARTMENT
The department to which the area belongs (sales). Sales and cost prices of invoices are automatically booked to the correct department via the area
code of the customer. An exception can be set via the part group of the sold items and bookings will go to the department as defined in the part group.
The statistics per area will in both cases be the same.
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SERA2360 Calculate standard cost price from purchase
PURPOSE:
On the basis of parameters entered by the user, new cost prices are calculated from the last known purchase prices.

WATCH OUT!
This is a very powerful program that could cause huge damages to the parts file, stock and financial administrations if used wrongly.
The program provides the facility to set or change the standard cost price of purchase parts per part group per supplier. Apart from that, existing
purchase prices can also be increased by a certain percentage. The program converts possible foreign currency prices to the company currency.

INCREASE PURCHASE PRICE
The option is for entering a general price increase from a certain supplier. However, it is very unlikely that all prices are increased with the same
percentage.

PERCENTAGE INCREASE STANDARD COST PRICE
The standard cost price is based upon the purchase price. Besides the purchase price also other costs can be considered like:
Transport
Import duties
Currency risks
Insurance
Storage costs
This field is meant to account for those costs that can be calculated as a percentage of the purchase price.

FIXED INCREASE STANDARD COST PRICE
This field is meant to account for those costs that are calculated as a fix amount into the standard cost price.
The price catalogues are adjusted for all suppliers and the parts for those suppliers. If stock is valued against standard cost price, the stock is counted.
If a part has stock, a preferred supplier and its cost price is changed, the stock value is changed as well. The program will generate stock mutations.
The stock will be issued against the old price and received again against the new price.
If the stock is linked on-line to the financial administration, the relevant bookings will be made according the accounts of the part group (See also:
SERA2160 Change part groups (financial).
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SERA2380 Copy retail prices
PURPOSE:
Switching from the actual price list to the new, already pre-stored and possibly shown to the customers price list .

The program copies within the selected part group the retail prices from price class 1 to price class 2 or vice versa. The prices can optionally be
increased or deceased simultaneously.
The program can also have an important function when a new price list for the new season has to be made. The steps to follow could be as follows:
1.
2.
3.

The actual price class 1 is copied to the provisional price list for the new year with a price increase of 5%.
The new price class list is checked and possibly adjusted.
The moment the prices are effective price class 2 is copied back to price class 1.

SEE ALSO:
SERA1110 Enter customers
SERA2510 Enter parts
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SERA2390 Increase retail prices with a %
PURPOSE :
Increase on existing retail price lists.

The program provides the facility to increase the retail prices of a selected part group with a certain percentage. This increase can be done separately
per price class.

ROUND TO NUMBER OF DIGITS
The number of digits the new prices should be rounded to.
Number
of digits
0
1
2

Original
amount

New
amount

1.62
1.62
1.62

1.62
1.60
2.00

SEE ALSO:
SERA2460 Calculate retail prices class 1
SERA2490 Summary wrong prices
SERA2360 Calculate standard cost price from purchase
SERA1780 Calculate cost price bills of material
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SERA2410 Enter part groups
PURPOSE:
Defining of groups of similar parts for sales statistics and financial bookings.

PART GROUP
The part groups make an essential part of the implementation of the SERA package. Because many financial transactions are handled by the system
automatically, it is necessary to define how and which accounts are involved. The parts file needs, among other things, to be divided into part groups. For
each group various data are stored that is common to the parts within this part group. This means this information does not have to be entered every
time a new part is created.

PART GROUP AS RESULT GROUP
The part group is not only used for the parts. Also in other situations the part group is applied:
Cost lines (lines without a part number) at purchases, sales and production
A finished product is known as a part only for production to stock. For all other production orders direct invoicing to the customer is applied. Such
orders are always linked to a selected part group.
For work types the part group is used to enable the entries for costs and income of hours and jobs.

LANGUAGE
The part group descriptions can be translated for the purpose of multi-lingual price lists. The default language is the company language. The program
SERA7010 Parts translation enables translations of the part group descriptions.

RETAIL PRICES AS % OF THE COST PRICE
This option is only important for trade parts. The entered percentage is used to calculate a default retail price from the standard cost price.

TAX TYPE
For each part group is defined which TAX percentage is applicable for this group.
If the customer has TAX code ‘IN”, the TAX type of the part group defines the TAX percentage to be calculated. In all other cases the TAX
type/percentage of the customer is used.

STATISTICS NUMBER
A code defined by European Community rules to link the part group to the so-called declaration of Inter-Community deliveries.

EXPIRY TIME IN DAYS
This field is only shown if the shelf life parameter is set (See also: SERA0830 Company parameters.
An entry of 9999 is used to indicate that parts of this group can have unlimited expiry dates.

DESCRIPTION LINE
This field and the following are used to give structure to the part descriptions. Instead of the default value "DESCRIPTION" the user could enter headers
like:
TYPE LENGTH WIDTH
or

COLOR DIAMETER MATERIAL
STRUCTURE LINE
This field is used to give even further detailed structure to the part description. Each position of the description can be mapped on the following
characters:
X = any character is allowed
A = only letters
9 = only digits
! = Any character but converted to capitals
= Space obligate
- = Dash obligate
. = Dot obligate
, = Comma obligate

SERIAL NUMBER TYPE
If the production module is used, and serial production is done, the system could generate serial numbers for the work orders. Different part groups can
refer to the same serial number type. The serial numbers are stored in a historical file per part per part group (See also: SERA9710 Enter serial number
types).

RESULT TO DEPARTMENT
By default, the sales and cost prices of the sales invoice are booked to the department via the line customer -> area -> department. This method is used
by branch companies with a wide range of products.
For those kinds of companies, the result per area is more important than the result per product.
It is, however, also possible to overrule the standard setting by linking a fixed department to the part group or range of part groups. This method is
preferable if the financial results per product group are more important than the area. Production companies commonly use this method.
In both cases the sales statistics are always kept on area and part group level.

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
The department that normally produces the products that belong to this group. This information is used by the programs SERA9790 Process MRP
advice – production and SERA9280 Process MRP advice.

PRODUCTION SUPPLY FROM STORE
The store from which the raw materials to production are supplied. This field is also used by the above mentioned programs.

FIXED SALES PRICES
Each user (See also: also SERA0410 enter users, system management manual \sera\help\sysmanag.doc) can be given authority to (or restricted from)
the facility to change calculated discounts and sales prices during order entry. This option only works for part groups that are marked with the fixed
sales price field. If the part group has no fixed sales prices any user can change the sales prices of parts from this part group.

EXCLUDE FROM DISCOUNT
Part groups can be excluded form the normal standard calculations of discounts. (See also: SERA2910 Enter discount per customer).
If a part group is marked as a NET group, the sales price will always be equal to the retail price from the parts master file, even if discount tables are
entered (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts.
NB. General order discounts as defined with program SERB2910 Enter trade discounts / costs WILL have an impact on the sales price. The net marking
is ignored.
IMPORTANT!
For defining the part group’s financial data immediately after creation the part group the program SERA2160 Change part groups (financial) has to be
executed.
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SERA2460 Calculate retail prices class 1
PURPOSE:
Based on the percentages from the part groups new gross retail prices are calculated from standard cost prices.

This program calculates from the standard cost price the retail price of a part. For this purpose it uses the retail increase percentage as defined in the
part group.
If the part is an assembly part, and therefore has a bill of material, first a new cost price is calculated from the underlying parts.

INCLUSIVE PRICE DECREASES?
If after calculation the new retail price becomes lower than the old one the program will depending on the answer of this question decide whether the
price will be changed or not.

ROUND TO NUMBER OF DIGITS
Especially for large amounts it can be useful to round off. For instance:
Quantity
Numbers
0
1
2

Calculated
amount
1.62
1.62
1.62

New
amount
1.62
1.60
2.00
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SERA2490 Summary wrong prices
PURPOSE:
Show or print retail prices that do not agree to the margin set in the part groups.

This program is meant to check periodically whether price changes are required. Unlike the programs SERA2460 Calculate retail prices class 1 and
SERA2470, the calculations of this program will not result in any changes to the parts master file. The output is STRICTLY used as a check.
Once variations are found the relevant part and its description is shown. The check is done according the same settings as described for program
SERA2460 Calculate retail prices class 1. That program can do the actual changes.

html>
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SERA2510 Create parts
PURPOSE:
Entering of new parts that will be used for purchases, sales, production etc.

PART NUMBER
The part number can be selected freely. Nearly all selections of letters, digits and special characters are allowed. A number of combinations are
reserved for special parts. The program will warn if such a number is entered.

BARCODE
A barcode belonging to the part can be entered and used as extra search criteria. While entering the part number the system always checks if its
barcode is already known. This is especially useful when bar code scanners are used.

PART GROUP
All parts are grouped into a part group to control collective properties like TAX percentage, stock accounts, statistical codes and shelf life (See also:
SERA2410 Enter part groups.

EXTERNAL DESCRIPTION
The description of the part as it is used on external forms like purchase orders, order confirmations and invoices. In an extra window additional text of
unlimited size can be added. This text will also be printed on invoices, etc. For documents in other languages the part description also needs to be
translated.

INTERNAL DESCRIPTION
Besides the external description, a internal description can be given for the internal forms like picking lists and bills of material. This field can be filled
with the more popular own description of the part is known within the organization.

SEARCH METHOD
The barcode, the external and internal description and the number of a part can all be used to look up a part during e.g. order entry.
All programs that ask for a part number check the user input according the following principle. If a part is found, the input is accepted and the program
continues to the next entry.

1. Check if entry is equal to existing barcode.
2. Check if entry is equal to existing number.
3. If nothing is found, a lookup screen appears. The lookup screen will try to show the parts nearest to the user entry. By first entering a dot ('.')
followed by the first part of the part number a screen will be shown in number order starting with the part nearest to the user entry.

4. If no dot before a key-word is entered, the system will search in the external description. By switching the index, the system will look up in the
internal description or the user defined fields 1 - 7 in case they are available. There is also a RANDOM seek function. The program will look for the
occurrence of the key word at any place in the external and /or internal description. If more than one key word is entered separated with a '+'
sign, all extra words have to be there too. In case the extra words are separated by a space, one of the words has to occur. Via TABS it is
possible as well to search for a part. In that case the tabs have to be stored and the parts have to be linked to the tabs. (See SERE2510 Enter
part tabs).
Now it's possible to store a preferred search routine within option 4. Afterwards the program will start with this preference every time.
During the search of a part it can be useful to see the stock position. This data can be looked up through a function key in the manner as described in
program SERA6920 Summary stock shortage.
The look up screen can be adjusted further by 2 parameters:
\SERA\PARAMET\PRTSEEK1.PAR for searching on number or on external description, and \SERA\PARAMET\PRTSEEK2.PAR for searching on the
internal description.

Example:
The required setting is
The parameter is in that case

:
:

Number, Description, Barcode
1, 3, 2

Available columns are:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

NUMBER
BARCODE
DESCRIPTION
INTERNAL DESCRIPTION
FREE STOCK INCL. QUARANTINE STOCK
FREE STOCK EXCL. QUARANTINE STOCK
QUARANTINE STOCK
COMPANY UNIT
PART GROUP
PRICE LIST PART?
MINIMUM STOCK
MAXIMUM FROM STOCK DELIVERABLE
RETAIL PRICE
LEAD TIME
PART NUMBER SUPPLIER
USED + SOLD QUANTITY THIS YEAR
USED + SOLD QUANTITY LAST YEAR

51-90

FREE FIELDS 1 - 40 FROM THE PART CARD
(See also: SERB2100 Update user defined fields)

PART TYPE
1.

Purchase part

Parts that are bought for trade or as raw material for production.
2.

Assembly

An assembly, also known as kit, is a collection part that is NOT kept on stock as a complete set. An example is a set of books, where the individual
items are kept on stock. The complete set sometimes has a special price different from the sum of the individual items.
The assembly can also be useful in production to define e.g. a assembly kit, consisting of a range of bolts and nuts.
A bill of material containing the underlying parts has to be linked to the assembly part.
3.

Own product

Own products are those parts that are produced by the own production or by subcontractors. Besides a bill of material a labor route can also be
connected to this kind of part. This way jobs, subcontractors and other costs can be defined. Also documents and additional instructions can be stored
in the labor route.

ORDER METHOD
1.

Order point

Once the stock of a part gets under a certain level, a shortage is reported. At the field MINIMUM STOCK further details are given.
2.

MRP

An MRP calculation has as result a report that certain parts need to be purchased or produced. The calculation is much more complex than the previous
method. Usually MRP calculations are performed for production companies with extended bills of material and labor routes for the parts (See also:
SERA9870 MRP calculation. Parts that are ordered through the MRP method usually have no minimum stock levels. If they do have minimum stock
levels, these levels can be seen as safety stock, for the cases when the supplier is unable to supply, or when rush orders have to be made.
3.

Equal with main product

This option is only valid for own products. If THIS part appears on the bill of material from ANOTHER own product then an order will be made
automatically for this product during entering the labor order. The system repeats this action for underlying bills of material as well. All orders that are
automatically made are connected to 'upperlying' orders. The system takes lead times into account. All orders contain information about the product and
the customer at the highest level. This information can be printed on the separated labor orders.

COMPANY UNIT
This is the unit in which the part is kept on stock and is issued. E.g. PIECE, METER, KG, etc. The entry is completely free.

INTEGER (WHOLE) QUANTITIES ?
If partial quantities of the company unit can be stored the answer must be “N”. E.g. 3.75 meter = ‘N’, but 50 pieces = ‘Y’

PURCHASE UNIT
The unit in which the part is bought. The entry is completely free.

CONVERSION FACTOR
If the purchase unit is different from the company unit a conversion factor is required. For instance:
The company unit = meter and the purchase unit = rolls. If one roll is 100 meter, the conversion factor will be 100.

MINIMUM STOCK
Many products have a lead time. Shortages have to be reported BEFORE the stock is completely finished.
Suppose the lead time of a product is 1 month, and the average usage is approximately 100 pieces per month, then there is already a shortage when the
balance of the available stock plus pending purchase orders is less than 100. It will take a month (= 100 pieces) before new stock will arrive.
The complete shortage calculation is as follows:
Stock
Minimum stock
Pending purchase orders
Pending sales orders
Pending production orders
Pending production orders

+
+
+

(usage in production)
(produced finished products)

Balance
Once the balance comes below zero, re-ordering is required.
The minimum stock is therefore NOT the quantity that must be kept on stock at all time, but the MOMENT reordering is required. Sera offers programs
to calculate minimum stock levels, based on history and expectation levels. See SERC6660 Calculate minimum stock advice and SERA6910 Summary
stock forecast.
The general definition could be described as:
'The usage during the lead time'.
Fine tuning for seasonal influences, service degrees, etc. are possible.
Store groups
Stores can be divided into groups. This option can be useful when the stores are physically separated. In that case there is probably need for separate
minimum levels and order methods (See also: SERB1810 Enter store groups The minimum stock level from the parts master file is assumed the
TOTAL for the complete company.
Separate minimum stock levels can be entered with program SERB1850 Enter minimum per store group .
Unless indicated otherwise a store is grouped into the (standard) store group '00'. For this group the minimum stock level is equal to the minimum stock
level from the parts master file minus the minimums from the other store groups. This means no separate minimum level can be entered for group '00'.

ORDER QUANTITY
The number of company units that is usually ordered. This could be more than the minimum stock level to get e.g. quantity discount. It can also be less.
That way the stock value stays minimized, but the number of purchases increases.

ORDER INCREASE
Sometimes more than the standard order quantity needs to be ordered. If a part can only be supplied in 10 piece packages, it is not possible to order 83
pieces.
If an order increase or 10 is entered, Sera will advice a order quantity of 90 pieces.

ADD TO PRICE LIST ?
Not all parts are meant for sales or are desired to be shown on a price list. Through this field this can be accomplished. This field can also be used to
indicate to the sales department which are the preferable parts, in case alternatives are entered.
This information will appear in the parts look up screens.

MAXIMUM DELIVERY FROM STOCK
To avoid that all stock is sold to one customer a number can be entered here that will be shown at sales order entry. If the entered quantity exceeds this
maximum quantity the system will default give a delivery time equal to the lead time of the part from purchase or production. This date can be overruled.

PREFERRED STORE
The preferable store for the storage of the part. This information will be shown as default for goods receipts or production completion.

PREFERRED LOCATION
The same principle as the preferred store.
See program SERB1210 Enter preferred locations to define, if required, preferred locations per store.

LEAD TIME (IN DAYS)
The lead time for the supplier.

SUPPLIER
The default preferred supplier of this part. If no supplier is entered this means the parts cannot be ordered automatically.
If a supplier is entered the purchase catalogue is also updated. The catalogue is used to store which supplier supplies which parts and extra information
like price, lead time and if the supplier is the preferred supplier.

PART NUMBER SUPPLIER
The number under which this part is known to the supplier.

AUTOMATIC ORDERING Y/N?
For each part it is possible to indicate whether it can be purchased automatically using the program SERA6680 Automatic purchase order. This option
can be useful for parts that have to be available at all times, and are always bought at the same supplier, against known conditions.

PURCHASE CURRENCY
The currency in which the part is bought and is used as the basis for the purchase price.

PURCHASE PRICE
The purchase price in the purchase currency.
Sometimes it is necessary to have extra decimal places in the cost price. If a part costs 2,75 dollar cent, this needs to be entered as 0.0275 $. These
extra decimals can be set in the company data (See also: SERA0810 Change Company data.

STANDARD COST PRICE
The standard cost price is based upon the purchase price. Besides the purchase price other costs can be involved like:
Transport
Import duty
Currency risks
Insurance

Storage costs
Stock can be valued against a standard cost price or against the actual price per lot. If the standard cost price method is used, for every change in cost
price the system will check if there is existing stock, and will also adjust it. The required financial booking will be generated automatically (See also:
SERA0810 Change Company data for the used method. The standard cost price is, whatever method is used, always used for calculations and cost
price calculations.
If the stock is not valued against the standard cost price, but against lot price (LOT-nr) two possible options are available for goods receipts (See also:
SERA0830 Company parameters.
1.
2.

A receipt is valued against the standard cost price from the parts master file of that moment.
A receipt is valued against the price from the purchase order.

COST PRICE OF ASSEMBLY PARTS / OWN PRODUCTS
When the parts are entered, the system does not know the components and possible labor routes yet. It is nevertheless IMPORTANT to enter at least
an estimation of the cost price. Often it is forgotten to adjust the cost price in time, once the final components are entered. If the work order is in that
case completed and sales are made, and not even a estimate has been entered, the system will show some very unreliable margins.

RETAIL PRICE 1/2.
Within SERA two sales price lists are maintained. For instance for end users and resellers, or for the current and the new season.
The system will give advice prices based on the margins defined in the part group. This value can be overwritten.
At changing of assembly parts the following extra information is given:

1. The TOTAL cost prices of all underlying components in the bill of material (See also: SERA1710 Enter bills of material.
2. The retail prices of all components are summed, as if the were sold separate.
3. Because the assembly part itself could belong to an other part group than its components, and therefore the group sales margin could be
different, the retail price of the main part is calculated. The total cost price is multiplied by the sales margin from the part group of the main
assembly part. This means that the margin from the part groups of the components is NOT used.
It is advisable to accept the system calculation when changing retail prices.

QUALITY CONTROL ?
If quality control is applicable for this part every goods receipt of production completion is put into QC-stock. This means that parts cannot be sold or
issued to production (See also: SERA6710 Enter goods receipts. Only after releasing the stock using program SERA6720 Goods from quality to free
stock can the stock be used.

BOOK STOCK ?
If stock is booked negative stock will never exist. Stock is always kept on lot- and location level.
For some parts, like lubricants for own machines or small screws, controlling stock is not very useful. On receipt the value of the lot is booked directly at
cost to the result. The system will not control the quantities, it always assumes plenty of stock is available.

MONTHS HISTORY
The number of months that stock mutations must be kept at least. The program SERA3990 clear stock mutations (See also: manual system
management \sera\help\sysmanag.doc) will use the value from this field. A value of 999 means that the history must be kept at all times. Especially for
those parts, where history is important for trace-ability, a long period is advised.

COMMERCIAL DOCUMENTS
Several documents from the document file can be linked to this part. At sales orders (only the first of) the linked documents are shown. At that time a
selection can be made which documents have to be shipped with the order. Directly printable documents can be printed and enclosed. For this purpose
Sera offers the standard program DOCUSERV.EXE (See also: also SERA0830 Company parameters.

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS
Several documents from the document file can be linked to this part. At work orders directly printable documents can also be printed and enclosed in the

same manner as commercial documents.

COUNT FREQUENCY
For each part is defined how often the administrative stock has to be counted and checked against the physical stock. For expensive or company
process critical parts a higher frequency than for cheap and easily replaceable parts is required.
Count lists are generated on the basis of this information and date of previous count lists (See also: SERB6710 Print stock-count list

WEIGHT (KG)
The weight per company unit for information on the picking lists.

EXPIRY TIME IN DAYS
Depending on the part group and company setting system will ask for a expiry date. A value of 9999 means unlimited.

PACKING UNIT
The packaging of the part. The different types are defined by program SERA2760 Enter packing units: box, bundle, etc. The information concerning the
packaging is used when during invoicing shipping data is asked (See also: PARTPACK.PAR in SERA0830 Company parameters.

QUANTITY PER PACKING UNIT
The number of units of company unit per package (See also: also SERA2760 Enter packing units. If different package materials are used for the same
part, it is useful to create one part for each type of package.

QUANTITY PER PALLET
The number of packages per pallet.

METHOD OF ISSUE
There are four methods.
1. On picking list / commitment
With this method a part is issued from stock after is has been committed to an order through a picking list. For trade products this is the only possible
method. Raw materials and half products for own production can also be issued through the other methods.
(See also: for trade orders the program SERA5330 Commit stock (manually) and for production orders SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists.
2. At job completion manual
When a production job is reported completed a linked part can be booked immediately. This means considerable times saving compared to method 1.
This method and the following methods are especially applicable in an "open" store situation (See also: SERA8530 Finish operations.
3. At job completion automatically
When a production job is reported completed the linked parts are booked automatically. The disadvantage of this method, however, is that the planned
quantities are issued. This could differ from the actual usage (See also: SERA8530 Finish operations.
4. Reconstruction
Through this method the material usage is reconstructed afterwards and are issued according the planned quantities. This method can be applicable for
small parts (like screws and bolts) or difficult measurable quantities (like oils).

PICTURE FILE
A picture can be shown during a search for a part number. The standard format is the BMP type. It is possible to use other formats too, but you need to
have a ‘VIEWER’ program that can handle that other format. The viewer-program must be mentioned to SERA in a parameter file called,
\SERA\PARAMET\QUICVIEW.PAR: For instance:
MYVIEW.EXE <DOC> (/<parameters>)

The variable <DOC> will be replaced by the name of the picture file during a part search.

FREE FIELDS
Besides the basic information, up to maximum 40 extra fields can be added. These fields are defined with the program SERB2100 Update user defined
fields.
Application:
Through the user definable reports in \SERA\PARAMET\PARTCRD*.TXT (See also: the manual “variable forms”:, varforms.doc ) the fixed fields from
SERA2510 and the 40 free definable fields can be printed.
The following programs can access these user defined reports:
SERB2550 Print variable part forms
SERA6710 Enter goods receipts
This program checks if the layout \SERA\PARAMET\PARTCRD1.TXT is available. If that is the case a user defined quantity of cards is printed, e.g. to
label the packages.
SERA8380 Complete work orders(same procedure as SERA6710).
The 40 extra fields can also be printed in the variable work order layout.
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SERA2570 Change part series
PURPOSE:
Changing a range or group of parts with the same information.

WARNING !
This program can be a very powerful tool, if in a large range of parts the same information has to be changed.
However, at the same time almost un-repairable damage can be caused, if the program is not used properly. This menu option should therefore be given
to a limited number of users only. The program has the option to change parts with the same part group or parts within a certain number range.
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SERA2610 Enter cause- / complaint codes
PURPOSE:
Defining of cause- and complaint codes used by the repair module and its related statistics.

The repair module uses the cause and complaint codes. Through these codes the repair reports can be structured, so that the statistics are more
accessible.
The cause and complaint codes are also used in the Helpdesk program.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6010 Enter repairs
SERB0610 Change helpdesk problem status
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SERA2710 Enter TAX codes
PURPOSE:
Defining of different TAX types, like high, low and zero rate and exempted, and the related general ledger accounts.
A code is available for the different TAX types.Each of them with a different tax rate.
For instance :
00
01
02

no TAX
low rate
high rate

Each part group is connected to one of these codes.So the system knows how to calculate the vat amount.
However before calculating the VAT, the system has to know IF there is anyhow VAT calculation required. In most of the world wide VAT systems,
export is excluded from VAT. So per customer there needs to be information if this is a local (code IN) customer with VAT calculation, or an export
customer (EX) where no calculation of VAT is required.The following codes are provided as standard :
IN
EX
EC
MC

local, TAX calculated
export, no TAX calculated
export within Europe, no TAX calculated
export within Europe, “medecontractant” (special TAX type for Belgium TAX rules)

These codes are not supposed to be used in a part group. They are used to define per customer whether TAX has to be calculated or not. If TAX has to
be calculated, code IN, the relevant TAX rate is collected from the related part group per invoice line.
WATCH OUT!
These codes can be supplemented with special codes. For certain companies or customers, specific rates are applicable. By linking these specific
codes to a customer, the normal rate of that part group is not used, but the rate of the special TAX code.
Usually this is NOT applicable. So make sure that the customer is not linked to a wrong fixed code or percentage, but to a code like IN or
EX.
DEPARTMENT
The department, on which the calculated TAX amounts have to be booked. The department code has to have 4 positions.

LEDGER ACCOUNT
The account, on which the calculated sales TAX amounts have to be booked.
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SERA2760 Enter packing units
PURPOSE:
Defining of packing units.

This information is available during the creation of parts. The data can also be used to calculate the number of boxes and pallets per shipment / invoice.
Optionally, the calculated quantities can be overwritten.
For instance :
company unit
packing unit
number of PIECE per BOX
number of BOX per PALLET

PIECE
BOX
10
5

See also PARTPACK.PAR in the program SERA0830 Company parameters.
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SERA2900 Price list per customer
PURPOSE:
Printing of a price list with specific customer prices and -discounts.

This program is not only useful to print customer specific price list, but also for a group of customers:
By creating a customer PL + <line code>, all customers that have the same <line code> as the PL-customer (Price List customer), will use the
discounts and prices of the PL-customer (See also: SERA2910 Enter discount per customer.
This program uses a variable form (See also: the manual “variable forms”: varforms.doc
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SERA2910 Enter discount per customer
PURPOSE:
Defining general customer discount or general discount per line.

A discount can be entered per customer, part or part group. At part level even a net price can be entered.
During quotation, order or invoice entry the system calculates the price and discount in order of part, part group, general discount:
If no net price or discount per part is found, the system will look for the discount for the group the part belongs to.
If that can also not be found, general customer discount is applied (if found).
If no discount or net price is found at all for that customer, the process will be repeated for the line code the of the customer. Line discounts are
defined through customers with number 'PL' + <line code> (See also: also SERA1110 Enter customers.
NB. This program can also be used to CHANGE discounts.

SEE ALSO:
SERB2910 Enter trade discounts / costs
SERA2410 Enter part groups
SERE2930 Enter price tables per part (quantity discounts)
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SERA2930 Enter discount/prices per part
PURPOSE:
Defining of special discount or special net price per part per customer or line.

After the part is selected, the part group is shown and the applicable discount. A special discount can be given to this specific part, the system will then
calculate the net price, or a special net price can be entered. If the retail price fluctuates frequently discounts are preferred over net prices. As soon as
the gross retail price changes, the net prices are adjusted automatically. For a special net price this is not the case.
NB. This program can also be used to CHANGE discounts or net prices.

SEE ALSO:
SERA2910 Enter discount per customer
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SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed
PURPOSE:
Posting of journal entries using fixed pre-defined journal codes.

The financial administration of SERA consists of 3 main files:
\SERA\DATA\DEBTORS, the debtors
\SERA\DATA\CREDIT, the creditors
\SERA\DATA\GENLEDG, the general ledger
The details from the debtors and creditors are booked into the general ledger as totals per period, journal, currency and department. The totals in the
general ledger are recognizable by special 'PROJECT' codes.
Through these codes the integrity between the general ledger and the sub-administrations is secured.
SERA-DEB01 – total of debtors
SERA-CRE01 – total of creditors
SERA-DEB02 – TAX on debtors
SERA-CRE02 – TAX on creditors
SERA-DEB03 – total on position account from debtors
SERA-CRE03 – total on position account from creditors
SERA-GLD03 – total on position account from other entries
Simultaneous bookings in different periods and financial years is possible.
All entries are stored for future reference including those of closed periods. This way is it possible to print summaries and also make corrections for old
periods.
The financial administration can be updated in filled in various ways:
JOURNALS
Journal entries are entered manually, and processed afterwards. This method is mainly used for posting of payments, salaries, miscellaneous, etc.
PURCHASE
Purchase invoices are entered via a separate program. Allocations of goods receipts is done during entry and additional TAX is entered.
Fixed journal name: PURCH. See SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices.
SALES
The sales journal is created from the various invoice programs.
The Sales and TAX is booked according to the part / income group used. The debtor entry is done on the customer number.
For sales of stock, stock is also booked against the usage account.
Fixed journal name: SALES.
CASH PAYMENTS
During invoicing a special cash payment entry can be created. After verification and closing of the cash box, the cash payments can be processed.
Fixed journal name: CASH. See SERA3770 Process cash payments.
RECEIPTS ON PURCHASE ORDERS
If on-line stock is operational, the goods receipts are booked on the stock account of usage account from the related part group of the cost account from
the purchase order. The payment obligation is booked to the account ‘invoices to receive’.
Fixed journal name: GRN. See SERA6710 Enter goods receipts.
CORRECTIONS AFTER CHECK ON RECEIPTS
If on-line stock is operational, the goods receipts are booked on the stock account from the related part group. If the goods are first in quality control
stock, and the received quantity is more or less than the booked quantity, or some goods are rejected and returned to the supplier, then the system will
reduce the stock and payment obligation. If the purchase invoice is already booked, a debit will appear on the 'invoices to receive’ account. This is
basically a ‘credit note to receive’
Fixed journal name: QCONTR. See SERA6720 Goods from quality to free stock.
OTHER CORRECTIONS ON RECEIPTS
If on-line stock is operational, the non-stock goods receipts are booked on the cost account from the purchase order.
The payment obligation is booked on the account 'invoices to receive'.
Fixed journal name: GRN*. See SERC3470 Change goods receipt status.
INTERNAL QUALITY COSTS
Warranty repair jobs can be charged internally as quality costs.
Fixed journal name: INTERN. See SERB6010 Invoice/ship rep.
OTHER COMPANY ADMINISTRATIONS
A large part of the entries are generated automatically from the company administration if the on-line invoicing is operational. All stock mutations and job
finish reports are booked directly into the financial administration. If on-line processing is switched off, the stock mutations and job finish reports have to
be booked manually.
Fixed journal name:
STOCKX for own production, (See also: SERA8380 Complete work orders)
STOCK for all other transactions

HOURS
Hours can be processed any time, only the mutations since the last process run are booked.
Fixed journal name:
HOURS. See Error! Reference source not found..
WORK IN PROGRESS
Work in progress can be processed at any time, it will only book the mutations since the last process run. Fixed journal name: WIP.
See SERC3810 Book work in progress production.
ENTER FIXED ASSETS
Fixed assets can be created via SERC8300 Enter fixed assets.
Fixed journal name:
ASSETS.
DEPRECIATION
Via the fixed assets module the depreciation can be calculated and booked.
Fixed journal name:
ASSETS. See SERC8320 Depreciate fixed assets.
SETTLE CREDIT NOTES
Using the program SERB3280 Settle creditnotes with invoices (not available in this manual) credit notes are booked against outstanding invoices.
Fixed journal name:
SETTLE.
CONNECT STOCK TO GENERAL LEDGER
If on-line stock and invoicing is switched on, or if the department of a store is changed, the stock sub-administration will not balance with the general
ledger. Since cost prices are kept with more decimal places than the financial administration, over time some rounding differences can occur. The
program UTIL0850 can correct the balance (See also: the manual system management \sera\help\sysmanag.doc.
Fixed journal name: L085.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Basic data
JOURNAL CODE
Postings are grouped by journal code. All entries in a same journal have a number of common properties.
The code has to be selected from a list of fixed journal names (See also: SERB1910 Enter fixed journals. For each journal it is defined whether a fixed
account is used, e.g. for bank statements and petty cash.
The posting of journal entries is done through BATCH processing.
This means the journal is only booked into the general ledger, debtors and creditors, when the user is commanding so and when the journal is balanced.
Before processing, the journal can be modified.
The already entered, but not processed entries are linked to a number of fixed settings. These settings do not have to be entered again until the
complete journal is processed.
PERIOD
The program checks if the selected period is open for bookings. A period can be marked as closed or open at any time.
SERA has no limitations to the number of opened periods. Simultaneous bookings in different periods and financial years is possible. Closing of periods
and totaling of accounts is not required.
BALANCE
After every entry the program shows the total of the debit- and credit postings. If a journal with a fixed account is used the program will look up from the
general ledger the current balance of that account.
The balance is calculated from the opening balance and the mutations during the preceding periods. If no opening balance is created, the shown balance
will NOT agree with the balance of e.g. the bank statement. Even if the opening balance is not available, it is useful to enter at least the balances of the
fixed accounts using e.g. the difference account as contra entry.
If later the final complete opening balance is entered the difference account should be used in stead of the journal accounts.
Postings
CURRENCY DATE
By default this field shows the system date. Debtors or bookings for the purchases of foreign currency can overwrite the date for payments, etc..
IMPORT
Press this button to read electronic bank statements or manual entered data like spreadsheets. A manual entry should have this format:
Seqnr

Date

Account

Name

Description

Debit

Credit

Invoice

Department

The bank statements are recognized automatically. Please note that some formats may not be known by the system. Report to Sera please.
ENTRIES
Press the button and see what has been posted yet. Remove wrong entries and reenter it.
SEQUENCE NUMBER
The sequence number is not obligate. The number can be used to enter cash book numbers or bank statement numbers.
(SUB) LEDGER 1,2,3
1 DEBTORS
2 CREDITORS
3 GENERAL LEDGER
The selection defines in which ledger the entry will be booked. If the sub ledgers are selected, the general ledger control accounts will be updated as well
when processed. If an entry type other than "actual figures" is selected, this field is skipped. In that case only entries to the general ledger can be made.
LEDGER ACCOUNT

It is not allowed to use accounts that are linked to a sub-administration. If the entries are made in a journal with a fixed account, that account can also
not be used.
LEDGER REFERENCE
ledger accounts can be linked to a reference file (See also: SERE3510 Enter General Ledger references. If this is the case, a reference has to be
entered. Through these references a complete new dimension can be given to the general ledger.
DEPARTMENT
Only 4 position department codes can be used. Shorter department codes are only meant for collection of figures.
AMOUNT
For journals with a fixed account, amounts that add to the fixed account are entered as + (=IN) and amounts that reduce the fixed account as –
(=OUT).
For all other journals a credit amount has to be entered as negative (-), and debit amount has to be entered as positive.
TAX CALCULATION
For postings to the general ledger (NOT for debtors and creditors), a possible TAX entry can be entered conveniently. This option only works for journals
with a fixed account, like the journal 'CSH'.
By selecting a TAX code the TAX amount is calculated automatically. The calculated amount can be overwritten. The TAX amount will be reduced from
the just entered amount, and a separate entry will be made to the account ‘TAX on purchase’ (See also: SERA2110 Enter companies).
INVOICE / REFERENCE
For all debtors, creditors and general ledger accounts, marked as ‘ALLOCATION ACCOUNT’, the invoice / reference field is very important and therefore
obligate. By entering the right number, a payment for example is allocated to the correct invoice number.
The system will warn if an UNKNOWN invoice / reference is used. Such a reference can be correct and necessary to e.g. allocate a payment later to
invoices.
Within the debtors and creditors administration the invoice number is the code, on which the original amount is booked, as well as later entries are
collected. Based on this, the system decides whether the invoice is outstanding or not. Within the general ledger the combination of invoice number /
financial year and currency is used for the same purpose. An invoice / reference can be outstanding in one currency, while the same reference can be
completely allocated in another currency at the same time.
QUANTITY / UNIT
These fields can be used to enter additional information in the General Ledger. For instance 1,000 kWh. for energy costs or 1,000 sheets for printing
costs.
PROJECT
If a general ledger account is project connected, the program will ask for a project code. The entry on this project will be shown on the project
calculations. There are four types of projects:
1 work orders
2 repairs
3 files
4 maintenance
FOREIGN CURRENCY
Entries are kept in original currency both in debtors and creditors as well as in the balance part of the general ledger . This has as advantage that at any
time, without complex calculations, currency rate changes can be made and the effects are shown immediately in the general ledger. The balance of all
currencies, inclusive of the local company currency is automatically booked against the so called
POSITION ACCOUNT.
The position account is a balance account !
For instance :
Invoice for travel expenses in USA-dollars.
TRAVEL COSTS
USD
500.00 DT
STILL TO PAY
USD
500.00 CR
Since 'TRAVEL COSTS' is not a balance account, the dollar amount is converted to local currency. When processing the journals the following bookings
are made:
TRAVEL COSTS
EURO
950.00 DT
POSITION ACCOUNT EURO
950.00 CR
POSITION ACCOUNT USD
500.00 DT
STILL TO PAY
USD
500.00 CR
In the General Ledger, the position account now shows the following entries:
JOURNAL DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT CURR. EURO
------- ------------------ ------ ----- -----PURCH
AUTOMATIC ENTRY
500.00 USD 950.00
PURCH
AUTOMATIC ENTRY -950.00 EURO -950.00
BALANCE

0.00

The local (EURO) amount is calculated with the actual rate during printing/showing of the General Ledger. If the rate changes from 1.90 to 2.00 the report
looks like this:
JOURNAL
------PURCH
PURCH
BALANCE

DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT
------------------ -----AUTOMATIC ENTRY
500.00
AUTOMATIC ENTRY -950.00

CURR. EURO
----- -----USD 1000.00
EURO -950.00
50.00

Now a rate loss is appearing of 50 EURO. This makes sense, since the debit of 500 dollar has risen from 950 EURO to 1,000 EURO. The difference can
be written off in LOCAL currency:
POSITION ACCOUNT
CURRENCY GAIN/LOSS

EURO
EURO

50.00 CT
50.00 DT

SEE ALSO:
SERC3010 Enter journals - variable
SERC3110 Enter expense reports per employee
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SERA3020 Summary journals
PURPOSE:
Displaying or printing information.

This program shows or prints unprocessed journals, that were entered using program
SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed
or
SERC3010 Enter journals - variable
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SERA3030 Processing journals
PURPOSE :
Final processing of journal entries into the financial administration.

The program checks first whether the journal's debits and credits are balanced.
The message "CHECK JOURNAL TOTALS " appears.
Only those journals that balance will be processed.
After this control a print-out of the journal is made, and then the actual process is done.

ADD TO DEBTORS
The system first updates debtors file and the totals per currency per period are kept to be processed in phase 3 into the general ledger.

ADD TO CREDITORS
The system then updates the creditor file and the totals per currency per period are kept to be processed in phase 3 into the general ledger.

ADD TO GENERAL LEDGER
The system will now first update the general ledger with the balances from the debtors and creditors. The accounts as set in the company data are used
for this.
After all entries are processed, the processed journals are cleared from the journal file.
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SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices
PURPOSE:
Entering of purchase invoices. Available outstanding goods receipts can be allocated to the purchase invoice.

COMPANY
The company for which the purchase invoice is meant has to be available in the company file (See also: SERA2110 Enter companies). Among other
information the last posted invoice number is kept in that file.

PERIOD
The program checks if the selected period is open for bookings. A period can be marked as closed or open at any time.
SERA has no limitations to the number of opened periods. Simultaneous bookings in different periods and financial years is possible. Closing of periods
and totaling of accounts is not required.

BANK DATA
If bank data is entered in the supplier master file this will be given as default. If the data is changed or entered for the first time, the suppliers master file
will be updated with the new data automatically.

PAYMENT DATE
This date is calculated from the invoice date plus the payment term of the supplier. The payment date is important for cash forecast and automatic
payments. The calculated date can be overwritten.

PAYMENT REFERENCE
The reference of the payment for the supplier and own future reference. Typically this field contains the suppliers invoice number. Input is obligate. This
reference is also used for payment on disk or telebanking.

INVOICE AMOUNT
The total invoice amount including TAX in the currency of the supplier.

TAX
The TAX amount as shown on the suppliers invoice. The system does not differentiate between the various TAX types. This is not necessary for the TAX
report to the government. Depending on further TAX parameter settings, the program will ask at the end of the invoice for extra information. The shown
percentage is strictly informative. It could be the average of various percentages on different invoice lines.

CONTRA ENTRIES
DESCRIPTION
By default the name of the supplier is given. Normally the suppliers name is sufficient information for the general ledger. The description can be changed.

ACCOUNT
On a number of general ledger accounts no entries can be made. These accounts are linked to sub-administrations.
Invoices for costs are booked by selecting the relevant account and proceed with the following steps of the program.
Other invoices are:

INVOICES FOR GOODS RECEIPTS
After selecting a function key for allocations, a look up screen is given with all outstanding goods receipts and their relevant information for that supplier.
The invoice data can be entered separately from the receipt data, so that the correctness of the invoice can be checked.
As soon as deliveries on purchases orders are made, stock or otherwise, a file called GOODS is updated. The stored data is, among others, the period,
quantity, purchase price, cost price at the moment of receipt. Financially the following booking is made.
COSTS/STOCK DR

>

INVOICES TO RECEIVE CR

>

CREDITORS

When posting the invoice this booking is made:
INVOICE TO RECEIVE DR
PAID TAX

CR

See also SERA6710 Enter goods receipts.
Possible price differences can be caused by the fact that the cost price differs from the purchase price because the cost price often has an increase due
to freight, handling etc. These differences are booked to a fixed account as defined in the company data (See also: SERA2110 Enter companies.
OTHER INVOICES
LEDGER REFERENCE
ledger accounts can be linked to a reference file (See also: SERE3510 Enter General Ledger references. If this is the case a reference has to be
entered. Through these references a completely new dimension can be given to the general ledger.

DEPARTMENT
Only 4 position department codes are accepted. Shorter codes are only used for collection of figures.

AMOUNT IN COMPANY CURRENCY
The amount in the local company currency. Entry is not obligate. From the next field this field can be calculated automatically.

AMOUNT IN CURRENCY OF THE SUPPLIER
The amount in the currency of the supplier.

QUANTITY / UNIT
These fields can be used to enter additional information to the general ledger. For instance 1,000 KWh. for energy costs or 1,000 sheets for printing
costs.

PROJECT
If a general ledger account is project connected, the program will ask for a project code. The entry on this project will be shown on the project
calculations. There are four types of projects:
1 work orders
2 repairs
3 files
4 maintenance

PERIODICAL ENTRIES
Costs can be spread over multiple periods. Indicate in which period which part of the payment has to be booked. Via the account, pre paid costs, the
following bookings are made:
INSURANCE – ANNUAL PREMIUM 1200.January

Pre paid costs
Creditors
Insurance costs
Pre paid costs

1200.1200.100.100.-

DT
CR
DT
CR

February

Insurance costs
Pre paid costs

100.- DT
100.- CR

etc.

CLOSING OF THE INVOICE
The entries of costs and amounts for goods receipts have to be repeated until the debit and credit are balanced. If this is done the program asks for the
payment method. This can be done in periods or on payment date.
For each invoice it is possible to indicate if the invoice is payable.
Later using the program SERA3240 Change payment date and description the payment date and accord for payment can be changed.

ADDITIONAL TAX INFORMATION.
Depending on parameter settings, extra information is asked for TAX reports. This can differ from country to country. Often data for import- and export is
required (See also: SERC3210 Change TAX accounts (PURCHASE).

ON-LINE PROCESSING
If stock mutations and production data are processed on-line into the financial administration, the purchase invoice will also be processed on-line. The
program SERA3070 is only used to print the invoice reports. With off-line processing the program SERA3050 has to be used which will automatically
print also the financial mutations.

LABELS / BOOKINGS REPORT
Besides a bookings report on listing paper, a summary report can be printed on a label for each invoice. The labels can be used to save on prenumbered invoice papers. After the label is printed it can be attached to the suppliers invoice.
As opposed to manually pre-coded invoices, the printed information is 100 % equal to the actual bookings.

BOOKINGS INFORMATION
All entries except CREDITORS and TAX are made in the company currency.
If an invoice amount is entered in foreign currency the program will use the position account:
Creditors
Costs
Position account
Position account

500.00
1000.00

1000.00 US $
BPS
US $
500.00 BPS

In SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed additional information about the position account is given.
The entries are made under the fixed journal name 'PURCH'.
ELECTRONIC INVOICES
Electronic documents like PDF files and scanned files can be saved in the \sera\mailer\purchase\received directory. When this program is opened, a list
with those documents will appear. As soon as the invoice is posted, the file will be removed from the RECEIVED directory and copied to
\sera\mailer\purchase\posted. The document will get the number of the invoice. The document can be openened again with B321 and B322.
NOTE: take care for a backup of \sera\mailer\purchase\posted !
See SERC3040 Quick purchase invoice entry for more information.
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SERA3060 Create opening balance
PURPOSE:
Calculating the closing balance and posting the totals as the opening balance for the new year.

PERIOD SELECTION
The selected periods have to be the same as the length of the closed financial year.

BALANCE ACCOUNT
The result of the year is calculated by summing all non-balance accounts (classification >= 2).
The total will be booked on the entered “balance” account. Eg. 'general reserves'.

THE OPENINGS BALANCE
Balance accounts that are defined as 'allocation account' are not entered in the new year as total figures, but in detail. This is necessary to carry the
outstanding entries into the new year. The other entries are totaled on department and currency level and then booked as opening balance in the new
year.
The new bookings are made through the journal name 'BALANC'.

FOREIGN CURRENCY
Often technical accounting problems arise from the foreign currency. A claim in foreign currency shown in local currency on the balance, is kept in the
foreign currency. A rate change shall therefore cause a difference in the local currency, but the foreign currency entry remains the same.
A closing balance for e.g. the debtors, may therefore never be booked as total in local currency, but in totals per currency.
If the closing period of the previous year has different rates from the opening balance period it looks as if differences are created in the totals on the
foreign currency accounts. The sum of the differences is, however, represented on the position account and will be booked to the result. This result is not
caused because the opening balance is created wrong, but because the rate is purposely changed.

COMPARING BALANCE
For each balance account, the total against the latest rates of the closed year are calculated. The final balance is booked as opening balance in the
opening period of the new year. The mutations per period are thus not booked.
The entries are made on department level.

COMPARING RESULT
For each account the result per period is summed. The totals are booked in the new year in the corresponding period as comparing figures.
The entries are made on department level.
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SERA3240 Change payment date and description
PURPOSE:
Adjusting the outstanding entries of creditors.

This program can be useful if automatic payment is used. Entries that will be made earlier or later can in this way be added to the payment run.
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SERA3250 Summary payment obligations
PURPOSE:
Show or print information, speed up small payments.

This program gives a summary of all payment obligations, sorted on payment date. Per date a cumulative total is given that indicates in total what needs
to be paid on that day.
Unapproved invoices are not included.
An extra option allows payments of small amounts immediately. By payment of small amounts the liquidity is not affected too much, while the creditors
list becomes smaller, and many suppliers are quickly contented.
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SERA3270 Create payments
PURPOSE:
Creation of payment orders/advices on paper or as an electronic file, and booking of the creditors to the general ledger account 'payments on the way'.

This program can create payments for electronic processing for the bank.
The system marks the paid entries with a unique number per payment run. If the payments are allocated from the bank statements, via this number all
payments can be booked at once using program SERA3010 Enter journals -fixed or SERC3010 Enter journals - variable.

AVAILABLE AMOUNT
The outstanding entries are sorted on age. All amounts are paid until the available amount is reached or until an entered date. Payments to supplier
account numbers that do not agree to the so called 11-test or the rules of a postbank number are paid, but NOT included in the electronic payment file.
The payment specifications printout indicates that these entries have to be written manually by cheque, acceptgiro, A-forms etc. It can be useful in those
cases to replace the suppliers bank account number with the text 'acceptgiro' or whatever is applicable.

COLLECTED PAYMENTS / CREDIT NOTES
For collection payments all outstanding entries (inclusive of credit notes) within the entered date and available amount are totaled. Only if the total
amount per supplier is bigger than the credit notes a payment is made.
If the payments are NOT collected, the credit notes are not included in the creation of payments. Allocation has, in that case, to be done via a journal
entry or via program SERB3280 Settle creditnotes with invoices.

NUMBER OF ENTRIES
After creation of the payments a payment specification per supplier is printed. These printouts are especially useful when a number of invoices is paid
collectively by one entry. To avoid unnecessary work and postage costs the number of entries can be indicated for which specifications has to be
printed.

PAY PER DISK ?
The program can create a disk or file, that can be used for electronic payment. The disk can be sent together with the related forms to the
'bankgirocentral', or the file can be sent via modem direct to the bank.
Payments to supplier account numbers that do not agree to the so called 11-test or the rules of a postbank number are paid, but NOT included in the
electronic payment file. The payment specifications printout indicates that these entries have to be written manually by cheque, acceptgiro, A-forms etc.
It can be useful in those cases to replace the suppliers bank account number with the text 'acceptgiro' or whatever is applicable.
The program will ask number of questions related to the payment date, the file type etc (See also: the documentation from the bank for further details.

SEE ALSO:
SERB3280 Settle creditnotes with invoices
SERB3270 Re-produce payment orders
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SERA3330 Balance and result per department
PURPOSE:
Print information

When a booking is made where for example costs are burdened from one department to the other, no inter department current account booking is made.
On department level, therefore, the balance will not have to be balanced. This program prints for each department a balance for inter department
transactions. The total of these entries is of course zero.
Example:
Department
Costs

1000
300.00

2000
400.00

Internal booking
Balance

3000
700.00 CR

300.00 CR

400.00 CR

700.00
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SERA3360 Summary outstanding amounts general ledger
PURPOSE:
Show or print information

A general ledger account can be defined as allocation account via the program SERA1210 Enter ledger accounts. Every entry in the general ledger will
have an invoice / reference field. This program will give a summary of the balances per reference. Only those references which have a balance not equal
to zero are shown.

EXAMPLE:
Account: Payable salary taxes
Journal
SALAR
SALAR
BANK

Description
Withhold salary tax
Withhold salary tax
Payment taxes
TOTAL

Reference
JAN
FEB
JAN

Amount
15.000 CT
15.600 CT
15.000 DT
15.600 CT

Reference
FEB

Amount
15.600 CT
15.600 CT

is shown as :
Journal
SALAR

Description
Withhold salary tax
TOTAL

The entries are only totaled within the same currency and financial year.
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SERA3460 Summary invoices to receive
PURPOSE:
Show or print information

All goods receipts and completions of suppliers are stored in the table 'GOODS'. See SERA6710 Enter goods receipts. This table contains the period,
quantity, agreed price, supplier etc. The total of this table results in the booking amount:
COSTS dt

>

INVOICES TO RECEIVE cr

The 'GOODS-table' is updated by SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices. Corrections can be put in with SERC3470 Change goods receipt status
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SERA3480 Summary late delivery obligations
PURPOSE:
Show or print information

When an assembly part is invoiced with a total price for all components, it can happen that not all components were available. These components have
to be delivered later for free. This program shows a list of those delivery obligations.
The amounts are standard cost prices. If the amounts are large the total of the list can be booked at the end of the month as:
SALES COSTS 9999 dt > DELIVERY OBLIGATIONS 9999 CT
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SERA3710 Create cash payment types
PURPOSE:
Define payment types for cash payment of invoices

SERA has codes for payment that are defined in SERA1810 Enter payment methods. This data can be printed as texts on order confirmations, invoices
etc. They have no further purpose. A code for 'cash payment' is thus also possible.
If a cash payment has to be registered in the computer, additional information is required. The payment can be done in various currencies or via cash,
cheques, vouchers etc. This program defines a code for each currency / payment method.
Besides the currency the general ledger account is defined on which the balance of the receipts has to be booked. For instance: 2100 Cash US dollars.

SEE ALSO:
SERA3770 Process cash payments.
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SERA3770 Process cash payments
PURPOSE:
Processing of cash payments for invoices into the financial administration

During the invoice creation cash payments can be made. During a day all cash receipts are stored in a temporary file. In that period the responsible
cashier can print a summary of entered receipts via program SERA3660. Before the money is handed over mistakes can be corrected using the program
SERB3510 Change cash receipts.
When at the end of the day the cash is counted and handed over, the temporary file can be processed to the general ledger and the outstanding invoices
are marked paid.
The bookings are made under the journal name 'CASH'.
The payments are booked with the invoice number as reference.
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SERA3910 Clear debtors
PURPOSE:
Delete old, fully paid entries from the debtor administration up till a certain date.

The file DEBTORS has to be reorganized afterwards with the program REINDEX.
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SERA3920 Clear creditors
PURPOSE:
Delete old fully paid entries from the creditors administration up till a certain date.

The file CREDIT has to be reorganized afterwards with the program REINDEX.
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SERA3930 Clear general ledger
PURPOSE:
Delete old entries up till a certain date.

The files GENLEDG and FINSTAT have to be reorganized afterwards with the program REINDEX.
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SERA3940 Clear invoices
PURPOSE:
Delete old invoices up till a certain date.

The files INVHEAD and INVLINE have to be reorganized afterwards with the program REINDEX.
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SERA3960 Clear quotations
PURPOSE:
Delete old quotations that never turned into an order.

The files OFFHEAD and OFFLINE have to be reorganized afterwards with the program REINDEX.
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SERA3970 Clear statistics
PURPOSE:
Delete old order- and sales statistics up till a certain date.

Depending on the selection, the files
PURSTAT
ORDSTAT
SALESTAT

-

purchase
orders
invoices

have to be reorganized afterwards with the program REINDEX.
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SERA3980 Clear goods receipts
PURPOSE:
Delete completely handled goods receipts up till a certain date.

Receipts of which the stock is still available, or that have pending work orders are not cleared.
The file GOODS has to be reorganized afterwards with the program REINDEX.
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SERA3990 Clear stock mutations
PURPOSE:
Delete old stock mutations up till a certain date.

The system checks whether the mutations were not entered after the indicated date. Besides that the system system checks the minimum history
requirement as defined in the parts master file.
The file MOVES has to be reorganized afterwards with the program REINDEX.
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SERA4010 Enter documentation
PURPOSE

:
Defining of documents, texts, drawings, etc. as they are used in the organization.

The program saves a revision history for the document including version numbers, authorization, liberation dates etc.
A document can be linked to articles, or as an appendix/attachment to orders / quotations.
Documents can be added to a distribution list per consumer, supplier or partner.

LOCATION OF ORIGINAL
If the document is available in electronic format the directory and file name are defined here. Via the instructions of the document group a document can
be printed as enclosure with the orders (See also: SERA0830 Company parameters DOCUSERV.PAR.
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SERA4030 Delete documentation
PURPOSE:
Delete existing information.

A document will not actually be removed by this program.
It will only be marked as removed, because the users of this document must be notified that the document will be removed via the program SERA4170
Print distribution orders. Actual removal will happen after this.
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SERA4110 Enter distribution lists
PURPOSE:
Defining of employees, customers or suppliers, that are supposed to receive a document or the modification of the document.
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SERA4170 Print distribution orders
PURPOSE:
Printing of distribution letters, for the distribution of documents and their modifications

The program offers a simple distribution letter put on the new or changed information. The texts and address position can be changed via program
SERA2810.
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SERA4210 Enter documentation groups
PURPOSE:
Defining of group codes for related documents

OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS
The output instructions are important for the electronic document groups.
In case of electronic documents the directory and file name of the document has to be defined. Via entered instructions in this field a document can be
printed as enclosure with the orders (See also: SERA0830 Company parameters DOCUSERV.PAR.
When this parameter is switched on, during printing of orders, a file will be filled with the file names of the documents that have to be printed. Also the
instructions of how and where this has to happen are stored.
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SERA4400 Change employee phone/email numbers etc.
PURPOSE:
Store numbers for usage in the phone book from the main menu.

SPECIAL: SMS-messages
It is possible to send short email messages (SMS) to the display of mobile phones by using the SERA-phonebook and Mdaemon mailserver. (See the
EDI-Chapters UTIL7710 Create communication scripts )
A file \SERA\PARAMET\SMS.INI has to be edited:
[MDAEMON - SMS SERVICES]
Send directory=S:\MDAEMON\RAWFILES
Sender email number=sera@serasoft.com
Address format=<phone>@gin.nl
The ‘address format’ describes the structure of the address to which the message has to be delivered.
Every country has a dedicated organization to handle the message traffic.
The variable <phone> is replaced while sending a message by the mobile SMS number of the employee.
This if often the regular number of a mobile phone with some extra signs. Read the manual of the mobile phone or the instructions of the service
provider.
A number 06 55347575 in the Netherlands will be as SMS-number:
+31 6 55347575
+31 stands for the country code.
You can send messages up to +/- 150 characters.
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SERA4410 Enter employees
PURPOSE:
Defining of employees. The employee data can be used for the hour administration, planning, document distribution and selection on capabilities.

EMPLOYEE NUMBER
The employee number is free format. Both letters, digits or combinations are allowed.

FUNCTION
An employee is linked to a function. In the function table information related to education, function requirements, etc. are stored (See also: SERA4510
Enter function descriptions.

ADDITIONAL DATA
For each employee extra information can be stored like
Personal data
Education
Experience
Function progress
The program SERA4490 Search for employee information can search for any keyword in the employee file. All employees and fields in which the
searched keyword is found are shown. Examples are:
employees from a certain city
employees with a driver's license
employees that joined the company in a certain year
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SERA4490 Search for employee information
PURPOSE:
Selection of employees based on a free selected key words

The program can search for any keyword in the employee file. All employees and fields in which the searched keyword is found are shown. Examples
are:
employees from a certain city
employees with a driver's license
employees that joined the company in a certain year
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SERA4510 Enter function descriptions
PURPOSE:
Defining of function descriptions as used in the employee file.

See SERA4410 Enter employees.
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SERA5290 Summary deleted orders
PURPOSE:
When a sales order is reduced or deleted, a record of the change is kept. A summary can be printed via this program.

By switching on the parameter REASON.PAR via SERA0830 Company parameters the user has to add extra information on the reduction or deletion of
the sales orders. This comment will also be shown by this program.
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SERA5310 Commit stock (automatic)
PURPOSE:
On basis of entered destination and delivery selections stock will be saved (committed) to the selected customers. A picking list can be printed for the
store.

COMMITMENTS
Stock is committed on lot- / location level. The stock can have 3 states:
In quality control - not for all parts
Free
Committed
Free stock can be committed to (= reserved for) orders. The committed stock will be printed on a picking list. Stock can also be committed only,
without printing a picking list. This option can be helpful to reserve parts so that they can not be used for other orders.

ORDER OF COMMITMENT
Orders are handled on basis of delivery date. First possible deliveries of already invoiced assembly parts are committed. After that the parts with the
oldest delivery date will be committed first.

CREDIT CONTROL
If it is indicated in SERA0810 Change Company data that the picking lists have to be blocked, credit limit checks are done. The stock will be committed,
but no picking list will be printed. Per customer a credit limit can be defined with program SERA1280 Change payment conditions. The customer can be
warned in time by using the program SERB3610 Summary deliveries to be stopped frequently.
For every order the delivery method is defined.
1.PARTIAL DELIVERIES
A picking list will be printed as soon a minimum order value is reached. The minimum is defined in the company data.
2.TOTAL DELIVERIES
A picking list is only printed when all parts are available.
3.ROUND OFF
When not everything can be delivered, but the shortage is only a small percentage of the complete order, the order is assumed delivered completely.
When the delivery is invoiced, the remaining items will not be delivered any more. The percentage of the allowed shortage is defined in the company
data. The percentage will be calculated per order line.

CONTROL BEFORE PRINTING
By choosing the standard print option 'DO NOT PRINT' per order the user can decide whether a picking list has to be printed or not. During the check
possible manual commitments of stock can be done.

PRINT SEQUENCE
The picking list can be printed in the same order as the sales order, but also in order of location. This setting can be changed with SERA0830 Company
parameters. When printing is done in location order, after deliveries and titles of assembly parts are no longer shown.

COLLECTION PICKING LISTS
If the orders have as instruction 'COLLECT PER SHIPMENT' all items for the order of one customer will be printed on one picking list.

PRINT OPTIONS
There are various options / parameters to indicate the manner in which the picking list has to be printed (See also: the manuals varforms.doc and
\sera\help\sysmanag.doc for more information.

EXTERNAL STORAGE OF GOODS
See chapters like UTIL7370 Commit stock to remote sales orders for external storage at group companies and SERE9010 Edifact remote warehousing out for storage at a third party.

SEE ALSO:
SERA5330 Commit stock (manually)
SERA5340 Reduce commitments
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SERA5320 Confirm shipment / invoice
PURPOSE:
Based on a picking list prepared shipment, invoices can be made via this program.

PICKING LIST NUMBER
The picking list number is very important. A picking list is like a cheque, on which money is given. In this case valuable stock will be issued.
Therefore treat the picking lists like cheques and never issue WITHOUT a picking list.

COLLECTION PICKING LISTS
When the orders have as instruction 'COLLECT PER SHIPMENT' the items of all order of one customer are printed on one picking list.
In that case the picking list number is only asked once. The different orders have to be confirmed separately after each other.

CANCELLATION
The program can also be used to cancel a shipment / picking list. By “confirming” that NOTHING will be shipped, the committed stock will be released.
Be sure the related picking list is destroyed. Otherwise by accident the goods could be delivered, while no control from the system is possible.
It is not possible to cancel WITHOUT a picking list. When for instance a sales department wants to make a change to the order at the last moment,
this security measure seems annoying. In a bit bigger organization the sales department does not know how far the stores department has progressed
with the shipment. The goods could perhaps already be shipped and only the invoice has to be raised. A shipment may be cancelled only by using the
original picking list and its indicated number, .

FREIGHT AND ORDER COSTS
Default freight costs can be entered. On the picking list it can be indicated whether freight has to be calculated or not.
Via SERB2910 Enter trade discounts / costs increase or discount lines can be defined. During the entry of an order the final agreements are defined.
These amounts are calculated automatically.

ADDITIONAL FREIGHT INFORMATION
Via SERA0830 Company parameters the parameter PARTPACK.PAR can be switched on. The system will then ask for additional information like
package type, number of pallets, insured value, transporter etc.
This information can be printed on the invoice or shipping list. Labels can be printed via SERE9120 Print freight labels
EDI communication with a transporter can be set up via the program SERE9110 Edifact transport instruction.

CASH PAYMENT
Possible cash payments can be defined. The data will be stored in a cash book, that can be booked financially after the money is counted at the end of
the day (See also: SERA3770 Process cash payments.

SHIPPING LISTS
Besides the invoice a shipping list can also be printed. This document can be shipped with the goods as delivery specification or gate pass, while the
invoice can be sent by mail (See also: the manual “variable forms”: varforms.doc.

OTHER FREIGHT DOCUMENTS
For each invoice also transport documents and labels can be printed via the program SERA5900 Print freight letters and labels.

COLLECTION INVOICES

If the order is entered with the instruction "INVOICE PER ORDER'' immediately an invoice with a new number is printed. If the option "COLLECT PER
SHIPMENT" or "COLLECT PER MONTH" is selected the invoice will be created and booked, but not printed yet. If there is no other collect invoice, a
new invoice number will be made. If already a collect invoice exists the existing invoice number is used, while a sequence number is increased. The
shipping list will be printed for all cases.
The programs SERB3420 Print collect invoices per shipment and SERB3430 Print monthly invoices will print the invoices.

SEE ALSO:
SERA7510 Direct invoicing / credit
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SERA5330 Commit stock (manually)
PURPOSE:
Committing stock to sales orders. A possible picking list can be printed for the store.

The order lines have to be committed manually to the available stock. The committed stock can be printed on a picking list. Stock can also be
committed only, without printing a picking list. This option can be helpful to reserve parts so that they can not be used for other orders.

CREDIT CONTROL
If it is indicated in SERA0810 Change Company data that the picking lists have to be blocked, credit limit checks are done. The stock will be committed,
but no picking list will be printed. Per customer a credit limit can be defined with program SERA1280 Change payment conditions. The customer can be
warned in time by using the program SERB3610 Summary deliveries to be stopped.
After the stock is prepared for shipment according to the instructions of the picking list, the stock can be issued and invoiced by the program SERA5320
Confirm shipment / invoice.

SEE ALSO:
SERA5310 Commit stock (automatic)
SERA5340 Reduce commitments
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SERA5340 Reduce commitments
PURPOSE:
Already committed stock for sales orders can be released via this program

The program can only be used for orders that do not yet have a printed picking list. If the picking list is printed the program SERA5320 Confirm shipment
/ invoice has to be used. Ask the stores department first! It could be that they have already shipped the goods!
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SERA5350 Printing proforma invoices
PURPOSE:
Printing of a proforma invoice based on an existing sales order

Via this program all lines of a sales order are printed on a proforma-invoice. This program can be used to notify the customer of the total order amount. It
can also be used to inform the insurance, customs or transporter about the oncoming deliveries.
See also the manual “variable forms”: varforms.doc .
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SERA5900 Print freight letters and labels
PURPOSE:
Based on just created invoices this program will print freight documents and labels.

See also SERA5320 Confirm shipment / invoice and the manual “variable forms”: varforms.doc.
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SERA6010 Enter repairs
PURPOSE:
Defining and printing of repair orders

The repair module is used for orders that do not need extended labor planning. If that would be the case it is more advisable to use the project module
(See also: SERB8610 Enter projects).
The repair module provides a simple registration of orders and the booking of material, hours and other costs on that order.
The repair can be burdened in total or partially to the customer, to the supplier (warranty) or to an internal department (own quality costs).
The repair order asks for the part to be repaired, customer, serial number, supplier, complaint, cause etc. This will lead to interesting statistical
information.
Invoicing can be done against a fixed price, or against a calculation of used materials, hours and other costs.

PART
For each repair a part number has to be entered, even when the repair is not done on a specific part. The program needs a reference to produce
summaries and the relevant financial bookings. For such cases use a 'dummy': a part that can be used for collection similar repairs. In a repair work
shop for cars for instance:
D001
D002
D003

Pick-up trucks
Passenger car
Mini buses

SERIAL NUMBER
The number can be used for genuine serial numbers, but also for license plates of cars, names of ships, house numbers, etc.
The system will check if the used part has been entered in the serial book. If that is the case the serial number can be looked up.

LOCATION / PRESENCE / AVAILABILITY
This information is useful in the case of repair to mobile objects, like ships and trucks or incase of repair to buildings or fixed installations.

FORMS
Forms can be printed for every repair. The forms are user definable and are stored as
\SERA\PARAMET\REPFORM*.TXT.
The ' * ' can contain any character. This means that a large number of different repair forms are possible. For each repair up to four forms can be printed:
By entering 14A the forms REPFORM1, REPFORM4 and REPFORMA will be printed.
See the manual varforms.doc for the layout of the variable forms.

SEE ALSO:
SERB6000 Price quotations repairs
SERB6010 Invoice/ship repairs
SERB6110 Invoice repairs with detail rules
SERA6840 Issue stock to repair orders
SERA8110 Enter hours
SERB9110 Enter service reports
SERA6190 Enter repair reports
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SERA6190 Enter repair reports
PURPOSE:

Entering service reports, where material-, hours- and service reports are combined in 1 program.

The program asks for a repair number and a employee number. After that the used materials, worked hours and granted services can be entered. The
input can be added and/or changed with normal programs.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6840 Issue stock to repair orders
SERA8110 Change hours
SERB9110 Enter service reports

NOTE. It is possible to indicate if materials, hours are being excluded from normal service or warranty. If this is the case then a normal price is
calculated during invoicing, even if there is talk of an actual warranty term or a service contract. This can be useful if damage is caused by third parties
for example or by non-expert usage.
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SERA6310 Enter stock references
PURPOSE:
Defining of stock mutation types and the related contra account for the general ledger

In most cases stock will be issued by invoicing or by issue to repair or production orders. Receipts are made via purchase, crediting or finish reports of
production orders. In those cases the system will use the general ledger accounts as defined by the program SERA2160 Change part groups (financial).
In case of stock corrections or creation of opening balances, the part group only knows the stock account.
The contra account has to be entered manually, depending on the type of mutation. To avoid ledger accounts being used at random or incorrectly, the
stock reference is introduced. During the entry of mutations a ledger account is not used directly, but from a range of stock references that are linked to
ledger accounts.
Those linked accounts cannot of course be stock accounts. Otherwise stock would be booked to stock. This means the stock administration is
updated, but the net effect in the general ledger is zero. The department on which the booking is made is the department defined in the store, where the
stock is kept.
Examples:
Reference
IN
OUT
SPOIL

Purpose
positive correction
negative correction
damaged stock

Account
7110 stock differences
7110 stock differences
4810 quality costs

SEE ALSO:
SERA6810 Enter stock by hand
SERA6820 Issue stock by hand
SERA6960 Change costs of a lot
SERA7310 Summary stock mutations per type
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SERA6410 Enter alternative suppliers
PURPOSE:
Defining of alternative suppliers, prices and lead times per part. This information can be shown or used during the linked purchases of orders.

Besides the basic data from the parts master file concerning the purchase price and preferred supplier, information for other suppliers can be defined.
Possible future price changes can be entered or imported (See also: SERB2570 Import external partfiles ). The historic price development per supplier
remains visible, as long no clean up is done.
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SERA6470 Change receipts of cost lines
PURPOSE:
Prices of receipts of cost lines can be changed via this program. This is usually used for purchase orders and receipts of non standard parts, for which
the price at time of purchase was not completely known.

This program may only be used when the purchase invoice for the receipt is not yet booked.
The booking that is made looks like:
Costs (general ledger account from the purchase order)
to
'Invoices to receive'.

SEE ALSO:
SERC3470 Change goods receipt status
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SERA6510 Enter purchase orders
PURPOSE:
Entering of purchase orders, for which the supplier and required items are known beforehand.

There are various methods available to do the purchases.
1.
2.
3.

Based on minimum stock calculation
Based on requirements from sales and work orders
Based on MRP calculations

MINIMUM STOCK CALCULATION
Many products have a lead time. Shortages have to be reported BEFORE the stock is completely finished.
Suppose the lead time of a product is 1 month, and the average usage is approximately 100 pieces per month, then there is already a shortage when the
balance of the available stock plus pending purchase orders is less than 100. It will take a month (= 100 pieces) before new stock will arrive.
The complete shortage calculation is as follows:
Stock
Minimum
Purchase orders
Sales orders
Needed for production
Planned own production

+100
-50
+50
-100
-200
+100

Balance

-100

Once the balance falls below zero reordering is required.
The minimum stock is therefore NOT the quantity that must be kept on stock at all time, but the MOMENT reordering is required. Sera offers programs
to calculate minimum stock levels, based on history and expectation levels. SERC6660 Calculate minimum stock advice and SERA6910 Summary
stock forecast.
The general definition could be described as: 'The usage during the lead time'.
Sera offers programs to calculate the minimum stock, based on history and expectation levels. Fine tuning for seasonal influences, service degrees, etc.
are possible.
Programs that order according to this method are:
SERA6510 (this program) based on SERA6920 Summary stock shortage
SERA6680 Automatic purchase order
SERA6740 Call out open purchase orders

SALES AND WORK ORDERS
Once a sales or work order is entered it is known which parts are required. It is possible to purchase these parts one on one from a supplier. Order
specifications can be added, like color, print, size etc.
Programs that order according this method are:
SERA7610 Direct purchasing of orders
SERA7670 Direct purchase orders per part

MRP CALCULATION
Material Requirement Planning is an advanced planning method that is especially useful for production companies and bills of material with multiple
levels. The requirements for final product are defined in a so called master plan (MP) or main production plan (MPP). Based on these requirements the
system calculates the required materials, parts and half products. Also combinations can be made, and the system can take into account the

production capacity.
Programs that order according to this method are:
SERA6510 (this program) based on SERA9880 Summary MRP result per part
SERA9780 Process MRP advice - purchase
SERA9280 Process MRP advise

ENTER PURCHASE ORDERS
This program is used to enter purchase orders for those items for which the shortage or requirement is known.
Shortages for parts can be printed with program SERA6920 Summary stock shortage. The sales or production department does not have to report the
shortages separately.
Allocate numbers
This option can be used for a situation in which the order is not yet complete. All correspondence, information, etc. can refer to the reserved number
already. Later on the final order details can be entered in the order.
Order lines
There are three types of order lines possible:
PART LINES
This type of entry uses the parts master file. There is a link to the suppliers catalogue, in which the prices per part per supplier are defined. When data is
not available or has changed, the catalogue will be updated during the entry.
A purchase order can contain information for the supplier on how to format the delivery. For instance 100 meters of steel tube cut as 10 pieces of 10
meter each. The file, \SERA\PARAMET\UNITLIST.PAR has to be available and the contents have to be those company units (from the parts file), where
this additional information is required. Capitals are not important. Eg. Meter,KG,Liter
Direct purchase on order/project
A part can be purchased directly for an order, project, repair, etc. If this happens for a labor order (or project), then a reservation rule with the same part
will be added to the labor order. Purchasing on labor order is only allowed if there is no reservation. In other cases the regular stock has to be filled if
necessary, or there have to be ordered by SERA7610 Direct purchasing of orders.

COST LINES
This type of line is used to order non part items. A general ledger account has to be entered on which the system will book the costs once received.
When the general ledger account is order connected, an order or project has to be entered as well. The costs will be shown of the project calculations.

SUB-CONTRACTING WORK
Sub-contracting work can be ordered via purchase orders or via production orders. It depends on the situation which method is preferable. If subcontracting is a part of the production planning or when other jobs will follow, a production order is probably more convenient than a purchase order. In
other cases a purchase order can be made. The system will in that case automatically generate a purchase order linked 'production order'.
Possible material that is going to be used can be issued to this production order. Once the goods are received the production order is reported finished
automatically (See also: SERA6710 Enter goods receipts.
The materials to be supplied can be defined in a special type of bill of material (See also: SERA1710 Enter bills of material. The program SERA8430
Commit stock/print picking lists can be used to commit and later issue these materials.

ON CALL ORDERS
This program can also be used to define on-call orders or contracts. The agreed quantities remain OUTSIDE any stock shortage calculation. After an oncall order is entered the program SERA6740 Call out open purchase orders can be used to convert (a part of) the on-call order into an actual purchase
order.
Documents
The ordered parts can be linked to the documentation file. When closing the order the program checks which documents are involved. Documents that
are sent with the order as specifications have to be marked. Those document numbers are printed on the purchase order.
If the document is electronically available the directory and file name has to be defined in the document. Via the instructions of the document, the
document can be printed as enclosure (See also: SERA0830 Company parameters DOCUSERV.PAR.
Confirm
In some cases it is important to know if the supplier has received the order and that the price and delivery dates are correct. When the entered order has
to be confirmed it is marked as UNCONFIRMED. The program SERA6790 Confirm purchase orders is used to mark the order as confirmed, once the
supplier has actually confirmed the order.

Destination
At the end of the order a destination can be entered. This information appears at the moment the goods are received. It can be useful when goods are
not meant for the general store, but for a special project.
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SERA6670 Change received quantity
PURPOSE:
When after quality control, weighing etc. it appears the actual received quantity received from the supplier differs from the delivery note, the quantity can
be adjusted using this program.

This program enables to change the received stock quantities for parts that are bought in via purchase orders, but are not yet processed into the general
ledger account. This could be necessary because the received quantities appeared after quality checks not be correct, or because certain parts exceed
their expiry dates.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6710 Enter goods receipts.
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SERA6680 Automatic purchase orders
PURPOSE:
When a part, that can and may be ordered automatically, falls below the defined minimum, this program generates an automatic purchase order

See program SERA6510 Enter purchase orders for a general description of the purchase module.

AUTOMATIC ORDERING
In the parts master file it is defined what the minimum stock level is, the order quantity and order increase of a part (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts). In
this program it is also defined whether a part can be ordered automatically and who is the supplier.
The program checks for every part within the selected range for possible shortages and based on that information generates possible purchase orders.
For the decision of a shortage the following rules are applicable:
The stock balance has to be negative. Even if there are possible shortages in the short term and only purchase orders with delivery dates far in the
future, nothing will be ordered.
Real shortages (without taking in account the minimum stock level) within the delivery date will be ordered with delivery date being the date the actual
shortage will occur. The ordered quantity will never exceed the total of all shortages within the delivery date.
The minimum stock level is assumed to be the necessary quantity according to the normal delivery time of the supplier.
Shortages after the lead time of the supplier are ordered in totals per week.
Example of a part with a lead time of 3 weeks.
Week
Stock
Minimum
Purchase
Sales
New purchase
Balance

1
10

2

3

10

-10
5

-25
-15

-5

-10

4

5

-10

-15

-20

-35

First a purchase order for 10 units to be delivered in week 1 will be raised. Although 15 units are required, the total shortage within the lead time is only
10 pieces.
The situation will now be:
Week
Stock
Minimum
Purchase
Sales
New purchase
Balance

1
10
-25
10
-5

2

3

10

-10
5

+5

0

4

5

-10

-15

-10

-25

Now an order of 10 pieces is made which has to be delivered in week 4 and an order of 15 units which has to be delivered in week 5.
The situation is then:
Week
Stock
Minimum
Purchase
Sales
New purchase
Saldo

1
10
-25
10
-5

2

3

10

-10
5

+5

0

4

5

-10
10
0

-15
15
0

STORE GROUPS
Stores can be defined into groups. This option can be useful when the stores are physically separate. In that case it is likely that they have different
minimum stock levels and order methods (See also: SERB1810 Enter store groups.
When different groups are defined, each group has to order separately. This program considers the stock and the sales, purchase and production orders
for each store group.
ON-CALL ORDERS
When an on-call order for a part is made (See also: SERA6510 Enter purchase orders) the ordered quantity is automatically reduced from the
outstanding quantity.
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SERA6690 Goods back to quality control
PURPOSE:
Goods for which the expiry date has expired, or that are are dubious can be booked from free stock into quarantine.

A goods receipt note will be printed.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6990 Release goods
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SERA6710 Enter goods receipts
PURPOSE:
Entering goods receipts that were ordered by a purchase order

The purchase order, that ordered the goods has to be entered. After that all outstanding lines are shown. Goods without a purchase order have to be
entered via the program SERB6810 Receive goods without an order.
For each line the received quantity, the location, and possible expiry date has to be entered.
EXPIRY DATE
Depending on settings in the part groups (See also: SERA2410 Enter part groups) the program shall ask for expiry date. This date can be changed later
on.

LOT NUMBER
By default the lot number is made of the purchase order number followed by the letter 'P'. If a partial receipt had already been done on the same order,
the program adds a sequence number automatically.
The lot number can also be entered manually. This can be useful if eg. the lot number of the supplier is used.

PROCESS
Once the goods are booked the stock is updated, or the cost lines of the purchase order are booked to the relevant general ledger account (See also:
SERA6510 Enter purchase orders.
The contra value of the receipt is booked to the account ‘invoices to receive’.
With program SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices this account is emptied to the creditors and possibly the price differences account.
Value of the goods receipt
The receipt of cost lines is valued against the price from the purchase order.
Receipts of parts are valued differently depending of the system setup (See also: SERA0810 Change Company data and SERA0830 Company
parameters.
Standard cost price
Stock is valued against a fixed cost price from the parts master file.
This price is used to value the receipt. When the goods are order linked ordered via SERA7610 Direct purchasing of orders a special price can be agreed
upon. The difference between the special price and the standard cost price is stored in the received lot and accounted for when the stock is valued.
When the standard cost price in the parts master file is changed, the value of all stock is changed automatically.
Price per lot
Contrary to the standard cost price method a historical value is stored for every lot. When the parameter STPRGRN.PAR (See also: SERA0830
Company parameters) is used, the lot price is valued originally against the standard cost price method, but once the cost price is changed in the parts
master file, the lot price remains the same.
If the parameter is not used, the value of the lot is equal to the price of the purchase order. When no purchase price is entered, the standard cost price
from the parts master file is used.
Valuation of receipt for sub-contracting work
Sub-contracting work that is ordered via the program SERA6510 Enter purchase orders causes a generation of quite complex financial and logistic
mutations, in case of jointly supplied materials.
Stock finished product
Invoices to receive
Remaining

1,000.00
250.00
750.00

standard cost price from parts master file
amount from purchase order

When the cost price is correct, the amount of 750.- is built up from own costs of supplied material, handling, freight costs etc (See also: also SERA1710
Enter bills of material.

With a purchase of subcontracting work, a related work order is raised. Via this work order the internal costs of the jointly supplied materials are booked.
The amount of 750.00 will be booked as income of the work order during the processing of the receipt.
Stock finished product
Invoices to receive
Income production

1,000.00 DT
250.00 CT
750.00 CT

During issue of the supplied materials to the sub-contractor the stock booking was already made:
Usage supplied materials
Reduction stock

750.00 DT
750.00 CT

Because Sera not only links the stock mutations in quantity, but also in amount and type, to other files, the following booking is made:
description
Sub-contracting work
Correction on double counting
Own production
Balance

quantity
10
-10
10
10

amount
250.00
0.00
750.00
1,000.00

Actually the receipt entry of subcontracting work is a receipt of costs and not of parts. Because the ordering is done via the purchase department, this
construction is used. This way the receipt can be traced properly in the purchase history.

Commitments to orders
When the purchase order is made via SERA7610 Direct purchasing of orders the received stock is immediately committed to the relevant production or
sales order.
Quarantine stock – quality control
In the parts master file it is defined whether a part has to kept in quarantine once received. If this is the case, the receipt is booked normally with all
relevant mutations but the stock cannot be committed or issued to production or sales orders. The program SERA6720 Goods from quality to free stock
can be used to enter the control results. Approved quantities will be put as free stock. For all rejected quantities the receipt will be reversed.
Goods receipt note
A goods receipt will be printed if:
1.
2.
3.

The part will go into quality control.
A cost line with a special description is received.
In the company parameters it is defined that a note has to be printed at all times. (GRN.PAR)

Mutation report
A summary of the receipt with supplier data and the received quantities can be printed also. In the company data the parameter GRNSUMM.PAR has to
be switched on (See also: SERA0830 Company parameters.
Part cards / labels
When the variable form \SERA\PARAMET\PARTCRD1.TXT is present, the program will ask how many part cards or labels have to be printed.

CORRECTIONS ON WRONG ENTRIES
When the received and booked quantity or price differs from the actual receipt, a number of correction programs can be used. Depending on the time the
correction has to be made, different programs have to be used.
SERA6670 Change received quantity
This program is used to change the receipts of stock items (no cost lines). The contra account is 'invoices to receive'. If the invoice is already booked, a
debit entry will appear on this account: the account 'invoices to receive' becomes in that case 'credit notes to receive'. When the credit note is actually
received it can be allocated against the ‘negative’ goods receipt (See also: SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices.
SERA6470 Change receipts of cost lines

Received quantities or prices of cost lines can be changed via this program. When the purchase invoice is already booked, this program may not be
used anymore.
SERA6960 Change costs of a lot
This program can be used to change the stock value of a goods receipt. This program has no relation to the account 'invoices to receive'. By using a
stock reference (SERA6310 Enter stock references) the contra account is selected. This account can also be used when the payment obligation is
changed via:
SERC3470 Change goods receipt status

This program is used to change a goods receipt. It can be that:
-the invoice was booked incorrectly
-there is no reason to expect the invoice anymore
-the goods were rejected after all
-the supplier has sent replacement items and one receipt will be compensated against the other.
This program will change the balance on the account 'invoices to receive'. The contra entry has to be entered manually.

EVALUATION OF THE SUPPLIER
In several summaries the reliability of the supplier, both in quality and delivery time, is shown. The quality evaluation on delivery date is updated based on
the delivery date on the purchase order and the actual date of receipt.

SEE ALSO:
SERB6810 Receive goods without an order

sera

MANUAL

SERA6720 Goods from quality to free stock
PURPOSE:
Releasing of receipts on purchase orders and production orders and correcting of receipts for possible rejected quantities. Possible re-opening /
increasing of purchase order or work order.

In case of rejection the payment obligation in account 'invoices to receive' is reduced, and also the stock account.
This financial booking is made under the journal name 'QCONTR'.
Optionally the purchase order can be reopened or increased to the original quantity.

EVALUATION OF THE SUPPLIER
In several summaries the reliability of the supplier, both in quality and delivery time, is shown. The quality evaluation is updated based on the results
entered in this program.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6690 Goods back to quality control
SERB6820 Depreciate control samples
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SERA6740 Call out open purchase orders
PURPOSE:
Converting (a part of) purchase contracts into definite purchase orders with actual delivery date.

On-call orders / contracts can be made with the program SERA6510 Enter purchase orders.
This program is used to reduce the contract, while an actual purchase line is made.
If the program SERA6680 Automatic purchase order is used the contract is automatically reduced.

sera

MANUAL

SERA6760 Summary purchase orders per supplier
PURPOSE:
Summary of purchase orders to a certain date / reminder for suppliers.

If the information is demanded on screen, than there are extra options available. A purchase order can be printed again and a reminder can possibly be
printed. For a reminder it is necessary to make a separate lay-out. (See manual Variable forms, chapter Purchase orders). It is also possible to mark
orders at the end of which all marked orders are printed, which can then be used for calling the selected suppliers.

sera

MANUAL

SERA6790 Confirm purchase orders
PURPOSE:
Marking of purchase order lines as ‘CONFIRMED’ by the supplier. De-marking is also possible..

When entering a purchase order (See also: among others SERA6510 Enter purchase orders) it can be defined that the supplier should confirm the order.
If that is the case, the order is marked as unconfirmed until this program is used to indicate that the supplier has confirmed the order.
If the order is confirmed, but with a different delivery date or price, the changed data has to be entered first.

sera

MANUAL

SERA6800 Change part specification
PURPOSE:
Converting of stock from one part to another part in the case of mutual exchangeability or for small modifications without a work order.

The program will generate stock mutations and journal entries as if it concerned a work order.
Account
Stock old part
Usage production old
part
Stock new part
Income production new
part

Department
Old store
New store

Debit

New store
New store

New value

Credit
Old value

Old value

The entries will be booked under the journal name 'STOCK'.

SEE ALSO:
SERA2160 Change part groups (financial)

New value
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SERA6810 Enter stock by hand
PURPOSE:
Positive stock corrections.

This program is used to make corrections to the stock quantities. It is advise-able to use this program with care, because normal stock handling is done
via other programs. Those programs ensure that goods are traceable and valued correctly. The flow of goods remains under control, because a
continuous relation is kept between the stock and the activity for which it is required.

SEE:
SERA6710 Enter goods receipts
SERA8380 Complete work orders
SERA7510 Direct invoicing / credit
SERA6670 Change received quantity
SERA6800 Change part specification
SERA6980 Return stock from work orders
SERA6860 Purchase 2e hand material from repairs

APPLICATIONS
Stock count
This program can be used to book stock differences between physical and administrative stock, for instance after checking via SERB6710 Print stockcount lists.
Opening stock
When a stock is not registered before via Sera, this program has to be used to enter the quantities. Make sure before entering that the standard cost
prices of the parts are correct.
Replacements
Goods that are sent by a supplier as replacement for damaged items etc.

STOCK REFERENCES
For every entry a reference is requested. A general ledger account is linked to the reference, so that for every type of entry the correct financial booking
is made (See also: SERA6310 Enter stock references.

SEQUENCE NUMBER
The sequence number can be used to store the number of the manual return or issue note.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6820 Issue stock by hand

sera
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SERA6820 Issue stock by hand
PURPOSE:
Negative corrections on stock

This program is used to make corrections to the stock quantities. It is advise-able to use this program with care, because normal stock handling is done
via other programs. Those programs ensure that goods are traceable and valued correctly. The flow of goods remains under control, because a
continuous relation is kept between the stock and the activity for which it is required.

SEE:
SERA6840 Issue stock to repair orders
SERA5320 Confirm shipment / invoice
SERA7510 Direct invoicing / credit
SERA8420 Issue material lists
SERA6970 Issue unplanned stock to work orders
SERC8640 Issue stock to maintenance
SERA6670 Change received quantity
SERA6800 Change part specification
SERF8990 Material usage reconstruction

APPLICATIONS
Stock count
This program can be used to book stock differences between physical and administrative stock, for instance after checking via SERB6710 Print stockcount lists.
Damage or spoilage
Goods that are damaged or have exceeded their expiry date.
See also SERA6690 Goods back to quality control.
Usage materials
materials like stationary for which a stock administration is kept.
General production items like pallets, lubricants etc. that are not defined in bills of material.
Returns
When parts that were not received via SERA6710 Enter goods receipts are returned to the supplier, this program can also be used. Use a stock
reference that has as contra account something like 'TO BE HANDLED RETURNS'. This way a credit note or replacement can be expected. The
invoice/credit note or receipt can be booked against this amount.

STOCK REFERENCES
For every entry a reference is requested. A general ledger account is linked to the reference, so that for every type of entry the correct financial booking
is made (See also: SERA6310 Enter stock references.
Examples:

Waste
To be handled returns
Claims on transport damage
Quality costs
Stock differences

SEQUENCE NUMBER
The sequence number can be used to store the number of the manual return or issue note.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6810 Enter stock by hand
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SERA6840 Issue stock to repair orders
PURPOSE:
Registration of usage and temporary issue of stock to the repair department. Also to be used for registration of (temporary) substitute items.

The used materials will appear on the calculation report and during invoicing (See also: SERB6010 Invoice/ship rep or SERB6110 Invoice repairs with
detail.

SUBSTITUTE PARTS
Often a repair can take a long time and therefore a new or revised part will be issued to help the customer in the mean time. The defective part will be
repaired, and exchanged later on with the issued substitute part, or it will be booked to stock after repair to be used for a next customer.
A substitute part can be issued with this program, while the repaired part will be booked on stock via the program SERA6860 Purchase second-hand
material from repairs. By using separate store locations, a distinction can be made between damaged and revised parts.
If after the repair the repaired part is exchanged again for the substitute part, the part can be put back on stock via the program SERA6850 Return stock
from repair orders.

sera
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SERA6850 Return stock from repair orders
PURPOSE:
Registration of returns of earlier issued, but not used parts for repair orders. Also applicable to return substitute parts.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6840 Issue stock to repair orders.
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SERA6860 Purchase second-hand material from repairs
PURPOSE:
Registration of receipts of repairable broken items for which the customer already received a (possible revised) other part.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6840 Issue stock to repair orders
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SERA6910 Summary stock forecast
PURPOSE:
Show the available stock per part during the coming weeks

The complete calculation of a shortage is as follows:
Stock
Minimum stock
Pending purchase orders
Pending sales orders

+
+
- (raw material
Pending production orders requirement)
Pending production orders + (finished products)
Balance

Once the balance comes below zero reordering is required.
The minimum stock is therefore NOT the quantity that must be kept on stock at all time, but the MOMENT reordering is required. Sera offers programs
to calculate minimum stock levels, based on history and expectation levels (See also: SERC6660 Calculate minimum stock advice.

ROUNDING
Because the summary shows totals per week rounding is done on weekly basis. The delivery date for demand from sales and production is always
rounded to the previous week, while the delivery date of the supply from purchase orders and production is rounded to the week of delivery.
Orders for:
Sales
-10
Production
15
Purchases
+20
Production
+10

Tuesday
week 2
- Wednesday
week 2
Friday
week 1
Thursday
week 1

are all shown in week 1.
If the demand from sales and production are not rounded down to week 1, the summary would indicate that the purchase and production orders could be
delivered a week later without problem, while that is not the case. Both purchase as production would deliver too late in that case.
If rounding in weeks in causing a too big problem for eg. production planning or delivery dates towards customers, it is advisable to start using MRP (See
also: SERA9870 MRP calculation.
STORE GROUPS
Stores can be defined into groups. This option can be useful when the stores are physically separate. In that case it is likely that they have different
minimum stock levels and order methods (See also: SERB1810 Enter store groups.
When different groups are defined, a forecast can be shown for each group separately.

SEE ALSO:
UTIL7760 Create obsolete stock parameters
SERA6910 Summary stock forecast
SERA6920 Summary stock shortage

SERH8990 Change stock forecast

sera
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SERA6920 Summary stock shortage
PURPOSE:
Show shortages per part during the coming weeks.

This program has the same functionality as SERA6910 Summary stock forecast. Program SERA6910 shows all parts, while this program only shows (or
prints), those parts will have shortage or will have a shortage in the near future. It will also show parts where the supply (purchase and own production) is
coming, but will be too late for the demand (sales orders and production usage).

sera

MANUAL

SERA6930 Summary not reserved stock
PURPOSE:
Show or print information

The program gives a summary of those parts where the balance of the stock minus the allocations and minimum stock level bigger is than zero.
For instance:
Stock
Minimum level
Allocated to work orders
Allocated to sales orders

15
5
8
3

Balance

-1

Stock
Minimum level
Allocated to work orders
Allocated to sales orders

20
5
8
3

Balance

4 : show

: don't show

SEE ALSO:
UTIL7760 Create obsolete stock parameters
SERA6910 Summary stock forecast
SERA6920 Summary stock shortage
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SERA6960 Change costs of a lot
PURPOSE:
Changing of the stock value of a specific lot in case of e.g. aging, wrong purchase price or standard cost price.

This program can only be used to change the stock value of received goods. This program has no relation to the account 'invoices to receive'. By
selecting the relevant stock reference (See also: SERA6310 Enter stock references) the contra account is defined.

sera

MANUAL

SERA6970 Issue unplanned stock to work orders
PURPOSE:
Registration of material issue to production orders. Only to be used when NO allocations are made already on the order.

Issues via this program are shown as extra usage on the calculation reports. For the reason to compare the actual usage against the planning this
program should only be used if NO allocation (= planning) is made. If an allocation is made, the program SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists
should be used.

sera

MANUAL

SERA6980 Return stock from work orders
PURPOSE:
Registration of returns of unused materials that were already issued to work orders.

This program can also be used to correct erroneous issues.

SEE ALSO:
SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists
SERA6970 Issue unplanned stock to work orders
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SERA6990 Release goods
PURPOSE:
Goods that are marked as ‘in quality control' can be put back into free stock via this program.

This program should not be used for goods that were booked into quality via a purchase order or a work order. Use in those cases the program
SERA6720 Goods from quality to free stock.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6690 Goods back to quality control
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MANUAL

SERA7010 Parts translation
PURPOSE:
Translation of part-descriptions for usage in purchase orders, price lists, quotations, sales orders and invoices that are printed in a DIFFERENT language
than the company language.

The translated description of parts is selected based on the language code of the customer/supplier (See also: SERA1110 Enter customers and
SERA1110 Enter customers) and printed on the relevant external form.
By switching on the parameter FORMCHAN.PAR, the choice is offered to the user to change the language at the time of printing (See also: manual
\sera\help\sysmanag.doc).
By creating ‘special’ language-codes and connecting them to customers or suppliers, specific forms can be created/used for specific customer or
supplier demands.

sera

MANUAL

SERA7210 Enter delivery terms
PURPOSE:
Entry of different delivery conditions to be used while entering purchase orders.

Examples of common delivery terms are:
FOB
COD

Free on board
Cash on delivery

sera

MANUAL

SERA7300 Summary stock mutations per lot
PURPOSE:
Viewing or printing of information

This programs gives an overview of where & how stock of a certain part & lot number combination was used. The system will also show stock that is still
available.
When stock was used as a semi-finished product in other semi-finished or finished products, the system will also show the usage and/or available stock
of those products.
This means that parts can be traced all the way to the end user (delivery).

sera

MANUAL

SERA7310 Summary stock mutations per type
PURPOSE:
Viewing or printing of information

Stock mutations are the result of different processes, such as
Receipts against purchase orders
Delivery via invoicing
Usage in production
Produced stock

PRICE CHANGE
This is a special type of stock mutation that is only generated when stock is valued against the standard (fixed) cost price. When the cost price of a part
is changed and stock is available in the system, a mutation is generated to remove the existing stock against the old cost price & add the same stock
against the new price. For example:
-10
+10

x
x

50,60,-

SEE ALSO:
SERA2160 Change part groups (financial)
SERA6310 Enter stock references
SERA7320 Summary stock mutations per account
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MANUAL

SERA7320 Summary stock mutations per account
PURPOSE:
Viewing or printing of information

All stock mutations are booked financially according to the accounts as stated in part groups and in some cases the contra-account stated in the stockreferences.
The entries into the General Ledger are consolidated per period & per department. This program gives a detailed breakdown of these balances.

SEE ALSO:
SERA2160 Change part groups (financial)
SERA6310 Enter stock references

sera

MANUAL

SERA7500 Correct wrong invoices
PURPOSE:
Correct the customer number and/or prices of invoices.

This program will create a credit note for the existing (wrong) invoice followed by a new corrected invoice for the new customer and/or price(s).
Only customer numbers and/or prices of the original invoice may be changed. Corrections on part number and/or quantity need to be settled through a
normal credit note & new invoice (See also: SERA7510 Direct invoicing / credit).
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SERA7510 Direct invoicing / crediting
PURPOSE:
Direct invoicing of parts from stock (over-the-counter sales), charging of special costs and crediting of returned goods.

This program can be used for over-the-counter sales, invoicing and crediting of costs and crediting of returned goods. The program will use the individual
user settings in regards to cost prices & discounts.
(See also: SERB5110 Enter orders for a summary of all programs related to sales quotations and sales orders).

COST LINES
Cost lines are connected to a part group. During the financial processing the system will retrieve the sales account from that part group. Crediting can be
done by entering a negative quantity. The cost price that is entered is only used for the sales statistics, no actual financial entries are made for the
costs.

RETURNS
Returned parts can be entered with this option. The system will check for the correct usage of lot numbers and locations.

DISCOUNTS
This program follows the normal discount rules. (See also: SERA2910 Enter discount per customer).

SERVICES
This program can also be used to invoice additional services. (See also: SERB9510 Enter service codes).

ORDERNUMBER
Since this program is often used for additional invoicing or crediting for prior repairs, projects, sales orders, etc. the number of that order can be entered
here. Several summaries in SERA will then also show the new invoice / credit note as part of the order-trail. Of course the new invoice can also be a
new/separate sale.

COLLECT INVOICES
The option ‘PER ORDER’ results immediately in a printed invoice with a new sequence number. When the option ‘PER SHIPMENT’ or ‘PER MONTH’ is
used, the system will create & book the invoice but the invoice is not printed. If there is not already an existing collect invoice a new number is created.
In case there is an existing collect invoice, the system will use that number & increase the run-number (i.e. 25680 results in 25680 1, 25680 2, etc.) A
shipping list is always printed immediately. With programs SERB3420 Print collect invoices and SERB3430 Print monthly invoices the invoices will be
‘collected’ and printed on a single invoice.

FREIGHT AND ORDER COSTS
Freight costs can be entered through the standard route. Information about whether or not freight is to be calculated, can be printed on the picking
list.Program SERB2910 Enter trade discounts / costs offers the ability to enter general additions or discount rules. During the entry of an invoice/order,
the rules are confirmed. The amounts are calculated automatically.

ADDITIONAL FREIGHT INFORMATION
When the parameter PARTPACK.PAR is switched on (See also: SERA0830 Company parameters) the system will ask for additional freight/shipping
information, such as type of package, number of pallets, insured value, transport company, etc. This information can be printed on the invoice and/or the
shipping list. Labels can be printed with SERE9120 Print freight labels.

CASH PAYMENT
Cash payments can be registered and saved in the ‘cash book’. After its verification, the cashbook is processed into the General Ledger at the end of
the day (See also: SERA3770 Process cash payments).

SHIPPING LISTS
Apart from the invoice, the system can also print a shipping list. This document can be included in the shipment as a specification while the invoice is
mailed to the customer separately. (See also: the manual for variable forms: varforms.doc).

OTHER FREIGHT DOCUMENTS
Other freight documents (letters and/or labels) can be printed with (See also: SERA5900 Print freight letters and labels).

BACKORDERS
This program is not suitable for backorders (See also: SERB5110 Enter orders and SERA5320 Confirm shipment / invoice).

sera
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SERA7610 Direct purchasing of orders
PURPOSE:
Select & purchase parts, materials or costs based on running production or sales orders. The system will select the preferred supplier.

The required parts, materials or costs are sorted on order-number. After selection of an allocation, the system will ask for the necessary purchase-data
such as the price, delivery time and supplier.

SPECIAL VERSION
This program is especially useful when exceptional versions of standard parts need to be ordered. For example, special prints, color or size. A special
instruction can be added to the particular purchase. The relation betweand the purchase order on one side and the sales or production order on the other
side remains in place.

SPECIAL PRICE
Sometimes a part on a specific order needs to be purchased for a specific price. When the stock is valued against the standard cost price, the system
will make an exception for this lot. This special price will always be used in efficiency calculations, stock value reports, calculation of margins, etc.

COMMITMENTS TO SALES OR PRODUCTIE ORDERS
When the order is received with program SERA6710 Enter goods receipts, a message will appear in the screen indicating that this receipt is linked to a
special order. These goods can immediately be sent to the production or shipping department. The receipts are also immediately committed to the sales
or production order.

SEE ALSO:
SERA7670 Direct purchase orders per part
SERA6510 Enter purchase orders
SERA6410 Enter alternative suppliers
SERA9280 Process MRP advice
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SERA7670 Direct purchase orders per part
PURPOSE:
Select & purchase parts or materials based on a selection of part numbers and sales or production orders. The system will use the preferred supplier

This program has the same function as SERA7610 Direct purchasing of orders only this program shows the allocations sorted on part number.

sera

MANUAL

SERA8010 Create work types
PURPOSE:
To create codes for work types for usage in calculations, planning, labor routes, work orders and the hour administration.

COST PRICE / hour
This is the cost price per hour in the company currency. The price is used in calculations and labor routes. This rate is also used by the hour
administration as the actual rate.
When a work type is linked to a plan place, the hourly rate of the plan place is used.

SALARY COMPONENT
The hourly rate of a work type is consists of different elements, such as machine costs, overhead costs and also salary costs. The difference betweand
the total cost per hour and the salary cost per hour can be important when an employee from a department performs labor on an expensive machine in
another department. When the cost of hours is booked financially with program SERA8080 , the system will charge only the salary component (with
overtime percentages) to the other department. The difference is booked as own costs.

TYPE
1. ORDER-CONNECTED
This work type is always connected to an order number.
2. GENERALLY ACTIVE
This work type is used for general labor that is not specifically connected to a production or repair order, such as supervision, cleaning, etc.
3. NOT ACTIVE
This work type is used to book holidays, sickness, and other types of absence in the hour administration.
4. ACTION POINT
This work type is also order-connected but it is not used to book hours in the hour administration. They are used to include quality control and action
points in the production process. Examples are:
customer agreed with the design
send request to governing body
send drawing to SUBCONTRACTOR
intermediate quality control
An action point is always added to an order via a normal order-connected work type. It is therefore possible to connect preceding or following action
points to order-connected work types.
Action points can be completed with program SERA8530 Finish operations.

RESULT/COST GROUP
The result/cost group is chosen from the standard part group database. By using this part group, the system can determine the correct Ledger accounts
to be used when it makes financial entries for activities on this work type.

TYPE OF JOB CARD
Work types can also be used for SUBCONTRACTING jobs. In this case, a job is connected to an existing supplier when entered in a work order (See
also: SERH8210 Enter work orders) or a project (SERB8610 Enter projects). A different form can be used for different types of subcontracting / work
type. The different forms are saved as \SERA\PARAMET\JOBCARD<NR>.<LANGUAGE> (See also: the manual varforms.doc).

PAY EXPENSES?
By using program SERA9120 Create compensation types, a system for expense payments can be developed. Fixed expenses are often paid for meals
during overtime, expenses during labor outside of the company, etc. It is necessary to indicate, per work type, whether expenses need to be calculated
or not.

SEE ALSO:
SERA9410 Enter capacities
SERA2160 Change part groups (financial)
SERA8080 Book hours financially
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SERA8050 Change sub-project titles
PURPOSE:
To create sub-project titles used to split big projects into sub-projects, enabling measurement of the progress.

Jobs, materials, instructions, etc. in work orders and projects can be grouped by sub-project. A maximum of 10 sub-projects can be created with fixed
titles.

COLUMN TITLE
The column title is a short version of the sub-project title and is used for reporting of the work order status with program SERA8550, Summary work order
status.

LABOR SEQUENCE
Sub-projects can be planned simultaneously as well as in sequence. Within sub-projects it is also possible to determine the sequence of individual jobs.
The job-order can be determined with a run-number between 0 and 9. Sub-projects with the same run-number are planned simultaneously.

SEE ALSO:
SERA1710 Enter bills of material
SERA9510 Enter/change labor routes
SERF8210 Calculate projects
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SERA8080 Book hour-administration
PURPOSE:
Counting and financially processing of the hour-administration for a selected period.

The program will make the financial entries using the accounts of the part groups of the work types.
The entries are generated in the journal code 'HOURS'.

RE-PROCESSING
When corrections were made after initial processing, the corrections can be counted and booked by running this program again. Prior entries are
reversed & re-processed.

SEE ALSO:
SERA2160 Change part groups (financial)
SERC3810 Book work in progress production
SERA8010 Create work types
SERA8110 Enter hours
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SERA8110 Enter hours
PURPOSE:
Entry of hours from time sheets and optionally completing of jobs and issuing of certain materials to work orders.

SERA offers several different methods to register hours per employee and optionally per machine. This program is the basic program to register time
sheets. Following is an example of a time sheet that covers all the necessary information needed during the entry process:

Name

:

Date

Work type Description

Time

Project/order

Quantity finished

As per the requirement, items like material usage, machine numbers and overtime percentage can be added. It is also possible to use start & end times.
The program can even calculate the time based on the company calendar, including breaks (See also: SERA9100 Enter company).

ALTERNATIVES
Employees can also enter their hours on-line (See also: SERF8110 Station hour-administration). For this purpose, Sera offers several interfaces with socalled Shop Floor Control systems by using devices such as barcode readers.

OVERTIME HOURS
An overtime percentage (i.e. 125%) can be entered during entry of hours. Overtime can also be calculated automatically. When an employee reported 11
hours on a particular day, only 1 line with 11 hours of 100% is required. According to the information from the overtime calendar, the program generates
automatically 9.5 net working hours and a break of 1.5 hours during entering hours. After all, program SERH8200 Process employee overtime hours can
split the record into a record of 8 hours of 100% and a record of 1.5 hours of 125%. For this process the data from the overtime calendar can be used.
See SERA9110 Enter overtime calendar.

ORDER-CONNECTED WORK TYPES
A work type can be order-connected. When this is the case, the system will ask for the order type (production, repair, etc.) and the order number. These
hours will be shown on efficiency calculations. On recalculation projects, these hours can be charged to the customer of the project (See also:
SERB8750 Invoice projects on costing basis).

JOBS FINISH
When the parameter \SERA\PARAMET\HOURFINI.PAR is switched on, the system will show the planned jobs when allocating against production
orders or projects. After selecting a job, the quantity finished can be entered. The production planning will then automatically be updated with the
completed job (See also: the manual system management \sera\help\sysmanag.doc, Chapter Parameters, SERA0830).

MATERIAL ISSUE

While completing jobs, materials can also be booked off. Depending on the settings in the parts file, the planned or the manually entered quantity will be
issued from stock (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts).

CONNECTION WITH THE AGENDA
As soon as the agenda (See also: SERI1310 Change agenda) is filled, the open appointments will be shown in the screen. By selecting an appointment,
the appointment will be completed. The available data will be used which means that only the real time needs to be entered.

SEE ALSO:
SERA8010 Create work types
SERA4410 Enter employees
SERH8200 Process employee hours overtime
SERC3110 Enter expense reports per employee
SERA9120 Create compensation types
SERA8530 Finish operations
SERA8080 Book hour-administration
SERA2160 Change part groups (financial)

sera
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SERA8260 Make orders fixed for MRP calculation
PURPOSE:
Exclude production orders from deviating MRP advices.

Orders can be fixed. MRP gives no advice in this situation except with 'Existing order'. This option is useful if long term orders are planned to prevent
deflating (flowing empty) for example.

SEE ALSO:
SERA9870 MRP calculation
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SERA8280 Print work orders
PURPOSE:
Printing of pre-entered orders when the order is actually started.

When orders are printed at the moment that the order is really started instead of printing straight after order entry, a lot of paper handling can be
prevented.

MATERIAL LIST
The order numbers of the orders to be printed need to be entered first. After the last number is entered, the system can also print separate material lists.
The required material will be printed on part number sequence. These lists can be used for the warehouse or for a specific department, etc.

SERIAL NUMBERS
When a part is setup for a serial number (fixed in the part group of the part) the system will assign the numbers upon printing of the work order. A
separate order form is printed for every number (See also: SERA9710 Enter serial number types).

LAYOUT
The system has a pre-programmed layout for the work order. The variable layout offers a lot more options (See also: the manual variable forms
varforms.doc).
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SERA8380 Complete work orders
PURPOSE:
Completing of work orders. The produced quantity will be booked into stock.

STOCK
The completed production will be placed into stock on the location that was entered. Depending on the settings of the part in the parts file, the stock is
booked as ‘free stock’ or as ‘quality control stock’. The lot number is created from the work order number preceded by a ‘W’.

FINANCIAL ENTRY
The system will book an entry according to the accounts found in the part group of the final product (See also: SERA2160 Change part groups
(financial). The journal code used is "STOCKX".

JOBS FINISH
When the parameter \SERA\PARAMET\SEMIFINI.PAR is switched on, the system will present all the planned jobs of the order. Jobs that were not yet
accounted for can now be completed. When the parameter \SERA\PARAMET\AUTOFINI.PAR is switched on, the system will automatically complete all
the planned jobs (See also: the manual system management \sera\help\sysmanag.doc, chapter parameters, SERA0830).

MATERIAL ISSUE
Together with the completion of the order, the system can also write off used materials. Depending on the settings of the part in the parts file, this
material issuance can be done manually or automatically (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts).

CLEAR ORDERS
Program, SERA8590 Clear work orders, will move the order to the order history file. From that moment on, materials, hours, costs, etc. can not be
issued to the order anymore. The program is ONLY removed from Work In Progress after running this program (See also: SERC3810 Book work in
progress production).
IMPORTANT !
Don’t forget to regularly clear orders that are completely finished. As long as this is not done, Work In Progress is incorrectly included in the Balance
while the real result is not reflected on the Profit & Loss Statement. Parts that were not used but are still committed are blocking the stock position.
Uncompleted jobs will stay in the planning unnecessarily.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6720 Goods from quality to free stock
SERA8390 Correct wrong completions
SERA8530 Finish operations
SERB8750 Invoice projects on costing basis
SERH8780 Finish and invoice projects
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SERA8390 Correct wrong completions
PURPOSE :
Correction of ‘over’-completion of production quantities.

This program will reverse the actions described in program SERA8380 Complete work orders.
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SERA8410 Commit stock (automatically)
PURPOSE:
Storage of stock for production orders arranged by date and order number. No packing list is printed.

The program can be used to guarantee a systematical reservation of stock for production orders. This procedure can prevent that rare, important parts,
which are really meant for ‘normal’ orders, is used for new ‘urgent’ orders.
A picking list can be printed with program SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists.

SEE ALSO:
SERA8420 Issue material lists
SERA8440 Reduce commitments
SERA8480 Commit stock + print partial delivery
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SERA8420 Issue material list
PURPOSE:
Issuing of delivered picking lists by entering the picking list number. It is possible to change the committed quantity when that is required.

After stock has been committed and a picking list has been printed, the stock is delivered to the production department. This program offers a simple
solution to write the delivered/used materials off from stock.
This program can also be used to cancel picking lists by entering on every line that NONE of the committed stock was used.

SEE ALSO:
SERA8410 Commit stock (automatically)
SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists.
SERA8440 Reduce commitments
SERA8480 Commit stock + print partial delivery
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SERA8430 Commit stock / print picking lists
PURPOSE:
Storage stock for production orders with the option to print a picking list. The stock can also be written off immediately.

There are 4 methods to register the usage of materials on production orders. The method is entered for every part in the parts file (See also: also
SERA2510 Enter parts):
On picking list / commitment
According to this method, the part, after it has been committed to the order, is written off from stock with a picking list.
At labor finish – manually
When a job on a production order is completed, the raw material belonging to that job can be written off manually. This method as well as the following
methods, are mainly used when there is an ‘open’ store situation (See also: SERA8530 Finish operations).
At labor finish - automatically
When a job on a production order is completed, the raw material belonging to that job can be written off automatically. The disadvantage of this method
is that the materials are written off according planned quantities while the actual usage may be different (See also: SERA8530 Finish operations).
Reconstruction
According to this method, the usage is reconstructed after the completion of the order and written off based on pre-calculated quantities. This method is
mainly used for small parts, like nuts & bolts, or parts that are hard to measure, like grease and oil (See also: SERF8990 Material usage
reconstruction).

COMMIT OF STOCK
Stock is reserved on lot/location level. The stock knows 3 different conditions:
Quality control
Free
Committed

-

only selected parts

Free stock can be committed to (=reserved for) production orders. The committed stock can be printed on a picking list.
Stock can also be committed only without printing a picking list. This option can be used to reserve stock to prevent usage by other orders.
After the picking list is printed, the actual usage can be booked with program SERA8420 Issue material lists.

DIRECT ISSUE
It is also possible to book stock immediately with or without a picking list. When this option is used, the actual usage does not need to be confirmed
anymore.

SECURITY PICKING LIST NUMBER
The picking list number is very important. A picking list is like a check that represents a certain amount of cash money. In the case of a picking list, the
value is expressed in stock quantities. The level of security depends on the company process and the type of goods that are delivered.
Treat picking lists as if they were checks & NEVER deliver/issue goods without a picking list!!
In case security is an issue, it is important that the parameter \SERA\PARAMET\ORGILIST.PAR is switched on. This parameter ensures that a picking
list can not be re-printed unless the old picking list is entered as NOT USED with program SERA8420 Issue material lists.

SEE ALSO:

SERA8410 Commit stock (automatically)
SERA8440 Reduce commitments
SERA8480 Commit stock + print partial delivery
SERA6970 Issue unplanned stock to work orders
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SERA8440 Reduce commitments
PURPOSE:
Release stock that was committed to production orders.

This program can only be used when no picking list was printed. Use program SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists, when there is a picking list.

SEE ALSO:
SERA8410 Commit stock (automatically)
SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists.
SERA8480 Commit stock + print partial delivery
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SERA8480 Commit stock + print partial delivery
PURPOSE:
When only a certain portion of a production order is started, usually in an assembly process, only the corresponding portion of the materials/parts is to
be delivered.

Whit this program, that corresponding portion of the materials can the delivered and a picking list can be printed.

EXAMPLE
ORDER 600 x 10 pieces of final product
Material list:
Part
1000
2500
3000

Description
Semi finished product
Raw material 1
Raw material 2

Quantity
100
10
20

PICKING LIST (Partial order)
ORDER 600 x 6 pieces of final product
Part
1000
2500
3000

Description
Semi finished product
Raw material 1
Raw material 2

Quantity
60
6
12

Location
00 1A
00 41B
10 512

SEE ALSO:
SERA8410 Commit stock (automatically)
SERA8420 Issue material lists
SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists
SERA8440 Reduce commitments
SERA6970 Issue unplanned stock to work orders

Lot
P123
P900
W10
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SERA8530 Finish operations
PURPOSE:
Completing of planned jobs, both internal as well as external (subcontracted).

Based on the entered quantities and cost of hours, the costs of the operation are booked against income (or accounts payable). The planning is reduced
by the completed portion of the total job.

COSTS FROM OWN JOBS
When an internal job is completed, this account will be applied to book the costs of the job. The department of this entry is the same as the
department on which the income of the final product is booked.

INCOME FROM OWN JOBS
When an internal job is completed the income will be booked on this account. Jobs can also be completed during entry of hours or when completing a
production order.
The department of this entry is the department stated in the job code. This can therefore be a DIFFERENT department than the department that is
responsible for the final product. The department can be changed during entry. The cost price of the job from the work order is used as income.

COST OF SUBCONTRACTED JOBS
When an external job is completed, the costs of that job are booked on this account against the account ‘goods received not invoiced’ from the
company data. The department is the same as the department that is used to book the income of the final product.

MATERIAL ISSUE
There are four ways to register usage of production materials. Per material/part, the methods are fixed in the parts file (SERA2510 Enter parts)
On picking list / commitment
According to this method, the part, after it has been committed to the order, is written off from stock with a picking list.
At labor finish – manually
When a job on a production order is completed, the raw material belonging to that job can be written off manually. This method as well as the following
methods, are mainly used when there is an ‘open’ store situation (See also: SERA8530 Finish operations).
At labor finish - automatically
When a job on a production order is completed, the raw material belonging to that job can be written off automatically. The disadvantage of this method
is that the materials are written off according planned quantities while the actual usage may be different (See also: SERA8530 Finish operations).
Reconstruction
According to this method, the usage is reconstructed after the completion of the order and written off based on pre-calculated quantities. This method is
mainly used for small parts, like nuts & bolts, or parts that are hard to measure, like grease and oil (See also: SERF8990 Material usage
reconstruction).

ALTERNATIVES
Internal jobs can also be completed while entering hours (See also: SERA8110 Enter hours). The parameter HOURFINI.PAR has to be switched on.
When one of the parameters AUTOFINI.PAR or SEMIFINI.PAR is switched on, jobs can be completed together with the total order (See also:
SERA8380 Complete work orders).
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SERA8540 Change order quantity
PURPOSE:
Change the quantity of products to be produced on an order.

The required materials and jobs are proportionally increased or decreased.
By reducing the order quantity to 0, the order can be cleared with program SERA8590 Clear work orders.
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SERA8590 Clear work orders
PURPOSE:
With this program, completed production orders and/or projects can be moved to a historical file and removed from the running order file.

IMPORTANT !
Don’t forget to clear orders that are completed! As long as this is undone, the financial administration will show unnecessary Work in Process while the
real result will remain out of the Profit- and Loss account.
Stock that was not used but is still committed will lock the stock position. Jobs that are not completed result in an unorganized planning.
With the historical file it will still be possible to determine the Work In Progress position of older periods.
The program runs a number of checks before an order may be cleared:
1. All projects
2. Project based on recalculation
3. Projects with prices per line
4. Work orders
5. All

- everything invoiced?
- end date reached?
- no open order lines?
- nothing to produce anymore?
- no committed stock?

In case any of these conditions is not met, the order cannot not be cleared.
Use the following program to meet the conditions:
1. Complete invoice / reduce invoice amount
SERB8750 Invoice projects on costing basis
SERH8780 Finish and invoice projects
SERB8310 Change projects
2. Change finish date of recalculation projects
SERB8310 Change projects
3. Reduce / delete open order lines
SERB8310 Change projects
4. Finish order / change order quantity
SERA8380 Complete work orders
SERA8540 Change order quantity
5. Issue committed stock / reduce commitments
SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists
SERA8420 Issue material lists
SERA8440 Reduce commitments

SEE ALSO:
SERC3810 Book work in progress production
SERA2160 Change part groups (financial)
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SERA9100 Enter company calendar
PURPOSE:
Enter standard working hours, holidays and break times.

Several programs in SERA use the information from the company calendar:
During entry of hours, break times can be automatically calculated (See also: SERA8110 Enter hours);
Jobs on production orders are planned according to the available (LIMITED) capacity per work type and department (See also: SERA9410 Enter
capacities). When capacities are not defined, the company calendar is used to determine the planning of jobs. The system then assumes
UNLIMITED capacity. Only the required time per job and the available calendar days will determine start and finish dates.

The company calendar can be entered/changed on departmental and employee levels.
It is possible to indicate how many units per machine / plan place are available per day. Possible discrepancies due to downtime or repairs can be
entered individually.

SEE ALSO:
SERA9110 Enter overtime calendar
SERB2010 Enter plan places
SERG8120 Create detail planning
UTIL3500 Re-plan work orders
UTIL3510 MS Project interface
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SERA9110 Enter overtime calendar
PURPOSE:
Enter working hours at regular rates and working hours at overtime rates.

The calendar can be used to automatically calculate overtime:
During the entry of hours, the overtime percentage can be entered: for example 125%. Overtime can also be calculated by the system. When an
employee worked 11 hours on one day, entry of 1 line for 11 hours at 100% is sufficient. Based on the company calendar (breaks), the system already
calculates working time of 9.5 hours and breaks of 1.5 hours. Program SERH8200 Process employee overtime hours, recalculates the hour entries and
in this case, it would split the record in one record of 8 hours at 100% and one record of 1.5 hours at 125%.

SEE ALSO:
SERA8110 Enter hours
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SERA9120
Enter compensation types
PURPOSE:
Entry of types of compensation used for worked hours.

The different types of compensations and their conditions are saved in a database. Depending on the type, compensation can be calculated
automatically based on the hour administration while other compensations have to be entered manually.
There are three types of compensations:
1. FIXED COMPENSATION
This type of compensation has no direct connection with the hour administration. Examples are compensations for work on holidays or compensations
for stand-by time during the night or the weekend.
Actual compensations per employee need to be entered manually with program SERA9160. When the parameter \SERA\PARAMET\COMPENS.PAR
(empty file) is switched on, compensations can be entered together with the hour administration (SERA8110 Enter hours).
2. TIME POINT COMPENSATION
This type of compensation is connected to the hour administration. The compensations per employee are calculated, together with the overtime hours,
by program SERH8200 Process employee overtime hours. By entering different types here, it is possible to distinguish the difference between for
example day and night compensations. The compensation is given for every hour, including breaks.
Example:
Start time
End time
Break

08.00 hours
17.00 hours
12.30 hours - 13.30 hours

The number of working hours in this example is 8. The calculation for the compensation includes the break of 1 hour! When the compensation is 5.00 per
hour, the total compensation to be paid is 9 x 5 = 45.00.
3. TIME DURATION COMPENSATION
This extra compensation type is also connected to the hour administration. The compensations per employee are calculated, together with the overtime
hours, by program SERH8200 Process employee overtime hours. This type of compensation can be used to compensate for things like an extra meal
during extended workdays. Breaks are included in the calculation.
Example:
Start time
End time
Break
Break

07.00 hours
12:00 hours
12.30 hours - 13.30 hours
19.30 hours - 20.30 hours

The total number of working hours in the example is 15. The calculation for the compensation includes the breaks of 2 hours in total! When the
compensation is 50.00 for more than 16 working hours, the system will calculate 1 x 50.00 for this example.

WORK TYPES
Not all work types can be used for compensation types 2 and 3. Per work type, the system stores whether or not compensation is to be calculated (See
also: SERA8010 Create work types ).

SEE ALSO:
SERA9100 Enter company
SERA9110 Enter overtime calendar
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SERA9210 Create forecast master plan
PURPOSE:
Calculating of a forecast based on minimum stock parameters. The forecast and the actual orders are the basis for the MRP Master plan.

With the help of parameters entered in program SERC6660 Calculate minimum stock advice and the data from the sales statistics, a forecast can be
calculated for selected part groups.
This forecast is used in program SERA9220 Change forecast master plan where the forecast can be adjusted. The result can be transferred to the MRP
Master plan while accounting for the actual sales.

FOR AN EXTENDED DESCRIPTION OF MRP, SEE ALSO:
SERA9870 MRP calculation
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SERA9220 Change forecast master plan
PURPOSE:
Adjustment of the forecast, actual orders and the MRP Master plan.

With the help of program SERA9210 Create forecast master plan, a forecast can be created.
The forecast calculated by the system can be adjusted in this program. Together with the actual sales orders, the forecast forms the basis of the MRP
Master plan. When the program is started up, the initial Master plan can already be created. The existing plan is then cleared up and replaced by the
forecast and the actual sales. Fine-tuning can be done on a part-to-part basis.
It is possible to show the total requirements per part group. When the capacity and/or the material requirements are not really influenced by which part
from the part group is produced, it can be useful to analyze this information.

Product 1
Forecast
10
Orders
2
Required
10
Master plan 10

Product 2
10
15
15
10

Total (group)
20
17
20
20

Balance

-5

0

5

Notice that the ‘Required’ quantity is determined by the highest quantity of the fields ‘Forecast’ and ‘Orders’.
Although there seems to be a shortage for Product 2, there is a good balance on group level. Product 1 is behind on the forecast and therefore it can be
useful to reduce the master plan for Product 1 and to increase it for Product 2 without changing the group total (which would influence the capacity &
material requirements).

FOR AN EXTENDED DESCRIPTION OF MRP, SEE ALSO:
SERA9870 MRP calculation
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SERA9280 Process MRP advice
PURPOSE:
Processing of MRP advice into purchase orders and production orders.

STORE
This is the store to which the ordered goods will be delivered.

SELECTIONS
A selection can be made on part number, type of part (purchase and or production part) and supplier type. The type of supplier can be selected based on
the selection code from the supplier’s database.

STOCK FORECAST
The stock forecast is shown by weeks.
The balance per week is determined as follows:
The last MRP calculation
*mutations since the last calculation
Open purchase orders
Open production orders
Balance

+
+
+

*mutations: The balance of the received goods since the last MRP calculation. Manual stock mutations are also included. The total of these mutations
is included as a positive figure because the corresponding purchase orders and production orders would have been reduced accordingly after the last
MRP calculation.
Entering purchase orders or production orders can reduce shortages.
PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT / DELIVERY STORE
This information is retrieved from the part group of the final product (See also: SERA2410 Enter part groups).
FOR AN EXTENDED DESCRIPTION OF MRP, SEE ALSO:
SERA9870 MRP calculation

SEE ALSO:
SERA9780 Process MRP advice - purchase
SERA9790 Process MRP advice - production
SERA7610 Direct purchasing of orders
SERA7670 Direct purchase orders per part
SERA6510 Enter purchase orders
SERA6410 Enter alternative suppliers
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SERA9410 Enter capacities
PURPOSE:
Entry of capacities per department and per work type.

Capacities are important in case of serial or repeating production and for the use of the MRP planning method. Planning is done against a LIMITED
capacity. Jobs are always planned as LATE as possible! With this method the system always keeps as much space available as possible for urgent
orders.
When no capacity is defined, the system will use the company calendar to determine the planning of jobs. The system will then assume an UNLIMITED
capacity! Only the required time per job and the available calendar days are determining factors for the start and end dates (See also: SERA9100 Enter
company).
The capacity can be entered in hours or in production quantities. In case of Subcontractors, planning can only be done in production quantities.
EXAMPLE:
WELDING
Day
Hours
Number of machines
TOTAL
Planned
Available

Su
0
2
0
0
0

Mo
8
2
16
0
16

Tu
8
2
16
0
16

We
8
2
16
0
16

Th
8
2
16
0
16

Fr
6
2
12
0
12

Sa
0
2
0
0
0

Su
0
3
0
0
0

Mo
8
3
24
0
24

Tu
8
3
24
0
24

We
8
3
24
0
24

Th
8
3
24
0
24

Fr
6
3
18
0
18

Sa
0
3
0
0
0

ASSEMBLY
Day
Hours
Number of machines
TOTAL
Planned
Available

WORK ORDER 1501

latest delivery on Saturday

Work type

Machines

Required time

Start date

Welding

2

16

Tuesday

Assembly

1

16

Wednesday

The system will plan backward starting from the last job to the first job.
Notice that assembly needs to be started on Wednesday. Although there is enough total capacity (3 machines) available on Friday (18 hours) the order
indicates that the assembly can not be divided over 3 machines. Therefore the required production time needs to be divided over Friday (6 hours),
Thursday (8 hours) and part of the Wednesday (2 hours). For the preceding job, the system will first go to the previous day and it will again calculate the
latest possible start date. The 16 hours of welding can therefore start exactly on Tuesday. There are 16 hours available based on 2 machines and the job
itself also requires 16 hours and the planning indicates that the use of 2 machines is allowed.
After entry of the first order, the available capacity shows the following:
WELDING
Day
Max. capacity
Planned

Su
0
0

Mo
16
0

Tu
16
16

We
16
0

Th
16
0

Fr
12
0

Sa
0
0

Available

0

16

0

16

16

12

0

Available

0

16

0

16

16

12

0

Su
0
0
0

Mo
24
0
24

Tu
24
0
24

We
24
2
22

Th
24
8
16

Fr
18
6
12

Sa
0
0
0

ASSEMBLY
Day
Max. capacity
Planned
Available

A second order would result in the following:

WORK ORDER 1502

latest delivery on Saturday

Work type

Machines

Required time

Start date

Welding

2

16

Monday

Assembly

1

16

Wednesday

The assembly is planned in the same way as for order # 1501 (there are 2 more machines available). Welding has to be started on Monday because the
capacity for Tuesday is already in use by order # 1501.
After entry of order # 1502, the available capacity shows the following:

LASSEN
Day
Max. capacity
Planned
Available

Su
0
0
0

Mo
16
16
0

Tu
16
16
0

We
16
0
16

Th
16
0
16

Fr
12
0
12

Sa
0
0
0

Su
0
0
0

Mo
24
0
24

Tu
24
0
24

We
24
4
20

Th
24
16
8

Fr
18
12
6

Sa
0
0
0

ASSEMBLEREN
Day
Max. capacity
Planned
Available

FINE TUNING VIA THE LABOR ROUTE
A production part has a bill of material (material route) which contains the required materials and a labor route which describes the labor to be performed
to produce the part. Fine tuning related to the above described planning method are possible within these routes.

WAITING TIME
It is possible that a waiting period is necessary between 2 different jobs, i.e. the paint needs to dry, the part needs to be transported to a subcontractor,
etc. In that case, the planning module will include the waiting time when it determines the starting dates of the jobs.

SIMULTANEOUS JOBS
In some cases, jobs on different parts of the final product may take place simultaneously before the next job can take place. It can also be that the next
job can already start when the first product from a previous job is completed. The planning will retrieve this kind of information from the labor route.

JOB SEQUENCE
In some cases jobs can take place simultaneously on different parts, after which the total of it is assembled into the third part.
It's also possible to start the next job when the first product from a previous job is ready.

The planning reckons with this kind of information from the labor route.

SEE ALSO:
SERA9510 Enter/change labor routes
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SERA9510 Enter/change labor routes
PURPOSE:
Entry of labor routes to describe the (labor) steps that are required to produce standard production parts.

Required materials are stored in a bill of material while the labor route consists of internal and external labor instructions (work types), waiting- and
transport times, cost lines, texts and documents.

PART CONNECTED / GENERAL
Maintenance of labor routes is a very demanding procedure. A lot of information is stored in the labor route and therefore, when the production method of
a part is changed, a lot of work is involved. In many cases, the jobs for similar parts are almost the same. When the cost price and the planned
production time remain the same, it is advised to enter a standard route and to connect the final or semi-finished products to this standard route.

ALTERNATIVES
A part can be produced in different ways. The labor route can vary depending on the amount of work or the size of the order. Also the bill of material that
is connected to the labor route can be different. Labor might be subcontracted in one labor route while it is performed internally in another one.
Each different alternative can be assigned to a separate (labor route) number. Every alternative can also be connected to a different bill of material but it
can also be the same in all cases.
Route '0' is used for the standard route. Both jobs as well as materials from this route are used for the calculation of the standard cost price (See also:
SERA1780 Calculate cost price bills of material).

STANDARD QUANTITY
The standard quantity is used to indicate the ‘ideal’ order quantity where the machine costs, setup costs and production speed are in perfect balance.
This information is used during the entry of production orders.
The standard quantity is also used for the calculation of the standard cost price. Fixed costs, such as setup time are included in the cost price of the
final product. For example, 500.00 per machine with a standard quantity of 100 pieces results in 5.00 to be added to the cost price of each product.
The standard quantity is also use din program SERA9870 MRP calculation. When the MRP calculation indicates that production is required, the
program can select the correct labor route (and the connected bill of material) by comparing the required quantity to the standard quantity

BEWERKINGSDETAILS
SUB-PROJECT
A job is connected to a sub-project. With that information, the panning per order can be divided in phases or materials per department or groups of the
same jobs.
DEPARTMENT
The department can be very important when a financial result per department is required (See also: program SERA2160 Change part groups (financial)
for more information). The department is also important when LIMITED CAPACITIES are used (See also: SERA9410 Enter capacities).
SUPPLIER
A job can be entered for both internal and external labor. Even when a subcontractor is used, the planning works as if internal departments were involved.
Internal jobs are indicated by a ‘-‘ for the supplier code while a ‘real’ supplier code needs to be entered for subcontracted jobs.
WORK TYPE
The work type used has to be of the ‘order-connected’ type (See also: SERA8010 Create work types).
SETUP TIME PER ORDER
The time needed to setup machines, etc. before this job can be performed.

PRODUCTION TIME PER QUANTITY
The time required for the actual productive labor. When an order is created based on a labor route, the system will add the production time of the order
quantity to the fixed setup up time to reach the TOTAL time. In case of subcontracting, the system will not require setup and production times but only
the cost (total or per quantity) of the job because the time required for the job is the supplier’s responsibility.

JOB COSTS
In case of supplements there is no demand for an adjustment- or production time. In that case there is talk of costs because it is the suppliers'
responsibility.

SIMULTANEOUS JOBS
For planning it might be important to indicate how many employees or machines can work simultaneously on a product.
When the job time is 40 hours, then the planned time will be 10 hours if 4 machines can be used simultaneously for the order production. If just 1
machine is used per order then the required plan time is 40 hours.

TRANSPORT TIME
This value determines the time required before the next job can be started (waiting period). This can be for actual transport but also for drying time
(paint), cooling time (heat treating), etc.
Important !
The method of planning for serial production assumes that jobs are performed AS LATE AS POSSIBLE. That way there is always enough room for
urgent orders and the costs of Inventory and Work In Progress are kept as low as possible. There is a danger connected to this method. If there is any
type of delay in the production process, the final product will always be TOO LATE. Sometimes it can even be useful to delay certain jobs in order to
make combinations with other orders. The problem of late deliveries can be partially prevented by including “transport time” in every job, this will also
increase the possibility that orders can be combined (See also: SERA9410 Enter capacities en SERA9100 Enter company).

OVERHEAD
These amounts are included in the calculation of the standard cost price of the final product. There are no financial entries involved.
JOB SEQUENCE
Sub-projects can be planned both simultaneously as sequentially. The labor route in the kind of job is marked with a sequence number between 0 and 9.
See SERA8050 Change sub -project titles
Sequential
The jobs are performed in sequential order, possibly separated by transport times.
Simultaneously
Jobs on different parts of the final product can be performed after which the next job is performed. On big objects it is also possible that 2 different types
of labor are performed simultaneously on the same part.
After first product from last job
It is also possible that the next job can be started after the first product is released from the previous job.

OTHER DETAILS
Other details can also be included in the labor route. Examples are texts, documents and cost lines. The documents can automatically be printed
together with the production order (See also: SERA4010 Enter documentation).
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SERA9710 Enter serial number types
PURPOSE:
Entry of method(s) to generate serial numbers used by the company.

Part groups can refer to a certain serial number. When a work order for a product within such a part group is printed, the system will automatically
assign serial numbers to the products.
A serial number often consists of different elements. While printing a production order the system will generate a number based on the definitions of the
different elements:
1 FIXED INFORMATION
2 RUNNING NUMBER
3 DAY
4 MONTH
5 YEAR
6 WEEK
A serial number like: KL0002/03 could be build up as follows:
Fixed information
Running number
Fixed information
Month

KL
4 digits
/
2 digits

SEE ALSO:
SERA2410 Enter part groups
SERA8280 Print work orders
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SERA9780 Process MRP advice - purchasing
PURPOSE:
Automatically processing the MRP advise to generate purchase orders.

The program offers the possibility to seperately mark the urgent and normal MRP advises and accordingly process them automatically into purchase
orders.

SUBCONTRACTED MATERIALS
Subcontracted jobs can be orderd through purchasing or through production orders. Which method is preferred depends on the order. When the
subcontracting is part of the production planning or other jobs have to be performed after the subcontracted job is completed, a production order is
probably easier than a purchase order. In other cases a purchase order can be created. The system will create a ‘production order’ that is connected to
the purchase order. This production order can be used to issue material that is used in the subcontracted job. As soon as the goods are received back
from the supplier, the system will automaticelly complete the production order (See also: SERA6710 Enter goods receipts). The materials can be
included in a special bill of material for subcontracting (See also: SERA1710 Enter bills of material and with SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists
the materials can be committed and issued (later on). When subcontracted jobs are ordered through purchase orders the order must indicate the store
from which the materials are to issued.

SUPPLIER SELECTION
Suppliers can be selected based on the preferred supplier from the parts file.
FOR AN EXTENDED DESCRIPTION OF MRP, SEE ALSO:
SERA9870 MRP calculation

SEE ALSO:
SERA9280 Process MRP advise
SERA9790 Process MRP advice – production
SERA7610 Direct purchasing of orders
SERA7670 Direct purchase orders per part
SERA6510 Enter purchase orders
SERA6410 Enter alternative suppliers
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SERA9790 Process MRP advice - production
PURPOSE:
Automatically processing the MRP advice to generate production orders.

The program offers the possibility to seperately mark the urgent and normal MRP advises and accordingly process them automatically into production
orders.
The department that is responsible for the overall order is retrieved from the part group of the final product (See also: SERA2410 Enter part groups). This
is also the case for the store from which the production materials are to be issued.

FOR AN EXTENDED DESCRIPTION OF MRP, SEE ALSO:
SERA9870 MRP calculation

SEE ALSO:
SERA9280 Process MRP advice
SERA9780 Process MRP advice - purchasing
SERH8210 Enter work orders
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SERA9810 Clear masterplan
PURPOSE:
Completely or partially emptying of the masterplan.

MANUALly entered requirements can be moved to the next period (based on the latest mutation date).

FOR AN EXTENDED DESCRIPTION OF MRP, SEE ALSO:
SERA9870 MRP calculation

SEE ALSO:

SERA9820 Create masterplan from sales
SERA9830 Enter masterplan
SERA1880 Create dummy bills of material for MRP
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SERA9820 Create masterplan from sales
PURPOSE:
Fill up the Master Plan with requirements from the actual sales order file and/or the usage history.

An MRP calculation is based on a Master Plan. SERA offers the possibility to fill the Master Plan with actual requirements from sales order and
projects. Usually the order file is too short to make a long term planning. The Master Plan should then be filled up with a forecast.
Such as forecast can be created with program SERA9210 Create forecast master plan. There are production companies where such a forecast is not
feasible. A “dummy” bill of material can offer a solution in those cases (See also: SERA1880 Create dummy bills of material for MRP). The Master Plan
can also be filled for future reference with usage quantities from a selected historical period as a reference.

SEE ALSO:
SERA9810 Clear masterplan
SERA9830 Enter masterplan
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SERA9830 Enter masterplan
PURPOSE:
To make manual additions to the requirements in the Master Plan.

Besides the described methods to fill the Master Plan (semi) automatically, the system also offers the possibility to add, change or delete requirements
manually.

FOR AN EXTENDED DESCRIPTION OF MRP, SEE ALSO:
SERA9870 MRP calculation

SEE ALSO:
SERA9820 Create masterplan from sales
SERA9220 Change forecast master plan
SERA9810 Clear masterplan
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MANUAL
SERA9870 MRP calculation
PURPOSE:
Calculation of production and purchase advices based on the capacities and the Master Plan.

MRP is the abbreviation for Material Requirement Planning. When production capacity is also involved, the term M.R.P. II, Manufacturing Resource
Planning, is also used.

MASTER PLAN
The Master Plan is the basis of MRP. This Master Plan is a list of final products with quantities and delivery dates. In some older MRP systems, the
Master Plan was more or less build up independently. The sales orders would adapt to the Master Plan. Nowadays, the Master Plan is mainly based on
the demands from sales. Through programs such as SERA9210 Create forecast master plan and SERA9820 Create masterplan from sales, the Master
Plan can easily be filled with those sales demands. After the Master Plan has been established an MRP calculation can take place.

PEGGING
For the parts from the Master Plan, the calculation program will read the bills of material and the labor routes and count the required materials and the
jobs, taking into consideration the sequence, sub-projects and length of jobs. The system will count the required (PEGGING) by delivery date and store
the quantity in a temporary file. The system can also take the available stock, running production and purchase orders into consideration during the
calculation.
It is possible that a required part itself needs to be produced and that it needs parts that also need to be produced, and so on. The program will repeat
the calculation until only purchased parts are required.

LEVELLING
The MRP program will try to combine advices from the Master Plan as much as possible. The program will first determine on which level of the bill of
material a part exists:
Component

Level

Final product 1
2 x Semi-finished product 1
2 x raw material 1
2 x Semi-finished product 2
3 x raw material 2

1
2
3
2
3

New product:
Final product 2
(=Final product 1 with extra option)
1 x Final product 1
1 x Semi-finished product 1
2 x raw material 1
2 x Semi-finished product 2
3 x raw material 2
1 x Purchase part 1

1
2
3
4
3
4
2

Although Final product 1 and 2 are both parts that are used for sales, Final product 1 will change from being a level 1 part to being a level 2 part because
it is used in Final product 2. All components will also move one level down:
Final product 1
2 x Semi-finished product 1
2 x raw material 1
2 x Semi-finished product 2
3 x raw material 2

2
3
4
3
4

The counting (PEGGING) of required materials is always done per LEVEL. The level is only calculated after all required parts, within the same level, are
calculated and all possible combinations are made. In some cases, combining of orders also results in earlier starting dates in order to prevent extra
setup costs, etc. Only after the calculation of a level is completed does it become clear what (combined) quantity of materials or semi-finished product is
required.
The levels of all parts are kept in a separate file. When new parts and/or bills of material have been entered into the system, the level-file needs to be rebuild. This can be done prior to the MRP calculation.

MRP RESULT
After the program has determined the material requirements, it will compare the result to the existing production and purchase orders. The system will
now generate an advice for the production planning or the purchase department.
The advice on existing purchase or production orders can be as follows:

CANCEL
ACCELERATE
DELAY
REDUCE
INCREASE
EXISTING ORDER

- There is no requirement
- The material is required sooner
- The material is required later
- The requirement is lower
- The requirement is higher
- The order is sufficient to fulfill the requirement

When there is no existing purchase or production order in the system for the required quantity and the required delivery date, the advice can be as
follows:
NORMAL ORDER
URGENT ORDER

- An order with the normal delivery time is required
- An urgent order with an accelerated delivery time is required

CALCULATION PARAMETERS
Different parameters can influence the method of calculation used by the program.
COUNT STOCK?
For normal MRP calculations, the available stock NEEDS to be included. MRP can also be used to predict, for example, the yearly raw material usage
that can be used during talks with the supplier of the raw material. In that case, the Master Plan is filled with the expected sales for one year and the
current available stock should NOT be included in the calculation.

COUNT MINIMUM STOCK?
The minimum stock from the parts file can be included as a requirement. Parts that are ordered through the MRP system usually don’t have a minimum
stock. When parts do have a minimum stock, it can be considered as an extra safety in case the supplier delivers too late or when frequent urgent
orders are entered frequently.

ONLY MRP PARTS?
The parts file (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts) indicates which method of ordering is to be used. It is possible to let the MRP calculation include only
those parts that are stored as ‘M.R.P.’ parts. It is also possible to include all parts in the calculation. The last option can be interesting to calculate the
expected usage during a certain period for all parts.
COUNT EXISTING ORDERS?
During a normal MRP calculation, the existing purchase and production orders should be INCLUDED. Otherwise the MRp would give double advices.
When MRP is used to calculate the expected usage during a certain period, the orders should NOT be included.

ROUND OFF TO WEEKS?
MRP advices are normally calculated on a daily basis (for special purposes, such as airline-catering, it is possible to calculate per hour). Usually it is
sufficient to round off to weeks. The advice is then collected per week. The MRP advice will also be run parallel with program SERA6920 Summary stock
shortage.
NOTE: MRP already takes requirements for future orders into consideration where the “stock shortages” program looks ONLY at current orders. Besides
that, MRP also works with advice to accelerate or delay orders, while the “stock shortages” program only looks at entered delivery times, whether or not
they are too early or too late.

CHANGE CUSTOMIZED ORDERS?

Although it is not recommended, MRP can include customized sales orders 1-on-1 in the calculation. When this option is applied, the system will NOT
combine and optimize the requirements for sales parts.

OPTIMAL ORDER SIZE?
The parts file contains a minimum order quantity and an order increment. MRP can take these quantities into consideration.

CHANGE PRINTED ORDERS?
It is possible to consider printed orders as orders that are already in progress. At that moment it is not usefull or even possible anymore to change the
order. When this option is applied, MRP will not issue a CHANGE advise for printed orders. When this method is used it is important to print production
orders ONLY when they are taken into the production process (See also: SERA8280 Print work orders).

RE-CALCULATE LEVELS?
Before the actual MRP calculation takes place, the system can re-calculate the LEVELS per part (See also: the paragraph 'LEVELING' in this chapter).

MAXIMUM DAYS EARLIER
MRP will try to combine as many orders as possible. This parameter indicates the maximum number of days that an order may be moved forward when
combining orders. Optimizing is already done when the order quantity and order increment are included in the calculation. The same is true when the
“round off to weeks” parameter is used.

MAXIMUM AMOUNT EARLIER
Besides setting a time limit to the combining of orders, the program can also use a cost limit. This will prevent the stock and the Work In Progress from
getting too high which would mean that the gain from combining orders is lost again.

MINIMUM % OF OPTIMALE ROUTE
A part can be produced according to different routes depending on the work load or the order size. The bill of material can also vary per labor route. In
one case the labor may be subcontracted while in the other case, the labor will be performed internally. Every route has an optimal quantity (See also:
SERA9510 Enter/change labor routes). Usually the requirement for a final product will not be equal to this optimal quantity. When different labor routes
and bills of material are available, MRP has to decide which combination should be applied during the calculation. MRP uses the minimum percentage to
make this decision:
ROUTE
0
1

OPTIMAL QUANTITY
10
50
250

2

When the percentage is 50%, the following decisions would be taken:
REQUIRED
1
30
60
200

ROUTE
0
1
1
2

<
>
<
>

50%
50%
50%
50%

of
of
of
of

SEE ALSO:
SERA9810 Clear masterplan
SERA9820 Create masterplan from sales
SERA9830 Enter masterplan
SERA1880 Create dummy bills of material for MRP
SERA9220 Change forecast master plan
SERA9880 Summary MRP result per part

50
50
250
250
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SERA9880 Summary MRP result per part
PURPOSE:
Show or print the MRP result.

After calculating the materials needed to satisfy the requirements from the Master Plan with program SERA9870 MRP calculation, the result is
compared to the existing purchase and production orders. The system will generate an advice for the production planning or the purchase department.
The advice on existing purchase or production orders can be as follows:
CANCEL
ACCELERATE
DELAY
REDUCE
INCREASE
EXISTING ORDER

- There is no requirement
- The material is required sooner
- The material is required later
- The requirement is lower
- The requirement is higher
- The order is sufficient to fulfill the requirement

When there is no existing purchase or production order in the system for the required quantity and the required delivery date, the advice can be as
follows:
NORMAL ORDER
URGENT ORDER

- An order with the normal delivery time is required
- An urgent order with an accelerated delivery time is required

SEE ALSO:
SERA6510 Enter purchase orders
SERH8990 Change stock forecast
SERA6740 Call out open purchase orders
SERH8210 Enter work orders
SERA8540 Change order quantity
SERA9280 Process MRP advice
SERA9780 Process MRP advice - purchasing
SERA9790 Process MRP advice - production
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SERB1010 Enter country codes
PURPOSE:
Entry of country codes used during entry of, customers and TAX reporting.

Suppliers and customers are linked to a country code. This code is not the same as the language code (See also: SERA1410 Enter language codes).
The country code is used to standardize country descriptions and to generate import/export and TAX information per destination/origin.

SEE ALSO:



SERC3340 Create TAX report
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SERB1210 Enter preferred locations
PURPOSE:
Entry of preferred warehouse locations per part per store.

Within the parts file, parts can be linked to a preferred location and a preferred store (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts). In some companies it is
possible that a part is also stored in other warehouses. With the help of this program, the preferred location of the parts, within those other stores, can
be setup. This information is used during the entry (receipt) or return of parts.

SEE ALSO:
SERB6080 Run automatic store
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SERB1310 Create number ranges
PURPOSE:
In case one or more automatically numbering ranges for tables like customer, orders, invoices etc. are required, the user can select the type of range
during data entry. Ranges can be defined with this program.

TABLE
The table for which number ranges are required can be selected from a list.

SEQUENCE NUMBER
This is the sequence in which the options are presented to the users. Give the default or most frequently used range the lowest sequence number. This
option will appear on top of the list and can be chosen just by pressing ENTER or clicking the mouse.

DESCRIPTION
The description of the range. Like:
Regular work order
Urgent work order
Special project
or
Trade supplier
Service supplier
or
Customer number (only 1 automatically numbering range is also possible!)

PREFIX
The code that goes before the actual number:
2 (Regular work order - sequence 5)
1 (Urgent work order) - sequence 10)
3 (Special project)

- sequence 15)

or
T (Trade supplier)
S (Service supplier)
NOTE: While entering work orders, the user will get a regular work order as the first, most used, option. In all kinds of listing however the urgent work
orders will appear on top, because their number will start with '1', while regular workorders will be printed below, because they start with a '2'.
This field can be empty in case f.i. only 1 option for a table is required.

LENGTH
The length of the automatically generated number. The max. length is different per table. Make the length not to big, in order to avoid difficult to handle
codes, but don't also make it too short, because you can run out of free numbers.

LAST NUMBER
Enter the last used number. The number for a new entry will be this number plus 1!
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SERB1610 Enter locations
PURPOSE:
Entry of fixed location numbers per store.

Stock is stored on lot and location. Every location has a unique number. During the receipt of parts into the system, the user has to indicate the location
of the part in the store where the part is going to be stored. At this point the system will offer the preferred location & store.
Locations are grouped by location type. The location type is only important in case SERA is linked to an automated store system and/or automated
location assignment systems. These systems are not part of the standard SERA package. When the location type is not important, it is sufficient to
enter only one genereal type (See also: SERB1710 Enter location types).
The APPLICATION for bulk- and catch stock is further specified in SERB680 Replenish catch stock from bulk stock

SEE ALSO:
SERA1910 Enter stores
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SERB1710 Enter location types
PURPOSE:
Entry of location types to be linked to location numbers.

These location types are only important when software for automated store systems and/or automated location assignment are used. When this is not
the case, it is sufficient to enter only one general type.

SEE ALSO:
SERB1610 Enter locations
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SERB1810 Enter store groups
PURPOSE:
Entry of store groups to group different minimum stock and order systems.

Stored can be divided into groups. This option can be useful when stock is physically separated. In that case there is probably also a requirement for
separate minimum stock levels and order systems.
The program automatically creates the group ‘00’. New stores are automatically linked to this group as long as there are no other groups.

SEE ALSO:
SERA1910 Enter stores
SERB1850 Enter minimum per store group
SERA2510 Enter parts
SERA6680 Automatic purchase order
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SERB1850 Enter minimum per store group
PURPOSE :
Entry of minimum stock per part for different store groups.

SEE ALSO:
SERA1910 Enter stores
SERA2510 Enter parts
SERA6680 Automatic purchase order
SERB1810 Enter store groups
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SERB1910 Enter fixed journals
PURPOSE:
Entry of fixed journal codes used during entry of financial journals.

JOURNAL CODE
Financial entries are grouped under a journal code. All entries within the same journal have a number of similar characteristics.

FIXED ACCOUNT
A journal can be assigned to a fixed account in the General Ledger, such as entry of bank statements where the account ‘BANK’ is the fixed contraaccount.
In other cases, like salary entries, etc. there is no fixed contra-account.
TEMPLATE
Postings are stored after a journal has been posted. You don't have to enter all postings again in the next period. Amounts can be adjusted, removed or
added.

SEE ALSO:
SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed
SERA1210 Enter ledger accounts
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SERB2010 Enter plan places
PURPOSE :
Entry of machines or job centres for planning purposes.

A plan place is the equivalent of a machine or to a more abstract concept: a group of people with a certain expertise, etc.
A plan place can be used for 2 purposes:
PLANNING:
LIMITED CAPACITY
Capacities are mainly used in case of serial or repeating production and when the MRP planning method is applied. Planning is done with a LIMITED
capacity. Jobs are always planned as LATE as possible. That way there is always enough room for urgent (last minute) orders. With this planning
method, it is not necessary to enter plan places because the number of machines that are available per day are already stored per capacity.

UNLIMITED CAPACITY
When capacities are not entered, the system will use the company calendar to determine the planning of jobs. The system will assume that there is an
UNLIMITED capacity. Only the necessary time per job and the available calendar days are criteria for the start and end dates (See also: SERA9100
Enter company). Plan places should be entered when it is important that this planning method needs to take the availibility of machines,etc. into
consideration.
It is necessary to indicate, for each work type, whether or not a plan place is involved. This information is used during the job planning & the hour
administration (See also: SERA8010 Create work types).
RE-CALCULATION:
When a work type needs to be linked to a plan place, the system will ask for a plan place during hour-administration and while completing jobs. This
way, the system not only registers re-calculations and production data per employee or work type but also per plan place.

RATE
The rate of a plan place is always used before the rate of the work type. The same work type can now be used on machines with different hour rates.

SEE ALSO:
SERA8530 Finish operations
SERA9100 Enter company
SERA9410 Enter capacities
UTIL3510 MS Project® interface
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SERB2100 Update user defined fields
PURPOSE:
Change the entry screen for additional information to several master files.

In basic file documents like customers, parts, suppliers, the user is free to add fields. The fields appear during entering and changing of fixed data and
can be used in most of the variable forms. With exception of the parts master file, where from the dispatch deviates a little bit, the fields are filled as
SUEXTRA01.... SUEXTRA10 in file SUPPL (suppliers) and CUEXTRA01 - CUST / customers according to the conditions as stored in this program.

Important:
When information is already entered in a field, it should not be simply changed anymore. This would result in the fact that the information entered does
not change but the meaning of the field does!
For example:
1. Colour code

3

New information
1. Weight class

3

Parts
The first 7 fields offer an extra index during searching parts
Beside the standard variable forms it is possible to store fixed fields from A251 and the 40 free fields in \sera\paramet\partcrd*.txt. (read the manual
variable forms, FORM_NED.DOC).

SEE ALSO:
SERB2550 Print variable part forms
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SERB2110 Adjust free fields
PURPOSE:
Adjust the entry screen for filling information in basic data
In basic file documents like customers, parts, suppliers, the user is free to add fields. The fields appear during entering and changing of fixed data and
can be used in most of the variable forms. With exception of the parts master file, where from the dispatch deviates a little bit, the fields are filled as
SUEXTRA01.... SUEXTRA10 in file SUPPL (suppliers) and CUEXTRA01 - CUST / customers according to the conditions as stored in this program.

Important:
When information is already entered in a field, it should not be simply changed anymore. This would result in the fact that the information entered does
not change but the meaning of the field does!
For example:
1. Colour code

3

New information
1. Weight class

3

Parts
The first 7 fields offer an extra index during searching parts
Beside the standard variable forms it is possible to store fixed fields from A251 and the 40 free fields in \sera\paramet\partcrd*.txt. (read the manual
variable forms, FORM_NED.DOC).

SEE ALSO:
SERB2550 Print variable part forms
SERA2900 Price list per customer

MEMO FIELDS for the HTML catalogue
The fields 41 and 42 belong to the memo type: a text block with unlimited length. These fields are only shown by entering, changing and request
(extensive) of parts. It is impossible to request or print these fields at other stages in SERA. See the internet manual for further application.

SEE ALSO:
SERE2510 Enter part tabs
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SERB2550 Print variable part forms
PURPOSE:
Print variable part cards.

Besides the basic fields of a part, entered with SERA2510 Enter parts, 40 extra fields can be added. These fields can be defined with program
SERB2100 Update user defined fields.
The forms that can be defined by the user as \SERA\PARAMET\PARTCRD*.TXT (See also: the manual variablee forms, varforms.doc ) can be printed
with this program. Depending on the layout, the partcard can be used for labels, specification sheets, information sheets, etc.
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SERB2910 Enter trade discounts / costs
PURPOSE:
Entry of general discounts and costs on trade orders.

Besides customer and parts discounts (See also: SERA2910 Enter discount per customer en SERA2930 Enter discount/prices per part) there is a
possibility to enter general discounts. The same file can also store other additions such as general order costs.
At the end of programs such as enter / change quotations and orders, a screen will appear showing the general discount and added cost types. The
required types can be selected.
For that matter it is advisable to add incidental occurring discounts and additions as a cost line in the quotation / order.

NON-STOCK PART
All discount and additional cost types should FIRST be entered into the part file as non-stock parts (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts). All fields,
besides the number, description and NON-STOCK field are not important.

DISCOUNT OR ADDITION
Discounts are entered negative, additions are positive.

PERCENTAGE / FIXED AMOUNT
Discounts or additions can be entered in percentages as well as fixed amounts. Percentages are applied to the TOTAL of the order lines.
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SERB3270 Reproduce payment orders
PURPOSE:
Re-printing of payment orders and reproducing of an electronic file for creditor payments through tele-banking.

This program is associated with program SERA3270 Create payments.
When payments are created, a payment order and payment specifications are printed. There is also a possibility to create a payment diskette.
When an error occurs during the creation one of these payment elements, i.e. a printer jam or a bad disk, this program offers the possibility to repeat the
process.
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SERB3420 Print collect invoices per shipment
PURPOSE:
Collecting of all non-printed invoices, that have to be combined per shipment (usually for export) on 1 collect-invoice.

The invoice frequency is stored per customer in the customer file. During the entry of orders, this information can be overwritten. Only those invoices that
are marked as 'collect per shipment' will be printed with this program.

COLLECT INVOICES GENERAL
When an invoice is marked as a collect invoice, the system will create an invoice record and make the necessary financial entries. As long as the
collection is not yet printed, debtor balance is increased. Every new entry gets the same invoice number with a sequential number. An exception can be
made during the entry of an order or during confirmation of a shipment and a separate invoice can then be numbered and printed.
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SERB3430 Print monthly invoices
PURPOSE:
Collecting of all non-printed monthly invoices, created during the previous period, on 1 collect-invoice.

The invoice frequency is stored per customer in the customer file. During the entry of orders, this information can be overwritten. Only those invoices that
are marked as 'collect per month’ will be printed with this program.

COLLECT INVOICES GENERAL
When an invoice is marked as a collect invoice, the system will create an invoice record and make the necessary financial entries. As long as the
collection is not yet printed, debtor balance is increased. Every new entry gets the same invoice number with a sequential number. An exception can be
made during the entry of an order or during confirmation of a shipment and a separate invoice can then be numbered and printed.
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SERB3510 Change cash receipts
PURPOSE:
Correct cash receipt on invoices that are not processed by the cashier.

A summary of unprocessed cash receipts can be printed with program SERA3660: the TOTAL has to equal the amount in cash held by the cashier.
This program offers the possibility to change cash receipts before they are processed into the General Ledger. This can be necessary in case of, for
example, a different type of payment or a different amount. Of course, the cashier is allowed to change his/her own mistakes.
When the cash is equal to the printed list, the cashier can hand over the list (and the cash) to the accounts department for further processing with
program SERA3770 Process cash payments.
The correct procedure for processing of cash receipts is as follows:
Activity
Invoicing
Cash management
Processing

Programs
A751/A532, etc
B351
A377

Responsible
Sales / shipping
Cashier
Accounts

SEE ALSO:
SERA3710 Create cash payment types
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SERB3610 Summary deliveries to be stopped
PURPOSE:
Summary of planned sales deliveries that should not be shipped based on exceeded credit limits.

The program only checks the delivery of sales items. Blocking of projects, that are usually for custom made products, is not always usefull. Decisions
should be made on an individual order basis.

CONTROL DATE
The deliveries are checked up to a selected date. This date limit should be far enough in advance to give the customer an opportunity to settle overdue
payments without jeopardizing the delivery schedule. On the other hand, the date limit should also not be chosen too far ahead because a warning could
go out to a customer that would have settled the account in time without the warning.
A summary is provided per area for those customers that need to be warned about possible deliveries to be blocked.Orders with payterms 'PIA' (payment
in advance) or 'VBT' (vooruitbetaling) are allways shown.
The program checks the debtors for open invoices on date as well as for the total open amount. During the aging of invoices, the program also takes the
‘hidden’ extra terms into consideration (See also: SERA1280 Change payment conditions).

SEE ALSO:
SERA5310 Commit stock (automatic)
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SERB3640 Reminders
PURPOSE:
Printing of debtor reminders.

All open debtor entries have a reminder status. The status is increased with every new reminder. There is a maximum of 4 phases, for example:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Summary open entries
2nd reminder
Last warning
Judicial collection

The texts for each phase of the reminder can be changed with text numbers 0060 - 0096 from the external forms file, SERA2810.

FREQUENCY
The reminders are issued according to the frequency entered in the companydata (See also: SERA2110 Enter companies). The number of days entered
determines the time it takes before an open entry moves to the next phase.

WAITING TIME BETWEEN 2 REMINDERS
It is often the case that there are several different open entries. That could cause entries to move to their next phase almost every day, according to the
frequency table. To prevent reminders from printing almost every day, a waiting period should be entered.

PRINT ALSO NOT-OVERDUE INVOICES
Invoices that are not yet overdue can (or can not) be printed on the reminder as additional information.

PAYMENT TYPE
A selection can be made based on the type of payment of the invoice. This way, automatically received payments (pre-authorized) can be skipped.
See also the manual “variable forms”: varforms.doc
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SERB5110 Enter orders
PURPOSE:
Entry of sales orders with quantities, prices and delivery times.

There are different ways to register quotations and orders. Based on the type of activity, different programs should be used:

Activity

Program

Quoting of sales items or standard production parts
SERC5010 Enter quotations

Quoting of a simple project for delivery & installation of
sales items or standard production parts
SERC5010 Enter quotations

Quoting for custom made products

SERF8210 Calculate projects
SERG8610 Calculation to quotation

Order for delivery of sales items or standard production SERC5070 Quotation to order
parts
or
SERB5110 Enter orders
or
SERA7510 Direct invoicing / credit

Project for delivery & installation of sales items or
standard production parts

SERC5070 Quotation to order
or
SERB8610 Enter projects

Project for delivery of custom made products

SERG8810 Quotation to project
or
SERB8610 Enter projects

Project on re-calculation basis

SERB8610 Enter projects

Repair order

SERA6010 Enter repairs

Project for standard services

SERB8610 Enter projects

(See also: SERB9510 Enter service codes)

Charging of costs

SERA7510 Direct invoicing / credit

Contracts

SERC8110 Enter contract

ENTER SALES ORDERS
This program can be used to enter orders for sales items and/or standard production parts. When sufficient stock is available, the program offers an
option to commit the stock and print a picking list after entry of the line items. When there is no sufficient stock available or when the products have a
delivery time from the supplier or when the products have to be delivered at a later time, the order will be stored as a backorder.

DELIVERY OF GOODS BY THE STORE
The delivery of the goods is done based on a PICKING LIST. This list can be printed directly after entry of the order (in case of sufficient stock) or later
with program SERA5310 Commit stock (automatic) or with SERA5330 Commit stock (manually)

INVOICING
As soon as the goods are shipped, an invoice is prepared with program SERA5320 Confirm shipment / invoice

ORDER DATA
AREA
An order is linked to a customer and the area of that customer (See also: SERA2310 Enter area codes). The area can be overwritten.

CREDIT CHECK
During the entry of an order, the system will do a check on the aging and the total of outstanding debtor amounts. When the credit is insufficient, the
system will allow entry of the order but it is possible to block delivery (See also: SERB3610 Summary deliveries to be stopped).

DISCOUNT AT FAST PAYMENT
This information is stored in the company data (See also: SERA0810 Change Company data). The percentage percentage and the payment term are
only meant as a confirmation of agreed conditions. No calculations and/or financial entries are made.

CONFIRM
The order can be printed as an order confirmation that can be send to the customer (See also the variable forms manual: varforms.doc)

BILL OF MATERIAL LEVEL
When bills of material are used, this setting can prevent the system from printing too many details of the contents on the order confirmation and/or the
invoice. The value that is entered determines the number of levels that will be printed. All the information of the bill is still stored. The picking list will
naturally print all the details.

INVOICE TYPE
When the order is entered with the instruction “invoice per order", a new invoice will be printed after shipping. The instructions "collect per shipment" or
"collect per month", result in a booked invoice that is not yet printed. With the programs SERB3420 Print collect invoices and SERB3430 Print monthly
invoices the invoices can be printed when required.

FREIGHT AND ORDER COSTS
Freight costs can be entered seperately. The picking list can print information about whether or not freight costs will be charged. Fixed discount or costaddition rules can be entered with program SERB2910 Enter trade discounts / costs. During the entry of the order, the final agreements about the
additional costs can be confirmed. The amounts are automatically calculated.
When it is known that freight costs should be calculated but the exact amount is still unknown, it is enough just to indicate that freight costs will be
charged. During confirmation of shipments with program SERA5320, the real freight costs can be calculated and added to the invoice.

INVOICE QUANTITY
It is possible to print extra copies of the invoice. The default setting is retrieved from the customer file.

DOCUMENTS
The system checks for parts that are linked to commercial documents. If there are one or more documents, the system will ask for confirmation and, if
possible, print the documentation together with the picking list. SERA offers the program DOCUSERV.EXE for this purpose (See also SERA0830
Company parameters and SERA2510 Enter parts).

ORDER LINES
PART
This line type is used to enter a part number, delivery time, quantity and price. The standard dicsount rules are followed (See also: SERA2910 Enter
discount per customer). The system allows changes to discounts or a sales price based on the authorization rights of the users and the part groups
(See also: SERA2410 Enter part groups). It is also possible to set user rights to change advised delivery dates into earlier dates.
When a purchase part or a production part is entered, the system will create 1 order line, even if the production part consists of several separate items.
When an assembly (KIT) is entered, the system will include all items of the bill of material up to a maximum of 7 levels. Only the main part and the
optional parts from the bills of material have their own sales price (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts and SERA1710 Enter bills of material, for more
information about assembled parts).
Directly after the order entry, the demand for parts is known to the purchase and/or production department(s). A possible urgent order can be arranged in
different ways (See also: SERA6510 Enter purchase orders, for a general description and a summary of available programs).

TEXT
There is an options for loose order texts and changeable blocks of standard text. Frequently used texts can be entered with program SERA0910 Enter
standard texts.

COSTS
Cost lines are linked to a part group. The sales account from the part group is used for the financial processing of the invoice. A credit entry can be
made by entering a negative quantity. The cost price is only used for statistical information, it is not booked financially.

ONE-TIME KIT
This option offers the possibility to create a one-time assembly. This can be useful when a price has been agreed for a part which includes the delivery of
some other accessories. This option can also be used to modify an existing bills of material only once. The quantities entered during the entry/change of
the bill of material, should be the quantities for 1 main part. When the bill is completed, the system will ask for the quantity of main parts for the order.

CHOICE-KIT
A choice kit is created by answering a number of questions during the entry. The questions are generated from one or more bills of material. An example
of a Personal Computer, that is assembled according to the customer’s wishes:
Bill of material 1 - Computer custom made (part type = Assembly)
1x Basic computer without processor
1x List with processors
1x List with harddisks
1x Monitor

Required
Required
Optional
Optional

1x Mid-tower Case
1x Mouse
1x Keyboard

Required
Required
Required

Bill of material 2 - List of processors (part type = Assembly)

1 x Intel
1 x AMD
1 x Cyrix
Bill of material 3 - List of hard drives (part type = Assembly)
1 x 3.2 Gb
1 x 4.3 Gb
1 x 5.0 Gb
When the 1st bill for the “Computer – custom made” is entered as a main part, the program will ask which processor is required, followed by the question
whether a harddisk is required and if so, which type (the bill of material indicates that a harddisk is OPTIONAL!). The 3rd question is for the monitor. The
case, keyboard and mouse are already added to the list because they are required items. The program will automatically calculate the price of the
custom made part.

COLLECTION
This option can be used to collect similar parts into 1 assembly part. The program counts the quantities of the individual items and uses the total as the
quantity of the main part. Example:
400
100
100
50
100
50

Cards Class II
Birthday Boy
Birthday Girl
Marriage
Birth
Anniversary

100.00
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SERB5210 Print proforma invoices
PURPOSE:
Printing of a proforma invoice based on an existing sales order.

This variation of the proforma-invoice is based on a shipment that is ready to be shipped. Only cost lines, text lines and parts that are committed (for
which a picking list can be/was issued) will be printed.
Program SERA5350 Print proforma invoices will print all part lines, committed or not (See also: also the manual “variable forms”: varforms.doc .
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SERB6000 Price quotations repairs
PURPOSE:
Print price quotations for repairs

For a customer it is possible to select 1 or more new repairs and and to provide a price quotation to it. The standard lay-out for quotations is used for
printing the price quotation.

SEE ALSO:
SERB6010 Invoice/ship repairs
SERB6110 Invoice repairs with details
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SERB6010 Invoice / ship repairs
PURPOSE:
Invoicing of repair orders. The program can also be used to charge quality costs internally or to a supplier.

A repair order is entered with program SERA6010 Enter repairs.
All the costs of a repair order are booked with programs such as:
SERA6840 Issue stock to repair orders
SERA8110 Enter hours
SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed
SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices

The invoicing program will check whether the total invoice amount is at least equal to the total of all the costs. If this is the case, the repair can be
completed together with the preparation of the invoice. After an order is completed it is not possible to invoice on it again. If this option is required, the
status of the order should first be changed with program SERA6020 Change repairs.

WARRANTIES
Repairs are often performed as part of warranties. In that case none or not all of the costs are charged to the customer. The order can be completed by
charging the remaining amount to a supplier or to an internal department. In the last case the system will make the financial entries in a journal called
"INTERN"
The General Ledger account for "costs of sales" from the part group of the repair part will be credited. The account for the debit entry (quality costs)
should be entered manually.The system will generate an invoice for costs that are charged to a supplier. The financial entries are made the same way as
for customer invoices. The only difference is that there is no entry on a debtors account but on a creditors account, in other words, a receivable on a
supplier.
When nothing is charged to the customer, the system will still generate an invoice for 0. This way, a shipping list can be printed and the flow of goods
can still be followed.

STATUS / RESULT / REASON
While completing an order, the status has to be changed (repaired, scrapped or returned un-repairable). The system also asks whether the repair was a
warranty case. Together with the reason (See also: SERA2610 Enter cause- / complaint codes) the system is collecting statistical information that can
be printed with seceral standard summaries.

FIXED PRICE / DETAIL LINES
This program only calculates the total amount to the customer. This oprion is especially interesting when there is a fixed price agreement with the
customer. Program SERB6110 Invoice repairs with details offers the possibility to charge the actual costs, hours en used materials in detail.
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SERB6080 Run automatical store
PURPOSE:
Print labels of automatically adjudged locations. Generate automatic move orders.

LABELS
The labels can be pasted on the received pallets or the pallets which have to be moved. If there is made a sufficient sized lay-out, then it's easy to
control the store physically. Wrong placed goods are directly recognizable because of a wrong location in connection with the goods in that area. The
location labels are printed according to the lay-out from variable form \sera\paramet\localabl.txt

MOVEMENT ORDERS
Based on minimum stock and the present sales order with a lead time within 24 hours the program moves stock from bulk locations to catch locations.

SEE ALSO:



SERA1910.HTM">SERA1910 Enter stores
SERB1610.HTM">SERB1610 Enter locations
SERB6080 Run automatic store
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SERB6110 Invoice repairs with details
PURPOSE:
Complete and invoice repairs with used materials & hours on the invoice.

FIXED PRICE / DETAILS
Depending on the conditions of the repair, the invoice in one case may be for a fixed price while in other cases the invoice is determined by the materials
& hours used on the repair job. This program will create detailed invoices. Program SERB6010 Invoice/ship repairs is used for invoicing of fixed amounts
or charging of possible costs to suppliers or internal departments in case of warranty repairs.

ORDER LINES
A repair order is entered with program SERA6010 Enter repairs.
Costs are booked on the order with program such as:
SERA6840 Issue stock to repair orders
SERA8110 Enter hours
SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed
SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices
SERB9110 Enter service

The materials, hours and other costs will appear on the screen as order (invoice) lines. Unless otherwise specified, the sales price is calculated
according to the normal discount rules of the customer (See also: SERA2910 Enter discount per customer). Invoce lines can be removed, changed and
added before the final invoice is processed & printed. The same options are available as in program SERA7510 Direct invoicing / credit.

FULLY CHARGEABLE COSTS
The invoicing program checkes whether the total invoice amount is equal to the total booked costs. When this is the case, the repair order can be
completed together with the processing and printing of the invoice. After an order is completed it is not available for invoicing anymore. When it is
necessary to invoice after the order has been completed, the order status should first be changed with the program ‘Change repairs’. In case of warranty
repairs, the costs can be charged to a supplier or an internal department (See also: SERB6010 Invoice/ship rep).

STATUS / RESULT / REASON
During the completion of an order, the status of the order needs to be changed (repaired, scrapped or not repairable) and the user needs to indicate
whether the repair was a warranty repair. Together with the reason (See also: SERA2610 Enter cause- / complaint codes), statistical information is
collected and can be printed with several standard summaries.
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SERB6710 Print stock-count lists
PURPOSE:
Print count lists for counting/checking the stock of a range of parts.

Based on frequencies from the parts file, this program can print a list with a range of stock parts to be counted/checked. The program will only print
those parts that need to be counted on the current date. It is possible to print a list with parts of an older date but with actual stock information.

COUNT FREQUENCIES
Count frquencies are stored in the parts file (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts). This frequencies indicates how oftand the administrative stock needs to
be verified against the actual (phycical) stock. A higher frequency is usually set on expensive or vital parts where a lower frequency is used for cheaper
and parts that are easy to obtain from the supplier.
The count list is based on the count frequency and the date of the last time the part was printed on the list. To prevent needless administrative labor, it is
not necessary to enter the counting results into the system. Of course, action needs to be taken in case of differences. First of all, it is important to find
out the reason for the stock difference. In many cases it is sufficient to analyze the difference and actual changes are not required.

Temprorary differences, for which no action is required, can be caused by:
Interim deliveries/movements
When there were deliveries or movements (to another store/location) betweand the printing of the list and the actual stock-count.
Shipments / deliveries not yet invoiced
Although it is not adviced, picking lists are often not cancelled or invoiced immediately. Instead, this is done at a certain time or when a number of
picking lists have been collected. These goods are not physically present anymore while the computer shows a ‘committed’ quantity at the time of
printing.
Production usage not yet issued
Certain production materials are not issued by the warehouse. The issuance of these materials is not done with picking lists but through manual input
together with the completion of jobs or through reconstruction of material usage after completion of the order.
Interim receipts
When goods have been received from a supplier of from the production in the period between the printing of the list and the counting of the stock.
Receipts to be booked
To eliminate administrative stock movements, receipts are often received directly into their final store location. When the receipt is booked into the
system immediately upon receipt (at the door) it can be that the goods have not yet been moved to their final location. It can also be that the receipt is
only booked after the goods have been moved to their final location.
For above reasons, it is useful to check the most recent mutations, the picking lists and the goods receipts in progress before manual corrections are
approved. Corrections can be done with programs SERA6810 Enter stock by hand and SERA6820 Issue stock by hand.
IMPORTANT!!
Regular usage of this list will improve the reliability of the stock information in the computer dramatically.
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SERB6760 Write off old-aged stock
PURPOSE:
Write off old-aged stock according to a certain percentage. The program can even be used as control program.

SELECTION
The stock which have to be written off can be selected via part groups. Only those parts from which the LATEST group meets to age criterion are shown.

WRITE OFF PERCENTAGE
The percentage which is filled into the program is calculated from the original price of the groups. Those groups, already written off by the same
percentage, are not recalculated.

CONTROL
The selected parts are shown on a screen. The calculations are shown as an advice, from where deviation is allowed. A write off can possibly undone.
During control detailed information can be called.

PROCESS/REALIZATION
Process of possibly corrected advices is optional. If process takes place, the stock value is decreased and the standard cost price is adjudged in the
parts master file.
The contra entry is financially booked on the account "cost price modifications" from the part groups. See SERA2160 Change part groups (financial).
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SERB6800 Fill picking stock from bulk stock
PURPOSE:
Generate stock mutations from bulk locations to pick locations. Print shift assignments

The program calculates the future required stock per part based on sales and production orders and the picking stock which is already available. The
location file is read from the parts master file via preference locations. The number to be booked is possibly corrected with the stored minimum and
maximum quota. The system takes the storage capacity of the picking locations into account: the maximum weight and the allowed number of
shipments is checked. In this way it might be possible that not all required stock is moved, because of a lack of space in the picking location.

N.B.
Stock is exclusively moved from bulk locations to picking locations. Locations have to be marked like this. Preference locations from the parts master
file are considered as the picking locations. Different types of parts can have the same picking location. In such a situation the possible minima and
maxima from the picking locations are valid for all parts separately. The parts are counted together to calculate the maximum capacity from the picking
location.

SEE ALSO:
SERB1610 Enter locations
SERB1710 Enter location types
SERB6850 Fill stock in service cars/ branches etc.
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SERB6810 Receive goods without an order
PURPOSE:
Entry of goods receipts for which no purchase order was issued.

SHORT PROCEDURE
Official purchase orders are not always used in certain types of companies or for certain types of goods. This can be the case when there are contract
purchase orders or when ordering is done verbally. This program offers the possibility to process the goods receipts and it’s financial entries, according
to the normal procedure without the need for an official purchase order. During the entry of the goods receipts, the system will ask for confirmation of the
purchase price. This price is eventually important for the entry of the supplier’s invoice and for the valuation of the stock when the stock is valued on a lot
number basis.

ISSUE TO OLDEST PURCHASE ORDER
Sometimes there are ongoing deliveries on 1 big purchase order. For example, when the supplier frequently refills a silo or a tank and there is a purchase
order for the total required quantity per period. The purchase department does not issue the confirmation for the refill but by the production manager or
the supplier has been instructed to maintain the level of the silo or tank through regular deliveries. The parameter UPDPURCH.PAR ensures that the
oldest purchase order for the supplier/part combination is automatically reduced by the received quantity (See also: also: \sera\help\sysmanag.doc.
The remaining processes are the same as for program SERA6710 Enter goods receipts.
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SERB6820 Depreciate control samples
PURPOSE :
Material samples that were used for quality control can be depreciated from the free stock as well as the quality-control stock.

For this program to work correctly, the reference to be used should be called SAMPLE (See also: SERA6310 Enter stock references). This reference
should be linked to a special General Ledger account in order to track & trace the cost of the samples.
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SERB6850 Fill stock from service cars / branches etc.
PURPOSE:
Shift stock from a central warehouse to service cars, branches etc.

The program asks for a bill of material. This list has to consist of the required parts per car or branche. The stores concerned have to be marked.
The program counts the present stock in the selected stores and generates a shift assignment from the entered central warehouse.
The entries take place immediately so a separate confirmation do not have to be entered. Possible shortages have to be corrected at the destination
stores.

SEE ALSO:
SERA1710 Enter bills of material
SERA6820 Write off stock manually
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SERB8610 Enter projects
PURPOSE:
Entry of jobs and sales data for custom made products.

APPLICATION AREA
SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF SALES PARTS OR STANDARD PRODUCTION PARTS
When the order consists of purchase or production parts only, it is advised to use program SERB5110 Enter orders. Production of standard products
should be done with program SERH8210 Enter work orders, even when these STANDARD production parts are specifically produced for a customer
order. When the work order is completed, the product is booked into the stock from where it can be sold as any other sales item. A project is only used
when there is additional labor involved, such as installation or on-site modifications.

SUPPLY OF PRODUCTS ACCORDING TO CUSTOMER SPECIFICATIONS
Projects are only useful when a product is custom-made and it has NO OWN PART NUMBER. In this case there is no part number for the final product.
Basically, the production and sales order, as described in the previous paragraph are combined into 1 project. When a one-time project does get a part
number it is advised to use work orders (See also: SERH8210 Enter work orders).
In certain situations, such as production of big machinery, it can be useful to assign a part number to the final product. A work order and a sales order
are then created for the final product. As soon as the order is completed, the final product will be booked into stock for administrative purposes, after this
it can be invoiced straight from stock. Physically, the final products were probably delivered straight from the factory without visiting the warehouse. The
advantage of this method is that the flow of goods is easier to follow and that a history of the final product is build up when there are repairs on the
product or when it is bought back (second hand) and sold again to others.

SUPPLIES AND/OR LABOR BASED ON RE-CALCULATION
Projects are also used to register labor that is charged to the customer afterwards. This can be the case in service companies such as law offices,
consulting firms, repair companies, etc. that write hours and possibly costs away to a project number. An invoice is often made periodically. Projects of
this type are usually kept “open” for a certain period of time to book hours, costs and materials. During such a period, all mutations (including invoices)
are booked as Work In Progress. This means that the real result of a project will not show if a project is used too long because the balance is booked as
Work In Progress (See also: SERC3810 Book work in progress production).

SUPPLY OF STANDARD SERVICES
Standard services are used to register services that are charged at a fixed unit price, regardless of the actual hours spend. This type of service is often
used for repair and maintenance of cars where standard rates are applied for services such as oil/lube & filter. Transport services often use standard
service rates as well.
Program SERB5110 Enter orders gives a complete summary of the different possibilities to administer customer orders.

PRE-PHASE
Projects are almost always based on a calculation or a quotation. There are different methods for the registration of this phase.
SALES QUOTATIONS
1. SERC5010 Enter quotations
2. SERC5070 Quotation to order
CALCULATIONS
1.
2.
3.

SERF8210 Calculate projects
SERG8610 Calculation to quotation
SERG8810 Quotation to project

EXTERNAL PROGRAMS
1.
2.

External calculation
Word processing

3.

SERB8610 Enter projects

INVOICING
Invoicing of projects can be done in 3 different ways:
1.

FIXED PRICE

With this method, the agreed sales price is stored as part of the project. Invoicing can be done in parts. The price and invoice dates need to be entered
after entry of the project information. Program SERH8780 Finish and invoice projects will collect this information which makes invoicing extremely easy.
This option is used for custom-made products.
2.

PRICES PER ITEM

This option is used in case of projects for which most of the details and sales prices are already known. The most common use for this type of project is
for regular products and the charges for installation. Invoicing is done with program SERB8750 Invoice projects on costing basis.
3.

CALCULATION AFTERWARDS

A project based on calculation afterwards is invoiced the same way as 'PRICES PER ITEM' projects. During the entry of projects it is not necessary to
enter sales prices for the parts though it is possible to enter hourly rates for the labor types. When the labor to be performed & the sales price of the
material(s) to be used are known they can be fixed during order entry but this is not necessary. Through a shortened procedure, new labor can
continuously be planned on this type of project (See also: SERH8730 ).

ORDER DATA
PART GROUP
The system requires a part group for those projects that are invoiced against a fixed price. Through this part group, the system determines the General
Ledger accounts used to book work in progress, costs and sales. The accounts are entered with program SERA2160 Change part groups (financial).
DEPARTMENT
The department is important for selection purposes in all kinds of summaries. Besides that, all income and costs connected to the project are booked on
this department. Other departments can also perform Labor for a project. The main department therefore, is responsible for the result. Usually
departments such as ‘sales’ or ‘planning’ are used for the result.
CREDIT CHECK
During the entry of a project, the system checks the aging and overdue amount of the customer’s open invoices. Because a project is related to custom
made products and labor that can not be used for other customers, there is no need for delivery blocks, as is the case for sales orders.
PROJECT LEADER
It is possible to assign a project leader to the project. Especially for labor intensive projects such as consulting, development of software or design of
technical installations, it can be desirable to measure the performance. The project leader has the overall responsibility for the progress of the project
even though others perform part of the labor. The results/performance can be calculated with program SERG8910 Create personal statistics .
DISCOUNT AT FAST PAYMENT
This information is taken from the company data (See also: SERA0810 Change Company data). The percentage and the payment term are only used as
a confirmation of agreed terms. The system does not make any calculations or financial entries.
CONFIRM
The project can be printed and send to the customer as an order confirmation (See also: for changes to the layout, the manual for variable forms:
varforms.doc.
INVOICE QUANTITY
It is possible to print extra copies of the invoice. The default setting is stored in the customer file.

SUB-PROJECTS
A project can be divided into 10 sub-projects. Sub-projects offer the possibility to have different department work on different parts of the project at the

same time. All individual items on a project are connected to a sub-project (See also: SERA8050 Change sub-project ).
CONTRACTS
A project can be linked to a service contract. Prices of used materials, spent hours etc. are calculated from the conditions of the contract.

ORDER LINES
PART
This type of order line is used for parts, semi-finished products and raw materials with their delivery dates and quantities to be delivered/used on the
project. The delivery date is NOT the overall delivery date to the customer but the date on which the material is needed for the project.
When a purchase part or a production part is entered, the system will create 1 order line, even if the part consists of a number of assembly parts (bill of
material).
When an assembly part (KIT) is entered, the system will include all assembly parts, up to a maximum of 7 levels, in the order (See also: SERA2510
Enter parts and SERA1710 Enter bills of material, for more information on assembly parts).
Immediately after order entry, the demand for products will be updated in the system and therefore the purchase and production departments are aware
of the demand. The necessary order(s) for products can be placed in different ways (See also: SERA6510 Enter purchase orders, for a general
explanation and a summary of available programs).
INCLUDE OWN PRODUCT IN ASSEMBLY PARTS
As an exception, a production part can be entered into the project order with its individual assembly parts from the bill of material and the elements of
the labor route (See also: SERA9510 Enter/change labor routes). The option can be interesting when a standard production part needs to be modified as
per the customer’s instructions. After entry of the standard part with this option, the different details can be entered, changed or deleted.
TEXT
Loose text lines or changeable blocks of standard text can be added to the order. Frequently used texts can be entered in the system with program
SERA0910 Enter standard texts.
COSTS
Cost lines are used to add one-time costs or subcontracted services to a project. A cost line can be directly purchased through program SERA7610
Direct purchasing of orders.
The cost line that is entered is used to compare the planned cost against the actual cost in calculation summaries afterwards. No financial entry is
made for this planned cost.
When purchased directly on order, the actual costs are booked as a goods receipt otherwise, costs can be booked by entering a journal (See also:
SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed) or a purchase invoice (See also: SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices).
LABOR
The department is important when a result per department is required (See also: SERA2160 Change part groups (financial) for more information). The
department is also important when the planning is done with LIMITED capacities (See also: SERA9410 Enter capacities).
A labor route can include internal as well as external (subcontracted) labor. When subcontractors are involved, the planning can be done as if the job is
an internal job. Real internal jobs are entered with a '-' for the supplier code, external jobs are entered with an existing supplier code from the system.
The work types used for labor have to be order-connected (See also: SERA8010 Create work types).
In case of subcontracting, the system will not require setup and production times because there are only costs involved, as the setup and production
times are the responsibility of the subcontractor.
The required production time for internal labor is calculated by adding the production time for the total order quantity to the fixed setup time.
Overhead amounts are included in the cost price calculation. There are no financial entries for the overhead.

DOCUMENTS
Documents from the documentation system (See also: SERA4010 Enter documentati) can also be added to a project or work order. The information can
simply refer to drawings, work instructions, etc. but it can also be used to automatically print the documentation itself along with the project or work
order.
For this purpose, SERA offers program DOCUSERV.EXE (See also SERA0830 Company parameters).

CALCULATION
A calculation can be the basis for a complete project (See also: SERG8610 Calculation to quotation and SERG8810 Quotation to project). It is also
possible to call out an existing calculation into a project. This method can be used when the quotation are created in an external word processor or when

the calculation is representing only part of the whole project.

ROUTE
Jobs can be entered more quickly by storage of a labor route (see SERA9510 Enter/change labor routes) with the most appearing jobs. The jobs are
shown in an entry screen, which the number of hours still have to be added to. This option is only meant for internal jobs.

HOUR RATE / SERVICE RATE
These options are only available for projects without a fixed selling price. A fixed sales rate can be entered per work type / service. The sales price is
used during invoicing.

SEE ALSO:
SERB6830 Issue stock to hire
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SERB8750 Invoice projects on costing basis
PURPOSE:
Collecting of all hours, materials and costs used on a project but not invoiced.

A project can be invoiced according to 3 different methods (See also: SERB8610 Enter projects).
Materials, hours and costs are booked on projects with programs such as:
SERA8420 Issue material lists
SERA6970 Issue unplanned stock to work orders
SERA8110 Enter hours
SERB9110 Enter service
SERA3010 Enter journal - fixed
SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices
The invoice program collects all elements and creates a conceptual invoice. The materials, hours and other costs appear in the screen as order lines.
The sales prices are calculated according to the normal discount structure of the customer (See also: SERA2910 Enter discount per customer).
Deviating rates for labor and service can be pre-defined in the project.
Order lines can be deleted, changed or added before the final invoice is processed and printed. The same options as in program SERA7510 Direct
invoicing / credit are available.

JOB DETAILS
Depending on the type of labor it can be useful to show all details of the hours on the invoice. For example: this can be the case when a work report
number is used during entry of the hours.

WORK IN PROGRESS
While the invoice is being processed, the invoiced hours, materials and costs are marked so they will not be included the next time an invoice is
generated. As long as there are items on a project that are not marked as “invoiced”, the projects can not be cleared (See also: SERA8590 Clear work
orders ).
When some smaller costs are booked on a projects after invoicing that can not be invoiced anymore, the program offers the possibility to mark the costs
without including them on the invoice. The order lines for these costs should be removed from the conceptual invoice after which the program will ask
whether the “open” costs should be marked as “invoiced”.

NOTE this option should be applied with care to make sure that important costs do not “disappear” without being invoiced.
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SERB9110 Enter services
PURPOSE:
Entry of services (labor) that are calculated against a fixed unit-price.

A standard service is used to register labor that is changed against a fixed unit-price. This type of labor is often used for repair and maintenance of cars
with fixed prices for services such as oil/lube & filter or a brake check. Transport companies also make use of this type of labor charges.
Service reports of employees are entered on a per service/per date basis. For every entry a project or order needs to be entered to connect the service to
an order. During invoicing of a project or a repair order, the system will collect all “unmarked” services and fill in the sales price of the services.
It is possible to link services to plan places. This enables tracking of the quantity of services per plan place, i.e. per car, per workshop, etc.

SEE ALSO:
SERB9510 Enter service codes
SERB8750 Invoice projects on costing basis
SERB6110 Invoice repairs with detail
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SERB9510 Enter service codes
PURPOSE:
Entry of codes for labor with fixed unit-prices.

CODE
Any combination of numbers and letters is allowed. The service code will be preceded by a ‘$’ and saved in the parts file.

PART GROUP
Services are linked to a part group in order to manage common properties such as TAX percentage, sales accounts and statistical codes (See also:
SERA2410 Enter part groups).

DESCRIPTION
This is the description of the service to be presented on external forms such as invoices. Additional text with an unlimited length can be added in the
extra window. This additional text will also be printed on invoices, etc.

COST PRICE
The cost price of the service is used upon completion of services to credit the department of the employee and to debit the department responsible for
the project.

SALES PRICES
Services can be included in the price list just like normal parts. The retail prices are calculated according to the standard discount rules (See also:
SERA2910 Enter discount per customer).

SHOW PLAN PLACE
Depending on the type of service, it may be desirable to ask for an obligatory plan place during the entry of service reports (See also: SERB9110 Enter
services). This makes it possible to not only store services per employee but also per plan place, such as per truck (in case of transport services).
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SERB9600 Invoice service contracts
PURPOSE:
Invoice service contracts periodically

The outstanding service contracts are collected and completed with a advise amount and date. After a possible change all selected contracts are
automatically invoiced.

SEE ALSO:
SERB9610 Enter service contracts
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SERB9610 Enter service contracts
PURPOSE:
Store service contracts

In service contracts it is possible to store that specific jobs, services and materials are delivered for a fixed amount during a certain period. 1 or more
serial numbers can be linked to a contract.
By including in a reference to a contract in a repair order (direct or via a serial number) or in a project, an order is invoiced according to the conditions of
the contract.
The materials, jobs or services which are exclusive or inclusive can be included in a contract. As a selection criterion the part group from the part, the
labor sort or the service code is in force.
During invoicing a contract the contract type has to be used as a basement. After that there is no relation anymore, because there are often made
individual appointments with customers. The contracts can be plurally printed via variable forms.

SEE ALSO:



SERB9910 Enter contract types
SERB9600 Invoice service contracts
SERB8610 Enter projects
SERA6010 Enter repairs
SERB8750 Invoice projects on costing basis
SERB6110 Invoice repairs with details
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SERB9710 Enter serial numbers
PURPOSE:
Enter serial numbers per customer, part, supplier

The series book can be filled automatically with serial production orders or manually with the help of the program. Via the change module other possible
filling data can be entered, like warranty terms, final user etc.
The serial numbers can be used as a reference by repairs or as a general reference-book.
The serial numbers can be linked to service contracts.
Free fields can be added to the series book.

SEE ALSO:



SERA9710 Enter serial number types
SERB9810 Enter warranty types
SERA2410 Enter part groups
SERB2100 Update user defined fields
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SERB9810 Enter warranty types
PURPOSE:
Store different types of warranty conditions, which can be linked to serial numbers.

Within warranty types it is possible to store that specific jobs, services and materials are delivered for free during a certain period or just are excluded
from warranty.
A serial number can refer to a warranty type.
By referring to a serial number in a repair order, the order is invoiced according to the conditions of the warranty type.

SEE ALSO:
SERB9710 Enter serial numbers
SERA6010 Enter repairs
SERB6110 Invoice repairs with details
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SERB9910 Enter contract types
PURPOSE:
Store standard contract conditions, as a help for drawing up definitive service contracts.

In service contracts it is possible to store that specific jobs, services and materials are delivered to a fixed amount for a certain period.
In a contract it is possible to store which materials, jobs or services are exclusive or just inclusive. As a selection criterion the part group from the part,
the labor sort or the service code is in force.
During invoicing the contract type is used as a basement. After that there is no relation anymore, because there are often made individual appointments
per customer.

SEE ALSO:
SERB9610 Enter service contracts
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SERC0510 Enter Data server scripts
PURPOSE :
Store definitions to collect data or to comprimate for further use in external programs.

SEE ALSO:
R&R Report generator

This program is particularly meant for the system and application administrator. Because there are a lot of comparable applications written in English,
this manual is futher written in English.

The Sera-database is ODBC-compliant. Programs like Access, Excel or R & R report generator are capable to access the data directly. This can cause
a security problem. Sometimes are the databases to big or to complex to be approached by the regular system users. The Sera dataserver is not made
for day-to-day easy and quick reporting. It has to be used by the system manager, who knows about data structures and security, to build and present
convenient files to other users for further processing with a modern report tool or a spreadsheet. The entries while creating or changing a script, are not
checked during input. It can happen that a check is just not possible in case a script is going to use data that have to be created by a previous script.
Since the server is not mentioned for day-to-day usage, we assume enough knowledge at the system management. Wrong entries will never cause a
damage to existing data.

SECURITY
The Advantage Database Server system provides several security levels to protect unauthorised usage. The Sera database server gives the possibility to
make limited selections from protected or hidden files and to place those data in accessible directories for further use with Access, Excel etc.

LIMITED FILE SIZES
The Sera server can also be used to make large databases accessible. Most of the popular reporting programs can connect with databases, but there
are technical of practical limits to the size of the databases. The Sera server can write sub-totals to a much smaller database.

SCRIPTS
Definitions how to collect data are stored in a script file. Each definition, 'SCRIPT', has it's frequency. A script can call other scripts.

CONNECTING FILES + RELATION FIELD
Sometimes it's required to combine or connect data from different files. Products like Access and Excel have options to do so, but these options are
limited. The Sera server can establish all kind of connections. It's even possible to make a new file and to use that file while creating a second
database. Enter the relation to the main file, by entering a field of the main file. This can also be an operation on that field as described in the "USER
DEFINED FIELDS" paragraph.

INPUT FILES
The files used for data collection be Sera files. Use Util0200 to get the record layouts and index structures. It is also possible to use other files or files
that are created by previous scripts. Files can be opened by the standard indexes. An extension is not required. The standard extension ".DBF" is
added by default.

TEMPORARY INDEXES
Create your own index in case the standards don't offer the required sequence. The name of the index can be any name that will be accepted by the
operating system. An extension is not required. The standard extension ".NTX" is added by default.

OUTPUT FILES
The name of the file can be any name that will be accepted by the operating system. An extension is not required. The standard extension ".DBF" is
added by default. It is possible to OVERWRITE existing data or to ADD new data. This last option can be used in case several scripts are adding data to
the same output file as created or overwritten by the first script of a range.

START AND FINISH RANGE
The main index can be used to select only a part of the input files. Enter the range fields according the syntax as described in the "USER DEFINED
FIELDS" paragraph and the following examples:
Start '100'
Finish '199Z'
Note: Watch the "Z" at the end of the finish value. Without the "Z" the selection would stop at number "199" while "1999" would not have been selected.

FILTERS
A filter is slower than a range selection in the main index. Use it only if a range selection will not give the required selection. Enter the filters according
the syntax as described in the "USER DEFINED FIELDS" paragraph and the following examples:
PANUMBER > '100'
SUBS(PANUMBER,5,1) = [A] .AND. STOCK->STLOT > [A]
PATYPE$'13' (patype occurs in the string '13')
.NOT. PATYPE$'13' (patype is NOT in the string '13' / PATYPE <> '1' .AND. PATYPE <> '3')
PAMIN > 0 .OR. SUBS(PASUPP,1,1) = ''1"
condition operators
Use .OR. and .AND. operators and "( )" - signs to group conditions like:
(<cond1> .and. <cond2>) .or. <cond3>
((<cond1> .and. <cond2>) .or. <cond3>) .and <cond4>

(SUB-) TOTALS

1. The output file can be filled with a record for each record of the main file.
2. It's also possible to write only 1 record. The totals of the selected numeric fields from the input files are written to that one record.
3. The option ''sub-totals" requires the input of additional information in the SUB-TOTAL field. Each time the sub-total field changes in the main file, a
record is written to the output file. Make sure that the sub-total field is part of the main index.
Example:
Main file
Main index
Sub-total at

\sera\data\stock
\sera\data\stocpart (index on stpart+stdate+stlot)
STPART

A sub-total can also be a part of a field. In case of a sub-total at the first 2 digits of the part number, the sub-total field will be SUBS(STPART,1,2). See
the "USER DEFINED FIELDS" paragraph for an explanation of the syntax.

OUTPUT FIELDS
Each field of the opened files (databases) can be placed in an output field. Fields from the MAIN file can be entered just by their name like:
PANUMBER
Fields from a LINKED file have to be entered with the name of the file like:
ACCOUNT->ACDESCR.
The directory structure is NOT entered. The code -> separates the file name and the field name.

USER DEFINED FIELDS
Output fields, a sub-total field and relation fields can be filled with user definitions. It can be fixed information or the result of an operation on one or more
database fields. Like :

MAINFIELD3 / 100
MAINFIELD1 / LINKFILE->LINKFIELD1
STR(MAINFIELD1/100,12,2)
SUBS(MAINFIELD4,1,5)
SUBS(MAINFIELD5+LINKFILE->LINKFIELD5,1,20)
OR JUST

1
to count the number of records to a subtotal

RULES AND SYNTAXES

FUNCTIONS
str(<number>,<length>[,<decimals>])
converts a numeric field into a character string. The decimals are optional.
val(<character string>)
converts a character field into a number.
subs(<character string>,<startpos>[,<length>])
gives a part of a character string. If the length is not defined, the system will return the rest of field. F.i. Suppose the CUNAME (customer name) is
COCA COLA, then SUBS(CUNAME,1,7) has COCA CO as a result.
int(<number>)
converts a numeric field into an integer
abs(<number>)
makes a numeric field an absolute value.
if(<condition>,<result1>,<result2>)
the output will different depending on the condition.
Example:
if(glamount > 0, 'Debit','Credit')
will give as output 'Debit' in case the amounts are positive. All other amounts will result in output 'Credit' .

CHARACTER STRINGS
A character string has to be entered as 'ABC' as "ABC" or [ABC]. ABC without quotes or brackets is regarded as a field from a record:
'Customer name'+CUNAME

OPERATORS
+
*
/
**

add
deduct
multiply
devide
power

10+2
10-2
10*21
10/2
10**2

= 12
=8
= 20
=5
= 100

COMPARING DATA (in IF condition or in a Filter)
=

equals

>
<
>=
<=
<>

more than
less than
more than or equal to
less than or equal to
unequals

OPERATION SEQUENCES
Mathematical operations do follow the standard sequence. A difference can be made by using '(' and ')'.
10+2*10
2*10+10
2*(10+10)
2*((10+10)**2))
(10+2)x(10+2)
10+2x10+2

=
=
=
=
=
=

30
30
40
800
144
32

(=2 x 20 x 20)

AMOUNTS IN LOCAL CURRENCY
Amounts in Sera are stored without decimals. For example :US $ 1,000,999.00 is stored as 100099900. Define output fields like PASTDCOST/100 in
case your company currency has 2 decimals.

AMOUNTS IN FOREIGN CURRENCY
Some fields contain amounts of different currencies. It can happen that one currency has decimals, while another one doesn't have decimals. Use file
\sera\data\VALUTA as a linked file to get the right currency and the number of decimals belonging to it.
Example:
Main
Linked
Index
Relation
Field 1

\sera\data\genledg
\sera\data\valuta
\sera\data\valuta
glvaluta
glamount/(10**valuta->vadecimals)*valuta->varate

NOTE:
When vadecimals = 2: (10**valuta->vadecimals) = 10 to the power 2 ( = 100)
When vadecimals = 0:

(10**valuta->vadecimals) = 10 to the power 0 (=according mathematic rules always 1)

A field that contains the figure 20312, that represents 20312 Japanese Yen is calculated as:
20312 / (10**0)

= 20312 / 1 = 20312.

A figure of 20312 that represents 203.12 US Dollar is calculated as:
20312 / (10**2)

= 20312 / 100 = 203,12.

PREDEFINED VARIABLES
It's possible to use a few standard character variables in user defined fields.
CC
YY
MM
PERI

The century of the previous month.
The year of the previous month
The previous month
The previous financial period

Use these variables to make standard scripts that are valid for each period. You don't have to change them each period.
Example:
Start value
Finish value

PERI+'0'
PERI+'Z'

Instead of:

Start value
Finish value

'2001020'
'200102Z'

RUNNING A REPORT / DOCUMENT TO START
The actual data collection is done with program SERC0610. It can start a spreadsheet, text-document etc. with an ODBC to the just created file.
Example: \MANAGEMENT\REPORTS\REPORT1.XLS is a spreadsheet that has a database-query to the file as defined in the report. By entering this file
into the DOCUMENT TO START field, SERC0610 will create or refresh the database first and launch the spreadsheet with the actual information.
SCHEDULING A REPORT
A report can be scheduled to refresh the data at any time. Use the SERAAUTO.HTM>SERAAUTO program to start a report from within the scheduler.

FOLLOWING REPORT(S)
A report can start automatically other reports independent of the frequency of those reports. This options can be used in case new databases are
created from output files from previous scripts.
Example:

1. Script 101 collects stock requirements for sales
2. Script 102 collects stock requirements for production
3. Script 103 collect totals per part from script 1 + script 2
Script 101 has script 102 and 103 as following scripts. Separate the script numbers with a comma like: 102,103

FURTHER PROCESSING OF DATA
The output data can be used in other applications like spreadsheets, olap servers, word processors and report generators using:

ODBC
ODBC is used to give applications like Word, Excel, Lotus access to the Sera data. Microsoft supplies a standard ODBC driver for the SERA database.
This driver is mostly preinstalled with the operating system. Advantage has also an ODBC driver. This driver is located on the Sera CD.

SECURITY
Use the standard Read/Write rights of the server operating system to give users access to data. In case Sera is using a database system like
Advantage, all files can be made read only or even hidden. Only those files that a user need for reporting have to be made visible.

SYSTEM DSN (system data source name)
The operating system needs a definition where and how the Sera data can be found. The definition is stored as a so called system DSN. Go to ‘My
computer’ , ‘Control Panel’, [‘Administrative tools’], ‘ODBC’. Use the TAB SYSTEM DSN. IMPORTANT: don't use FILE or USER DSN
Microsoft driver:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Add a new system data source
Choose Microsoft dBase
Data source name ‘SERA live versie’ or ‘SERA’+ sub licence name
Description: any name
Version IV
Unmark ‘use current directory’
Select directory \sera\data
Finish

Advantage driver:
Follow the instructions of the program.

NOTE: Use this driver for large files.

EXCEL with ODBC
Go to

1. DATA
2. External data
3. Database query

WORD with ODBC
Word (since office 2000) has a strong build in ODBC system. Even the ODBC DSN is not required. Use menu:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Tools
Mail Merge
Get Data
Open data source
Select a file of type ‘Database’, like \sera\data\cust
Open the file by the driver ‘dbase files WORD! via odbc’
Use the ‘Insert Merge Field’ button (mostly at the left upper corner of Word) to get the information from the database into your letter, labels or
mailing.

R&R REPORT GENERATOR

DATA-DICTIONARY
Use \sera\data\FCOMMENT as the data-dictionary. (Menu options / File settings). This file is adding extra information about the fields in the Sera-tables.

STARTING REPORTS FROM WITHIN SERA
Sera programs can be defined with program A031. If the Sera program number is within the range SERR0010 – SERR9990 extra options are available for
handling the R&R report generator.
An additional screen with four tabs is given. The entry fields are used to construct a selection screen that appears as soon as report is started from
within Sera. Selection criteria are 'from customer', 'till part number', 'date' etc.

TAB 1,2, and 3
These tabs are used to define selections from the databases that are used in the report.
File: The database from which the selection is made. If this field is left blank the selection is not database related.
Main index: The index order of the selected database
Search index: For certain databases (like customers or suppliers) the standard Sera double selection option (name/ABC/description) becomes
available. In case this field is filled, the main index can be used by entering a dot + the required number. The search index is used for any other entry.
Screen text 1: The text entered here will be displayed when the actual program is run. If this field is left blank, no selection is made at all.
Screen text 2: The text entered here will be displayed as the ‘TILL’ text when the actual program is run. If this field is filled the actual program will also
show the ALL and ONE options.
Minimum value: A minimum entry value. This will only work if file and main index are filled.
Maximum value: A maximum entry value. This will only work if file and main index are filled.
Use as scope: On the first tab this field can be ticked. If enabled the selected parameters will be entered as the scope when running the report. The

fields RI_1 and RI_2 will also be filled.

If tab 1 is filled, the variables RI_1 and RI_2 are filled in the R&R report.
If tab 2 is filled, the variables RI_3 and RI_4 are filled in the R&R report.
If tab 3 is filled, the variables RI_5 and RI_6 are filled in the R&R report.

TAB 4
This tab shows tic marks to enable date selection, extra scopes and queries.
Date selection: If a date selection is enabled, the user has to enter a data range, which will result in filled RI_7 and RI_8 variables in the connected R&R
report.
Scope: The user can enter a scope after RRWRUN.EXE is started by Sera. This option is obsolete if the Use as scope option is enabled in TAB 1.
Query: The user can enter query selections in RRWRUN.

REPORT REQUIREMENTS
A report is stored as a \SERA\PARAMET\*.RRW file. The report needs to have the same name/number as the Sera program number. E.g. Sera
program SERR0100 must have a related report called \SERA\PARAMET\SERR0100.RRW
Make sure that a copy of \SERAWIN\ACCUSFT5.DLL is placed into the \WINDOWS\SYSTEM directory. This DLL is required in case pictures are use
in the reports.

USER SELECTIONS
Selections as defined in A031 and A032 are entered by the user before starting a report. These entries are sent by Sera to RRWRUN.EXE as standard
codes. The RIPARAM function of the R&R report can read these codes:
RI_1
RI_2
RI_3
RI_4
RI_5
RI_6
RI_7
RI_8

-

The ‘FROM’ value of the first selection
The ‘TILL’ value of the first selection
The ‘FROM’ value of the second selection
The ‘TILL’ value of the second selection
The ‘FROM’ value of the third selection
The ‘TILL’ value of the third selection
The ‘FROM’ date
The ‘TILL’ date

In case a field is not defined in A031/A032, the corresponding codes will remain empty.

REPORT EXAMPLES

Example 1:

list of parts

Create with Sera menu option SERA0310 a program in the SERR series (e.g. SERR1200). Fill the first tab in the extra options menu.
File
Main index
Search index
Screen text 1
Screen text 2

\sera\data\PARTS
\sera\data\PARTS
\sera\data\PAABC
From part
Till part

No other fields have to be filled. Create a R&R report with the same name. (In this example SERR1200) by the following steps in R&R:

1. create a blank report. the master table will be \sera\data\parts.dbf.
2. go to menu option database – master table and fill the index with \sera\data\parts.ntx, and put data type to character.
3. go to menu option calculations – calculated fields

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

go to menu option calculations – calculated fields
the calculated field name is part1, the expression riparam(“ri_1”)
create another (new) field.
now the calculated field name is part2, the expression riparam(“ri_2”)
go to menu option database – query
field is panumber, comparison is greater than or equal to, compared to is part1
append a second query
field is panumber, comparison is less than or equal to, compared to is part2
go to menu option insert – field. (or just press the <insert> key)
place in the record – band the fields panumber and padescr
go to menu option file – save as… and save the report under the name \sera\paramet\serr1200.rrw.
exit r&r

Example 2:

list of parts with a selection of groups

Create with Sera menu option SERA0310 a program in the SERR series (e.g. SERR1200). Fill the first tab in the extra options menu.
File
Main index
Screen text 1
Screen text 2

\sera\data\PRTGROUP
\sera\data\PRTGROUP
From part group
Till part group

No other fields have to be filled.

1. Create a R&R report with the same name. (In this example SERR1200.)
2. create a blank report. the master table will be \sera\data\parts.dbf.
3. go to menu option database – master table and fill the index with \sera\data\pagroup.ntx, and put data type to character.
4. go to menu option database – relations
5. the related from field is pagroup, related table is \sera\data\prtgroup.dbf, and the related index \sera\data\prtgroup.ntx
6. go to menu option calculations – calculated fields
7. the calculated field name is group1, the expression riparam(“ri_1”)
8. create another (new) field.
9. now the calculated field name is group2, the expression riparam(“ri_2”)
10. go to menu option database – query
11. field is pagroup, comparison is greater than or equal to, compared to is group1
12. append a second query
13. field is pagroup, comparison is less than or equal to, compared to is group2
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SERC3010 Enter journals - variable
PURPOSE:
Entry of financial journals with variable journal codes into the Debtor, Creditor and General Ledger.

GENERAL INFORMATION
See also: SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed for general information about entry of journals.

JOURNAL CODE
In program SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed, it is obligatory to choose from predefined journal codes while this program offers the possibility to create
one-time journal codes. The code only exists during the entry of the journal. After processing of the journal, code can be used again.
This program has 2 extra options that are not available in program SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed.

ENTRY TYPES:
There are 4 types of entries:
1 ACTUAL FIGURES
2 FORECAST
3 BUDGETS
4 COMPARING FIGURES
The entry types are used to distinguish different types of figures in the General Ledger. Because of this code, different programs can be used for normal
figures as well as for other figures such as forecasts or budgets. A number of summaries, such as "Result per Department", will present both actual and
forecast figures and the differences between the two types.

ACTUAL FIGURES – used for normal entries. This code exists in every summary. This code can be used in all 3 ledgers, the other codes can only be
used in the General Ledger.
FORECAST – used for entry of a forecast in the General Ledger. Several “Result” summaries can be used to present these figures for comparison
against the actual figures.
BUDGET – used for entry of a budget into the General Ledger. There is no difference between budgets and forecasts, it is another option to compare
figures. Forecasts are usually not changed during the progress of a year while budgets are adjusted based on the actual results.
Both forecast and budget figures can be fine-tuned with the cost allocation module. Budgets can also be entered with program SERE3610 Enter budget.
COMPARING FIGURES – are figures from a previous year. These figures can also be created with program SERA3060 Create opening balance.

ACTION CODES
There are 3 types of action codes:
1 SINGLE ENTRY
Normal entry into 1 single period.
2 TRANSITORY ENTRY
It often happens that all costs and income of a period are not yet entered by the end of the period because invoices have not been received or
reimbursements are delayed. In most cases these entries are added up and booked against an account such as ‘payable costs’. By entering them as
‘transistor entries’, the system will automatically reverse them in the next period. Example:
JANUARY
Telephone
Electricity

1000.00
1500.00

(Manual-transistory)
(Manual-transistory)

To be paid

2500.00

(Manual-transistory)

1000.00
1500.00

(automatic)
(automatic)
(automatic)

FEBRUARY
Telephone
Electricity
To be paid

2500.00

Telephone bill Jan.
1050.00
Electricity bill Jan.
1480.00
Creditors
2530.00

(Manual)
(Manual)
(Manual)

Telephone
Electricity
To be paid

(Manual-transistory)
(Manual-transistory)
(Manual-transistory)

1100.00
1600.00
2700.00

The account ‘Telephone’ will show the following:
JANUARY
Estimated costs January

1000.00 DT

FEBRUARY
Estimated costs January
Bill for January
Estimated costs February

1000.00
1050.00
1100.00
1150.00

CR
DT
DT
DT

3. PERIODIC POSTING
A periodical entry can be used to enter reoccurring entries into the General Ledger. Only the entry for the first period is required, the program will make
the same entry in the specified periods.
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SERC3040 Enter purchase invoices
PURPOSE:
Entering of simple purchase invoices,
RESTRICTIONS
This program works only for
§ Suppliers with the same currency as the company currency
§ For invoices where only one expense account is required.
§ When there is no posting on projects required
§ Postings in the same period as the date of the invoice
Use A304 for more complex invoices

FEATURES
The system is self-learning. Once an invoice is posted on a particular supplier, the account used for this supplier will appear the next time that you have
another invoice from this customer. Also the department and VAT percentage is rembered. The default settings can be changed with A108 too.
Electronic documents like PDF files and scanned files can be saved in the \sera\mailer\purchase\received directory. When this program is opened, a list
with those documents will appear. As soon as the invoice is posted, the file will be removed from the RECEIVED directory and copied to
\sera\mailer\purchase\posted. The document will get the number of the invoice. The document can be opened again with B321 and B322.
NOTE: take care for a backup of \sera\mailer\purchase\posted !

AUTOMATIC READING OF PDF FILES
The system can read PDF-files. This is also a self-learning system that recognizes patterns in the PDF file. In a lot of cases of repeating invoices, you
even don’t have to enter any data. Just select a PDF from \sera\mailer\purchase\received and the system will make you a proposal, that you can change
or just accept.
This option requires the installation of a separate program in \sera\mailer\purchase\exe called PDF2TXTOCR
It can be download from download.serasoft.com -> tools -> invoicereader.
APPROVAL PROCEDURE
Sera offers also an additional approval procedure for electronic invoices. Place the new received invoices in the directory \sera\mailer\purchase\new\
[USER].
[USER] stands for the login name in Sera and the responsible staff member or purchaser.
Program C307 is used to approve the invoices. This program show only the invoices of the [USER].
Program C306 is used to check which invoices are unapproved. It shows the invoices of all users.
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SERC3100 Online reminding of debtors
PURPOSE:
On screen demand for outstanding posts and add customer comments.

After a selection of debtors, way of payment and dates, a list with outstanding posts appears. The customer's comment can be entered during telephone
calls on customer level, a series of outstanding posts or on an individual post.
There are demand possibilities for outstanding posts, history of partial payment, invoice details etc. During calling a remind or an account summary can
be printed as well.
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SERC3110 Enter expense reports per employee
PURPOSE:
Entry of financial journals for expense reports from employees.

The program basically works the same as program SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed.
Before using this program, a fixed journal “E-“ has to be created with program SERB1910 Enter fixed journals.
By entering an employee code, the financial entries will be booked on a journal “E-<code>”, where <code> represents the employee’s code.
It is recommended that the fixed journal “E-“ be connected to a fixed account such as “Expense reports to be paid”.
With program SERC3120 Create overtime/expense run-number, a run-number can be assigned to the expense reports. An account summary, which also
states overtime hours and standard compensations, can be printed per run-number.
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SERC3120 Create overtime/expense run-number
PURPOSE:
A run-number is assigned to new expense reports, overtime hours and compensations.

Through the hour-administration (See also: SERA8110 Enter hours and SERA9120 Create compensation types) and the entry of journals (See also:
SERC3110 Enter expense reports per employee), details for salaries and reimbursements are collected per employee.
A run-number can be assigned to new data with this program. Program SERA8200 can be used to print a summary per run-number.
Program SERH8200 Process employee overtime hours is used to split total hours into normal hours and overtime hours. If applicable, fixed
compensations are calculated as well.
Warning: splitting of hours and calculation of compensations can be repeated for old periods, in which case the old run-number is removed.
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SERC3210 Change TAX accounts (PURCHASE)
PURPOSE:
Entry of the accounts that are used to book TAX that is used on the TAX return.

In most cases, the TAX paid on purchase invoices has to be registered per country. As a general rule, the TAX charged by suppliers is deductible. The
TAX amounts are booked on the account(s) entered in the company data (See also: SERA2110 Enter companies).
In some cases, the TAX on credit notes has to be booked separately from the TAX on invoices. The account for credit notes can be entered in this
program.
According to some laws, additional entries need to be created. An example is the European rules for Inter-Community deliveries. No TAX is mentioned
on this type of delivery. A number of European countries require that an amount be filled in on the TAX return that is deducted via another section from
the amount payable. These entries can be made during the entry of invoices when one or more ‘diversion-accounts’ are entered here (See also:
SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices).
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SERC3330 Create TAX-administration BELGIUM
PURPOSE:
Collecting of sales and TAX figures for a specific period.

This program collects the amounts for the TAX return as per the Belgian tax-laws. Program SERC3320 can be used to print a summary after the
calculation is completed.
The calculation uses the received invoices that have been entered with program SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices and the sales invoices created in
SERA as a basis.
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SERC3340 Create TAX report
PURPOSE:
Counting and saving of all data that is relevant for the TAX administration and the TAX return for a specific period.

The basis for the calculation is the received purchase invoices that were entered with program SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices and the sales invoices
created in SERA.
The data can be collected for one or more periods. The result is always saved in the youngest period. This is also the period that should be used when
the summary is printed.

SALES
The sales and TAX amounts are collected from the sales invoices and presented per sales account. The amounts are also presented per TAX code.
Amounts from invoices are separated from amounts from credit notes.

EXPORT DATA
Deliveries to export customers are totaled per TAX number. Within Europe, this data should be reported as Inter-community deliveries. The TAX codes
are taken from the customer file.

PURCHASING
The General Ledger accounts related to TAX on purchases are shown. These accounts are stored with program SERA2110 Enter companies and, in
Europe SERC3210 Change TAX accounts (PURCHASE).

COMPARISON WITH GENERAL LEDGER
The accounts used by Sales and Purchasing are compared with the General Ledger. The system will issue a warning in case of differences. These
differences can occur when manual entries were made on the TAX accounts. Of course, only the user can analyze and/or explain the differences in case
of a TAX audit.
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SERC3410 Print drafts
PURPOSE:
Printing of drafts or other collection-forms for a selection of invoices.

Selected invoices with a specific type of payment are printed with a variable form \SERA\PARAMET\ACCEPT.TXT. The variables are the same as the
invoice layout (See also: the manual “variable forms”: varforms.doc).
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SERC3470 Change goods receipt status
PURPOSE:
Correction of the status of goods receipts.

As soon as goods or costs are received into the system, the related stock or cost accounts are debited. The account “Invoiced to be received” is
automatically credited for the same amount.
See also: SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices for a complete summary of all steps and entries related to goods receipts and possible corrections.
For different reasons it may be necessary to change a goods receipt:
- The invoice was entered wrong;
- An invoice is not expected anymore;
- A closed goods receipt needs to be paid after all;
- The goods are scrapped after initial receipt;
- The supplier sent replacement goods and one receipt is compensated by another.
When the payable amount is changed, the difference is booked on the account 'Invoices to be received’. Of course, it is necessary to counter-book the
same amount on another account. A contra-account has to be entered regardless of the reason for the correction, for example:
Special profits/losses
Goods returned
It is also very common that the correction is necessary because the purchase invoice was booked directly on a cost account while the same already
happened during receipt of the goods/costs:
DT

CT

Receipt of goods (A671)
Cost
Invoices to be received

1,000.00
1,000.00

Wrongly booked invoice
Cost
Creditors

1,000.00
1,000.00

Correction on goods receipt by reducing the open quantity
Invoices to be received
Cost

1,000.00
1,000.00

In this example, the contra-account is the cost account that was used when the invoice was booked.
JOURNAL CODE
The entries are made on the journal code 'GRN*'.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6710 Enter goods receipts
SERA6470 Change receipts of cost lines
SERC8240 Finish maintenance work orders (with reference to maintenance by third parties)
SERA3460 Summary invoices to receive
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SERC3810 Book work in progress
production
PURPOSE:
Counting and financially processing of all work in progress from work orders, projects and repair orders.

The program selects the work orders, projects en repair orders, that were not yet cleared at the end of the selected period.
All costs and income booked on the orders before the end of the selected period are counted and booked in the General Ledger. The program can be
repeated as many times as required because only the differences compared to the first entries are processed. The previous period is reversed and the
“revised” work in progress is booked:

Period #

Work in progress

Journal

01
02

+10,000.00 WIP-W
-10,000.00 WIP-W<
+11,000.00 WIP-W

Total
03

+1,000.00
-11,000.00 WIP-W<
+9,500.00 WIP-W

Total

-1,500.00

Cumulating total

+9,500.00

The entries are made on the accounts mentioned in the part groups (See also: SERA2160 Change part groups (financial)

HOURS OR COMPLETIONS
The work in progress can be evaluated in different ways:
The cost price of ACTUAL hours can be booked. The danger of this method is that inefficiency (too many hours) is included in the work in progress.
-OrThe value of the complements is booked. Jobs are planned on a work order or a project against a pre-calculated rate. As soon as a job is partly finished,
the equivalent part is included as work in progress (See also: SERA8530 Finish operations). The method can only be used when pre-calculated rates
and complements are used. Unplanned hours are not included.
The choice is only relevant for work orders and projects. The program always counts the actual hours in case of repairs.

INTERIM RESULT ON LONG-TERM PROJECTS
As long as a project or work order is not cleared, the total result is included as work in progress. The Income statement will therefore not show an
interim results. By booking the interim result with a journal entry, the work in progress position can be influenced:
Used materials
Hours
Direct entries from General Ledger
Already Invoiced
Work in progress

250,000.00 DT
300,000.00 DT
100,000.00 DT
400,000.00 CT
250,000.00 DT

When a positive result need to be booked, the following entry can be entered:
To be invoiced
Interim result running projects

75,000, 75,000, -

The entry should be reversed as soon as the project is completely invoiced. Make sure that both accounts are NOT order-connected, otherwise the
amounts for the interim will be included as work in progress.
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SERC5010 Enter quotations
PURPOSE:
Entry and printing of quotations with part numbers, quantities and prices.

APPLICATION AREA
This program can be used to quote sales parts or simple projects that include some installation labor.
Program SERB5110 Enter orders offers a complete summary of the different methods for processing of quotations, orders and invoices.

BASIC DATA
CUSTOMER / PROSPECT
A quotation can be send to a customer as well as a prospect. A credit check is done on customers.

CREDIT CHECK
During the entry of a quotation, the system will check the customer for the aging and amount of open invoices. Even though credit may be insufficient,
the system will allow entry of the quotation, the credit check is only a warning.

DISCOUNT AT FAST PAYMENT
This data is stored in the company data (See also: SERA0810 Change Company data). The percentage payment terms are only used to confirm the
agreed conditions. They are not used for actual calculations or financial entries.

BILL OF MATERIAL LEVEL
When bills of material are used, it can happen that too many 2nd, 3rd, etc. level details are included in the quotation. By entering a value for the bill-level,
the amount of levels can be limited. Of course, the bill of material itself remains in tact. When the quotation has progressed to an order, the picking lists
will print all the details of the bill of material.

PRICE TYPE
At the end of entering the quotation, the system offers 3 different ways to present prices on the quotation:
1 LINE PRICE AND TOTAL PRICE
2 TOTAL PRICE WITHOUT LINE PRICE
3 LINE PRICE WITHOUT TOTAL PRICE

-

prices per part
complete project
alternative parts

DOCUMENTS
The system checks for parts that are connected to commercial documents. When one or more documents are found, the system will ask for
confirmation and, if possible, print the documents together with the quotation. For this purpose, SERA offers program DOCUSERV.EXE (See also
SERA0830 Company parameters and SERA2510 Enter parts).

QUOTATION LINES
PART
This line type is used to enter a part number, delivery time, quantity and price. The standard discount rules are followed (See also: SERA2910 Enter
discount per customer). The system allows changes to discounts or a sales price based on the authorization rights of the users and the part groups
(See also: SERA2410 Enter part groups). It is also possible to set user rights to change advised delivery dates into earlier dates.
When a purchase part or a production part is entered, the system will create 1 quotation line, even if the production part consists of several separate

items. When an assembly (KIT) is entered, the system will include all items of the bill of material up to a maximum of 7 levels. Only the main part and
the optional parts from the bills of material have their own sales price (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts and SERA1710 Enter bills of material, for more
information about assembled parts).

TEXT
There is an option for loose order texts and changeable blocks of standard text. Frequently used texts can be entered with program SERA0910 Enter
standard texts.

COSTS
Cost lines are linked to a part group. The sales account from the part group is used for the financial processing of the invoice. A credit entry can be
made by entering a negative quantity. The cost price is only used for statistical information; it is not booked financially.

ONE-TIME KIT
This option offers the possibility to create a one-time assembly. This can be useful when a price has been agreed for a part that includes the delivery of
some other accessories. This option can also be used to modify an existing bill of material only once. The quantities entered during the entry/change of
the bill of material, should be the quantities for 1 main part. When the bill is completed, the system will ask for the quantity of main parts for the order.

CHOICE-KIT
A choice kit is created by answering a number of questions during the entry. The questions are generated from one or more bills of material. An example
of a Personal Computer, that is assembled according to the customer’s wishes:
Bill of material 1 - Computer custom made (part type = Assembly)
1x Basic computer without processor
1x List with processors
1x List with hard disks
1x Monitor
1x Mid-tower Case
1x Mouse
1x Keyboard

Required
Required
Optional
Optional
Required
Required
Required

Bill of material 2 - List of processors (part type = Assembly)
1 x Intel
1 x AMD
1 x Cyrix
Bill of material 3 - List of hard drives (part type = Assembly)
1 x 3.2 GB
1 x 4.3 GB
1 x 5.0 GB

When the 1st bill for the “Computer – custom made” is entered as a main part, the program will ask which processor is required, followed by the question
whether a hard disk is required and if so, which type (the bill of material indicates that a hard disk is OPTIONAL!). The 3rd question is for the monitor.
The case, keyboard and mouse are already added to the list because they are required items. The program will automatically calculate the price of the
custom made part.

PRICE REQUESTS
Sometimes a customer asks for a quotation for a certain part which is still unknown, or from which the latest price information is too old. Then a price
request can be sent to the purchase department. With non-existing parts a code will be generated consisting of a "?" and a sequence number. Answers
from the suppliers are stored under this number in the catalogue. If a quotation becomes an order, then the temporary code changes into a permanent
part number. If the quotation is being cleaned then the temporary code from every file will disappear.
See: False! Reference source not found.
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SERC5070 Quotation to order
PURPOSE:
Transferring of a quotation to the sales order file with the possibility to change details.

An existing quotation can be opened after which quotation lines can be changed, deleted or added in the same way as in program SERC5010 Enter
quotations.
When the quotation is finished, the data can be copied to the sales order file (See also: SERB5110 Enter orders ) or to the project order file (See also:
SERB8610 Enter projects).
A prospect should be turned into customers before the quotation can be turned into a sales order.
After a quotation has turned into a sales order, a picking list can be printed immediately, provided that there is sufficient stock available. When this is not
done, the sales order will be stored as a back order for later delivery.
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SERC5110 Enter quotation reasons
PURPOSE:
Entry of codes to be used in statistics related to the progress & results of quotations.

A quotation can become a sales order but it can also be cancelled for different reasons. When a quotation is removed, the system will ask for the reason
of the removal. The reason is stored in the statistics.
When a quotation was turned into an order, the system will automatically use the code “ORDR".
Other examples of reasons are:
- Purchase decision postponed- Price was too high
- Delivery time too long
The codes are used by programs such as:
SERC5080 Delete quotations
SERC5530 Summary quotations per area
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SERC5210 Change orders
PURPOSE:
Changing or deleting of existing sales orders (backorders).

Order lines that have committed stock can not be changed or deleted. In case there is no printed picking list yet, the committed stock can be released
with program SERA5340 Reduce commitments, otherwise program SERA5320 Confirm shipment / invoice has to be used.
When the total order amount is reduced or when the order is completely removed the system stores the information in a separate database. A summary
can be printed with program SERA5290 Summary deleted orders. When the parameter REASON.PAR (See also: SERA0830 Company parameters) is
switched on, the user will be asked for extra information to explain the reason for the reduction or removal of the order.
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SERC6660 Calculate minimum stock advice
PURPOSE:
Calculation of the required minimum stock levels per part, based on historical usage information, weighing factors per period and trends.

A weighing factor can be entered per period. A “heavier” factor should be entered for the most recent months in case they give a more reliable picture
of the developments in sales. If this is not the case, all periods can be weighed equally:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
or
1111111111111
EXAMPLE
Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Usage
100
100
100
100
150
150
150
200
200
200
150
100

Weight factor
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
30

Calculation
100*(1/30)
100*(1/30)
100*(1/30)
100*(2/30)
150*(2/30)
150*(2/30)
150*(3/30)
200*(3/30)
200*(3/30)
200*(4/30)
150*(4/30)
100*(4/30)

TOTAL
3.33
3.33
3.33
6.67
10
10
15
20
20
26.67
20
13.33
152

Based on the given parameters, the usage for next month will be 152 pieces. The minimum stock level will be calculated based on this expected usage
and the delivery time of the part.
When the delivery time is 15 days, the minimum stock will be 76 (= 152 * ½ month). When the delivery is 60 days, the minimum stock will be 304 (=
152 * 2 months).
Because the periodical weighing factor is included in the calculation as a portion of the total of all the weighing factors (in this example the total is 30) it
does not matter how big the individual weighing factors are. They can be expressed in percentages (50, 75, 100%) or numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.).
The numbers of the periods are relative to the current period. Therefore, period # 12 is NOT December but the previous month. Period # 1 is the current
month, one year ago.
New parts are only calculated for the periods since the first usage.
Usage is measured according the REQUESTED date. OPEN Sales and production requirements older than the actual month are counted too.

A safety percentage will increase the minimum stock advice.
Another percentage can be entered for the expected increase or decline in growth, to further fine-tune the minimum stock advice. This growth
percentage covers the next 6 months.
The maximum and minimum amounts are used as limits to prevent order quantities that are too big or too small.
It is also important to determine how many customers have purchased the product. When 1 customer only purchased the product, it may be a good
idea not to manage the stock of the product, but to purchase on the customer’s request. In that case, the number of customers should at least be 2.
The costs per order are all expenses connected to entering and sending an order, receiving the goods, booking the invoice, making the payment etc.
The costs of interest, storing and overhead are entered as a percentage of the stock value. Expenses like risks of dead stock, damages, losses etc.
have to be calculated too. The percentage has to cover the yearly expenses.

Minimum saving percentage
The usage per day is calculated by dividing the minimum advice by the lead time of the product.
The program calculates the quantity, where the costs of interest, storage etc. are more than the ordering costs. At that point the quantity will be the
recommended order quantity. In some cases are the profits very limited by buying more. When the profit is less than the minimum percentage, the
calculation will stop.
EXAMPLE:
Usage per day

10 stuks

Ordering costs

50 Euro

Costs of interest, storage etc.

30% per year

Price per unit

10 Euro

Price for 100 pieces

7 Euro

Minimum saving

2%

The costs of interest, storage etc. are calculated over the average available stock. This is 50% of the order quantity.
The costs per day are 1 Euro cent (10 Euro / 300 days * 30 %).

Quantity

Purchase
price / unit
10
100
500
550

Ordering
costs / unit

10.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

Average
stock

4.000
0.400
0.080
0.072

Days stock
5
50
250
275

1
10
50
55

Interest,
Interest,
Total per unit
storage etc. storage etc.
/unit
0.05
0.005
14.005
5.00
0.050
7.450
125.00
0.250
7.330
151.25
0.182
7.240

The program calculates steps equal to the order increase from the parts file. It calculates too with quantity discounts of a supplier.
However it's cheaper to purchase 550 units instead of 500 units, the savings are to small (<2%) to calculate further. The advice will be 500.

Programs reagarding calculation are:
Enter / create minimum stock calculation rules
Delete minimum stock calculation rules
Enter / change minimum stock exeptions per part

-

util7810
util7830
util7850

-

serc6660

-

serc6670

The advice can than be calculated with:
Create minimum advice
The advice can be checked and updated with:
Adjust advices

Store groups
Stores can be divided into groups. This option can be useful when the stock is physically separated. In that case there is probably a need for separate
minimums and order systems (See also: SERB1810 Enter store groups. The minimum stock from the parts file represents the TOTAL for the company.
Separate minimum stock levels can be entered with program SERB1850 Enter minimum per store group. Unless otherwise specified, a store is part of
the (standard) store group '00'. The minimum stock level of this group is always the remainder of the total minimum from the parts file minus the
minimums from other store groups. It is therefore not possible to enter a separate minimum for store group ‘00’. When the total company minimum is
changed, the other group minimums are equally changed.

SEE ALSO:
SERA9210 Create forecast master plan (used by MRP)
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SERC8010 Enter equipment
PURPOSE:
Entry of machines, equipment, buildings, etc., which are present in the company and are to be used in the maintenance module.

APPLICATION AREA
This module can be used for maintenance of the company’s production machines as well as machines of customers. With the use of contracts (See
also: SERC8110 Enter contract), production machines can also be leased, including maintenance, to customers for longer periods.
Different types of maintenance are stored in an instruction file. A planning can be made by linking one or more maintenance types to production
machines. As maintenance jobs are completed, a maintenance history per production machine is build up. The costs of maintenance from hours,
external invoices and used materials are also registered.

NUMBERING
The production machines are stored in the same database as the “normal” fixed assets (See also: SERC8300 Enter fixed assets). Therefore, the same
information can be used for both financial as well as for technical (maintenance) purposes. The same summaries can now be used to show depreciation
and maintenance costs and also possible income. Assets can be separated in order to hide depreciation assets from the maintenance module. Assets
starting with the letter "F" are reserved for fixed (depreciation) assets. Production machines that are not used financially should start with a "T". When
the parameter \SERA\PARAMET\FINTECH.PAR is switched on, the ‘F’ assets are NOT shown in the maintenance module (See also: SERA0830
Company parameters).

COUNTER / DATE IN USE
Maintenance can be planned based on time and/or usage. For example, the instruction for a car can be: change oil every 25,000-Km or every ½ year.
The planning program can plan the next maintenance instruction by determining which of the criteria is overdue based on the counter-position of the
asset and a date / last counter-position in the maintenance history.

SEE ALSO:
Setup of the maintenance module:
SERC8810 Enter instructions
SERC8910 Add instructions to equipment
Optional:
SERC8710 Enter tools
SERC8760 Link tools to instructions
Booking of costs:
SERA8110 Enter hours
SERC8640 Issue stock to maintenance
SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed
SERA6510 Enter purchase orders
SERC8240 Finish maintenance work orders
SERC8320 Depreciate fixed assets
Rent/lease of production machines and maintenance to third parties:
SERC8110 Enter contract
SERC8160 Invoice contracts
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SERC8030 Delete production machines / assets
PURPOSE:
Remove production machines from the maintenance, rental and fixed assets module.

This program is used for both the maintenance as well as the fixed assets module. When an asset is removed, the system will verify whether any
depreciation or other financial entries were made. When this is the case, the system will make a number of financial entries:
Example:
Original cost was
Accumulated depreciation

100,000.00
60,000.00

The Ledger account for the purchase of machines is 0100
The Ledger account for the depreciation is 0200
The program books as follows:
0100
0200
?

Purchase machines
Depreciation
Gain/Loss assets

100,000 CT
60,000 DT
40,000 DT

The system will ask for the last account. The entry on this account should be followed by the possible income from sale or trade. The difference is the
gain or loss.
NOTE: Previously booked depreciation is not reversed in the system. It is therefore important to process the removal of assets BEFORE depreciation is
performed in a new period.
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SERC8220 Change counters
PURPOSE:
Entry of counters for production machines. The counter may be necessary to correctly plan upcoming maintenance.

WARNING:
Complete all maintenance that is already done before changing the counter-position. During completion of maintenance, the system also asks for the
counter-position. To prevent mistakes, the program for completion of maintenance will not allow entry of a lower counter-position than the last known
counter-position of the machine/asset.
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SERC8240 Finish maintenance work orders
PURPOSE:
Completing of maintenance orders and updating of the maintenance history.

Technical information
ACTUAL DATE
The next planning will be based on the actual date of the last maintenance and NOT the planning date.

COUNTER POSITION
In case the machine/asset has a counter, the new counter-position should be entered.

STATUS
A number between 1 and 10 (bad - excellent) indicates the condition of the machine/asset before the maintenance. When the maintenance history
shows that the numbers were generally low, the maintenance frequency should be increased. It can also be that the maintenance frequency is too high
and should be reduced.

Financial entries
A number of financial entries are made upon completion of maintenance. The entries depend on the data entered:
DEPARTMENT
The department that performed the labor is credited for the cost of that labor. The cost is debited to the department that owns the machine/asset.

CHARGEABLE HOURS
A fixed number of hours can be stored in the maintenance instruction. The actual hours can deviate from this number. Depending on the company
procedures, either the fixed hours or the actual hours can be charged.

SUPPLIER
External suppliers may also have performed the maintenance. In that case, an entry is made on the account 'Invoices to be received’:
DT
Costs of maintenance
Invoices to be received

CT

500.00
500.00

See also: SERA6710 Enter goods receipts and SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices for more information about this method of booking.
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SERC8290 Planning future maintenance
PURPOSE:
Calculation of the maintenance planning.

The maintenance frequency, the last known maintenance and the last known counter-position are the basis for the new maintenance date.
When a general maintenance instruction is linked to a maintenance-asset, a number is entered indicating the max. number of days that the
maintenance may deviate from the optimal maintenance date. The system will attempt to plan the same type of maintenance on the same day as much
as possible.
The maintenance orders can be printed on a variable form (See also: the manual for variable forms: varforms.doc).
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SERC8300 Enter fixed assets
PURPOSE:
Entry of all assets and their amounts, General Ledger accounts and depreciation methods with the possibility to book the purchase amount.

Fixed assets are stored in the same database as maintenance-assets. The financial information from the fixed assets module is confidential and can not
be accessed by users without specific authorization for the fixed asset module.
Complete separation can be achieved by assigning a code to fixed assets starting with the letter "F" while maintenance assets start with the letter "T".
The F-codes can not be used in the maintenance module while T-codes can not be found in the fixed assets module. The parameter FINTECH.PAR
should be switched on with program SERA0830 Company parameters.

MAIN INVESTMENT
Sub-investments can be linked to their initial main investment. Fixed asset summaries will give a sub-total per main investment. This option can be
useful in case of, for example, a building and all its succeeding investments, upgrades, replacements, etc.

SERIAL NUMBER
The serial number of the Asset can be entered but is not obligated.

SUPPLIER
The supplier of the asset. This has to be a standard SERA supplier.

DEPARTMENT
The department that “owns” the asset. The cost of depreciating is booked on this department. The department code should be at least 4 characters.

PLACE
The physical location of the asset. For example room 6, building 3, at J. Smith’s house, etc.

NEW VALUE
This is the new value of the asset at the time of first purchase (if applicable). In case of purchase of a second hand asset, the new value can differ from
the purchase value.

PURCHASE VALUE
The actual purchase value of the asset in the company currency, even when the asset was purchased with foreign currency.

BASIS FOR DEPRECIATION
Usually, the purchase value is chosen as a basis for the depreciation. The basis can also be different than the purchase value. For a building on own
land, the land is not depreciated. The value of the building is the basis for depreciation.

MINIMUM REST VALUE
Depreciation will continue up to this value. This method is often applied on company cars where depreciation is only done up to a minimum amount.

After depreciation, the value can be determined depending on the mileage and condition of the car.

REPLACEMENT VALUE
The price of a replacement for the asset. In case of a second-hand asset, this value can be different than the purchase value.

INSURED VALUE
The insured value as per the insurance policy.

POLICY NUMBER
The number of the policy under which the asset is covered.

DEPRECIATION METHOD
There are 2 different depreciation methods:
1.LINEAR
A fixed percentage of the depreciation value is depreciated on a periodical basis, until the minimum rest value or 0 is reached. The depreciation amounts
are the same for every period.
2.DECLINING
A fixed percentage of the rest value is depreciated on a periodical basis until the minimum rest value or 0 is reached. The depreciation amounts become
smaller every period. Example:
Depreciation value:
Depreciation 1% per period:
Rest value
Depreciation 1% per period
Rest value
Depreciation 1% per period
Rest value

10000
100
-----9900
99
-----9801
98
-----9703

Etc.
DEPRECIATION % PER YEAR
The depreciation percentage. This percentage is depreciated based on the depreciation value or the rest value, depending on the chosen method until the
minimum rest value or 0 is reached. Depreciation is done every period, which means that the periodical percentage will be equal to a twelfth part of the
number entered here.

FROM PERIOD
The system will advise the period of the “date in use”. It is possible to enter a different period, for example, in case the practical usage started later.

FIRST TERM
The depreciation amount of the first period is calculated from the values entered. It can happen that a different amount is required for the first period, for
example, when the asset was previously depreciated with a manual administration and the amount calculated by the computer does not connect to the
manual rest value or in case the practical usage of an expensive asset started halfway the period.

BOOK FINANCIALLY FROM
The program calculates all depreciation amounts of prior periods based on the values entered. With this information, summaries can be presented
including information of old period. The system will start making financial entries in the period entered here. This option is particularly helpful when a
manual administration is transferred to the system. In case of new assets, this period will be the same as the period in which the depreciation is started.

DEPRECIATION BALANCE
The General Ledger account for the booking of the accumulated depreciation of the asset. The account has to be a Balance sheet account with a
classification that starts with a 0 or a 1.

DEPRECIATION RESULT
The General Ledger account for the booking of the depreciation cost of the asset. The account has to be an Income Statement account with a
classification starting with a 2 or higher.

PURCHASE VALUE
The General Ledger account for the purchase amount of the asset.

CONTRA ACCOUNT
It is advised to create a General Ledger account ‘Temporary fixed asset’ and use it here. The counter booking for the purchase value is made on this
account. Later on, the purchase invoice or the balance value from another fixed assets system can be booked on this account to make the balance 0.
EXAMPLE 1
New purchase, booked with this program:
Machines
10,000.00 DT
Temporary fixed assets

10,000.00 CT

Purchase invoice:
Temporary fixed assets 10,000.00 DT
Creditors

10,000.00 CR

EXAMPLE 2
Beginning balance, booked with this program:
Machines
20000.00 DT
Already depreciated
11000.00 CR
Temporary fixed assets

9000.00 CR

Entry old balance data:
Temporary fixed assets
Debtors
Creditors
Etc.

9000.00 DT

The fixed assets and the accumulated depreciation are not booked on the original accounts but on the temporary account. The entries are booked on the
journal code 'ASSETS'.

HISTORY
When a previously purchased asset is entered later, for example during the implementation of this program, the system will reconstruct the depreciation
history. The original purchase period and date are stored together with the depreciation amounts per period. This makes it possible to present the value
of all assets for any required period.
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SERC8310 Change fixed assets
PURPOSE:
Changing of existing assets. When any amounts are changed that result in a change of the net book value, the system will automatically make the
corresponding financial entries.

CHANGING OF FINANCIAL DATA
When the value of an asset or the depreciation percentage / method is changed, the system will perform a re-calculation. When the department of an
asset is changed, the system will financially transfer the asset.
NOTE: The first term is not automatically updated!
The program will make the correction entries in the most recently used period. In this entry, the old amounts and the old depreciation are reversed while
the new amounts and the new depreciation are booked on the new department.

SEE ALSO:
SERC8300 Enter fixed assets
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SERC8320 Depreciate fixed assets
PURPOSE:
Periodical depreciation of fixed assets and financial processing as per the percentages, amounts and methods stored in the database.

PERIOD
The program finds the last period that was depreciated and presents the next period. In case investments were entered in an old period that were not
financially processed, an older period may be entered. The program will book the depreciation for the additional assets while assets that were already
processed will be skipped.
The entries are made on the journal code 'ASSETS'.
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SERC8490 Trail assembly
PURPOSE:
Check for sufficient stock and capacity to produce production parts.

ROUTE
A production part can be manufactured according to different routes. Depending on, for example, the order size, the production methods can differ. Both
the bill of material as well as the bill of labor can be stored in different routes and linked to each other. The selected labor route will determine the optimal
production quantity as well as the corresponding bill of material.

DELIVERY
When capacities are used, the system will calculate the earliest possible delivery date. It is possible to change the advised delivery date during order
entry in case of an urgent order. This results in a shortage of capacity. This shortage of capacity can be solved by working overtime hours or by changing
the planning of other orders (See also: SERA9410 Enter capacities for an extended description of capacities).
The program will present a summary of the required materials and the stock availability. A similar summary is presented for the labor and the available
capacity.
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SERC8640 Issue stock to maintenance
PURPOSE:
Issue materials used during the maintenance of production assets.

It may be necessary to use materials from company stock for maintenance of production assets or customer assets. This program can be used to write
off the materials and book the cost to the production asset.

SEE ALSO:
SERC8300 Enter fixed assets
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SERC8810 Enter instructions
PURPOSE:
Entry of general maintenance instructions that can be connected to 1 or more production assets.

Different types of maintenance are stored in an instruction file. A basic instruction consists of a code and a text block only. By linking a general
instruction to a production asset, specific data such as maintenance frequency, costs and time are added. This data can be different for different assets
while the general instruction remains the same.

TOOLS
Tools can also be added to an instruction. This information can be important when maintenance is done off-site or when the tool is expensive and not
generally available. Tools can also be connected to instructions afterwards, by using program SERC8760 Link tools to instructions.

SEE ALSO:
SERC8710 Enter tools
SERC8760 Link tools to instructions
SERC8910 Add instructions to equipment
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SERC8910 Add instructions to equipment
PURPOSE:
Link maintenance instructions to 1 or more production assets with frequencies, planned duration and planned costs.

Different types of maintenance are stored in an instruction file. A basic instruction consists of a code and a text block only. By linking a general
instruction to a production asset, specific data such as maintenance frequency, costs and time are added. This data can be different for different assets
while the general instruction remains the same.
Connecting 1 or more types of maintenance to a production asset results in a planning. Every time maintenance jobs are completed, the maintenance
history of the asset is updated. The costs of maintenance from hours, external invoices and used materials are also registered in the history file.

SUPPLIER
Maintenance can be done by an external source. No supplier code is entered for internal maintenance.

FREQUENCY 1
The frequency of the maintenance in calendar days.

FREQUENCY 2
Maintenance can be planned based on time and/or usage. For example, the instruction for a car can be: oil change every 25,000-Km or every ½ year.
When a counter is included in the production asset and the maintenance history has a last date and last counter-position, the planning program can
determine which of the 2 criteria is overdue to plan the maintenance. A value can only be entered in this field when a counter was included in the
production asset (See also: SERC8010 Enter equipment).

PLANNED TIME
The time required performing the maintenance. With program SERC8240 Finish maintenance work orders, the time can be charged based on the
planned rate of the work type or based on the actual hours.

COSTS
The costs involved in the maintenance. When external maintenance is completed, the costs are booked as a payment obligation to the supplier.

DAYS EARLIER / LATER
The maintenance frequency, the last known maintenance and the last known counter-position are the basis for the calculation of the new, optimal
maintenance date. When a deviation is allowed, program SERC8290 Planning future maintenance will attempt to combine maintenance on the same day
where possible.

WORK TYPE
The rate from the work type (See also: SERA8010 Create work types) is used to calculate the costs of hours.

LAST HISTORY
When the maintenance module is filled for the first time, the planning program is not yet aware of the last maintenance date. This date needs to be
entered manually.
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SERD2010 Define workflow statuses
PURPOSE
Definition of a status in the work flow. A status is used to select and monitor progress on table level, like purchase orders, visits, quotations etc. in
spreadsheets.

In each Sera table there are 2 fields:
WFSTATUS_ the status of the record
WFDATE_
a date as confirmed or entered by the user while changing a status
When a record is created, like a new sales order or a part, the status is set to ‘0’. The date is filled with the system date.
By opening a table in an Excel query it is possible to select all new parts or all new sales orders etc.
CREATE A NEW STATUS
It is possible to create extra statuses for each table in Sera like:
Table
PARTS
PARTS
PARTS
ORDHEAD
ORDHEAD
ORDHEAD

Status
0 new added part to be checked
1 drawing and pictures to be approved before
2 ready for production
0 new added sales order
1 to be signed and returned by customer before
2 approved by customer

Date
01-01-2017
02-02-2017
03-03-2017
01-01-2017
02-02-2017
03-03-2017

See SERD2020 Change workflow statuses how to change the status of a table.
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SERD2020 Update workflow statuses
PURPOSE
Change the status of a table in a workflow process. How to follow the status of a purchase order, a new add parts, a planned customer visit etc.

In each Sera table there are 2 fields:
WFSTATUS_ the status of the record
WFDATE_
a date as confirmed or entered by the user while changing a status
When a record is created, like a new sales order or a part, the status is set to ‘0’. The date is filled with the system date.
By opening a table in an Excel query it is possible to select all new parts or all new sales orders etc.

STATUSES
See SERD2010 Create workflow statuses how to create different statuses for a table like PORHEAD (Purchase order), PARTS, ORDHEAD (Sales orders) etc.
EXCEL REPORTS
Sera doesn’t provide predefined reports on statuses. There are too many options and each customer requirement is different per company and the internal procedures.
Make a excel sheet (or other query) like
SELECT
CONVERT(DATETIME,PORHEAD.PODATE,112) AS 'Date',
PORHEAD.PONUMBER AS 'Order',
SUPPL.SUNAME AS 'Supplier',
PORHEAD.POOWNREF AS 'Reference',
PORHEAD.RECNO AS 'PORHEAD record'
FROM
dbo.PORHEAD PORHEAD,dbo.SUPPL SUPPL
WHERE
PORHEAD.IS_DELETED = 'N' AND SUPPL.IS_DELETED = 'N' AND PORHEAD.PONUMBER <> 'DELETE' AND PORHEAD.POSUPP=SUPPL.SUNUMBER
AND PORHEAD.WFSTATUS_ <= '0'
By selecting PORHEAD.WFSTATUS_ <= ‘0’ only new purchase orders are shown.
This will result in a sheet like:

Date

Order

Supplier

12/09/2017 000158

Alphens.nl BV

14/09/2017

000159

Alphens.nl BV

14/09/2017

000160

GERRITSEN

Reference

PORHEAD
record

START 12-092015
START 12-092015
START 12-092015

18
19
20

In SERD2020 the status can be changed.
Just select table PORHEAD and enter the record that is shown in the sheet.
Add a new status and change the date if the new status need some planning or dead lines.
By making a new page in the excel sheet where “AND PORHEAD.WFSTATUS_ = '1' is the last line in the query, the sheet will show all approved or confirmed
purchases.
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SERE0110 Enter mail codes
PURPOSE:
Entry of codes as used in customers, prospects and suppliers to make selection lists for mailing purposes.

These codes are informative only, they are not used any other purpose. The code can be used, for example, to make selections from the database with
a report generator.
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SERE0210 Enter selection codes
PURPOSE:
Entry of codes to be used in customers, prospects and suppliers to make selection lists.

These codes are informative only, they are not used any other purpose. The code can be used, for example, to make selections from the database with
a report generator.
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SERE0610 Enter import definitions
PURPOSE
Define export and import scripts.

DESCRIPTION
Choose a template like CUST (for customers) or and existing definition to change.
A list with available fields will apparear. Mark the fields to export or import by addding the Excel column character like A,B,C etc.
Remove a field by filling in '-'.
You can enter a condition like "> 0" or "= 'FRANCE'" to select specific record .or. to prevent importing wrong line or leave this entry empty.
The default value can be used to fill a field in case it is empty.

NOTE
The Excel columns should not miss a character. The sequence is not important so BCA is allowed but ABD is not allowed because column C is
missing.
Use the "VIEW" function to key to check this.

ACTUAL EXPORT AND IMPORT
Use E071 to do the actual export and import
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SERE0710 Execute export and import scripts
PURPOSE
Read data from or to a spreadsheet.
DESCRIPTION
Select the definition and enter if you want to export or import.
The export function creates a file called export.dqy in the \sera\ directory.
If Excels is installed it will open automatically.
Import can be done from the clipboard. Just select the lines in Excel that you want to import.
There is a limitation on the number of lines that can be imported.
For longer files just save the sheet as TAB-separated .TXT file and import it.
The system will import the records and check them. The result is shown before actual import.
Make your selection and start the actual import or close E071 without importing the data.
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SERE2510 Enter part tabs
PUPOSE:
Define TABS in which parts can be classified.

Tabs can be stored at a depth level of 7. However it is not necessary to use every level:
For example:
COMPUTERS
PC’S
®

IBM
Type 1
Type 2

®

COMPAQ
Model 1
Model 2

DEVICES
Printers
®

HP
Laser printers
.Type 1
.Type 2
Inkjet printers
.Type 3
.Type 4

Screens
®
®

17 “
25 “

SOFTWARE
Text writing
® …..
Spreadsheet

It is possible to shift tabs by changing the sequence number. Because of that it is easy to add a new product in an existing structure.
Parts can be added later to the tabs with E252. Then it is possible to search parts via tabs.

HTML - catalogue
HTML-pages and lay-outs can be linked to a tab. This information is used when the parts master file is written away as an electronic catalogue on CDROM or as web-information.
See the separate MANUAL for production of this catalogue.
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SERE2910 Enter discount per part group
PURPOSE:
Entry of general price-tables per part group.

Special prices can be entered based on order quantity:
Quantity

Price

1
5
25
100

100
90
85
80

These prices can be entered individually with program SERE2930 Enter price tables per part, but they can also be calculated by using a percentage.
A discount percentage needs to be entered per part group. The system will apply the discount on parts that belong to the part group. Retail price 1 or 2
can be chosen as a basis to calculate and store the price-tables.
NOTE: The discount is not calculated on a part level but on a net price level for certain quantities.
It is possible to use different percentages per customer or per group of customers (See also: SERE2920).

SEE ALSO:
SERA2910 Enter discount per customer (for a general description of discounts)
SERA2930 Enter discount/prices per part
SERB2910 Enter trade discounts / costs
SERA2410 Enter part groups
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SERE2930 Enter price tables per part
PURPOSE:
Entry of price-tables per individual part

Special prices can be entered per part, based on order quantity:
Quantity

Price

1
5
25
100

100
90
85
80

These prices can be entered individually or calculated based on a general discount rule per part group with program SERE2910 Enter discount per part
group.
Exceptions per customer or per group of customer can be stored with program SERE2940.
SEE ALSO:
SERA2910 Enter discount per customer (for a general description of discounts)
SERA2930 Enter discount/prices per part
SERB2910 Enter trade discounts / costs
SERA2410 Enter part groups
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SERE2990 Enter own part numbers of customers
PURPOSE:
Store own part numbers of customers for report on outgoing documents

The customer-part number can be printed on quotations, orders, invoices etc.
See variable forms varforms.doc
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SERE3030 Enter allocation orders
PURPOSE:
Entry of General Ledger accounts, department codes, etc. to which (partial) collections should forwarded.

This program determines what, how and to whom collections are forwarded.

JOURNAL CODE
This is the journal code for the pass-on entries. It is advisable to open a new journal in advance so that the new entries resulting from the pass-on entries
are easy to recognize.

RUN NUMBER
The run number of the journal.

PERCENTAGE / FIXED AMOUNT
A choice can be made between passing on a fixed amount or a percentage. When a percentage is chosen, the system will ask for a collection code and
will show the data of the collection on the screen.

BOOK TO:
COMPANY
The company to which the collection amounts is forwarded

DEPARTMENT
The department to which the collection amounts is forwarded

ACCOUNT
The account for the entry

ENTRY TYPE
There are four possibilities:
1. ACTUAL FIGURES
The forwarded amounts are booked as actual figures in the General Ledger.
2. FORECAST
The forwarded amounts are booked as forecast figures in the General Ledger.
3. BUDGET
The forwarded amounts are booked as budget figures in the General Ledger.

4. COMPARING FIGURES
The forwarded amounts are booked as comparing figures in the General Ledger.

DESCRIPTION
The description of the entry, for example "Forwarded management costs"

SEE ALSO:
SERE3010 Enter definition collections (for a general description of collections)
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SERE3060 Collect amounts
PURPOSE:
Collecting of amounts from the financial administration according to predefined selection criteria and formulas.

This program calculates the amounts based on the predefined collections en formulas. Collections are calculated on numerical order. SERA recognizes
formula-collections and calculates these after the collections themselves have been calculated.
Formula-collections are also calculated on numerical order in case there are multiple formula-collections or when formula-collections are included in
other formula-collections.

PERIOD
The period for which the amounts need to be calculated.

CALCULATION DEPTH
The value entered here determines the level of depth of the forwarding entries.
An example:
The department “management” is charged for 10% of the cost of the department “administration”.
The department “management” charges every department with 10% of its costs.
So, “management and administration are charging each other.
The level of forwarding of the management costs to other departments is therefore determined by the number of times the departments Management and
Administration are forwarding to each other.

SEE ALSO:
SERE3010 Enter definition collections (for a general description of collections)
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SERE3070 Create reports
PURPOSE:
Processing of collected amounts to predefined reports that were created with a word-processor or spreadsheet.

With this program, the amounts collected with program SERE3060 Collect amounts can be processed into a financial rapport. Therefore that program
needs to be run before this program is used.
Creating a .TXT file can create a layout for the report in any word-processor. By creating more TXT-files, the reporting can be done on different levels and
with different points of view. The following variables can be included in the layout:
-YTD-YEAR-P0010-C0010-

the period
the year
period TOTAL of collection 0010
cumulative TOTAL of collection 0010

NOTE: Variables need to be enclosed by a '-' character
The files should be stored in the directory \SERA\PARAMET

SOURCE FILE
Enter the name of the TXT-file from \SERA\PARAMET. A browse window offers help in selecting the right file.

WRITE TO
Enter the name of the output file. The default given is *.out but this can be overwritten. WordPerfect will automatically be started for further processing
when it was used to create the TXT-file.

FROM PERIOD TILL PERIOD
A selection of periods for the report can be made here. The “TILL PERIOD” will be used as the period in the report (P0010). A help screen reminds the
user of the fact that numbers are not usable when not all the amounts are booked in the selected periods.

SEE ALSO:
SERE3010 Enter definition collections (for a general description of collections)
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SERE3080 Summary concept allocations
PURPOSE:
Show or print control information.

This program will show all journal entries for the chosen period after the amounts are calculated with SERE3060 Collect amounts. No financial entries
are made at this point. The purpose of this program is to verify the figures before they are processed with program SERE3090 Process allocations.

SEE ALSO:
SERE3010 Enter definition collections (for a general description of collections)
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SERE3090 Process allocations
PURPOSE:
Permanent processing of collected amounts according to predefined definitions.

FORWARD TO PERIOD
It is possible to forward amounts to a different period than the collection period, for example in case of budget figures for a future period based on an old
period.

SEE ALSO:
SERE3010 Enter definition collections (for a general description of collections)
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SERE3110 Convert customer to Euro
PURPOSE:
Conversion of customer currency to Euro and recalculating of historical data.

The overall conversion to the Euro is done in 3 individual steps:
SERE3110 Convert customer to Euro
SERE3120 Convert supplier to Euro
SERE3130 Convert own company to Euro

The first 2 steps are repeated per customer and per supplier at the moment that they indicate this is necessary. The process can be performed during
normal operation of the system. The conversion of the company currency is a one-time process and is much more of a radical process that should be
performed with the necessary care.
The customers can indicate when their currency changes to the Euro. This program can then be used to perform the actual conversion in the system.
The currency code "EUR" has to be present in the system with the appropriate rate.
The customer currency is changed to the Euro. All files with relevant customer-data, such as invoices, quotations, sales orders, price lists, etc. are
converted to the Euro.
The outstanding accounts are reversed (old currency) on the journal "EURO" and (re-) booked with the new currency. The actual period is used for the
conversion entries. This way the system is still able to report old periods with the historical currency rate.

INVOICES IN 2 CURRENCIES
Although the customer can indicate the moment of conversion, it is possible to invoice in two currencies on the customers’ request. Regardless of
whether the customers’ currency was already converted, the invoice can be printed with both the old as well as the new currency. The system will
automatically determine the other currency:
Company currency

Customer currency

Euro
Euro
Old currency
Old currency

Euro
Old currency
Euro
Old currency

2nd currency
Old company currency
Euro
Company currency
Euro

The following fields are available for the invoice layout:
IHVAL
IH*
ID*

-

alternative currency code
recalculated amounts from the IV* fields
recalculated amounts from the IL* fields

For example: -IHTOTVATIN,12- or -IDCURRENCY,12See also: the manual for variable forms: varforms.doc
The outstanding accounts are reversed (old currency) on the journal "EURO<>" and (re-) booked with the new currency. The actual period is used for the
conversion entries. This way the system is still able to report old periods with the historical currency rate.
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SERE3120 Convert supplier to Euro
PURPOSE:
Conversion of supplier currency to Euro and recalculating of historical data.

The overall conversion to the Euro is done in 3 individual steps:
SERE3110 Convert customer to Euro
SERE3120 Convert supplier to Euro
SERE3130 Convert own company to Euro

The first 2 steps are repeated per customer and per supplier at the moment that they indicate this is necessary. The process can be performed during
normal operation of the system. The conversion of the company currency is a one-time process and is much more of a radical process that should be
performed with the necessary care.
The customers can indicate when their currency changes to the Euro. This program can then be used to perform the actual conversion in the system.
The currency code "EUR" has to be present in the system with the appropriate rate.
The customer currency is changed to the Euro. All files with relevant customer-data, such as purchase invoices, price lists, labor routes, purchase
orders, stock, goods receipts, etc. are converted to the Euro.
The outstanding accounts are reversed (old currency) on the journal "EURO<>" and (re-) booked with the new currency. The actual period is used for the
conversion entries. This way the system is still able to report old periods with the historical currency rate.
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SERE3130 Convert own company to Euro
PURPOSE:
Conversion of own currency to Euro and recalculating of historical data.

The overall conversion to the Euro is done in 3 individual steps:
SERE3110 Convert customer to Euro
SERE3120 Convert supplier to Euro
SERE3130 Convert own company to Euro

The first 2 steps are repeated per customer and per supplier at the moment that they indicate this is necessary. The process can be performed during
normal operation of the system. The conversion of the company currency is a one-time process and is much more of a radical process that should be
performed with the necessary care.

IMPORTANT:
The rates to other currencies and the old company currency are automatically recalculated based on the rates in the currency file. This process will
assume that the old company currency has a rate of 1. Make sure that the rates to other currencies are set to the correct value because they will be
converted automatically.
Currency Old rate

New rate

Remarks

HFL
EUR
DEM
US$

0.5
1
0.61
1.05

old company currency
new company currency
new rate EUR
new rate EUR

1
2
1.12
2.1

This recalculation only takes place when the main company is converted.
All files with amounts in the old company currency are converted to the Euro.
The General Ledger is converted integrally (including historical periods). Entries in other currencies are not included. The debtor and creditor balances
remain unchanged as well. These balances are converted when the customer or supplier decides to convert.

PREPARATION:
1.
2.
3.
4.

All journals (See also: SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed) have to be processed;
Print summaries such as Trial Balance en General Ledger, stock, fixed assets, etc.;
Make a solid backup and prevent all users from making changes after the backup was done;
All users have to be logged out of SERA at the moment this program starts.
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SERE3310 System usage check
PURPOSE:
Verify the quality of the administrative transactions and the proper execution of procedures.

The success of automation depends largely on the disciplined manner in which procedures are executed. A very important aspect of the SERA-package
is LOGISTICS.
This program checks several essential files and puts specific emphasis on the reliability of suppliers, the sales department and, if applicable, the
production.
Orders, picking list, projects, etc. are verified on promised delivery dates.
The result is presented in statistical form. Where possible, the financial consequences of wrong planning are shown: inventory too high because of
delayed deliveries, delayed sales as a result of unprocessed picking lists, etc.

REBUILD STATISTICS
Some files, that need to be analyzed during the buildup of the statistics, may be very large. This may cause the calculation to take quite long. It is
therefore advised to collect the new data not more than once a week. The latest information can be reviewed and printed at any time.
In most cases data files are checked completely. The following statistics are build on only a part of the files:
Credit notes
Goods receipts
Stock adjustments

rating against the last 1000 invoices
rating against the last 500 receipts
rating against the last 2000 stock updates

DETAILS
The printed version of the statistics will refer to different programs related to the different results. These programs will give all the details regarding the
topic that was analyzed.

IMPORTANT!!
Using this program and analyzing its results regularly can result in enormous improvements in efficiency. Although it is fairly simple in its design, it is
one of the most powerful management tools available.
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SERE3510 Enter General Ledger references
PURPOSE:
Entry of reference codes which can be used to add a “cross-section” to the General Ledger.

The standard financial administration offers insight per General Ledger account, per department and per project. Sometimes it is necessary to look at the
General Ledger from a different point of view:
An example is a trading company with high costs related to trade shows. The sales costs are normally booked on accounts such as hotel costs, travel
costs and advertisement materials. In some cases these costs are also divided over different departments. The management wants to know the total
costs for all trade shows in New York, London and the other smaller shows.
By creating a General Ledger reference per show or per group of shows, the costs per reference can be presented with program SERE3780.
After indicating which General Ledger account can use which reference (See also: SERE3710), the system will ask for the reference during entry of
journals, purchase invoices, etc.

Account

Department

Stand costs 1000

Reference

Amount

New York

2000

London

1000

other shows

100,000
75,000
125,000

Hotel costs 0500

New York

20,000

1000

New York

30,000

2000

London

25,000

1000

other shows

40,000

Travel costs 0500

New York

15,000

1000

New York

15,000

2000

New York

2,000

2000

London

5,000

1000

London

3,000

1000

other shows

10,000

The summary for the show in New York will show the following:
Account

Department

Reference

Amount

Stand costs 1000

New York

100,000

0500

New York

20,000

1000

New York

30,000

0500

New York

15,000

Travel costs 1000

New York

15,000

2000

New York

2,000

Hotel costs

TOTAL

182,000
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SERE3610 Enter budgets
PURPOSE:
Entry of budgets per General Ledger account.

In case budgets are the same for every period or month it is advised to use program SERC3010 Enter journals - variable. The budget can be entered as a
journal entry for one period after which it is also booked in other periods as a periodical entry.
In case the budget varies a lot for the different periods, this program is preferred.
The yearly budget is entered per department and per General Ledger account. This total amount can then be divided over the different periods by using
amounts and/or percentages.
Program SERE3620 can be used to process the budget to the financial administration. Existing budgets can be removed.
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SERE3910 Create cash profile
PURPOSE:
Entry of amounts that influence the liquidity of the company and that return periodically or only once.

LIQUIDITY CALCULATION / CURRENCY RISKS
By means of a number of summaries, information can be presented about the company’s liquidity and the risks taken as a result of (too high) payables
or receivables in other currencies. The summaries give an overview of the expected development of the liquidity and the currency position of the next few
weeks.
Program SERE3950 will automatically count the already available data:
Debtors
Creditors
Purchase orders
Sales orders
The program will take payment dates and delivery dates into consideration to place the impact on the liquidity position in the correct weeks. It is
possible to enter a deviation for the ideal payment date by customers or to suppliers.
A certain amount of data that is influential for the future is not yet present in the system. The cash profiles are necessary to provide the liquidity
calculation with complete information. For example:
Payment obligations on loans
Monthly payments of costs en salaries
Different types of cash profiles are available:
One-time payments
A single payment is included in the calculation with a predefined date.
NOTE: Reductions of the liquidity, such as payment obligations, should be entered as a NEGATIVE amount!
Amount every xx days / Amount per month
This type of amount is periodically included in the calculation stating from a certain date.
NOTE: Reductions of the liquidity, such as payment obligations, should be entered as a NEGATIVE amount!
Budgets from financial administration
Budget amounts can be included in the calculation. A cash profile has to be created per General Ledger account or for a series of General Ledger
accounts. When '41' is entered as the account selection, all accounts starting with ‘41’ will be included. When the account is marked as a CASHaccount, the balance from the budget is always included. For non-CASH accounts the amount is counted with the reversed sign. For example:
Account

CASH-account

Amount

Count as

Bank US$
Salary costs

Yes
No

10000.00
100000.00

10000.00
-100000.00

Balance from financial administration
Amounts from the General Ledger can also be included. The process is the same as for the budget profiles.
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SERE5510 Intern price request / purchase request
PURPOSE:
Send on price requests / purchase requests to the purchase department

A request can be done both on existing as on new parts. With non-existing parts a code is generated existing of a "?" and a sequence number. Answers
of the suppliers are saved with this number in the price catalogue.
A written copy of the request can be made with variable form \sera\paramet\purchreq.txt. See manual variable forms: \sera\paramet\form_eng.doc

SEE ALSO:
SERE5610 Send on price requests to suppliers
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SERE5610 Send on price requests to suppliers
PURPOSE:
Send on price requests from customers and internal departments to suppliers

With quotations or internal requests prices can be submitted. These requests can be sent on to 1 or more suppliers. A request can be done to both
existing as new parts. With non-existing parts a code existing of "?" and a sequence number are generated. Answers of the suppliers are saved under
this number in the price catalogue. If a quotation becomes an order, then the temporary code changes into a permanent part number. If the quotation is
cleaned, then the temporary code disappears from the files as well.
See for the lay-out the manual variable forms \sera\paramet\form_eng.doc

SEE ALSO:



SERC5010 Enter quotations
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SERE5710 Update shopping list per customer
PURPOSE:
Shopping lists are advices and expectations regarding repeating sales to customers.
A shopping list is populated per customer based on the sales history. The system calculates if and when a customer is expected to buy again. The
system advice can be overruled by the users.

PROGRAMS INVOLVED
B511 Enter sales orders
The shopping list can be opened during the input of order lines. The advice can be followed or ignored or used as a reminder to ask the customer if he
needs the products on the list too.
E571 Update shopping list per customer
During order input with B511 the list is populated for one customer only. This customer creates the list for each customer. After that it can be used in
E574 and E573
E572 Mark shopping items as no longer required
The system sets products that are not sold for a certain period to “no longer used”. If a products is sold with a low frequency, but on a regular base it is
NOT marked as “no longer used”. Parts that are marked as “obsolete” in A252 are also removed from the lists.
E573 Summary shopping lists per area
A list will all the advices per area. Different advices, like ‘expected’ or ‘no longer used’ can be selected.
E574 Print shopping lists per customer
This is a variable form that can be sent to the customer as a reminder or an actual shopping list. See the manual “variable forms”
E575 Search, replace or remove
History of parts that are replaced by new items can be taken in the calculation. Also parts that are no longer in the price lists can be removed.
E576 Where are parts sold
A summary per part per customer.
E578 Exclude parts from shopping lists
Parts in this list are ignored
E577 Exclude groups from shopping lists
Part groups in the list are ignored
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SERE9010 Edifact remote warehousing - out
PURPOSE:
Create shipping instructions for external logistics suppliers.

Storage and transport of trading goods is increasingly subcontracted to external logistics suppliers. SERA offers the possibility to generate shipping
instructions with the same programs en procedures that are used internally.
A parameter \SERA\PARAMET\EDIFAC<WH>.PAR has to be created for each subcontracted store, where <WH> has to be the number of the store.
The contents of the parameter file are not important. When the parameter is present, the system will immediately generate an invoice after goods have
been committed instead of printing a standard picking list.
With this program the shipping information is collected from the invoices and stored in a file \EDIFACT\EDIFACT.OUT according to EDIFACT standard
UNB01UNOA2. All invoices from the same shipment-run will get the run-number for identification. This run-number can be used to re-generate the
EDIFACT.OUT file in case of communication failures.
The file, EDIFACT.OUT, can be send with 3rd party EDIFACT software. For security reasons, a new file can only be created after the old one has been
removed. Setup the communication protocol in such a way that EDIFACT.OUT is only removed after successful transfer of the data.

SEE ALSO:
SERA5310 Commit stock (automatic)
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SERE9020 Edifact remote warehousing - in
PURPOSE:
Process goods-receipt information of external logistics suppliers.

When trading goods are received in external stores, this program can read the information electronically. The information should be supplied as a file
\EDIFACT\EDIFACT.IN according to EDIFACT standards.
The information is processed into the stock administration. The system will verify the usage of correct numbers. When incorrect or incomplete information is
supplied the processing is aborted. The program will generate a goods receipt (See also: SERA6710 Enter goods receipts for further information regarding all file
mutations).
The program will book the receipts against existing purchase orders, when the deliveries are against order numbers. When there is no order number, the
presence of parameter \SERA\PARAMET\UPDPURCH.PAR ensures that the receipt is booked against the latest purchase order (See also:
\sera\help\sysmanag.doc).
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SERE9110 Edifact transport instructions
PURPOSE:
Creating of electronic freight letters.

Many transport companies prefer electronic freight letters over printed or handwritten versions. This program will generate an information file. All invoices
with the transporter’s code, that are ready for shipment, are processed. A run-number is added to all the invoices. This will enable re-generation of the file
in case processing was not successful. The program works according to EDIFACT standard UNB01UNOA2.
NOTE: Although there is a standard, some transporters will request different file structures. Consult your nearest SERA dealer in case of any doubt.
Further steps are:
Enter transporter code(s)
Create a supplier per type of shipment using a number that starts with ‘EDIFACT’. For example: EDIFACT01. Make sure that the field ‘administration’ is
used for the following data:
Pos. 1

transport type

Pos. 3
Pos.12

consignment number
shipping number

1=Truck
2=courier
3=pallets
4=pallet courier

For example: 1 04154050 13608450

SEE ALSO:
SERA1010 Enter suppliers.

Country codes
Country codes should be entered according to the table as supplied by the transporter. Make sure that the correct country codes are linked to the
customers (See also: SERB1010 Enter country codes).
Payment types
Enter a payment type ‘COD’ for cash on delivery with program SERA1810 Enter payment methods.
Packages
Enter the correct codes for packages with program SERA2760 Enter packing units.
Parameter
Create the parameter \SERA\PARAMET\PARTPACK.PAR. The contents are not important. The file \SERA\DAT00\INVPACK is now filled with the
shipping data. During the processing of an invoice, this data needs to be entered.
Transport labels
Create a variable form \SERA\PARAMET\SHPLABEL.TXT for the labels that are attached to the packages (See also: SERE9120 Print freight labels
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SERE9120 Print freight labels
PURPOSE:
(Re) printing of freight labels.

The labels are printed according to the layout of the variable form \SERA\PARAMET\SHPLABEL.TXT.
Standard Barcode 128 is used for shipping labels.
See also: the manual for variable forms: varforms.doc.
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SERF8110 Station hour-administration
PURPOSE:
Entry of the hour-administration, job completion-reports and possible booking of material usage.

This program is meant for use on the production floor. The employees can enter the required data themselves.
It is possible to send messages to a colleague from e.g. the following shift or to the production supervisor who can read the message on the production
monitor. (See also: SERF8120 Production monitor ).
The usage of a barcode scanner can reduce keyboard handling. Barcodes per employee work type and machine can be printed with the program
SERF8130 Print barcodes basic data.
The work order and repair forms have to contain a barcode (See also: the manual \sera\help\sysmanag.doc and varforms.doc.
The system can calculate overtime rates and break times automatically (See also: SERH8200 Process employee overtime hours.

OVERTIME HOURS
In some production areas serial orders are produced one by one. For example cutting or sawing materials, where orders are combined to limit material
waste to a minimum. Then it is hardly possible to split the time per order. The program offers the possibility to start up a series of orders. When the job
is finished, the total time is divided proportionally over the series.
The pre-calculated time is being taken into account in this situation. An order without pre-calculation is being charged with the average time.
Example:
Real time
Average time per order

Order
1
2
3

Planned
1
2
-

6 hours
2 hours

Calculated
1.33
2.66
2

A basic material can be divided over the orders with the same formula. For example plate material from which shapes are cut or different lengths are cut
from one tube.
With logging off a series the operator has to put in the total of used materials into the system. Then the mutation is being split per order and booked.
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SERF8120 Production monitor
PURPOSE:
Summary of employees that work via the on-line hour-administration.

On a screen all employees are shown that are currently working via the hours system. Also external systems can be connected.
Besides the employee the start time and the work type are shown.
When the employee has announced himself via program SERF8110 Station hour-administration messages can be read and exchanged. From the
monitor screen employees, who forgot it themselves, can be logged off.
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SERF8130 Print barcodes basic data
PURPOSE:
Printing of barcodes that can be used in the hour-administration.

Barcodes can be printed for
Employees
Plan places
Work types
And various texts.
This last option can be useful when simple displays without keyboard are used. It is possible to print codes for answers like 'YES', 'NO' and 'REPAIR'.
Besides that all codes for digits and letters are available.
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SERF8910 Calculation models
PURPOSE:
Create a calculationmodel, where the user can add, change or delete elements, parts etc.
NOTE: This program replaces older modules like F861,F871. See *INSTALLATION below for installation instructions.
BASIC
Each calculation consists out of a
§ COMPONENTS
§ ELEMENTS
§ ITEMS
SAMPLES
BUILDING
Component
Shed

Element
Walls

Items
Bricks
Cement
Doors
Masonry
Carpentry
Transport costs
Roof
Aluminum
Carpentry
Other labor
Sewage pipe
Garden
Plants
Grass
Etc.
By creating a number of components and then select them within a calculation a complete structure can be made.
Another example is the structure of a computer network:
Component
Element
Items
Server
Hardware
Basic computer
Power security
Hard disk
Monitor
Router
Assembly work
Software
Backup
Windows
SQL
Security
Network
Cabling
Cable
Plugs
Installation work
Equipment
Hubs
Switch board
Line booster
Installation work
Printers
Plotters
Printers
Installation work
Work stations
Hardware
Basic computer
Monitor
Hard disk
Assembly work
Software
Operating system
Internet
Installation work
A calculation can also be used for services, like calculating service work. The components from the calculation will have the function of a checklist, to
ensure certain activities will not be forgotten:

Component
Product development

Element
Design

Documentation

Production method

Items
Material selection
Strength calculation
External design
Packaging
Drawings
Work instruction
Machining programs
User instructions
Supplier selection
Machine selection
Logistics

*INSTALLATION
1. Remove any *,db* from the \in directory
2. Copy all CALH* and CALC* from \sera\datstart to \in
3. Run DBFSQL
4. Download the latest SERF8.EXE from download.serasoft.com (latest version)
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SERF8920 Calculate and quote
PURPOSE:
Make a customized calculation and a quotation based on a calculation model.
STEPS
F892

Choose a model and answer the questions or make the choices
Make a quotation. The quotation can be found in C509. (See C501 for more information about quotations
C507 Quotation to order
The quotation can still be changed and when it’s OK then finalize it and make an order out of it.
There are different order types:
1. Trade order (labour is converted to cost lines)
2. Project
3. Repair job (labour is converted to cost lines)
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SERF8990 Material usage reconstruction
PURPOSE:
Automatically accounting for parts, that were defined with issue method 'reconstruction afterwards'.

In the parts master file ( SERA2510 Enter parts) it is defined through which method the items are issued and accounted for. There are four methods.
1. On picking list / commitment
With this method a part is issued from stock after is has been committed to an order through a picking list. For trade products this is the only possible
method. Raw materials and half products for own production can also be issued through the other methods (See also: for trade orders the program
SERA5330 Commit stock (manually) and for production orders SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists.
2. At job completion manual
When a production job is reported completed a linked part can be booked immediately. This means considerable times saving compared to method 1.
This method and the following methods are especially applicable in an "open" store situation (See also: SERA8530 Finish operations.
3. At job completion automatically
When a production job is reported completed the linked parts are booked automatically. The disadvantage of this method, however, is that the planned
quantities are issued. This could differ from the actual usage (See also: SERA8530 Finish operations.
4. Reconstruction
Through this method the material usage is reconstructed afterwards and is issued according the planned quantities. This method can be applicable for
small parts (like screws and bolts) or difficult measurable quantities (like oils).
This program will book and issue both type 3 and type 4.
Type 3 will only be issued when on the actual moment of issue no sufficient administrative stock was available. For instance because the goods receipts
where not entered yet.
Type 4 will be issued in ratio to the quantity of completed finish product. When 100 unit raw material or 100 units components were required for 10
finished products, than per completed finished product 10 units are issued.
When on that moment no sufficient administrative stock was available, (for instance because the goods receipts where not entered yet), than these
items will remain outstanding until the program can issue the items the next when the stock is available.
For these issues a normal stock mutation record will be created and the financial booking will be made according the accounts from its part group. (See
also: SERA8430 Commit stock/print picking lists ).
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SERH8200 Process employee overtime hours
PURPOSE:
Split hours without overtime percentages into different records per overtime rate based on the company calendar and the overtime calendar.

Normal working hours, breaks and overtime settings are entered with programs SERA9100 Enter company calendar and SERA9110 Enter overtime
calendar. It is possible to specify different settings per department and per employee.
An overtime percentage can be added to hours entered with program SERA8110 Enter hours. It is also possible to enter the start and end times without
the overtime percentage after which the program calculates the real working hours and breaks. The same method is used when hours are entered with
program SERF8110 Station hour-administration or through an external registration system.
EXAMPLE:
Company calendar:
Break from
10.30

Till Break from
11.00
12.30

Till Break from
13.30
15.00

Till
15.30

Overtime calendar:
From
0.00

Till
8.00

%
150.00

From
17.00

Till
20.00

%
125

From
20.00

Till
24.00

%
200.00

Hours file before splitting:
Employee
1001
2050

Start
8
4

End
21
18

Total time
11.5
12.5

Break
1.5
1.5

Overtime %
100
100

Start
8
17
20
4
8
17

End
17
20
21
8
17
18

Total time
7.5
3.0
1.0
4.0
7.5
1.0

Break
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.5
0.0

Overtime %
100
125
200
150
100
200

Hours file after splitting:
Employee
1001
1001
1001
2050
2050
2050

IMPORTANT:
The program can be run as much as required for a certain period. Hours that have been entered or changed after the program was run changed will still
be split. Hours that were already split will NOT be split again unless the overtime calendar was changed and the calculated percentage is 100%. Directly
entered or calculated overtime hours will NOT be included in a new calculation.
It is therefore important that the overtime calendar is checked BEFORE the program is run. A calculation on a wrong calendar is not automatically
corrected.

SEE ALSO:
SERA9120 Create compensation types
SERC3120 Create overtime/expense run
SERC3110 Enter expense reports per employee
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SERH8210 Enter work orders
PURPOSE:
Entry of production orders for final products as stored in the parts file.

APPLICATION AREA
Work orders are used to produce standard final products, assembly parts or semi-finished parts.
These products are build up from a bill of material (See also: SERA1710 Enter bills of material) in which the raw materials and assembly parts are
stored, and a labor route (See also: SERA9510 Enter/change labor routes) in which the method of producing is described. Bills of material and labor
routes can also be created through the calculation method (See also: SERF8210 Calculate projects).
Compare these methods with the classic description of a cookbook, in which first the necessary ingredients are summarized before the preparation
instructions are given. The combination of a bill of material and a labor route is sometimes referred to as the ‘RECIPE’.

RETURNING PRODUCTS
Because this production method is stored accurately it is especially useful for production of big or small series of the same product that are produces
regularly. At the end of the production process, the product is entered into the stock after which it can be used in other products or sold through sales
orders.

one-time PRODUCTS
one-time products can be administered via calculations and projects (See also: SERB8610 Enter projects). No part number is assigned to the final
product but instead the product is invoiced directly to the customer upon completion of the project. In certain cases, for example, for production of big
machines, it can be interesting to store the final product as a standard part number. A sales order and a corresponding work order can then be created
for the final product. As soon as the work order is completed, the final product is entered into stock (administratively) after which it can be invoiced
immediately. Physically, the part is probably never put into stock but delivered directly to the customer. The advantage of this method is that the flow of
goods can be followed easier and a history of the final product is build up when, later on, repairs are necessary or when the product is bought back (2nd
hand) and sold again to others.

ORDER DATA
DESTINATION
An order can be entered to fill up the general stock, or can be made especially for an other production order or trade order.
If an order has a special destination, then the concerned order has to be indicated. With completion the produced stock can be issued immediately or
written off on the intended order. The destination information can be printed on the work order.

ROUTE
A product can be manufactured in different ways. Depending on, for example, the workload or the order size, the production process may be different.
Different bills of material can be connected to different production routes. Like the bill of material, the labor route can also be different. The labor route
tells the system which bill of material belongs to the selected route and what the optimal production quantity is.

DEPARTMENT
The department is important for selection of similar orders in several summaries. The cost price of the final product is booked on this department as
income when the product is entered into the stock. The costs connected to the order are also booked on this department. Other departments can also
perform Labor. The main department is mainly responsible for the result. Usually a department like ‘office’ or ‘planning’ is used.

DELIVERY DATE
When capacities are used, the system will check for sufficient capacity to satisfy the delivery date. The system calculates back from the delivery date,
via the labor route, to the latest possible start date. When this date is earlier than the system date, the system will calculate the earliest possible
delivery date. It is possible to overwrite the advised date with the required date. This results in a planning that is outside of the available capacity. This
shortage can be solved by performing overtime or by changing the planning of other orders (See also: SERA9410 Enter capacities for an extended
description of capacities).

ORDER LINES
BASIC DETAILS
The order lines, such as required materials, jobs, texts and documentation are taken from the bill of material and the labor route. Material requirements
are planned on the starting date of the preceding labor job. When there is no preceding labor, the starting date of the next job is used.

ADD / CHANGE ORDER LINES
When the work order is used for custom made or one-time products it may be necessary to add or change order lines.
As soon as an order is entered, the purchase and production departments know the new demand for materials. The necessary orders can be placed in
different ways (See also: SERA6510 Enter purchase orders for a general description and a summary of the programs available).
A final product can be made of purchased assembly parts and materials, but also from other final products or semi-finished products. These can be
supplied from stock or manufactured themselves via work orders. With program such as SERA6920 Summary stock shortage or SERA9870 MRP
calculation the system can calculate the requirement of multiple-level materials and even create the necessary orders automatically.

SUB-PROJECTS
An order can be divided into 10 sub-projects. Sub-projects offer the possibility to execute parts of the work order simultaneously by different
departments. All assembly parts of a project are linked to a sub-project (See also: REF _Ref416369426 \h \* MERGEFORMAT
SERA8050 Change sub-project).

PART
This type of order line is used to store required assembly parts, semi-finished products and raw materials with a delivery date and a quantity. The
delivery date is the date that the production needs the material. The system creates a single order line for both purchase parts as well as production
parts, even when the part consists of a number of assembly parts itself. When the part is an assembly part (KIT), all underlying assembly parts, order up
to a maximum of 7 levels, are included in the work order (See also: SERA2510 Enter parts and SERA1710 Enter bills of material for more information
about assembled parts).

TEXT
Loose texts or changeable blocks of standard text can be added to the order. Frequently used text blocks can be stored with program SERA0910 Enter
standard texts.

COSTS
Cost lines are used to add one-time “parts” or subcontracted services to an order. A cost line can be directly purchased with program SERA7610 Direct
purchasing of orders.
The cost price that is entered is used in several calculation summaries to compare planned costs with actual costs. The system does not make any
financial entries for the amount entered.
The actual costs are booked as goods receipt, in case of direct purchasing, or as input through a journal or an invoice (See also: SERA3010 Enter
journals - fixed and SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices).

LABOR
The department can be very important when a financial result per department is required (See also: SERA2160 Change part groups (financial) for more
information). The department is also important when LIMITED CAPACITIES are used (See also: SERA9410 Enter capacities).

SUPPLIER
A labor route can be created for both internal as well as subcontracted jobs. When subcontractors are involved, the planning can be done as if internal
departments do the work. Internal jobs are identified by the '-' suppliers code while subcontracted jobs have an existing supplier code.

LABOR TYPE
The work types have to be order-connected (See also: SERA8010 Create work types).
In case of subcontracting, the system will not ask for setup and production times but for costs because the production time is the responsibility of the

subcontractor.

SETTING TIME PER ORDER
The required total production time for internal labor is calculated by adding the fixed setup time to the production time of the order quantity.
Overhead amounts are included in the cost price calculation of the product. There are no financial entries.

PRODUCTION TIME PER QUANTITY
The required time for active labor. If an order is created with a labor route, then the total required time have to be calculated by increasing the fixed
setting time with the production time of the order quantity.

LABOR COSTS
In case of supplies there is no demand for a setting- or production time. In that case there is talk of costs because the time to spend belongs to the
supplier's responsibility.

SIMULTANEOUS WORKERS
For the planning it can be important to indicate the number of persons or machines that can work simultaneously on a product.
If the job time is 40 hours, then the plan time is 10 hours if 4 machines can work simultaneously on an order. If just 1 machine is used per order, the
required plan time is 40 hours.

TRANSPORT TIME
This value indicates the waiting time until the next job can be started. It can be real transport, but also dry time, cooling down etc.

OVERHEAD
These amounts are included into the cost price calculation of a product. Any financial entries will take place.

SEE ALSO:
SERG8120 Create detail planning

DOCUMENT
Documents from the documentation system (See also: SERA4010 Enter documentation) can be added to a project or work order. The information can
serve as a simple reference to drawings, work instructions, etc., but the documents can also automatically be printed with the work order. SERA offers
program DOCUSERV.EXE for this purpose (See also: SERA0830 Company parameters).

CALCULATION
A calculation can be the basis for the bill of material and the labor route of the final product. During entry of the order, the standard details will be
automatically created. A calculation can also be entered into an order as an addition to a standard production part.

PROCESSING
The labor and material usage are registered with programs such as:
SERA8530 Finish operations
SERA8110 Enter hours
SERA8420 Issue material lists

SERA8380 Complete work orders
SERA8590 Clear work orders

sera

MANUAL

SERH8410 Add budgets to work orders / projects
PURPOSE:
Add budget amounts en descriptions to projects and labor orders

In some cases labor orders or projects are not exact definable. Just during the project it becomes clear which materials are required, how much time
have to be spent to different parts which have to be done by third parties etc.
It is possible to provide a project of a budget per sub-project. Via the post calculation (A857) the budget, appointed obligations, real spent amounts and
the possible available space are shown.

sera

MANUAL

SERH8730 Add extra labor
PURPOSE:
Plan additional labor (jobs) to running (re-calculation) projects.

LABOR ON RE-CALCULATION BASIS
Projects can be used to register labor that is invoiced afterwards. This can be used in service oriented companies such as lawyers, consultants, repair
services, etc. that write off-hours and possible costs and materials to a project number. An invoice is made periodically. A project of this type is usually
kept open for a specific period in order to book hours, costs and materials.

PLANNING
Even though invoicing is done on a re-calculation basis it can still be useful to plan the labor. With this program it is easy to add labor details to a project
which will be included in the planning.

SEE ALSO:
SERG8120 Create detail planning

sera

MANUAL

SERH8780 Finish and invoice projects
PURPOSE:
Completing of finished quantities and invoicing according to the predetermined price of the project.

The price, quantity and description of the invoice for a “fixed price” project are predetermined. This program generates the actual invoice based on that
information. Invoicing can be done in parts.

sera

MANUAL

SERH8990 Change stock forecast
PURPOSE:
Fine tuning of the delivery times for the demand from sales and production against the supply from stock, production and purchasing.

A summary of the stock forecast per part is provided (See also: SERA6910 Summary stock forecast). Sometimes supply and demand are not in tune as
a result of wrong delivery times, i.e. a production order is planned too late, a purchase order is delivered too early or because the delivery date of a sales
order is entered too optimistically.
This program offers a quick way to fine-tune the delivery dates of all of the above mentioned orders, provided that the user has access to the programs to
change these orders through the standard menu.
When the delivery time of a production part is changed, the delivery times of the required materials and the planned jobs will automatically be changed.

sera

MANUAL

SERZ8610 Enter dossiers
PURPOSE:
Entry of general customer related dossiers.

Dossiers are used as a sort of order number to which costs can be booked without the need of income generated from invoices, etc. By using dossiers
per customer and/or subject, the time spent and costs made can be followed more precisely compared to when there would only be a general work type
or a general cost type.
A dossier number can be referred to during entry of journals, purchase invoices and hours. It is possible to generate income on a dossier by creating a
direct invoice afterwards.
The helpdesk is a special form of dossier. When a dossier number starts with the code 'HELP', the helpdesk-hours will automatically be booked on the
dossier.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6510 Enter purchase orders
SERA3040 Enter purchase invoices
SERA3010 Enter journals - fixed
SERA7510 Direct invoicing / credit
SERA8110 Enter hours
SERB0310 Enter problems

sera

MANUAL

UTIL0200 Overzicht recordlayouts
DOEL :

sera

MANUAL

UTIL0500 Data utilities
PURPOSE:
Several utilities are provided to test or establish integrity between different tables.

DATA CONVERSION
Sometimes are data converted from an old system. Each software has it's own architecture and it's own modules. Some data are just not available. Anyhow the
old system doesn't have the same integrity checks. The utilities can help to connect data from old sources together into the new system and to set the integrity
checks.
SWITCHING ON A NEW MODULE
The second example above is only valid in case the stock system is switched to ON-LINE. In case it is, the system will prevent manual posting on the account,
invoices to receive. Otherwise the 2 figures wouldn't match anymore. As long as the stock system is set to OFF-LINE the system won't make any posting at all, so
there is no matching. Running program UTIL0850 will set the integrity.
RESTORING A BACKUP
Hopefully it will never occur, but it can be necessary once to restore a backup. It's almost impossible to reconstruct all manual entries for a whole complete
company since the most recent backup was made. If it's possible to restore only 1 or 2 data base files, it's much better. The utilities can help to restore integrity.
Missing totals are posted on a difference account. Only the missing entries from those 1 or 2 files have to be re-entered now.
NOTE: Make sure that both data base files and indexes are restored from the backup. In case of any doubt: run REINDEX.
CHANGING PARTS GROUPS
Part group are relating parts with their stock to a stock account in the financial administration. When the stock system is set to on-line, all stock changes are
booked on that account. In case that account is changed, the system will not transfer automatically all figures to the new account. Maybe there are just some stock
movements done elsewhere in the company or other (unchanged) groups are reffering the same account. Program UTIL0850 will make the connection.

EXCLUSIVE USAGE
The integrity checks can only be done, when nobody is adding or changing data. The programs can only be used, when no other users are active.

UTIL0850 - Connect stock <> general ledger
By switching stock ‘ON LINE’ all stock mutations, invoices, finished production jobs and goods receipts are on line processed into the financial administration
according the accounts and departments as mentioned in the part groups. Goods receipts are debited on a stock or cost account. The credit is posted on an
account called ‘invoices to receive’. This account is settled as soon as the actual invoice is received. That account and department has to be entered in case
stock is switched to on line.
In case the system was already used before, program UTIL0850 will make the required postings to match the value of the stock and the goods receipts without
an invoice with the general ledger. Stock differences are posted on the stock and the material usage account from the part group file. Differences in ‘invoices to
receive’ are posted on the account ‘invoices to receive’ against the difference account from the company file. (See A212). Both type of differences are posted with a
journal called ‘L085’. It’s recommended to analyze the differences before running UTIL0850.

UTIL0840 - Check financial administration
This program reports all differences as described with UTIL0850, but no actual posting are made. It also checks the integrity between the subledgers, DEBTORS
and CREDITORS and the GENERAL LEDGER. Differences can be solved by program UTIL0500.

UTIL0500 - Fix financial administration
This program restores all connections between the debtors, creditors and general ledger. Un-balanced journals are balanced, by making a posting on the
difference-account. This account has to be cleared by doing the missing entries manually.
Check and repairs are done at:
Subject
Debtors <> general ledger

Check
Total per period / journal / currency

Reference
SERA-DEB01 in general ledger

Debtors <> general ledger
Debtors VAT <> general ledger
Creditors <> general ledger
Creditors VAT <> general ledger
Debtors
Creditors
ledger
Journals

Total per period / journal / currency
Total per period / journal / currency
Total per period / journal / currency
Open amounts <> all amounts
Open amounts <> all amounts
Open amounts <> all amounts

SERA-DEB02 in general ledger
SERA-CRE01 in general ledger
SERA-CRE02 in general ledger
Status
Status
Status

Balance per period / journal / currency

-

UTIL0510 - Check invoices <> debtors
This program checks if all invoices are processed into the debtors file. In case an invoice is found without a match, the status can be set to 'unprocessed' .
Processing can be done with program C344.

UTIL0800 - Recover stock/order administration
This utility checks all details from trade orders, stock, work orders, commitments. Obsolete reservations and commitments are removed and the totals in the
parts file are adjusted.

UTIL0860 - Connect assets with general ledger
Bookvalues from the fixed assets module are counted and matched with the general ledger. Differences are posted on the difference-account.

UTIL0590 - Corruption check on databases
This program doesn't make any correction. It only checks if data base files are technically OK and if they are not affected by virusses. It also checks if a data base
and it's indexes has become slow, because there are too many deleted records.

UTIL2520 - Reprocess sales invoices
This program reposts all sales invoices of a certain period. All previous posting are removed.

UTIL2550 - Rebuild sales statistics
This program does the same as UTIL2520, but it only updates the sales statistics. It doesn't update the debtors file and the general ledger.

sera

MANUAL

UTIL3500 Re-plan work orders
PURPOSE:
The existing capacity planning is removed and all jobs are re-planned based on the available capacity.

sera

MANUAL

UTIL7010 Change parts conversion file
PURPOSE:
Create / change a file to convert remote part numbers into local part numbers during EDI

The file can be maintained both at the receiving and sending side. It is often used between a commercial side and a production plant. Commercial
numbers won't change that fast, while the production will add maybe frequently a version number to make sure



sera

MANUAL

UTIL7020 Change employee conversion file
PURPOSE:
Create / change a file to convert remote employee numbers into local employee numbers during EDI.

The conversion file is called when remote files like hours, agenda etc. are received and processed.



sera

MANUAL

UTIL7110 Summary unconfirmed purchases
PURPOSE:
This program gives information about the status of purchase EDI requests to a remote sales office.

The program show requests without a confirmation and request with a rejection and the reasons for rejection.

sera

MANUAL

UTIL7120 Confirm purchase orders
PURPOSE :
Confirm or reject purchase requests from remote companies. In case of rejection remarks can be added.

Received purchase orders are processed into a requisition file. This program is used to accept the orders into the sales files or to reject the requests. By
switching on parameter SERA\PARAMET\PURCACC.PAR all orders that have a correct delivery time are accepted automatically. Wrong prices are
overwritten.



sera

MANUAL

UTIL7130 Delete cancelled sales orders
PURPOSE :
Delete all sales orders for which no longer an EDI purchase exists.

Run this program on regular basis, to avoid that the main office is going to purchase or produce goods for which there is no longer a requirement.



sera
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UTIL7150 Print delivery date change requests on EDI orders
PURPOSE :
Foreward requests from EDI customers to suppliers on directly purchased orders.

The EDI customer needs to create the PCH*.* variable forms for change requests. The request is transferred by EDI and the connected purchase order is
marked.
This program prints the marked requests for delivery date changes to the supplier.
A local PCH*.* set of variable forms is required too.

sera

MANUAL

UTIL7310 Change delivery times per part
PURPOSE :
Changes in delivery times have to be sent to remote sides by EDI.

This information is important in case delivery times are changing at the central warehouse and the local warehouse uses an automatic minimum level
calculation.
Suppose the delivery time (lead-time) changes from 8 weeks to 5 weeks: The actual purchase orders from the remote side are correct. The new delivery
time is only valid for new shortages. We don't want the minimum stock program to calculate that there is too much on order because of reduced delivery
times. The changed lead-time processed gradiently into the parts file.

sera

MANUAL

UTIL7370 Commit stock to remote sales orders
PURPOSE :
Commit stock to sales orders which were received by EDI from a remote company to be shipped from this warehouse.

This option is used in case the remote users don't commit stock themselves.

sera

MANUAL

UTIL7380 Print shipping lists for remote
PURPOSE :
Print a shipping list on remote orders, that are going to be shipped from this warehouse.



sera
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UTIL7390 Confirm shipments on remote orders
PURPOSE :
Write off / depreciate shipped stock and prepare an invoice proposal for the remote company.

The remote company is printing the final invoice after receiving the EDI file with the shipment information. Program SERB3400 has to be used by the
remote company to print the invoices.

sera

MANUAL

UTIL7510 Accept received parts data
PURPOSE :
Accept changed or new parts from a remote company into the own parts file.

The information is received by EDI and stored in a temporarily file. Util7510 gives the possibillity to change, accept or reject the parts.

sera

MANUAL

UTIL7600 Accept received goods
PURPOSE :
Move goods from an administrative warehouse ER to actual stock.

Goods shipped by EDI are booked into quarantine stock of warehouse ER at the receiving side. As soon as the physical stock arrives the goods can be
released from ER to the free stock in the actual warehouse.

sera

MANUAL

UTIL7710 Create communication scripts
PURPOSE:
Instruction how to exchange information between remote SERA computers.

There are different ways to set up communication between 2 computer systems. It depends on the type and quantity of information that has to be
exchanged, the ownership of the computers and information, communication costs, facilities, distance etc. which setup is the best solution.

Main types are:
1.

On line information exchange.
A permanent or a temporary line connects 2 Computers. Both computers can run without each other. This type of communication is used in case
you want to ask information from or to enter information into a remote computer. Examples are surfing on the Internet, calling a bulletin board
system or telebanking.

2.

Wide area network
A central computer contains information. It's called the server. Workstations can be connected to the main computer by a dedicated line or by a
chosen line. It's only possible to do the job as long as the line is open. An example is a branch that is connected to the head office by a permanent
open data line or a sales representative, who calls by modem the office to type in his reports. Sera provides also tools to use the Internet for
communication.

3.

EDI - electronic data interchange
This type of communication is used to exchange data between 2 independent computer systems. The information has a predefined structure, which
makes it possible that the data after preparation can be sent automatically.
It's possible to transfer data directly between the 2 computers that are connected at the same moment. Examples are data transfer by PC-Anywhere
or automatic down loading of actual information from the Internet.
It's also possible to send the information to a third computer, a so-called mailbox. It's not necessary to be connected at the same time. The first
computer can send the information to the mailbox even if the second computer is not available. The second computer can collect the information at
any moment even if the first computer is not available. Examples are sending email, exchanging trade information according the EDIFACT standard
or sending electronic tax applications.

This program L771 is about data exchange by EDI.
Electronic data interchange is done according standards. There are public standards like EDIFACT for all kind of trading information and there are private
standards. This chapter describes a private standard for communication between 2 SERA computers.
STEPS IN SERA - EDI
1. Collect information
A script file contains information about the type of information to collect, the frequency of collection and destination of the data. This file can be updated
with the program of this chapter, L771. A program called CCAT.EXE is located both in the \SERA directory (dos-version) and in the \SERAWIN directory
(windows version). CCAT is checking every minute the script file, if an EDI file has to be filled with information.
The collected information is placed as CCAT*.* files in the directory \SEND\<NAME>. Each destination gets an own directory <NAME>. The name is
entered in the script file and the directory is created automatically.
2. Send collected information
There are several ways to send the information.
OVER A LOCAL OR WIDE AREA NETWORK.
A disk drive in the "drive\modem\email" field in the script file (f.i. G: or H:) will make that CCAT.EXE will skip the step of placing the information in the
\SEND\<NAME>. The information is placed directly in the \REC\<NAME> directory on the destination disk.
AWLAN (PC-ANYWHERE)
This program can run in host and in remote mode. The remote needs to have Awlan procedures and operation (.OPR) files that are telling:
-which modem number to use
-which files to send from the local \SEND\<NAME> directory to the remote \REC\<NAME> directory
-which files to collect from the remote \SEND\<NAME> and to place into the local \REC\<NAME>.
The "drive\modem\email" field in the script file is left BLANK.

EMAIL
Ccat.exe will prepare an email in the directory \CCATMAIL\OUT. The "drive\modem\email" field in the script file has to contain an email address like
<user>@<server>.
The prepared email has an encrypted attachment, that contains the files from \SEND\<NAME> as a <NAME>.ZIP file. The mail server Mdaemon will
take care for shipment to the Internet.
Receive information
Information can be received in different ways.
OVER A LOCAL OR WIDE AREA NETWORK.
The Ccat.exe of the remote computer has placed the data in the local \REC\<NAME> directory.
AWLAN
A session of Awlan will not only send but also receive files.
EMAIL
Mdaemon will collect email. The email has an attachment that contains data. The attachment is automatically placed in the \CCATMAIL\IN directory as
an encrypted ZIP file.
Process received information
Ccat.exe will check if there are data files received in the \REC\<NAME> directories or email attachments in the \CCATMAIL\IN directory. Ccat will unzip
and decrypt the <NAME>.ZIP attachments from that directory to the \REC\<NAME> directories.
The received files have extra information like hash-totals to check if the data were not corrupted during transmission. They also contain instructions for
ccat.exe how to handle the data. Ccat will process the data into Sera according those instructions.
The Ccat program has a lot of safety procedures. You don't have to worry about sending data 2 times. Ccat will only update once.

SCRIPTS / TRANSMISSION FILES
A script file requires information for selection of data and also for processing the data at the other side. It depends on the type of script if all information
is actually used, but it's recommended to fill in all fields. Program L771 will not check if the information is correct: enter the data with extra care.
customer # of remote
This number is required for processing purchase orders, sales information, financial data etc. It has to be an existing number in the customer file. See
SERA1110 Create customers.
area # of remote
This number is required for processing purchase orders, sales information, financial data etc. It has to be an existing number in the customer file. See
sera2310 create area codes
supplier # of remote
This number is required for processing purchase orders, sales orders, stock information, financial data etc. It has to be an existing number in the
suppliers file. See sera1010 create suppliers .
user # of remote
The user number is used to check data integrity and to track the source of information. If the field is blank, the system will use 'START'' as the user
code.
current account # of remote
This account is required to post receivable or payable amounts on in case financial transactions are transmitted or in case financial transactions are
created while processing EDI files. Transactions are created when goods are shipped etc. The number has to be an existing number in the general
ledger accounts file. See sera1210 create legder accounts
company # of remote
This number is required in case financial transactions are transmitted or in case financial transactions are created by processing files. The number has
to be an existing number in the company file. See sera2110 create companies.
warehouse #
This number is required for processing purchase orders, sales orders, stock/parts information etc. It has to be an existing number. See SERA1910 Enter
stores
remote numbers:
we have customer # at remote
we have area #'
we have supplier # at remote
we have user# at remote
we have current account at remote
data are at disk
we have company # at remote
warehouse #

These are the numbers at the other computer. Do a double check that the numbers are correct!
directory to send/receive files
A program called CCAT.EXE is located both in the \SERA directory (dos-version) and in the \SERAWIN directory (windows version). CCAT is checking
every minute the script file, if an EDI file has to be filled with information. The collected information is placed as CCAT*.* files in the directory \SEND\
<NAME>. Each destination gets an own directory <NAME>. Fill in the <NAME> in this field.
disk, modem or mail address
Information can be received in different ways:
OVER A LOCAL OR WIDE AREA NETWORK
-enter the disk name like H: or J:
BY AWLAN
-leave this field blank. An Awlan procedure file will contain the modem number.
BY EMAIL
- enter an email number like <user>@<server>.com
frequency in seconds
Data can be collected and sent every xx seconds. Enter the number of seconds in this field.

3600
86400

every hour
every day

604800
2500000

every week
every month

NOTE:
Ccat.exe will prepare Awlan instructions according the first file that has to be transmitted. So if Awlan is used in the remote (active) mode and there are
several hosts, the first actual script determines what session is started. In that case: make sure that the frequencies are always more than the total time
required to finish all sessions. Otherwise the system will only start the session involved with the script that has a frequency that is too short.
sailing time of goods in days
This field is used by exchanging purchase orders and confirmations on sales orders. Fill in the number of days that goods are shipped or the number of
days the goods are hold until a full truck is reached etc. The system will change the delivery time for the shipping side some days earlier than the
receiving side.
program to run before
Mention a script as listed below here.
last successful transmission date
This field is filled by CCAT.EXE. By changing it, you can re-send older data. This can be useful in case the remote lost data, data were corrupted or
there were some bookings made in older periods. Ccat.exe will always check that records are processed only once. So putting back the data will never
cause a problem.
last record
This field is also filled by CCAT.EXE. It has the same purpose as the last successful transmission date. In some cases a date is the best selection:
financial figures, sales orders etc. In other cases the record number: customers, parts etc. Change both fields in case of any doubt.
SCRIPTS
Scripts have the same name as the files that they are preparing in the \SEND\<NAME> directory unless an other name is mentioned. The file names
have to be entered in the *.OPR file in case Awlan is used. Some scripts don't prepare a file at all. The just do some preparation in your own files.

SCRIPTS TO PURCHASE STOCK FROM A CENTRAL WAREHOUSE AND TO MOVE TO A LOCAL WAREHOUSE

CCATPURC

-

Collect purchase orders

This script collects purchase orders that have to be send to a remote supplier. The purchase orders can be created by the regular Sera programs or by
script CCATAUTP.

CCATMINS

-

Calculate minimum stock level

The rules are entered with UTIL7810 Change stock calculation parameters
Use this script as a preparation for CCATAUTP. There is NO transmission file involved.

CCATLEAD

-

Collect lead time changes

This script is important in case delivery times are changing at the central warehouse and the local warehouse uses an automatic minimum level
calculation. Suppose the delivery time (lead-time) changes from 8 weeks to 5 weeks: The actual purchase orders from the remote side are correct. The
new delivery time is only valid for new shortages. We don't want the CCATMINS program to calculate that we have too much in order because of reduced
delivery times. The changed lead-time is processed gradiently into the parts file. The frequency of sending has to be at least once per week. See
UTIL7310 Change delivery times per part

CCATAUTP

-

Create automatic purchase orders

This script creates orders to purchase goods from the remote user. The method is the same as described in SERA6680 Automatic purchase orders.
Script CCATMINS can be used to re-calculate the minimum stock level first. There is NO transmission file involved with this program.

CCATCONF

-

Collect confirmations on purchase orders.

Received purchase orders are processed into a requisition file. Program UTIL7120 Confirm purchase orders is used to accept the orders into the sales
files or to reject the orders. By switching on parameter \SERA\PARAMET\PURCACC.PAR all orders that have a correct delivery time are accepted
automatically. Wrong prices are overwritten.

CCATACOM

-

Commit stock and invoice sales orders

It’s possible to transfer goods with EDI from one owner (company) to another company without moving the goods physically. This occurs in a central
warehouse that contains goods for several companies or departments. The ccatacom script takes care for committing and invoicing the goods
automatically. It has to be processed before CCATSHIP. There is NO transmission file involved.

CCATSHIP

-

Create shipments on sales orders

Purchases from a remote are processed to a regular sales order with the remote as a customer. Stock can be committed, shipped and invoiced with the
regular programs. The CCATSHIP script collects the new invoices / shipments for sending them to the receiving company. The goods are placed in the
quarantine stock in warehouse "ER". All financial postings like booking the purchase invoice, payment to the current account, stock, price differences,
currencies etc. are done automatically at the receiving side. The sales invoice is paid against the current account at the shipping side. Make sure that all
fields regarding customer / supplier numbers, current accounts etc. are filled.
The receiving side has to use program UTIL7600 Accept received goods to release the goods to free stock as soon as the physical goods have arrived.
If there is a parameter \SERA\PARAMET\SAMESAME.PAR at the receiving side, the goods are booked immediately into the free stock at the same
location as the shipping side. Only the company code and the owner ship of the goods are changed. This occurs in a central warehouse that contains
goods for several companies.
A parameter \SERA\PARAMET\FREESTOC.PAR has to contain the codes of the suppliers from which stock can be accepted without any check into
free stock. The supplier code(s) have to be entered like:
*1234*

- between asterixes and without any blanks.

SCRIPTS FOR ORDERING A REMOTE WAREHOUSE TO SHIP GOODS DIRECTLY TO THE CUSTOMER
CCATSALE

-

Collect sales orders

This script collects sales orders that have to be shipped from a remote warehouse to a customer. This option is used in case the warehouse takes care
for the commitments and shipping orders. Programs involved are:
UTIL7370 Commit stock to remote sales orders
UTIL7380 Print shipping lists for remote
UTIL7390 Confirm shipments on remote orders

CCATCOMM

-

Collect commitments

The selling side itself can also commit the stock from the remote warehouse in case the stock information is created by sending CCATMOVE from the
remote warehouse. This option can only be used in case there are no other sides connected to the warehouse.
The system will print a picking list at the remote side during processing of the received file. Further handling of the commitments can be done at the
remote by UTIL7390 Confirm shipments on remote orders

CCATINVO

-

Collect invoice information for shipments

This script is used in case the ordering company and the shipping company are the same. The information is sent from the shipping side to the ordering
side. As soon as the file is transmitted, CCAT.EXE will create an invoice to customer. Use Sera3400 to print the invoices.

CCATINV3

-

Collect invoice information for 3rd party shipments

This script is used in case the ordering company and the shipping company are NOT the same. The system will take care for all financial bookings
involved.

CCATMOVE

-

Create movement Information

This script will collect the stock movements from a remote warehouse. The actual stock will be rebuild from the movements at the receiving company.

CCATSTOC

-

Collect quarantine stock information

Ccatstoc is required to send information about the quality status of stock. It has to be planned as an additional script to CCATMOVE. It's not required if
no quarantine options are used at all.

CCATOBSO

-

Collect obsolete stock and move it to another warehouse.

This script doesn't create a file that can is sent to a remote. It only collects obsolete stock from a regular warehouse and moves it to a special
warehouse. The stock information of the special warehouse can be distributed by CCATMOVE to inform other group companies. See UTIL7760 Create
obsolete stock parameters for an explanation of the calculation parameters. The warehouse numbers are taking from the entries from that program and
NOT from the script.

CCATRPUR

-

Collect purchase orders

CCATRPUR is used to send purchase order information to a remote warehouse. This information can be used when the goods are received in the remote
warehouse.

CCATGOOD

-

Create goods receipts information

This script is used in case goods are received at the remote warehouse and the purchase invoices are booked at the parent company. The received
quantities are sent with this script from the warehouse to the remote accounting department.

OTHER SCRIPTS
CCATPART

-

Collect changed / new parts information

The ccatpart script is used to send parts from a central warehouse / company to a remote, ordering company.
The transmission file is called CCATPRTS.DBF.
The receiving company can use UTIL7510 Accept received parts data to process the data into the parts file.
CCATFSTO

-

Collect information about free stock

The part number conversion file is not used with this script. It can be used in case lines or a central warehouse want to inform other lines about their
stock. The stock quantity is calculated by counting the quarantine, reserved and commited stock and deducting sales and production requirements.
Warehouses that are marked as "own stock" and that are NOT remote are counted. Stock information from other branches is distributed too in case
there is a parameter file \sera\paramet\HEADOFFICE.PAR.
The stock is booked at the other side in warehouse "ED". This warehouse is created by CCAT.EXE. Each time new information is received, the old stock
is removed and the new information is processed in stead.
The city from the company address (see SERA0810 Change company data) is used as a lot number. The lot number can be changed by creating file
\SERA\PARAMET\CCATFSTO.PAR. Enter a name of max. 10 positions in this file.
It is not possible to commit stock from the "ED" warehouse. Use Ccatmove in case you need that option.
This script is only used to give others information about stock elsewhere.
Removing remote stock information:
Run CCAT.EXE with a parameter /CS-<LOT>, where <LOT> stands for the lot number of the remote stock.

CCATIVHS

-

Collect invoice header information

Ccativhs takes care for sending invoice headers to a remote. This script is used in case a branch creates invoices but further administration is done at a
head office. The received invoices are only processed into the invoice file. No further financial processing is done. Use other scripts to send stock and
financial information. Use this script always in combination with CCATIVLS and CCATSTAT.

CCATIVLS
See script CCATIVHS.

-

Collect invoice lines information

CCATSTAT

-

Collect sales statistics

-

Collect general ledger information

See script CCATIVHS.
CCATGENL

This script will collect automatically the booking from the actual period and the previous period. In case older periods have to be sent too, you have to
change the financial period with program A222. (See SERA2210 Enter booking periods). Put an asterix * into the field "Entry allowed?". Ccatgenl will
collect this period too. The mark will be put back to "N" automatically after collection.
CCATDEBT

-

Collect debtors information

CCATCRED

-

Collect creditors information

CCATCURR

-

Collect currencies

CCATMATB

-

Collect bills of material information

CCATDOCS

-

Collect documents information

CCATCISS

-

Collect sales information

Ccatciss will collect statistical information about commercial activities as entered by SERI1810 Sales information-system. There are 2 files involved:
CCATCISS.DBF and CCATCISS.DBT.
CCATAGEN

-

Collect agenda dbt

There are 2 files: CCATAGEN.DBF and CCATAGEN.DBT
CCATPROG

-

Collect progression list

CCATHOUR

-

Collect hours

Use UTIL7020 Change employee conversion file when the employee numbers between the 2 sides are different.
CCATPERS

-

Collect employees

Don't use this script in case different employees of the remote have the same numbers as the local employees. The remote has to enter the employees
manually with an other number. The conversion has to be entered with UTIL7020 Change employee conversion file.
CCATCASH

-

Collect cash forecast

CCATMRPL

-

Collect master plan

This script can be used to collect production forecast from remote branch to a main production plant.
CCATRSAL
CCATRSA1

-

Collect trade orders - short
Collect trade orders - extended

These scripts are used at a remote sales office or at the computer of a sales representative to send orders to the main office. The extended version
transfers all details of an order. The short version will only send the most basic information like customer, part, quantity, price and delivery date. All other
information is added by the system from the basic data from the customer file.
Use the extended version in case shipment addresses, payterms etc. have to be changed sometimes by the remote. The short version works very well
with the Sera interfaces for hand terminals like Psion.
Part numbers are NOT converted.
CCATREPA

-

Collect repair orders / warranty claims at a branche

CCATREPH

-

Collect repair orders at the head office for answers to branches

These scripts are used to communicate repair / warranty information from a branch to a head office.
Parts, suppliers and cause/complaint codes have to be the same at the branche and at the head office.
The head office is leading for the result (warranty or not) and the user defined repair fields 6 – 10. The other fields are dominated by the branch. The
customer number is important in the head office script CCATREPH and the supplier number in the branch script CCAT REPA.
The repair entry / change programs are asking for an additional supplier number at the branch. This number represents the brand name in case the head
office did not produce the part themselves.
Fields are available to print the number and name of the customer of the branch at the head office. The customer number is not required in the customer
file at the head office.

DATA TRANSFER IN A NETWORK
Ccat.exe will take care for data-transfer in a LAN or a WAN, as soon as the frequency from the script tells to do so.
Create a batch file CCATREMO.BAT
:1
F:
CD\SERA
CCAT.EXE

or CD\SERAWIN

GOTO 1
NOTE:
Don't create and run this batch file in case you are also using Awlan for transfer of files. Network transfer will be done together with the preparation of the
files that have to be transferred by Awlan.

DATA TRANSFER BY AWLAN (PC-ANYWHERE)
Awlan works with a host side in a waiting state and a remote side that starts to call.
REMOTE MODE -

calling side

Create a user called EDI in AWLAN. Create an automatic procedure for each host that has to be called. A procedure uses an operation file called
*.OPR.
Parameter settings of a procedure:
Date and time ALLWAYS AND NOW
On error CONTINUE SESSION
The procedures have the same name as the names of the subdirectories \SEND\<NAME> and \REC\<NAME>.
The operation files are containing the files to transfer. (Wild cards are not allowed.) Operation files have the ASCII / TXT format. You can use all editors
that handle this format to create or change an operation file.
All files that have to be transferred to or from a host, even if they have different transfer frequencies, can be mentioned in the SAME operation file. If
Ccat.exe didn't prepare some of the files, the ERROR-setting of the automatic procedure will ignore the missing files.
Sample of an *.OPR file used by Awlan.
hostsend v:\send\<name>\ccatinfo.dbf w:\rec\<name>\ccatinfo.dbf
hostsend v:\send\<name>\ccatagen.dbf w:\rec\<name>\ccatagen.dbf
hostsend v:\send\<name>\ccatagen.dbt w:\rec\<name>\ccatagen.dbt
hostsend v:\send\<name>\ccatprog.dbf w:\rec\<name>\ccatprog.dbf
remotesend w:\send\<name>\ccatinfo.dbf v:\rec\<name>\ccatinfo.dbf
remotesend w:\send\<name>\ccatagen.dbf v:\rec\<name>\ccatagen.dbf
remotesend w:\send\<name>\ccatagen.dbt v:\rec\<name>\ccatagen.dbt
Make sure that file CCATINFO.DBF is mentioned both in the HOSTSEND and the REMOTESEND part. This file contains information for the other side
about dates and record numbers that have been successfully received and processed. The file is created by Ccat.exe.
CCATREMO.BAT controls the process of collecting and transferring data.
:1
F:
CD\SERA
OR CD\SERAWIN
CCAT.EXE /R
CALL CCATJOB.BAT
GOTO 1
DON'T FORGET THE /R (REMOTE) PARAMETER WITH CCAT.EXE.
This parameter takes care that only those files that are going to be transferred in the next Awlan run are prepared. Other files are prepared just before the
next run. Take care that the frequencies in the scripts are long enough to handle all hosts in case there are more than one.
The batch file will run permanently. CCATJOB.BAT is a batch file that is created by Ccat.exe. It's based on file \SERA\PARAMET\CCATJOB.PAR
F:
CD\AWLAN
AWLAN -I=EDI -O=R -M=P -N=<NAME>
DEL \SEND\<NAME>\*.DB*
CCAT.EXE replaces the variable <NAME> with the name of the subdirectory.
In case the transfer frequencies from the script file don't require any communication, CCATJOB.BAT will be left empty and AWLAN will not be started
until the transfer frequency tells to do so.
HOST MODE

-

waiting side

Make a BATCH-FILE called CCATHOST.BAT.
Modify AUTOEXEC.BAT and and a line: CALL CCATHOST.BAT
Create a user called "EDI" in AWLAN. Set Awlan to do a WARM-reboot when connection is lost.
Sample of ccathost.bat
F:
CD\SERA
OR CD\SERAWIN
CCAT.EXE
AWLAN -I=EDI -O=H -M=W

Ccat.exe will prepare data for transmission.
As soon as ccat.exe is finished, AWLAN is launched. It will go to the host status, waiting for a remote to login.
When the remote calls, files from the remote are placed in the \REC\<NAME> directory. The files that are prepared by Ccat.exe in the \SEND\<NAME>
directory are transferred to the remote \REC\<NAME> directory.
The system will reboot after the transfer is done and the process is repeated. Ccat.exe will first process the data that were received a few minutes ago
before preparing new data.

DATA TRANSFER BY E-MAIL
Sera will use the Mdaemon package to send and receive data exchanged between 2 remote Sera users.
Mdaemon is a 3rd party product that can be down loaded from the Internet. A license number is required after 30 days of evaluation.
Create a batch file CCATREMO.BAT and run it together with Mdaemon.
:1
F:
CD\SERA
CCAT.EXE
GOTO 1

or CD\SERAWIN

NOTE:
Don't create and run this batch file in case you are also using Awlan for transfer of files. The emails are created together with the preparation of the files
that have to be transferred by Awlan.

MDAEMON - SETTINGS
All settings are standard. Just follow the installation wizard and don't change or enter anything unless it's instructed below.

ACCOUNTS - NEW
·

Tab-account

Enter real name and mailbox name as <user> , where user is the name in your email number. For instance <user>@formnet.com
·

Tab-mailbox

NOTE: Take care that Mdaemon is the program that collects incoming email. Data will not be automatically processed in case an other program
collects mail.
The file directory has to be changed into <D:>\CCATMAIL\IN, where <D:> is the drive where the Sera data are stored.
Switch on ''enable automatic extraction of Mime encoded attachments".
The attached data have to be unattached and unzipped into to the \REC\<REMOTE> directories.

SETUP - PRIMARY DOMAIN
·

Tab-domain and gateway settings

Leave domain name = company.mail and IP 127.0.0.1 unless you have a fixed IP address and a real domain name like microsoft.com. (No binding!)
Gateway host. Make sure that the word mail is added like mail.formet.com in case your provider is called formnet.com.
(Some providers are using the word pop instead of mail.)
·

Tab-directories

The RAW files directory has to be changed into <D:>\CCATMAIL\OUT, where <D:> is the drive where the Sera data are located.

SEND / RECEIVE SCHEDULER
·

What day? Mark the days that email is sent and press the >> button.

·

Who's in Control Of Remote Mail? Switch on the 'Scheduler determines….' Option.

·

Options. Switch on Always send mail if there's 1 (one!) or more messages….

RAS DIALUP / DIALDOWN
·

Tab-ISP logon settings

Enter the logon name and password as given by your internet provider.
DomainPOP Mail Collection
·

Tab-account

Pop server: Make sure that the word pop is added. Enter pop.formnet.com in case formnet.com is your internet provider.

Miscellaneous Options
Make sure that the (last) option 'Process/Check for mail when server is first loaded' is ENABLED.
MDAEMON - LIVE
Make sure that the modem is switched on.
You can start to run immediately by using the menu option queues: Process now.
SERA SETTINGS
SCRIPT FILE - L771 / L772

Change the field DISK, MODEM, EMAIL TO SEND TO into the email address of the remote. F.i. sera@wxs.nl
NOTE: The mail server is case sensitive, so don't use upper case unless required.
NEW DIRECTORIES
Create <D:> \CCATMAIL, where <D:> is the drive on which the Sera data are located.
Create also <D:>\CCATMAIL\IN and <D:>\CCATMAIL\OUT.

ADDRESS.PAR
Create a parameter called \ccatmail\address.par and put your own email-address in it, like <myname>@provider.com
CCAT.EXE
CCAT.EXE can be used for communication in a network, per modem (PC-Anywhere) and per Internet-mail. It depends on the setting in the script field
"DISK, MODEM, EMAIL TO SEND TO", what procedure is used.
In case there is only email used the system won't need the host or send status. Ccat can be started without a parameter.
The steps that CCAT takes for email scripts are:
1. Check on received email in the \CCATMAIL\IN directory. This mail has the ZIP format, but the extension can have any Z** name. The zip's are
unpacked to the \REC\<REMOTE> directory.
2.

Data received from the remote and stored in the \REC\<REMOTE> directory are processed.

3.

4.

New data to send to the remote are prepared in the \SEND\<REMOTE> directories.

Ccat packs the data from the \SEND\<REMOTE> directories to the ZIP format into the \CCATMAIL\OUT directory. The ZIP-files are named
<REMOTE>.Z**, where the Z** extension is automatically created in order not to overwrite previous and not yet over the Internet transferred files. A
*.RAW file is created together with the ZIP-file. This *.RAW file contains mail and the *.Z** attachment instructions for MDAEMON. The Zip files are
scrambled and protected by a computer generated password in order to prevent unauthorized usage during Internet transfer.

PKZIP / PKUNZIP

PKZIP and PKUNZIP are called by CCAT.EXE. (Legal) copies have to be placed in the \CCATMAIL directory.
NOTE:
It may happen that the dos-box for running pkzip and pkunzip will not close automatically: press the Icon and choose properties. Mark the tick box
"Close on exit".
HANDLING NON- SERA MAIL
If you don't have a reserved email address for transferring data, Mdaemon will receive other messages too. You can read these messages with your
regular mail-program by changing the account settings or adding a new account.
Example for Outlook Express by Microsoft:
Choose ACCOUNTS within the TOOLS MENU and add a new account. Just follow the wizard and fill in all data as if it was a regular connecting to your
mail server. The only exception is the server for incoming mail. Make this a POP3 server and change the server name from pop.<name>.<ext> to
127.0.0.1 , which is the internal internet address for Mdaemon.
As long as Mdaemon is running Outlook Express will collect new mail that has been received by Mdaemon.

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS
The contents of the parameter files are not important. In case the parameter files are available the system will act as follows:
\SERA\PARAMET\CCATFILE.PAR
A log file is created in \CCAT. This file contains information about files that are processed and prepared for transmission.
\SERA\PARAMET\SUCCES.PAR
Ccat.exe assumes that a prepared file is successfully transmitted. The program is not waiting for a file Ccatinfo. This can be useful in case there is only
a one way data transfer. This option can be dangerous because the system will not check for missing periods or series of records from a file.
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MANUAL

UTIL7760 Create obsolete stock parameters
PURPOSE :
Define parameters to select obsolete stock.

The parameters are called by an EDI script called CCATOBSO. (See UTIL7710 Create communication scripts) This script collects obsolete stock from
a regular warehouse and moves it to a special warehouse. The stock information of the special warehouse can be distributed to inform other group
companies or clients about special prices.
Parameters to select stock are:
Older than
More than
Not issued since

Stock has to be at least a number of months old
A minimum value to select
Only stock that didn't move during the last months
is selected

Excluded parts can be entered and deleted with UTIL7770.

SEE ALSO:
SERA6930 Overzicht niet gereserveerde voorraad
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MANUAL

UTIL7810 Change stock calculation parameters
PURPOSE :
Define parameters for a periodical automatic recalculation of minumumstock. The minimum figures are used during automatic purchasing by EDI.

See SERC6660 Calculate minimum stock advice.
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EMAIL SETUP

GENERAL
There is a popular way of sending invoices, orders etc. by email by printing them to a pdf-printer
and then send them by email.
Forms like purchase orders, invoices and reports like stock overview, pricelists can also be send
by email directly from Sera. This is more convenient if case series of orders are send and created
(automatic purchasing) and the more customers and suppliers want electronic documents the
more it is interesting when the system does a lot of work.

FILES AND LOCATIONS
\sera\mailer\emailbin

seramail.bat (script to send email)
xps2pdf.exe (converting xps to pdf)
pdf.par OR xps.par (defines the type of attachment)

\sera\mailer\emailout

Reports and attachements to send

\sera\paramet

Bodytext.<lan> for automatic body generation

Note: these files can be found at
http://download.serasoft.com/TOOLS/EMAILBIN/ emailbin.zip
Remove pdf.par in case xps instead of pdf attachments are required

COMPANY EMAIL ADDRESSES
The exact setup of the email server is outside the scope of this manual. Emails can be sent from
3 different addresses like:
1. Sales@yourcompany.com
2. Purchase@yourcompany.com
3. Accounting@yourcompany.com
You can choose other names of keep all 3 the same. Get a password for each of the senders.
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EMAIL SETUP

EXTERNAL FORMS
External forms like invoices are checking the customer or supplier setting.In case an email
address for that form is found the email is completely prepared. There is always a preview, before
final shipping, but you have to realize that not sending is sometimes the same as printing but not
sending an invoice or a purchase order.
Sender
Sales department (1)
Purchase department (2)

Form
Quotation, Order confirmation, Invoice, Pro
Forma
Price request, Purchase order, Orders too late

Accounting (3)(

Statement, Reminder, Payment summary

All other prints from Sera can be send by email too, but the user has to add some information like
email address, subject etc.
In case extra checks or workflow procedures are required: please consult an email expert.

PRINTER
Create or use the Microsoft XPS Document Writer at the server and set the properties as shown
in the example.

Write down the NAME, PORT and DRIVER of the printer.
Probably it is: Microsoft XPS Document Writer, Microsoft XPS Document Writer, XPSport

2
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SERA SETTINGS
Company level
Go to program A082 (at least available in system management menu of user START) and fill in
the name of the email server, the sending address(es), password(s) and the name, driver and port
of the XPS printer.
Addressee level
Go to A102 / A112, change suppliers or customers and change the “INTERNET” field with the
email addresses where the customer or the supplier wants you to send the documents too
User level (email copy)
A user can receive a copy of the sent emails. Set the “C.C. EMAIL” field in A042.

PRINTING
The external forms as mentioned above will select themselves depending on the settings at
company, addressee and user level. Other forms like a stock summary will ask for some
information.

3
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BODY TEXTS
The automatically generated emails like invoices or purchase orders are looking up for
\SERA\PARAMET\BODYTEXT.<LAN>
Keep the texts as simple as possible, because all the information is at the attached document,
It can be text like
Dear Madam, Sir,
Attached you will find our invoice I120056.
Please don’t hesitate to contact us, in case there is any question.
Kind regards
The Food Company
15 Central Road
2456 My City

4
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The form \sera\paramet\bodytext.eng as to be:
<b>Dear Madam, Sir, <b>
Attached you will find our -DOCUMENTPlease don’t hesitate to contact us, in case there is any question.
Kind regards
<b>The Food Company <b>
15 Central Road
2456 My City
Please note that -DOCUMENT- is filled during printing and that HTML code like <b> is used.
Other HTML like <br> for linefeeds and <html> <body> are added automatically in case they are
not there. Any other tags can be added by you if you like.

5
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FAST PURCHASE INVOICES

ENTRY WITHOUT PDF FILES
Just select the supplier and add the requested information. If the supplier is not used before, the program
will ask for the VAT percentage in order to calculate the VAT amount. It will also ask for the preferred
general ledger account and the preferred department.
This information is stored after the first invoice. In A108 it can be adjusted or predefined.
C304 can speed up the entry of simple invoices significantly!

1
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FAST PURCHASE INVOICES

ENTRY WITH PDF FILES
Electronic documents can be stored in \sera\mailer\purchase\received.
When the C304 is opened, a list with those documents will appear. As soon as the invoice is posted, the
file will be removed from the RECEIVED directory and copied to \sera\mailer\purchase\POSTED. The
document will get the number of the invoice. The document can be opened again with programs
B321,B322 and A320
AUTOMATIC READING OF PDF FILES
In the basic setting, the user can only make a connection with the document, but information like supplier,
date and amount has to be entered manually.
By installing PDF2TXTOCR.exe in \sera\mailer\emailbin the system starts to read the information from a
PDF-document. After the first invoice it will recognize where the supplier, the amount, the invoice
number etc. can be found.
If all the information seems to be correct, only a user confirmation is required to do a complete posting.
Missing or wrong information (like a date in a closed period) has to be entered manually.
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GOODS IMPORT

DESCRIPTION
Sometimes there are heave regulations regarding imported goods. Sometimes there are heave charges
like duties and freight. In those cases, the standard costing and price differences as provided in Sera will
give to big differences between the actual costs and the stock value. This method offers a solution.
When imported goods are received they cannot be sold UNTIL all invoices for duties, freight, other charges
and the goods are posted. The stock is posted automatically in quarantine.
After posting the additional invoices on a so called import file and after dividing the costs over the stock,
the stock can be sold.
Parameter setting:
Create a \sera\paramet\import.par (the content is not important)

Actions / programs involved:

Z861

Create an import file

A651

Enter a purchase order. Connect to a file

Q103

Change the purchase order to local currency with the customs exchange rate
Note: This is optional. Required in some countries with regulations regarding foreign currency.

A671

Receive the goods
The goods are booked into quarantine stock and can NOT be sold before COST DIVIDING is done.
The debit posting on the stock and credit of “invoices to receive” is against the purchase price.

A304

/1 Enter purchase invoices for goods
If there are price differences because the actual invoice and/or the currency rates are different,
the difference is posted automatically on the account prices differences.

A304

/2 Enter purchase invoices for custom duties, freight etc.
Use a project connected account (See A122) and enter option 3: file (dossier) and enter the file
number.

Q101

Cost dividing
All the expenses like duties and freight (A304/2) and pricedifference (A304 /1) are counted and
added to the stock value and credited to the accounts for import duties, freight,
price differences etc.
Now the stock has become free stock

1
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Booking sample:

A651
Q103

Purchase
Purchase

A671

Stock
Invoices to receive

A304

Invoices to receive

10.000 Euro
1.050.000 DZD
Debit
Credit
1.050.000
1.050.000

10.000 Euro
1.100.000 DZD

1.050.000

Creditor
Price difference

A304

Q101

1.100.000
50.000

Import duties
Freight costs
Creditor

70.000
60.000
130.000

Stock
Price difference
Import duties
Freigt costs

180.000
50.000
70.000
60.000
2.460.000 2.460.000

NOTE:

After Q101 the total stock value is
This is detailed per part in the stock file

1.230.000
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A690 STOCK VALUE BEFORE COST DIVIDING
08-08-2015 10:12:22
STORE
PART
---------EEN
TWEE

- SERA -

A690 summary stock value per store

- Coca-Cola Alwin

START

PAGE

1

00 Warehouse Rayong
DESCRIPTION
QUANTITY
PRICE
TOTAL
----------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- -------------- ----------EEN
LOT
000126P
LOCATION
10.000
10000.0000
100000.00
TWEE
LOT
000126P
LOCATION
20.000
20000.0000
400000.00
------------------------30.000
500000.00
=============
=============

Q101 COST DIVIDING
======================================
FILE 500001
======================================
PRICE DIFFERENCES ON GOODS RECEIPTS <> GOOD INVOICES
INVOICE
DATE
SUPPLIER NAME
---------- -------- ---------- -----------------------------87
20150407 311500
K.P.W Logistics (2002) Co.,Ltd

PRICE DIFFERENCE
----------------50000.00
----------------50000.00

ADDITIONAL COSTS
JOURNAL INV. PERIOD ACCOUNT
NAME
AMOUNT DESCRIPTION
------ ------ ------ ---------- ----------------------------------- --------------- ----------------------------------PURCH
88 201508 700300
FREIGHT COST (PURCHASED)
150000.00 K.P.W Logistics (2002) Co.,Ltd-TEST
--------------150000.00
PROPOSED POSTINGS
LOT
---------000126P
000126P

LOCATION
--------00-00--

PART
---------EEN
TWEE

DESCRIPTION
QUANTITY
OLD VALUE
PRICEDIFFENCE
DIVIDED COSTS
NEW VALUE
----------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------EEN
10.000
100000.00000
10000.00000
30000.00000
140000.00000
TWEE
20.000
400000.00000
40000.00000
120000.00000
560000.00000
---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------500000.00000
50000.00000
150000.00000
700000.00000
================ ================ ================ ================

POSTINGS DONE WITH JOURNAL “IMPORT”
08-08-2015 14:22:51

JOURNAL

IMPORT

- SERA -

PERIOD

(created by Q101)

A334 summary journals

201508

CURRENCY

- Coca-Cola Alwin

Thb

TYPE

START

PAGE

1

1 ACTUAL FIGURES

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NR./ACC.
DESCRIPTION
INV./REF. DEP. QUANT./UNIT
PROJECT
DEBIT
CREDIT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------300000
STOCK
2015080000 0000
0.000
200000.00
Added to stock value
20150808
700300
FREIGHT COST (PURCHASED)
2015080000 0000
0.000 3-500001
150000.00
Added to stock value
20150808
7900
Price difference
2015080000 0000
0.000 3-500001
50000.00
Added to stock value
20150808
-------------- -------------200000.00
200000.00
============== ==============
GENERAL LEDGER
08-08-2015 14:25:56

- SERA -

A330 summary general ledger

- Coca-Cola Alwin

START

PAGE

1

ACCOUNT
7900
Price difference
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------JOURNAL
DEP. DESCRIPTION
QUANTITY UNIT
DATE
AMOUNT CURRENC.AMOUNT Thb
INVOICE
---------- ---- ----------------------------------- ------------- ---------- --------- ------------- ------ ------------- ---------PURCH
0000 K.P.W Logistics (2002) Co.,Ltd-3443
0.000
08-08-15
50000.00 Thb
50000.00
87
IMPORT
0000 Added to stock value
0.000
08-08-15
-50000.00 Thb
-50000.00 2015080000
------------0.00
ACCOUNT
700300
FREIGHT COST (PURCHASED)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------JOURNAL
DEP. DESCRIPTION
QUANTITY UNIT
DATE
AMOUNT CURRENC.AMOUNT Thb
INVOICE
---------- ---- ----------------------------------- ------------- ---------- --------- ------------- ------ ------------- ---------PURCH
K.P.W Logistics (2002) Co.,Ltd-TEST
1.000
08-08-15
150000.00 Thb
150000.00
88
Project 3-500001
IMPORT
0000 Added to stock value
0.000
08-08-15
-150000.00 Thb
-150000.00 2015080000
Project 3-500001
------------0.00
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A731 SPECIFICATION PER PART OF THE INCREASED STOCK VALUE
08-08-2015 14:44:14

- SERA -

A731 summary stock mutations per type

- Coca-Cola Alwin

START

PAGE

1

PRICE CHANGE
NUMBER

500001

PART
---------EEN
EEN
TWEE
TWEE

DESCRIPTION
WAREHOUSE
----------------------------------- -------EEN
00
EEN
00
TWEE
00
TWEE
00

LOCATION LOT
------- ---------000126P
000126P
000126P
000126P

DATE
QUANTITY COST PRICE STOCK?
------ -------------- ----------- --------080815
-10.000 -100000.00
Y
080815
10.000
140000.00
Y
080815
-20.000 -400000.00
Y
080815
20.000
560000.00
Y
----------- ----------0.000
200000.00
=========== ===========

A690 STOCK VALUE AFTER COST DIVIDING
08-08-2015 14:52:22
STORE
PART
---------EEN
TWEE

- SERA -

A690 summary stock value per store

- Coca-Cola Alwin

START

PAGE

1

00 Warehouse Rayong
DESCRIPTION
QUANTITY
PRICE
TOTAL
----------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- -------------- ----------EEN
LOT
000126P
LOCATION
10.000
14000.0000
140000.00
TWEE
LOT
000126P
LOCATION
20.000
28000.0000
560000.00
------------------------30.000
700000.00
=============
=============
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1. PREPARATION CHECK LIST
PURPOSE
A procedure to collect required information before installing the software package.

DESCRIPTION
Software is a tool to support all kinds of operations. Before applying such a tool it is necessary to know the
environment where it is used. The environment is the organization that is going to use the computer system.
By following checklists and procedures, this manual makes sure that the organization is described and the
implementation is directed towards predefined goals. Most of the procedures are also suitable in auditing
the usage of system after the implementation is completed.
CHECKLIST

chapt.

subject

responsible

assistance by

2/3/4

Appointing responsible computer
managers
organization and flow chart
implementation schedule

managing director

-

organization manager
organization manager

managing director
managing director

definition of company standards
installation of work groups

organization manager
organization manager

management team
management team

procedure for stock and
warehousing
procedure for purchase
procedure for sales
procedure for accounting
procedure for production / projects
procedure for product
development, product information
and parts file maintenance
other procedures

organization manager

warehouse group

organization manager
organization manager
organization manager
organization manager
organization manager

purchase group
sales group
accounting group
production group
R & D / sales / production
group

6
this check
list
7
5
8
9
10
11
12
13

15

organization manager
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2. ORGANIZATION MANAGER
PURPOSE
A description of the job.
DESCRIPTION
To ensure that all required actions are taken during implementation and the system is used properly
afterwards, a description of responsible persons is required.A person needs to have the rights to take his or
her responsibilities. Therefore a responsibility can be regarded as a right and a task. The organization
manager has to be a member of the management team. This person needs to have a lot of knowledge of
the organization and enough experience and personality to convince people and to get things done.
IMPORTANT: These qualifications are much more important than knowledge of computer systems.
Responsibilities are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Managing the application and the system manager
Managing work groups during preparation and changes
Setup and maintenance of an organization chart
Setup and maintenance of procedures
Motivation and support of work groups
Procedures on other office applications
Decisions in priority problems
Decisions in requests for changes
Planning and progress control during the implementation of the system or new modules
Internal audits of procedures
Internal audits on file contents

3
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3. APPLICATION MANAGER
PURPOSE
A description of the job.
DESCRIPTION
To ensure that all required actions are taken during implementation and the system is used properly
afterwards, a description of responsible persons is required. A person needs to have the rights to take his
or her responsibilities. Therefore a responsibility can be regarded as a right and a task. The application
manager is responsible for the software package. This person needs to have a lot of knowledge about the
processes, the users and the software. Depending on the size and the type of organization the
responsibilities can be split over several persons or can just be combined with the responsibility of the
organization manager.
Responsibilities are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Support to work groups
Instruction and education of users
Implementation and application of procedures
Implementation of master data
Forms and layouts
User assistance
Integrity of data
Backup procedures
Maintenance of user rights according to the organization chart
Solving user problems
Sorting and pre-evaluating requests for changes
Tests and acceptance of new software
Regular contacts with the software and consultancy supplier
Reporting to the organization manager in case of problems
Error and recovery procedures

4
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4. SYSTEM MANAGER
PURPOSE
A description of the job.
DESCRIPTION
To ensure that all required actions are taken during implementation and the system is used properly
afterwards, a description of responsible persons is required. A person needs to have the rights to take his
or her responsibilities. Therefore a responsibility can be regarded as a right and a task. The system
manager is responsible for the hardware and operating software. This person needs to have knowledge
about computers, all kinds of other hardware devices, networking and operating systems. Depending on the
size and the type of organization the responsibilities can be split over several persons or can just be
combined with the responsibility of the application manager.
Responsibilities are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Installation of equipment and operating software
Availability of supplies like paper, cartridges, disks and tapes
Backup
Data communications
Version control on software
PC-settings and technical usage
Regular contacts with the hardware supplier
Reporting to the application manager in case of problems
Description of hardware installation, cabling, networks etc.
Error and repair procedures

5
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5. WORK GROUPS

PURPOSE
A description of the function and responsibilities of work groups.

DESCRIPTION
A system can only work as long as it is supported by the users and as long as it is helping the users with
their job. Work groups formed out of key-users can help to involve and educate the users at an early stage
and to take advantage of their experience and skills. A group needs to have the rights to take a
responsibility. Therefore a responsibility can be regarded as a right and a task. Depending on the size and
the type of organization the setting up of work groups can be done more or less officially. In case the
organization is too small for work groups, the responsibility can be given to the management team and the
computer manager(s).
Responsibilities

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Collecting user requirements
Evaluation of requirements
Requests and advice to the management
Evaluation of procedures
Motivation of the other users
Support of final procedures in the organization

Agenda
To avoid a waste of time and effort, a work group meeting has to be based on an agenda. This agenda has
to be prepared by the organization manager. Because the organization manager has an overview of
everything, and the work groups are limited to specialized subjects, this agenda can prevent useless
discussions. It also helps to line up the output to and the feedback from different work groups and to get
the optimal result out of the specialized advice.

Discussions and advice
During a discussion of an agenda subject and the final advice, the chairman has to ensure watch that the
following points are considered:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Are there conflicts with the overall requirements of the organization ?
Does the discussion fit to the general implementation goals?
Are the requirements on the average difficulty, costs and effort level of the other work groups ?
Are the users capable of spending enough time and effort to do their part of the computer job?
Is the progression list published?

6
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6. ORGANIZATION FLOW CHARTS
PURPOSE
Instruction on how to create the charts and why.
DESCRIPTION
The software can only work well if procedures on how to use the system are available and the responsible
persons and departments are known. This information is the basis of all other procedures.
There are 2 major points of interest:
The organization structure
The structure of the departments is also required to build up the system. By defining the departments in the
system and using them afterwards, the system can provide all kinds of very useful statistics and results
down to the finest details.
In case the organization is a production company, the department structure is required to get proper cost
price calculation and production planning.
A chart should have the following form:

management

logistics

accounting

other staff

production

sales

production I

production II

7
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flow of goods and information
After the description of the departments and the responsibilities inside them, it is necessary to show the
interactions between the departments and the outside world.
Such a chart will show the responsibilities involved in the flows.
.

goods + invoice
supplier

purchase order

purchase

customer

services+invoice

sales order

production

stock level information

products

accounting

invoice

sales

transport
order

stock
system

goods

8
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7. COMPANY STANDARDS
PURPOSE
A checklist to collect information used during implementation.

DESCRIPTION
An organization uses standards like accounting principals, or the way cost prices are calculated. The
standards have to be known by the system before doing any other job or writing any other procedure:
changing them afterwards will make interpretation of figures very difficult. Other standards will take a long
preparation to put them correctly into the system:
layouts of invoices, orders etc.
This checklist will help to collect the information at an early stage.

CHECKLIST
Subject
Company currency and decimals
of all currencies

Company standard
What will be the basic currency of the company?
How many decimals are used per currency?
How many extra decimals are used for cost prices?

Stock validation

Is a standard cost price used or a price per lot?
In case a price per lot is used: Are the lot prices based on
the latest calculated cost price or based on the actual purchase
prices/production costs?

Number ranges

The range of numbers used for
Invoices
packing lists
sales orders
quotations
goods receipts
purchase invoices
purchase orders
production orders / projects
repair jobs
How is the year divided into financial periods?
Does it match the months or are they 13 periods of 4 weeks?
On what date are the books closed annually ?

Financial periods

User defined forms

The layouts of
Debtors statements / reminders
Invoices
Shipping lists
Sales orders
Quotations
Goods receipts
Purchase invoices
Purchase orders
Production orders / projects
Repair jobs

Quantities

How many decimals are used to present quantities?

Hours

If the company is using hours administration:
Are hours registered as 60 minutes or 100 units per hour?

9
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8. STOCK AND WAREHOUSING
PURPOSE
A (template for a customized) procedure on administration of goods and their movements.

DESCRIPTION
authorized persons
Only authorized persons are allowed to enter a store room. The authorized persons are responsible that the
physical stock quantities are matching with the quantities in the computer system. Therefore they are the
only ones that can do any change in the stock administration.
goods receipts on purchase orders
Received goods are not stored in the warehouse room until the receipt is entered in the computer. The
supplier has to mention the SERA purchase order number.
In case parts are marked as “to be checked”, the goods are booked in a quarantine warehouse.
In case the goods are purchased directly for a sales order and no check is required, the stock is committed
directly to the sales order.
Destination information, like “ship directly to customer” can be entered while creating a purchase order. This
information can be helpful to avoid unpacking and storing.
goods receipts on production orders / finishing work orders
Goods produced by “own production” are treated in the same way as purchase receipts. The work order
number is the reference used to enter the quantities into the system.
On entering the received quantities, the system will mark the work order as (partially) finished.
quality control
Parts can be marked as “to be quality controlled before usage” - it is not possible to issue these goods.
Therefore unapproved and approved goods do not have to be separated physically. The administrative
procedures however have to be followed 100%.
Only authorized personsl are allowed to release the goods.

shipment of goods to customers or issues to production
Goods can only be shipped or used with a computer printed packing list, with lot numbers and locations.
These goods are COMMITTED to an order. As soon as stock is committed, the lots, locations and order
lines cannot be changed in the computer until the system is told that the goods are actually shipped or that
the commitments are released. In case of a release the packing list has to be DESTROYED or to be made
INVALID.
NOTE : THIS IS A VERY IMPORTANT PROCEDURE !!
In case of violation of this procedure, goods can remain un-invoiced or non-qulaity controlled goods might
be used.
stock adjustments
Only authorized persons are allowed to adjust stock, both positive and negative.
Important adjustments are only allowed AFTER an explanation has been found or permission is given by
the management. A regular check on adjustments is made by the management.
Be sure that the correct reference is used, because the financial influence can be different per type of
adjustment: for example damaged goods have to be booked as “quality costs”, while another adjustment
has to be booked as “exceptional usage”.
confirmation of shipments or issues.

10
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The moment goods leave the warehouse, a confirmation has to be entered in the computer. In case of a
sales order, stock is written off and an invoice is automatically raised based on the prices that are entered
earlier by the sales department.
In case of a work order / project, stock is written off and the work in progress of the work order is raised.
NOTE: In the case of sales orders the warehouse actually creates the invoice. It is important to maintain
this procedure, otherwise the warehouse can not be responsible for the stock information. Assuming that
sales has entered the prices correctly, this procedure will save a lot of work.
stock control
While keeping these procedures, the stock figures are correct. A periodical physical check has to be made
to be sure that all stock is available. This check can be done according to a cycle depending on the
importance of the stock.
stock movements
Any movement of stock has to be entered into the system as soon as possible.
DOCUMENTS
PACKING LISTS -out
These documents are a specification of the shipped goods and their lot numbers. This document can be
used to make notes about packing, serial numbers, quality, etc. The documents are saved in a (carton) box,
with the latest documents on top. More detailed sorting is not required, because it is rare that a shipment
is doubted and a signed document has to be recalled. The method of storage is good enough to find quickly
the required document by checking the date. The date can be found in the computer. In case a packing list
is used as a delivery document for counter sales, the list (or a copy of the invoice) has to signed by the
customer.
TRANSPORT -out
In case the goods are transported to the customer, another document is required. These types of
documents are most of the time official preprinted documents. They have to be signed by the collecting
transport company. The documents are saved in a (carton) box in the same way as the packing lists.
STOCK ADJUSTMENTS
Stock adjustments need to be written to a list, containing the part number, lot, location and quantity.
Important changes have to be guided by a reason. The lists have to be archived in a file, sorted on date.
STOCK MOVEMENTS
Stock movements are written on a list, and processed afterwards in the computer. The lists are saved for
one week to track errors. After that the list can be dumped because the movements are saved in the
computer.
PACKING LISTS -inDocuments from the supplier are entered directly into the computer. After processing, the documents saved
in a (carton box) in the same way as the packing lists
NOTE: as long as no problem is reported, the packing lists are NOT attached to incoming invoices. Since
all over the world far over 95% of the invoiced quantities on goods are correct, it is not necessary to do a lot
of work without any purpose. It saves time to solve the real problems.
RESPONSIBILITY
The head of the store and the shipment department is available for maintaining this procedure.
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9. PURCHASE

PURPOSE
A (template for a customized) procedure how to use the purchase module.
DESCRIPTION
One department is responsible for purchasing goods and related tasks. No other departments are allowed
to purchase goods.
requests for prices
Request are made by customers directly or on behalf of the customer by the sales department. In case
RECENT information is available in files, the representative will handle the requests. When information is
not available, the request is passed on to the purchase department. An answer has to be given as soon as
possible to the sales department.
purchase orders
Actual purchases are always handled by the purchase department by entering a purchase order into the
computer. An exception is made for subcontracting in case it is part of a production process. In that case
the production planning will handle the job as if an own machine was planned.
A purchase order has to contain the next items :
1
2
3
4
5

Supplier number
Name of the employee or a reference number
Delivery and payment conditions
Agreed price. No purchase without a price. Be sure the
latest price is used.
Delivery date. This has to be a real date, which makes it
possible to evaluate the reliability of the supplier.

Even when a purchase is done by telephone, a printed order must be sent by post or fax
NOTE It very important that a purchase price is entered. If no purchase price is entered, there are a lot of
problems afterwards in validating stock, work in process and the accounts payable. When no exact price is
available, at least an estimated amount has to be entered.
type of purchases
PARTS
Numbers from the parts file. This option is required for all goods that have to be recorded in the stock
system.
COSTS
Services or other goods that are not in the parts file, like one time purchases or office supplies.
SUBCONTRACTING
Subcontracting can be done by the production department as part of a total production process. All other
subcontracting is done by the purchase department. In case goods have to be supplied for further
processing a special bill of material is required. The system will create a work order together with the
purchase order to handle the supplies of the goods to the subcontractor.
methods of purchasing
REGULAR
This type of purchase can be used for all type of purchases. It is possible to reserve a number and to add
more detailed information later on.
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AUTOMATIC
In case a part has a fixed supplier, it can be marked for automatic purchasing. The system will check if
there is any requirement from sales or production or a stock level below a minimum. In case a shortage is
found, a purchase order is created automatically. This method can speed up the purchasing tremendously.
Instead of entering most of the orders manually, the purchaser now has to change only a few automatically
produced orders before sending them to the suppliers.
DIRECT
In case stock is required for special sales or production orders it can be useful to purchase the goods with a
reference to those orders. As soon as the goods are arrived the system will know that it is not free stock
and it will commit the goods to the sales or production order.
purchase invoices
The moment the goods are entered into the stock, the system will create a goods receipt record. This
record contains the received quantity and the price from the purchase order. Based on this information the
system will create a journal that debits the stock and credits the ‘invoices to receive’ account.
The accounting department will receive the invoice for delivered goods from the supplier. The invoice is
posted against the open goods receipt records. During the posting the system shows the received
quantities and the agreed prices. This information makes it possible to accept all invoices where quantity
and prices are correct without further authorization from the purchase department.
In case of a difference the invoice can be rejected until an approval from the purchase department is
received. An other solution can be found in posting the difference on the account ‘credit notes to receive’.
The invoice has to be marked as ‘not yet payable’.
NB: It is important to check if there are no open goods left after a certain period.
DOCUMENTS
The purchase department is responsible for an updated information base concerning products and
suppliers. The information has to be as COMPLETE and as RECENT as possible. Files involved are:
The parts file regarding the purchased parts
The suppliers file
The purchase catalog
The product information archive and the corresponding information file in Sera.
NOTE: in case information has NO date, the date the information was received has to be written on the
sheets.
RESPONSIBILITY
The head of the purchase department is responsible for maintaining this procedure.
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10. SALES

PURPOSE
A (template for a customized) procedure how to use the sales modules.

DESCRIPTION
There are several completely different ways of handling sales of goods and services. Most organizations
use more than just one of them. All possible situations are described below. Every type of sale has it’s own
description, a list of basic data, and the actions involved. The following basic data items are applicable as
described:
basic data
#

When

Type

Department

Comment

1

Optional

Prospects

Sales

Data of potential customers and
other relations

2

Always

Customers

Sales

Required at order entry

3

Parameter on/off

Credit limits

Accounting

A limit on outstanding amounts
and overdue period

4

Almost always

Parts

Product development

Parts are used in trade orders,
repairs production, rent and in a
lot of services

DOCUMENTS
All relevant data that is entered in the computer is kept in historical files, even after the order is invoiced and
paid. The system provides a lot of inquiries to retrieve the historical data. It is therefore not necessary to
archive all kinds of computer printouts. The only documents to archive are those documents that can not be
reproduced and that are showing vital information like:
signed customer orders
special agreements / contracts
sales checklists
manual calculations and drawings
important handwritten memo’s
RESPONSIBILITY
The sales department has the overall responsibility for this procedure. For each separate item special
responsibilities of other departments are shown.
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TRADE - SALES OF PURCHASED AND PRODUCED PARTS
All regularly supplied goods have a part number. The parts are purchased or made by the own production
department. The parts are always registered, while taken into stock, even when they are sold or used
immediately afterwards. Special prices / discounts per quantity, per part, part group, customer or type of
customer, can be archived in the computer. This information is used at quotation and order entry. It is
possible to sell so called assemblies. An assembly is a collection of separate parts, that are sold as one
main part, with it’s own price. The separate parts are collected by the warehouse at the moment of
shipment according to the packing list. The assemblies have to be entered into the system as bills of
materials.
basic data
#

When

Type

Department

Comment

1

Optional

Translations of
parts descriptions

Sales or purchase

Translations for foreign
customers or suppliers

2

Optional

Prices and
discounts

Sales

Discounts and prices are
calculated at quotation and order
entry

3

Optional

Alternative parts

Sales

Alternative part numbers in case
of no stock or a part is outdated

4

Optional

Assemblies

Product development

Bills of material, describing the
sub-parts of a main part

operations
#

When

Type

Department

Action / comment

1

Optional

Quotation

Sales

Entry of TRADE quotations

2

Quotation-> order
or direct entry

Order

Sales

Entry of trade orders

3

Directly with order
entry or later

Packing list

Sales

Stock has to be available

4

1.after shipment or
2.directly

Invoice

1.warehouse 2.sales

Direct invoicing is a special
option, that combines # 2, 3 and 4
in case of counter sales.

5

Per shipment or
per
period

Collect invoice

Sales

Requires customer and order
settings
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PROJECTS - SPECIAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ON FIXED PRICE BASIS
This type of sales is not related to a part number. The product or service is always different and made for a
particular customer. This type of order is called a PROJECT:
The required materials, hours and other costs are calculated. Based on that calculation a fixed price in one
or more installments is quoted to the customer. A project that is not finished completely has a ‘WORK IN
PROCESS’ status, showing all the materials used, hours spent and other actual costs and possible
advance invoices.
basic data
#

When

Type

Department

Comment

1

Always

Work types

Production planning

The different work types and the
rates per hour. Also used in
subcontracting

2

Optional

Services

Product development

Fixed price services are a special
type of non-stock parts. A
finished service is registered per
employee and/or used
equipment

3

Optional

Calculation
components

Product development

Components to be combined
and/or customized during
calculation or project entry

operations
#

When

Type

Department

Action / comment

1

Optional

Calculation

Sales

2

Optional

Quotation

Sales

A calculation is built out of
components and/or single
entries.
A calculation is required at the
entry of a PROJECT quotation

3

Quotation-> order
Or direct entry

Order

Sales

Entry of projects

4

In case of physical
shipments

Packing list +
Invoice

Warehouse

Products are ready

5

Other services

Invoice

Production

Services are (partially) finished

6

Per shipment or
per period

Collect invoice

Sales

Customer and order settings can
postpone #5.
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PROJECTS - GOODS WITH INSTALLATION SERVICES
In case goods are not just shipped to the customer, but installed by service personnel, a project has to be
opened. During the project, goods are issued and services and hours are spent on this project. The goods,
services and hours are invoiced against the rates as entered in the quotation and/or the order. Invoicing can
be done during the project and/or after finishing it. A project that is not finished completely has a ‘WORK IN
PROCESS’ status.
basic data
#

When

Type

Department

Comment

1

Optional

Translations of
parts descriptions

Sales or purchase

Translations to foreign customers
or suppliers

2

Optional

Prices and
discounts

Sales

Discounts and prices are
calculated at quotation and order
entry

3

Optional

Alternative parts

Sales

Alternative part numbers in case
of no stock or a part is outdated

4

Optional

Assemblies

Product development

Bills of material, describing the
sub-parts of a main part

5

Always

Work types

Production planning

The different work types and the
rates per hour. Also used in
subcontracting

6

Optional

Services

Product development

Fixed price services are a special
type of non-stock parts. A
finished service is registered per
employee and/or used equipment

operations
#

When

Type

Department

Action / comment

1

Optional

Quotation

Sales

Entry of TRADE quotation

2

Quotation->
project
or direct entry

Order

Sales

Entry of PROJECT

3

Anytime

Invoice

Sales

Services are (partially) finished

4

Per shipment or
per
period

Collect invoice

Sales

Customer and order settings can
postpone #3.
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PROJECTS - SERVICES INVOICED ON ACTUAL QUANTITIES AND HOURS
This option is almost similar to the previous one. This method is used in case inputs cannot be planned at
the opening of a project.
Other applications are CONSULTANCY or SERVICES, where invoices are based on actual hours spent or
actual services done.
Services and hours are invoiced according to the rates as entered in the project. Invoicing can be done
during the project and/or after finishing it. A project that is not finished completely has a ‘WORK IN
PROCESS’ status, showing all the materials used, hours spent and other actual costs that are not yet
invoiced.

basic data
#

When

Type

Department

Comment

1

Always

Work types

Production planning

The different work types and the
rates per hour. Also used at
subcontracting

2

Optional

Services

Product development

Services are a special type of
non-stock parts. A finished
service is registered per
employee and/or used
equipment

operations
#

When

Type

Department

Action / comment

1

Always

Order

Sales

Entry of PROJECT

2

Anytime

Invoice

Sales

Services are (partially) finished

3

Per shipment or
per
period

Collect invoice

Sales

Customer and order settings can
postpone #2.
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REPAIRS
Repair orders are used for internal repairs or for registration of repairs sent to the original supplier. Different
sets of computer forms can guide different types of repairs. A repair order can only be finished by an
invoice, a claim to a supplier or booking quality costs. It may be that only one of the situations is applicable
or that two or even all three situations are actual. The stock module gives the possibility to issue stock,
(temporary) replacements to the customer. In case a repair is not necessary or viable, the valuable residues
can be purchased from the customer. The invoice program collects all movements, hours, services and
other costs.

basic data
#

When

Type

Department

Comment

1

Always

Quality control

2

Optional

Complaints and
causes
Work types

2

Optional

Services

Product development

These codes make statistics
available.
The different work types and the
rates per hour.
Fixed price services are a special
type of non-stock parts. A finished
service is registered per employee
and/or used equipment

3

Optional

Dummy parts

Product development

In case the repairs are not done
on regular trade parts, a dummy
part per type of repair is required
to make statistics available.

Production planning

operations
#

When

Type

Department

Action / comment

1

Always

Order

Repair

Repair order entry.

2

Optional

Claim

Purchase

In case a warranty is claimed from
the supplier.

4

Optional

Invoice

Sales

Invoice of all expenses that are
excluded from warranty terms.

5

Optional

Costs

Repair

All expenses that are not covered
by a supplier claim or an invoice
to a customer have to be passed
on to an internal department as
quality costs.

6

Per shipment or
per
Period

Collect invoice

Sales

Customer and order settings can
postpone #4.
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11. ACCOUNTING

PURPOSE
A (template for a customized) procedure how to use the accounting modules.

DESCRIPTION
The accounting department has a lot of controlling activities besides several entry jobs. Since most of the
postings are done automatically, it is absolutely necessarily that the saved time is spent on those controlling
activities.
CONTROLLING
A checklist replaces a lot of detailed procedures. Some checks / actions have to be done weekly, and
others monthly.
WEEKLY


stock movements
analyze large amounts



payment duties
what has to be paid this week?



summary projects
are all finished projects invoiced?



invoices to receive
are all incoming invoices correctly booked?



packing lists in process
are all shipments invoiced?



planning per order
is everything going according to the planning?



hours per employee
are all hours entered correctly?



open repairs
are there any old repairs left unfinished?

MONTHLY


debtors
call old debtors for payment



statements
send the statements by mail or fax



balance and result
analyze the results



stock value
check against the physical stock



VAT - report
analyze the report and do the tax-work
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ENTRIES
booking periods
All details, even for a range of years will be available in the computer. Since there is no closing of a period
or a book year, where details are compressed or even lost, the accounting department has to lock a period,
to avoid posting to a wrong period. It is always possible to open a period temporarily in case a correction
has to be made for instance in the previous year after the external audit on the financial report.
foreign currency
Receivables and liabilities are posted in the original currency. The system will exchange foreign currencies
automatically to local currency in case a ledger account will not allow other currencies than the local one.
The different currencies are balanced on a position account. The exchange rates are taken from the
currency history file that contains the latest rates per period per currency. It is always possible to change a
rate or to reverse a change. The system will post the result on a pre-defined account.
journals
Journals are entered in a transaction file. After everything is entered correctly, this file is posted. While
opening a journal, the system will ask for the period, the company and the currency. All details have those
same basic data. Any account can be used except for those that have a sub-ledger like stock and debtors.
In case a journal has one fixed account like cash or bank, the posting on this account is done automatically.
It is not allowed to post manually. Some accounts are marked ‘PROJECT ACCOUNTS’. These accounts
request a project, work order or a repair order number. Allocation against outstanding debtors, creditors or
special general ledger accounts can be done during journal entry.

purchase invoices general
In case a purchase invoice has a foreign currency, the system will post the creditor in this foreign currency
and all other postings in the local currency. The exchange is done against the period rate and the position
account is used to balance the different currencies. After an invoice is posted, the system will provide a
number. This number is written on the invoice. Any other coding of the invoice is not required, because the
system can print labels with all information on it. This information is even more reliable than hand-written
information, because the printout shows how the ACTUAL posting is done, while written code only shows
how it was meant to be entered and not how it was finally entered.
An invoice can be marked as payable or not-payable. Payments can be split into different amounts and
periods.
purchase invoices regarding goods receipts
While goods are received into stock, the system creates a journal
stock (dt)

<>

invoices to receive (cr)

A file containing all goods receipts is updated. The goods receipts are used during invoice entry. The
system shows all receipts with no invoice booked against them together with the purchase price, the
received quantities and the cost price. There are now 5 different parties involved : product development for
cost prices, purchase for orders, warehouse for receipts and accounting for posting the invoice, and the
computer for registering price differences. This is a fine check to prevent mistakes. Other checks like an
approval from the purchase department are unnecessary. It is obsolete double work. As long as no problem
occurs, an invoice can be accepted without the packing lists attached to it. It saves time to solve the real
problems.
The posting of the invoice is done as follows:
invoices to receive (dt)

<>

creditors (cr)

purchase invoices regarding investments
These invoices are posted against a transfer account. The same account is use to post new entered fixed
assets.
other purchase invoices
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Other purchase invoices can be posted on any other account, except for those accounts that have a subledger like stock, creditors and debtors.
Some accounts are marked as ‘PROJECT ACCOUNTS’. These accounts request a project or a repair
order number. Be sure that invoices regarding projects or repairs are indeed booked on these type of
accounts. It is possible to divide expenses over several periods: This applies in cases like yearly insurance
invoices.
bank
Bank statements are posted as regular journals. Allocations against outstanding amounts are made during
journal entry. Payments in other currencies are handled automatically.

cash
The cash book can be entered as a regular journal. Cash payments on invoices done by customers are
handled by the counter sales people. During the day the sales department is responsible for that specific
cash book. They can correct mistakes, add new entries etc. As soon as the cash is closed, the list is
compared with the actual amount of money, checks etc. The final posting, after which no changes are
possible, is done by the accounting department.
payments
Payments to creditors can be generated by the system. In case this option is used, the system will debit the
creditors against an account ‘payments in process’. Posting of the actual payments is reduced to 1
allocation against this account.
work in process
All hours, material and expenses less advanced invoices or finished goods are counted and posted. This
program can run as many times as required, because it is only posting the difference since the last time.
hours
The costs of labor are posted according to the details from the hours administration. This program can run
be as many times as required, because it is only posting the difference since the last time.
finished jobs and subcontracting
The financial results of finishing a job or receiving goods from a subcontractor are posted automatically by
the system on a on-line basis. The department, which is responsible for a work order or a project will get all
revenues and therefore all costs. The department or the subcontractor, which did the job will get the credits.
stock and material usage
Issue of material and finished goods from production are posted automatically by the system on a on-line
basis.
forecasts and budgets
Comparing figures like forecast and budgets are posted once a year. These figures appear on several
reports.
allocation of expenses
Allocation tables have to be entered to split expenses or other amount over different departments.

DOCUMENTS
PURCHASE INVOICES
are filed by number. Unpaid invoices are separated from the paid ones. There is no need to attach packing
lists for goods, that are purchased with the computer system.
BANK STATEMENTS
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are filed by number / data as soon as they are posted.
CASH BOOK
is filed per period.
COMPUTER PRINTS
can always be reprinted. There has to be at least 1 final set at the end of a year.
SALES INVOICES
are filed by number whether they are paid or not.

RESPONSIBILITY
The chief accountant is responsible for this procedure.
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12. PRODUCTION / PROJECTS
PURPOSE
A (template for a customized) procedure how to use the production modules.

DESCRIPTION
serial production
This type of production is used for making parts that are known by the computer. Those parts are made
every time there is a requirement or the stock is below a certain level. The quantities to produce can have
any range from 1 piece to an unlimited number. After an order is finished, the produced parts are taken into
stock. From there these parts can be sold or used in a higher level of production. The parts are described
by a recipe. A recipe has 2 parts:
1.
2.

a bill of material, containing all the required sub-parts and /or raw materials.
a labor route, describing the steps that have to be taken in order to produce the parts and the
sequences of those steps.

As soon as finished goods are supplied to the warehouse, the stock is debited while the production
department is credited for the value of the goods.
component production
This type of production is used to make products on customer specification. The product can be built from
scratch or from half finished goods. Modern production plants however are using components to define the
final product. A component is just a template for a part of the final product. Components be can modified,
added or removed according to the wishes of the customer. A component contains one or more elements,
while elements contain materials, required labor, subcontracting, expenses, instructions etc. The original or
modified components are collected in a calculation. The calculation is taken into the production order,
called a PROJECT. The final product is invoiced against a fixed price.
other projects and services
This type of production is also not related to a part number. The project or service is always different and
made for a particular customer. This type of order is called a PROJECT:
In case there is planning of required materials, hours and other costs, these are entered during project
creation. This type of project can be invoiced against a fixed price or it can be invoiced based on the actual
costs.
GENERAL
Even though the start and the finish of a production order are different per type, all types of production are
based on the same principles. There are requirements for material, labor, other expenses, subcontracting
and / or technical documents. These 5 elements can occur in all types of production. An order can be
separated into several milestones.
material planning
Material requirements are known by the system as soon as an order is entered. The purchase and / or
production department is informed about quantities and delivery dates immediately. The information is
given as a stock forecast, showing totals and details per week.
A more complex way of planning is:
MRP II (material requirement planning / manufacturing resource planning)
Sometimes production uses half finished goods, that use again half finished goods etc. etc. It is almost
impossible to enter all orders for the highest level and based on the computer information to enter the next
level afterwards etc. etc. Especially when half finished goods or raw materials have a longer delivery time
than the finished product, a lot of problems can occur both in material planning and in capacity planning.
Based on actual sales orders for stock-parts, projects for customized product, and additional sales
planning, the system creates a sophisticated planning for materials and labor, long before the customer
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orders the final product. This type of planning requires very accurate stock administration and production
planning, but it gives a lot of advantages in return.
material issue
Material is issued to production orders based on the requirements of those orders. Depending of the type of
parts, there are different ways to do so:
1.

A picking list can be printed with the materials and the stock locations, (where to collect them). After
finishing the collection, the list is written off from stock automatically after entering the list number. This
option is used for the supply of basic materials from stock to production.

2.

The goods are written off from stock directly without printing a picking list. This option is used for quick
deliveries or in smaller environments.

3.

The goods are written off after finishing (a part of) the job. This option is used for materials used during
the production. The quantities are mentioned by the machine operators.

4.

Reconstruction of usage. This option is used for all kind of material, where an average quantity is
assumed to be used during production, Materials or parts like paint, grease, small bolds etc.
Reconstruction is based on finished jobs and finished final products. As long as an order is not cleared
to the history file, the system will check if everything was issued according to the planning.

TRACEABILITY : In case traceability of goods is important, only option 1 and 2 are allowed.

planning of jobs
The orders are containing one or more jobs. A job contains information about the required time and
quantities. A job can be divided into several sub-jobs per employee / equipment.
A company calendar contains available hours and capacities per department, employee and equipment.
While entering an order or changing an order, the system can show the available capacity and advise the
latest possible start date or the earliest possible finish date.
finishing jobs
A job represents a certain amount of money once it is finished. The department that did the job will be
credited for it and the value of the work in process is increased. The production planning is also updated as
soon as a job is (partially) finished. Depending on the type of work, the finishing of a job is done during
registering the hours (how much of the job is finished?) or written on the job completion form. Jobs are
mostly not used in service projects, where planning is not possible.
hours
In case several people are working on a big machine or a continuing operation, it is not necessary to
mention the order together with the hours: a general productive type of work is entered. Efficiency is
measured by the quantities produced or the number of jobs finished.
In case actual hours are invoiced or the production efficiency depends on the efficiency of people, it is very
important to mention the order: An order related work type is used.
Efficiency can be measured both on jobs and on hours.
services
Services can be used for those operations, where a fixed price is calculated like transport jobs, repairs
according supplier standards etc. where planning is not very important. They can be regarded as small jobs
without a planning. The service codes are stored as non-stock items in the parts file. Services can be
reported to the system by mentioning an order instead of detailed hours. The actual hours have to be
registered only in general.
subcontracting
Jobs done by subcontractors are regarded as part of the total production process. These jobs are treated
as if they are done by an own department or machine. Instead of mentioning hours with a rate per hour, the
costs per quantity are entered. When a job is finished, the system creates a goods receipt and a financial
posting called ‘invoices to receive’.
finishing orders
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All orders are finished by raising an invoice, except for serial production. Those products are booked into
stock. Depending of the type of product the products are place into free stock or into quarantine stock (not
controlled / unchecked goods).
calculations / efficiency
While the system is creating automatically all kinds of financial postings, a result per department is always
available at the level of accounting. On the level of production there is even more detailed information
available like:
result per order
analyses per order, work type, department, machine
hours per employee, department, machine
services per employee, department, machine

DOCUMENTS

HOUR FORMS

are archived on name and date.

SERVICE REPORTS

are archived on name and date.

JOB FINISH REPORTS

are archived on date.

WORK ORDERS

work orders are mentioning the jobs. The responsible production employees and
quality control have to put their signature on the form. the documents are filed
sorted on number.

PICKING LISTS

when the lot numbers mentioned on the picking list are not used, but replaced by
others, the changed lot numbers have to be written on the list. This can happen
in case of bulk material. The lists are filed on number.

RESPONSIBILITY
The head of the production planning is responsible for this procedure.
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13. PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
PURPOSE
A (template for a customized) procedure how to create and maintain the parts file and related data..
DESCRIPTION
The more accurate products are described the better a computer system will run. The total overview of all
the elements required to describe a product can be very extended. This procedure shows all possible items
involved.

parts file
The parts file is one of the most important files. Descriptions, minimum levels, prices, technical details etc.
are stored in this file. The whole organization uses this file but the overall responsibility for the data is
centralized. There are some sub-responsibilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

minimum stock levels cost prices
sales prices
translations
supplier information

-

purchase / production
accounting
sales
sales
purchase

bills of material
There are several types:
1.

A list of the parts and /or raw materials for a finished or half-finished product. One (half-) finished
product can have different bills of material (= different routes). This can be useful in case a part can be
made in different ways, for example out of modified half-finished goods in case of single pieces or out
of raw material in case of large quantities. This type contains information like waste percentage and
optimal quantity.

2.

A list of parts (including options) to collect parts under 1 main part. Only 1 part has to be entered
instead of a lot of single parts. This type is called an assembly. It is never a stock part, because all the
single components are kept in stock.

3.

A list of alternatives. Alternatives can give sales people information in case there is no stock for the
requested part, or in case the requested parts is no longer sold and has been replaced by a new, but
compatible type.

4.

A list of parts to be supplied to subcontractors. This type of subcontracting is handled by the purchase
department. For example, in the case of an order to a subcontractor to put sorted materials in a nice
bag.

labor routes
A labor route describes the steps that have to taken in order to produce a (half-) finished product and the
sequences of those steps. Items in a labor route are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jobs, with the setup time (costs), the time (costs) per unit and the overhead costs.
Preferred machines.
Subcontracting jobs with preferred suppliers and the prices per unit.
Text lines.
Cost lines.
Documents.

Up to 9 different ways of producing (routes) can be described per main part.
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production components
Modern production plants are using components to define a customized product. A component is just a
template for a part of the final product. Components can be modified, added or removed according the
wishes of the customer. A component contains one or more elements, while elements are containing
materials, required labor, texts, subcontracting, expenses, instructions etc. The original or modified
components can be taken into a calculation, which can be used in component production. A calculation can
also be used to generate a bill of material and a labor route for a (half-) finished product.

prices and discounts
Retail prices can be calculated on cost prices. There are 2 retail prices available, which can be useful while
preparing a price list for a new period. As soon as the new period starts, price 1 is overwritten by price 2,
and price 2 is available for the next period. Special prices / discounts per quantity, per part, part group,
customer or type of customer, can be archived in the computer. This information is used at quotation and
order entry. Special groups can exclude all discounts.

documentation
A lot of parts have additional information like sales brochures, mounting and maintenance manuals,
technical drawings and production instructions. Computer programs for CNC machines can also be
regarded as documentation. All these documents have to numbered and entered into the computer.
Version and distribution changes have to be maintained in the system. Both technical and commercial
documents have to be connected to parts. This makes it possible to print references to purchase, sales and
production order, or even to print documents together with them.

DOCUMENTS
There are no specific documents involved.

RESPONSIBILITY
The head of the product development department is responsible for this procedure.
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14. OTHER PROCEDURES
PURPOSE
A general description, how to create a procedure.
DESCRIPTION
Standard procedures are available as a template in this manual. Sometimes an organization requires
special procedures, that have to be written afresh.
A procedure has to contain several paragraphs:
purpose
A one-liner, telling directly what in the procedure.
description
Additional information and explanations about the procedure. The description paragraph can contain subparagraphs
examples (optional)
Example(s), where, when and how to apply the procedure.
documents
This paragraph describes what documents are involved and how they are distributed and archived.
responsibility
The responsible person. Don’t make more than 1 person responsible. In case the responsibility is shared,
the procedure has to be split into smaller ones.
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15. PROGRESSION LISTS

PURPOSE
A procedure to measure the progress of the implementation
DESCRIPTION
The main checklists from the implementation manual are meant to plan the whole project in general. During
the project a more detailed planning is required.
It depends on the type and the size of the organization what details have to be described and planned.
A more detailed planning is contained and followed by one or more progression lists.
responsibility
The organization manager is responsible that the progression lists are made. The actual job can be done by
somebody more related to the subjects, like a member of a work group.
frequency of publishing a progression list
A detailed progression list has to be refreshed every meeting, where the subjects are discussed.
In case no meeting is planned, still a refreshed copy has to be distributed EVERY WEEK as long as a
subject is overdue or new comments are added to regular subjects.
A progression list has 2 parts:
overdue subjects
A subject has to be published with a comment why it is overdue. This comment has to be given by the
person, who is responsible for the subject, BEFORE releasing the new progression list. In case this person
is not available, the comment will be 'not available for comment'.
EVERY WEEK a subject is overdue, A NEW COMMENT has to be given.
NOTE: This procedure is not made to harm any person, but to make sure that the project will be finished
according plan. The comments can show that nobody is to blame, but that the responsible person gets not
enough assistance or enough time to finish the subject.
Sometimes it is better to POSTPONE a subject. A new finish date is planned and all comments are
removed. It becomes a regular subject.
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regular subjects
These subjects are not overdue and not finished yet. During the lifetime of a subject, comments can be
added for getting more attention or support from people involved. The responsible person can ask to put
comments to the subject or the organization manager can decide to do it, based on his own responsibility
for the whole project.
In case a comment is not required anymore it has to be removed from the
progression list.
In case a subject appears to be to much for one person, the subject can be split into smaller parts with
different responsible people.

RATINGS
In case a project is facing a lot of delays it can be helpful to publish rating lists showing the top 10 of
subjects and requests overdue or a list that show the best performances.
Regular projects that are not yet finished are not counted.
SUPPORTING PROGRAMS I101 - I 109
The menu, 'implementation progression' within the menu system management provides a number of
programs to support this procedure.
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16. ARCHIVES

PURPOSE
A (template for a customized) procedure how to archive the most important information.

TEMPORARELY ARCHIVES
ARCHIVE

PERIOD

1.
2.
3.
4.

until entered into the system
1 week
until repair is finished
as long as the project is not
finished

Hours
Stock movements
Open repairs
Open work orders

PERMANENT ARCHIVES
ARCHIVE

PERIOD

SORTED ON

1.

Weekly checklists

2 years

week

2.

Monthly checklists

2 years

month

3.

Car files







5 years
license plate
Lease contract or owners certificate
Insurance documents
Copy of the drivers license
Other legal certificates
Copy of road tax payment
Copy of the car key

4.

Customer files







permanent
name
main data
company brochure or profile
contracts
important correspondence
minutes of important meetings and discussions
legal affairs

5.

Supplier files

5 years
contracts
important correspondence
legal affairs

name





10 years
VAT
tax on salaries
calculation of wages
social security
company tax

date







6.

Tax files

7.

Financial reports
permanent
year

auditors report

report to chamber of commerce

8.

Other contracts and official
documents
10 years
subject

institutional and legal documents

bank agreements

housing contracts
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energy and electricity
municipality / district government
telecommunication contracts
insurance
subscriptions
partner and subsidiary contracts
others






permanent
contracts
job description
job evaluation
others

Employees

name

10. Trade information of frequent
suppliers

6 months

name

11. Product information

5 years

number

12. Purchase invoices

10 years

number

13. Cash book

10 years

month

14. Bank

10 years

date

15. Sales invoices

10 years

number

16. Packing lists - out

5 years

date

17. Transport documents - out

5 years

date

18. Stock adjustments

2 years

date

19. Packing lists - in

5 years

date

20. Hour forms

1 year

date

21. Copy of service reports

5 years

number

22. Job finish reports

5 years

date

23. Work orders

5 years

number

24. Picking lists

5 years

date
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Procedure

Action

Program

Journal

Debit

Credit

PURCHASE

Receipt

A671

GRN

Stock account from part group

Invoices to receive

Expense account
Invoice

A304

PURCH

Invoices to receive

Creditors

VAT
Price differences

Price differences

Other amounts

PRODUCTION

Hours

A808

HOURS

Costs of hours from part group

Income on hour from part group

Material issue

A842

STOCK

Costs of material from part group

Stock account from part group

Finish labour

A853

LABOUR

Costs of jobs from part group

Income from part group

Finish order

A838

PRODUC

Stock accounts from part group

Production income
from part group

Work in progres

Sales

Invoicing

C381

A532

WIP-W

SALES

Work in progres

Work in progres (result)

from part group

from part group

Cost of sales from part group

Stock from part group

Debtors

Sales from part group
VAT
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Setup

Notes

Tables

A252 part->part group

At stock parts - Depends on stock pricing setting

Stock,moves,goods,genledg

A216 part group->ledger accounts

Non stock parts and cost lines

A081 company data->price differences

Buy,buyline,goods,credit,genledg

A081 company data->creditors
Only with standard cost pricing

A802 work type->part group

Optional

Hours, genledg

A216 part group->ledger accounts
A252 part->part group

Stock, moves,genledg

A216 part group->ledger accounts
A951 labour route->work type

Can be posted automatically with the clock program

Labstat,genledg

A802 work type->part group
A216 part group->ledger accounts
A252 finished product->part group

Stock,moves,genledg

A216 part group->ledger accounts
A216 part group->ledger accounts

All the postings above are made on the result ledgers

A081 company data->work in progress

This program corrects the amounts to the balance sheet

Genledg,workinpr

as long as a project or work order is not cleared with A859
A252 part->part group

In case of stock items

Stock,moves,genledg

A216 part group->ledger accounts
A081 company data->debitors

Debtors,genledg,invhead,invline

A242 part group->sales account
A242 part group->vat type
A272 vat code->ledger account
A112 customer->vat export / local
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GENERAL

This manual gives an overview of the most important procedures and the programs involved.
Read also the *.DOCX files in the \help\eng directory
Program numbers
Sera programs are numbered like:
SERA2510
SERH8210
SERR1040

-

create parts
enter work orders
summary suppliers

The numbers are also accepted in a shorter form like:
A251
H821
A104

-

create parts
enter work orders
summary suppliers

This short form is used in this manual.
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A041
A083
A141
A151
A211
A201
A161
A121
A271
A191
A221
B191
B101
A231
E021
E011
A131
A181
A111
A721
A101
B171
B161
A241
A216
A276
A251
A631
A451
A441
A081
A071

Create users
Set company parameters
Create language codes
Create currency codes
Create companies
Create departments
Create classification codes
Create ledger accounts
Create VAT codes
Create warehouses
Create booking periods
Create journal codes
Create country codes
Create area codes
Create mail codes
Create selection codes
Create line codes
Create pay methods
Create customers
Create delivery terms
Create suppliers
Create location types
Create locations
Create part groups
Change part groups (financial)
Enter packing units parts
Create parts
Create stock-references
Create function descriptions
Enter employees
Change company data
Change printer settings / font-types
Create variable forms

QUICK REFERENCE
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ACCOUNTING

DAILY
A301
A304
C304

Enter journals
Enter purchase invoices
Enter small invoices for expenses etc.

PERIODICALLY
A327
C381

Process payments
Book work in process

CONTROL PROGRAMS
A345
L260
A346
C690
C392

Summary unprinted sales invoices
Summary picking lists in process
Summary unreceived invoices
Summary stock value per period
Summary work in process

IMPORTANT SUMMARIES
A330
A331
A335
A310
A312
A320
A325

Summary general ledger
Trial balance
Balance and profit- & loss account
Extended summary debtors
Statements of debtors
Extended summary creditors
Summary pay obligations
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TRADE ORDERS

MASTER DATA
A171

Create bills of material

A291
A292
A293

Enter discount per customer
Enter discount per part group
Enter discount/prices per part

B291
B292

Enter overall discounts / charges
Enter overall discounts / charges per customer

ORDER ENTRY / BACK ORDERS
C501
C507
B511

Enter quotations
Quotation -> order
Enter orders

PURCHASE
A761
A692
A651
A668

Direct purchasing of sales orders
Summary stock-shortage
Enter purchase orders
Automatic purchasing

STORE
A671

Enter receipts on purchase order

SALES
A533
A751

Commit stock to sales orders
Direct sales / counter sales

STORE
A532

Confirm shipment / invoicing
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PURCHASE

MASTERDATA
A641

Enter alternative suppliers

PLANNING WITH MINIMUM STOCK-LEVELS
A692
B899

Summary stock-shortage
Change stock forecast

ORDER ENTRY
A651
or
A761
or
A668

Enter orders manually
Direct purchase on sales / production orders
Automatic purchase on stock shortages

PROCESS
A676
A674

Summary orders per supplier / overdue orders
Call contracts

RECEIPTS
B681
A671
A672

Receipts without a purchase order
Receipts on purchase orders
Goods from quality control into free stock

ACCOUNTING
A304

Enter purchase invoices
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PRODUCTION OF FINISHED PRODUCTS AND HALF-FINISHED MATERIALS

MASTER DATA
A171
A801

Create bills of material
Create work types

PLANNING WITH STOCK-LEVELS
A692
B899

Summary stock-shortage
Change stock forecast

WORK ORDER PREPARATION - PLANNING
H821
A830
A860
A855
A843

Enter work orders manually
Print work orders
Planning per department
Work order status
Commit stock / print picking lists

STORE
A671
A842
A853

Enter receipts on purchase order
Issue material lists
Receipt subcontracted jobs

PROCESS
A811
F811
A853

Enter hours, finish operations, issue stock
Station hours-administration, issue stock on-line
Finish operations

ACCOUNTING
A304

Enter purchase invoices

FINISHING
A857
A838
A859

Extended summary calculations
Complete work orders to stock
Clear finished orders
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PROJECTS

MASTER DATA
A801
A171

Create work types
Create bills of material

WORK ORDER PREPARATION - PLANNING
B873
A860
A855
A843

Add extra labor
Planning per department
Work order status
Commit stock / print picking lists

STORE
A671
A842
A853

Enter receipts on purchase order
Issue material lists
Receipt subcontracted jobs

PROCESS
A811
F811
A853

Enter hours, finish operations, issue stock
Station hours-administration, issue stock on-line
Finish operations

ACCOUNTING
A304

Enter purchase invoices

FINISHING
A857
B878
B875
A859

Extended summary calculations
Finish and invoice fixed price projects
Invoice projects on costing base
Clear finished orders
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REPAIRS

MASTER DATA
A801
A261
A251

Create work types
Create complaint / cause codes
Create (dummy-) parts for grouping non-part repairs

ORDER ENTRY
A601
B600
E656
E643

Enter repairs
Price quotations
Enter material to be purchased / produced
Commit stock / print picking list

STORE
A684
E642
A686

Issue unplanned stock to repair orders
Issue picking list
Purchase used material from repairs

PROCESS
A811
F811
A304

Enter hours
Station hours-administration
Enter purchase invoices

FINISHING
B610
B601
B611

Summary calculations extended
Invoice /ship repairs
Invoice repairs with details
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STORE

MASTER DATA
B171
B161

Create location types
Create locations

RECEIPTS
A671
B681
A838
A685

Enter receipts on purchase order
Receipts without a purchase order
Finished products from production
Receive parts from repairs (2nd hand material etc.)

ISSUE STOCK
SALES
A532
Confirm shipment / invoicing = issue stock
REPAIRS
A684
Issue unplanned stock
E642
Issue picking list
PRODUCTION / PROJECTS
A842
Issue picking list

OTHER STOCK MUTATIONS
A681
A682
A683

Stock adjustment IN
Stock adjustment OUT
Move to stock to other location

CYCLE COUNTING
B671

Print counting list
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OLD VERSION

NEW VERSION

FEATURES
Basic features
Almost no changes regarding the standard user interface. Only the color is different. No
learning curve!
1
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Technically
 Faster database access (open the CRM / Phonebook module and notice the difference).
 2-3 Years improvements based on user experiences and error messages.
 Some nice copy and paste features
 Extra security on extreme quantities and amounts
 Extended check on periods
 Improved checks and recalculation of foreign currency results / position account

New features
Excel sheets directly connected to SERA
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Remote App for usage SERA at any system from 32 till 64 bits from Microsoft till Apple systems
It uses the local office licences. No server licenses required.

Import duties
Some countries have strict rules regarding import prices, duties, exchange rates, foreign transactions and additional
costs. An integrated module offers full control.
Sepa payments
Automatic payment collection
Electronic invoicing
Send invoices both as PDF and XML file
News letters
Use data from SERA to send periodically newsletters
Rental module
Rent out equipment, make sure 100% is invoiced, know the location of your equipment. Connection with equipment
and engine information. Electronic fence.
Consignment stock
Keep records, receive, sell and post stock, owned by third parties.
Journal template / Import
Returning journals can now be saved as a template. The next time you post, all the information like, accounts,
amounts, description will come up again. Only change what’s required. See B192.
Electronic bank statements can be imported in A301. This option can also be used to import your own spreadsheet
journals.
Postings in details
Stock and sales postings can now be posted in detail in the general ledger. Mark the required options in A081.
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SAP Lumira analysis tool
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Webservice
Provides information to websites and has options to controlled update of sales orders, customers, parts etc. from a
website.

Input from almost any device like smartphone, tablets and other web-connected equipment
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Parts application
Visual search for spare parts, straight from the bills of material and the available stock information in Sera. Can be
used also for old 2d drawings and scanned documents. Both for usage at a customer website or for internal usage.
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PURCHASE INVOICES
 Fast entry of purchase invoices with C304
 Storage of electronic (PDF) invoices to postings and open amounts
 Automatic recognition of supplier, amount payable, VAT amount, date and ledger account
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GOODS RECEIPTS / ADDITIONAL STOCK AND PURCHASE INFORMATION
External documents like freight bills, certificates, material tests, results of quality control, can be stored in
\sera\mailer\goods under the specific purchase of work order number.
When documents are found, the system shows at a lot of places a new button “Documents” that opens the directory
connected to the purchase order or work order.
Even when the order is completely finished the information is available in programs like “history per purchase order”
or as additional information at stock summaries.

In case both purchase invoices and other documents are stored electronically, programs like B321 and B322 will
give a complete overview of all documents connected to a purchase.
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EMAIL DIRECTLY FROM SERA
Set access to the email server in A082 and set in A101 / A112 the email addresses of suppliers and
customers and the mailing directly from Sera is possible

VARIABLE FORMS EASIER TO CUSTOMIZE
Use A078 to adjust variable forms with nice preview options and select the available fields / codes
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POWER BI CONNECTED TO SERA
New views for financials and planning. Standard SQL connection as used in Excel.

EXTRA SECURITY
After creating an opening balance (A306) it is still possible to make postings in an old year. The system will
not allow postings in the new year, UNLESS, a new opening balance is made, based on the postings in the
old year. So a re-run of A306 is required.
There are other securities build in, based on helpdesk experience during a long period. The system
prevents users from mistakes like entering stock quantities / invoices etc. that are exceeding 10 times the
largest history amount.

OUTPUT TO SCREEN
Output to screen has been removed from almost all the enquiry programs. After setting parameters like
“FROM CUSTOMER – TILL CUSTOMER” the program will give an option to print, view or email the result.
In case “view” is selected the report opens in a PDF or XPS viewer.
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1.DIRECTORY STRUCTURES AND NETWORKING

\SERA

Base directory

Within the \SERA directory are the folowing subdirectories:
DATSTART
PARAMET
TEMP
DATEMPTY
<USERS>
HELP
EXCEL

latest structures of databases
system parameters + variable forms
temporarily files
directory used during conversion and installation
there is a sub directory for each user. These directories are the default for output to files.
help files
excel and customized reports

NOTE
The directories TEMP, DATEMPTY and <USERS> should have full read, write and delete options for each user.

1
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2.COMPANY SETTINGS AND PARAMETERS

SERA0810 COMPANY DATA
COMPANY NAME
Several companies can be entered in the financial administration (general ledger, debtors, creditors). In the business
administration (trade, production etc.) is only 1 company available. Others can be installed at other disks. The name of
the main company has to be entered here.
BANK DATA
These data are called by tele banking.
COUNTRY
The description is checked by every external form. Only in case the country of the addressee is different from the
company, the country is printed.
DEBITORS TERM
Default debtors term. It can be overwritten during customer and order input.
CREDITORS TERM
Default creditor term. It can be overwritten during supplier, order and invoice input.
LOG BOOK
A log book can be switched on. The system is recording the usage of programs per user, date and time. Switching on
the log book, may slow down the system a little.
PASSWORDS
Logging into SERA can be secured by passwords. These passwords are saved in a scrambled form in the user file.
COMPANY CURRENCY
Once the currency is set, and entries with currency have been made, it’s impossible to change this field.
COMPANY LANGUAGE
The default language for printing language related descriptions on external forms etc.
DEFAULT CUSTOMER CREDIT
It can be overwritten during customer entry or changed per customer afterwards.
LAST INVOICE etc.
This counter is increased during invoice, order entry etc. A new range of numbers can start by changing these fields into
the number just before the required new number.
In case a new range contains numbers that were already used in the past, the system will skip those numbers
automatically.
It is also possible to define special number ranges in a separate program.
ACCOUNTING COMPANY
This entry relates the business administration to a financial company. All postings from production, stock, invoicing etc.
are booked into this company.
HOURS
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Setting of time-entry in 100 units per hour or 60 minutes per hour. All reports and entries from the hours administration
are working according this setting.
The rest of the production administration is using only 100 units per hour, independent of this setting.
ORDERS MIN.% DELIVERY
Picking lists for trade orders can be generated automatically by program A531. That program checks if there is enough
value to deliver according the setting of this field. Only in case it’s allowed according the order entry to do a partial
delivery AND the cost price of the delivery is above the percentage from this field, a picking list is printed.
ORDERS MAX.% SHORT
Depending on the type of company and the of goods to be delivered, it is sometimes not possible to supply exactly the
required quantities. In case the delivery was only a little to less, it’s necessary to regard the whole TRADE-order as
finished. This setting tells at what percentage that should be done.
PRINT RETAIL PRICES?
This parameter is only important in case no variable forms are used. The setting tells if retail prices and discounts are
printed on trade quotations, orders and invoices.
In case variable forms are used, it’s just a matter of using the required variables.
FREIGHT COST GROUP
The part group related to the freight costs as entered in program A532, invoicing. This group is used to calculate V.A.T.
and to direct the financial postings to the correct accounts.
LOCK PICKING LISTS
By locking picking lists, a list is not printed in case a customer exceeded his credits. Program B361 will warn the user
what picking lists are going to be locked.
STANDARD COST PRICE
Stock can be validated against a standard price from the part file or against an actual price per lot.
In case the standard cost price is used and the parts file is changed, the system will do automatically all financial posting
involved.
DECIMALS WITH QUANTITIES
The number of decimals to register stock, order or production quantities.
EXTRA CURRENCY DECIMALS
Sometimes cost prices of small products are calculated in more decimals than the currency. Like a small bold will cost
1,25 dollar cent. This setting will tell the system how many extra decimals are used to register product prices.
AT PAYMENT WITHIN xx DAYS xx % DISCOUNT
In case a company know discount for fast payments, the default values can be entered in these fields. The information is
presented during order or invoice entry. It can be overwritten. The date are only for information. No financial postings are
involved.
ON LINE STOCK
By switching stock ‘ON LINE’ all stock mutations, invoices, finished production jobs and goods receipts are on line
processed into the financial administration according the accounts and departments as mentioned in the part groups.
Goods receipts are debited on a stock or cost account. The credit is posted on an account called ‘invoices to receive’.
This account is settled as soon as the actual invoice is received. That account and department has to be entered in case
stock is switched to on line.
In case the system was already used before, program UTIL0850 will make the required postings to match the value of
the stock and the goods receipts without an invoice with the general ledger. Stock differences are posted on the stock
and the material usage account from the part group file. Differences in ‘invoices to receive’ are posted on the account
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‘invoices to receive’ against the difference account from the company file. (See A212). Both types of differences are
posted with a journal called ‘L085’. It’s recommended to analyze the differences before running UTIL0850.
ACCOUNTING STRUCTURE
The basic accounts used for handling goods receipts, accounts payable, receivable etc.

SERA0830 MODULE SETTING
Sera is always installed with all components. It reduces interfacing between different modules. It also speeds up the
system, because none of the programs has to check if a module is purchased or not. On the other hand: having too
many menu options is confusing for most of the users.
Program A083 controls what modules are required and what modules can be ignored. All programs are related to one or
more modules. Only those programs that are related to a module that is required are shown in a standard user menu.
See chapter, 'Users and menu's, for more information.

SERA0830 PARAMETER SETTINGS
The Sera-program is a program that can prove its power in many different companies. Not every company is the same
and therefore, Sera has introduced a number of parameters, that can make the program act according the user
requirements.
Many parameters are not important in the beginning. For these parameters the default-value, as indicated by Sera,
should be used.
A directory \SERA\PARAMET is created during the installation. Different *.PAR-files can be created in this directory to
switch on or of certain options. Some parameter-files are just available or not, while others contain instructions for
programs.
The standard parameters will be discussed in this chapter. Other parameters.
are special parameters, that were often specially created for 1 or more customers.
They are still part of the standard package to simplify the maintenance of the package.
A parameter can be created manually or (in most cases) by using program A083.

Standard parameters are:

Belgium vat rules

BELGVAT.PAR

While booking a purchase invoice, additional information is requested needed
to create a VAT-declaration as required in f.i. Belgium.

Brazil vat rules

BRASIL.PAR

The VAT-system will act according the Brazil rules.

Federal vat rules

FEDERAL.PAR

The VAT-system will act according a federal VAT-system like Canada or USA.
bar codes on work orders

BARCOTYP.PAR

This parameter contains an instructions for the type of barcode. Enter in the file a text line like:
BARCODE 5
Bar code types are:
1 = UPC-A
2 = UPC-E
3 = EAN/JAN-13
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4 = EAN/JAN-8
5 = 3 of 9
6 = extended 3 of 9
7 = interleaved 2 of 5
8 = Code 128
9 = Codabar
10 = Zip+4 Postnet
11 = MSI Plessey
12 = Code 93
13 = Extended Code 93
14 = UCC-128
complete jobs together with hours

HOURFINI.PAR

The programs A811 / F811, B092 enter hours, will ask if a job is finished and how many pieces are completed.
complete jobs automatically with order

AUTOFINI.PAR

Jobs are automatically completed while finishing a production order.
The necessary bookings are made on the department of the planned job.

complete jobs manually with order

SEMIFINI.PAR

While finishing a production order the system will ask if the related jobs are also completed

don't overwrite production picking lists

ORGILIST.PAR

It’s not allowed to commit stock to a production picking list, unless the original list is used to issue stock or to decommit
all previous committed stock. Use Sera8450 to reprint a list or to change commitments.
description 2 on purchase order

DESCR2.PAR

The internal description of a part will be printed on variable purchase order forms as additional description while the
instruction -PLDESCR2- is not required in the layout.

no cost lines in sales statistics

COSTSTAT.PAR

The sales statistics are not updated for cost lines on invoices. This can be useful for companies that always use part
numbers. Cost lines are used to charge special costs such as freight.
Warning: The statistics will no longer match with the financial administration. Choose the part groups with care to make a
comparison

register reasons for cancelling an order

REASON.PAR

This parameter determines whether a reason should be given when the total value of a sales order is lowered or when a
sales order is cancelled
add production margin to statistics

MARGIN.PAR

Sales margin on serial production can be measured in 2 different ways:
1.

The margin between the sales price and the total production price = cost prices. The value that is added by
production is NOT added to the sales margin. This is the default setting with the parameter switched off.

2.

The margin between the sales price and the basic material + subcontracting costs. The value that was added by
production is added to the sales margin. This setting is active with the parameter switched on.

no extended descriptions on invoice

NOEXTINV.PAR
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In case extended part descriptions are useful for quotations or confirmations, but not important on invoices or shipping
lists.
no extended descriptions on sales orders

NOEXTORD.PAR

In case extended part descriptions are not printed on confirmations.
no extended descriptions on quotations

NOEXTQUO.PAR

In case extended part descriptions are not printed on quotations.
extended descriptions on picking lists

EXTPICKL.PAR

Extended part descriptions are printed on picking lists for trade orders. This parameter is only effective in case the
picking lists are printed on order line sequence. (= no pickloca.par)
print picking list on location sequence

PICKLOCA.PAR

In case this parameter is switched of, picking lists are printed according the structure of the sales or work order.
Structures of bills of material are clear and back order quantities can also be printed.
In case this parameter is switched on, a picking list is printed on location sequence. There is no longer any structure in
the bills of material. Additional information like shortages / back orders is also not printed.

package information at shipment

PARTPACK.PAR

After making an invoice, the system will ask for packing- quantities, -units, -weight and number of pallets, insurance,
amount for cash on delivery. This information can be printed on the shipping list and on the invoice. This parameter is
also required to print transport labels and/ or to send the transport orders by EDIFACT to a transport company.

goods receipt at latest standard price

STPRGRN.PAR

In case stock is valued at lot-prices (LOT-number), there are two possibilities:
Parameter switched on: a goods receipt is registered against the actual standard cost price from the parts file.
Parameter switched off: a goods receipt is registered against the purchase price from the purchase order. In case the
purchase price is zero, the standard cost price from the parts file is used.
print unplanned stock movements

STOCLOG.PAR

Unplanned stock issues or entries are printed on a report during processing.
print a form on every goods receipt

GRN.PAR

The system will print a receipt form at receipt of goods on purchase orders. In case the parameter is switched off, the
form will only be printed in case the part is a quality-control part.

print lot numbers on invoice

INVLOT.PAR

When this parameter is present, the system will print lot-numbers on
invoices. The chapter 'variable forms' will give more information.
print lot numbers on shipping list

SHPLOT.PAR

When this parameter is present, the system will print lot-numbers on
shipping-lists. The chapter 'variable forms' will give more information.

unplanned receipts - oldest purchases

UPDPURCH.PAR
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Sometimes are large purchase orders used to give a long term planning to a supplier by the purchase department. The
actual smaller deliveries are managed by f.i. the production manager or the store manager on a day to day bases.
When this parameter is switched on, it’s possible to use register the receipts without mentioning the purchase order. The
system will write off the received quantities from the oldest purchase order for that product / supplier combination.

use shelf lifes

ISFOOD.PAR

This parameter has to be switched on, in case some of the stock has a limited shelf life. It's possible to enter the default
shelf life per part group.
location of executables

ASP.PAR

Create this parameter in case you want to use only on or different sets of executables for different databases. The
content should be like D:\EXESET\ACTUAL or P:\SERA
change language during printing

FORMCHAN.PAR

In case external forms are used, the program will ask what language the output should have.

variable part seek columns

PRTSEEK1.PAR
PRTSEEK2.PAR

These parameters contain the fields that have to show up, during the selection of a part. Prtseek1.par is for seeking on
number or the main description, while prtseek2.par is used for seeking on the internal description. A parameter has to be
filled with the column numbers that are required.
Example
The required heading is
The parameter will be

:
:

Number, Description, Barcode
1,3,2

Available colums are:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

NUMBER
BARCODE
DESCRIPTION
INTERNAL DESCRIPTION
FREE STOCK INCL. QUARANTINE STOCK
FREE STOCK EXCL. QUARANTINE STOCK
QUARANTINE STOCK
COMPANY UNIT
PART GROUP
PRICE LIST PART ?
MINIMUM STOCK LEVEL
MAXIMUM TO SELL FROM STOCK
RETAIL PRICE
DELIVERY TIME
PART NUMBER USED BY THE SUPPLIER
SOLD/USED QUANTITY THIS YEAR
SOLD/USED QUANTITY PREVIOUS YEAR

51-90

USER DEFINED FIELDS 1 - 40 FROM PARTS-CARD
(See Serb2100)

This parameter can be place in a user directory too, in case of difference preferences per user.

change dates on purchase orders

LEADTIME.PAR

This parameter switches on an option in the suppliers file. It's then possible to add a number of days with SERA1020,
change suppliers. This number of days is used while printing a purchase order. The delivery date is reduced with this
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number of days. No other files are affected. This option can be used for those suppliers, who are always delivering a
number of days too late.

print overtime hours

OVERTIME.PAR

All kinds over printed summaries from the hours administration are showing the hours per overtime percentage.
use formats in orders

UNITLIST.PAR

A purchase/sales-order/project can contain information for the supplier or customer how to format the delivery. For
instance 100 meters of steel tube cutted as 10 pieces of 10 meter each. This parameter file has to contain those
company units (from the parts file), where this additional information is required. Capitals are not important. Like:
Meter,KG,Liter
split lots per received quantity

UNITLST2.PAR

A purchase receipt has to be entered in separated quantities. The program will create for each quantity a lot number.
This option can be used for products like coils with a certain length of wire or steel strips etc. This parameter file has to
contain those company units (from the parts file), where this additional information is required. Capitals are not
important. Like:
Meter,KG,Liter
combination picking lists

COMBIPIC.PAR

An extra picking list is printed that combines several picking lists of different orders per location. It offers the functionality
to pick several orders at the same time without using several lists.
add transport information to project issues

MOVETRAN.PAR

Some companies are delivering goods on projects, while an invoice is made afterwards. It happens at companies where
f.i. big trucks are loading bulk material during the day.
In case this parameter is available, program A843 will ask for transport information. This information can be printed on
the invoice made by B875. The parameter contains also the layout for these extra invoice lines.
Fields are:
-SHNAME-SHNAME2-SHADRESS1-SHADRESS2-SHCOUNTRY-

shipping address

-SHSUPPL-SHTRANSP-

transporter number
transporter name (can be adjusted or changed with f.i. a truck number)

Extra text is available in
-SHTEXT1-SHTEXT2-SHTEXT3These fields can also be used in the head and bottom of the variable picking list.

Programs A843/A842 will also ask for the transport costs( = the amount to pay to the transport company).
The system will post it as ‘invoices to receive’ and the costs will be charged to the project, as soon as the
pickinglist is issued.
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In case there is a cost line in the project with the word ‘Transport’ in the description or the standard freight
part group (see A081) as part group, the costs and price unit from that line are used as default.
This option is also valid for direct invoicing (A751) and invoicing of sales orders (A533 / A532)
add short company name to program titles

TITLE.PAR

In case of a multiple company installation, it’s sometime difficult to recognize, for which company a module is
started. Windows shows only the program name in the task-bar. By adding a short company name things will
become more clear:
PROD change parts TRADE change parts
add container material to trade invoices

ADDPACKS.PAR

This parameters provides the possibility to add containers, boxes etc. to a trade invoice, while confirming the
shipment (A532). Prices and discounts are calculated according the standard rules.
add freight instructions to trade invoices

ADDTRANS.PAR

This parameters provides the possibility to add transport information to a trade invoice, while confirming the
shipment (A532) or with direct invoicing (A751). The parameter text file has to contain max. 5 instruction
lines like:
Transporter
Load number
Driver
Weight
Extra info
These lines are shown on the screen during data entry. The entered information is printed on invoices or
shipping lists by the codes -IVTRANSP1- till –IVTRANSP5calculate containers and/or transport

AUTOPACK.PAR

This parameters provides the possibility to add containers, boxes etc. to a trade invoice, while confirming the
shipment (A532). If a transport price is connected to a container, the transport charges are calculated too.
See program A276 for more detailed information. Stock files are not updated!
Extra invoice layouts are available to print subtotals for goods, packing and transport charges:
\sera\paramet\invgoods.<lan>
\sera\paramet\invfre.<lan>
\sera\paramet\invemb.<lan>

-

for goods
for transport charges
for packing material

-IVQNTGOODS-IVTOTGOODS-IVVATGOODS-

-

total quantity for goods
total amount for goods (excl. tax)
total vat for goods

-IVQNTFRE-IVTOTFRE-IVVATFRE-

-

total quantity for transport
total amount for transport (excl. tax)
total vat for transport

-IVQNTEMB-IVTOTEMB-IVVATEMB-

-

total quantity for packing
total amount for packing (excl. tax)
total vat for packing

Variables are:
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switch on cash payment in A532

CASH5320.PAR

In case this parameters is available a cash payment during confirmation of a shipment (A532) can be
registered.
switch on pincode for order entry acceptance

USEPIN.PAR

In case this parameters is available a screen will appear during order entry in case the customer is out of the
credit limits. A code shows up and an answer is requested. This answer code has to be generated by an
authorized person by using Sera1200.
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3. USERS AND MENU'S

There are 3 tables that control the user menu's:
PRGLIST
USERS
USERMENU

-

all available programs
users
programs that users can approach

The list of programs is supplied with the Sera package. Each program has a link to the modules, where it's used. Each
program has also a user level indicator. It's possible to add 3rd party programs.
The list of users has to be created by the system manager. Only user START is the default Sera user. This user has all
options.
Note: The menu of use START is created by Sera.
This menu is overwritten every time a new version is installed.
The user menu's (except the menu of 'START') have to be created by the system manager.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A menu can be created, by adding each program separately to the menu.
Making a copy from the menu of another user.
Making a link to another user.
Entering the level that a user has in each of the active modules. The system will build a user menu based on this
information and the information from the program list and the list of active modules.

SECURITY ON USER LEVEL
Basic security is set at the client/server environment. Extra security is available on program-level by creating a menu per
user. On user level is security available on field level.
CREATE PROGRAMS

-

SERA0310

This program can be used to add 3rd party programs to the Sera program list. It's possible to direct output to a fixed
printer.
The users are no longer allowed to choose a printer. Output is always sent to one specific printer at a fixed location. This
can be useful for important documents like invoices or purchase orders. Make sure that the printer setting allows printing
to a queue.

CREATE USERS

-

SERA0410

New users are added to the user list. Additional information has to be entered to prevent unauthorized usage of Sera
and it's modules.
SHOW COST PRICES
Cost price information can be vital in some companies. It's possible to select on user level if somebody is allowed to
know cost prices.
CRM OPTIONS / AREA’S ALLOWED
The CRM system provides all over the system all kind of information about a customer or prospect as soon as such a
relation is selected. A pop up menu gives the possibility to view quotations, invoices, open amounts etc. etc. The pop up
menu can be adjusted for each user. It is possible to block users from parts of the customer information by selecting the
area’s.
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PARTS BOOK
As the CRM system, the partsbook can be approached from the main menu. Select the information that an user is
allowed to see.
CLOSED STORES
It's possible to close stores for unauthorized stock issues or entries.
OVERWRITE FIXED DISCOUNTS
This setting decides if a user is allowed to change discounts or prices of fixed price groups. Per part group is registered if
this group know fixed prices and discounts. If a group doesn't have a fixed price, the setting here has no effect. This
setting has also effect on making credit notes or entering cost lines (non part items).
TRADE ORDER CHANGES
The system can advise a delivery date the entry of trade orders, based on the stock level and the open orders.
It's also possible to avoid the entry of a date earlier than the advised date. The setting applies also to the printing of
picking lists.
In case a user is not allowed to change delivery dates, it's can be also prohibited to delete items that are leaving stock
above the minimum level.

CREATE USER MENU'S

-

SERA0510 / SERA0560

This program can be used to fine tune a user menu, together with the change and delete option.
FIELD PROTECTION
Programs to change fixed data, can be protected on field level. Unauthorized change of cost prices, credit limits, sales
prices may cause a lot problems. The field numbers as used in the programs to change those data, can be entered in
the user menu to set protection against changes.
It’s possible to use an existing menu a template for a new menu. Use program A056.
DELETING SUBMENU'S
After deleting some menu's it's not necessary to delete all programs and menu's behind them manually. Program A049
will do it automatically.
Note: The menu of use START is created by Sera.
This menu is overwritten every time a new version is installed.
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4. DATA INTEGRITY UTILITIES
Several utilities are provided to establish integrity between different administrations. There are several reasons, why
these differences could occur. The utility programs are checking if data from one file are processed correctly into another
file.
Example:
Debtors
General ledger

-

details
totals with a reference SERA-DEB01

-

details with status for received invoices
postings created by the system on the account 'invoices to receive'

Or
Goods receipts
General ledger

CHANGING PARTS GROUPS
Part group are relating parts with their stock to a stock account in the financial administration. When the stock system is
set to on-line, all stock changes are booked on that account. In case that account is changed, the system will not transfer
automatically all figures to the new account. Maybe there are just some stock movements done elsewhere in the
company or other (unchanged) groups are reffering the same account. Program UTIL0850 will make the connection.
Connect stock <> general ledger

-

UTIL0850

By switching stock ‘ON LINE’ all stock mutations, invoices, finished production jobs and goods receipts are on line
processed into the financial administration according the accounts and departments as mentioned in the part groups.
Goods receipts are debited on a stock or cost account. The credit is posted on an account called ‘invoices to receive’.
This account is settled as soon as the actual invoice is received. That account and department has to be entered in case
stock is switched to on line.
In case the system was already used before, program UTIL0850 will make the required postings to match the value of
the stock and the goods receipts without an invoice with the general ledger. Stock differences are posted on the stock
and the material usage account from the part group file. Differences in ‘invoices to receive’ are posted on the account
‘invoices to receive’ against the difference account from the company file. (See A212). Both type of differences are
posted with a journal called ‘L085’. It’s recommended to analyze the differences before running UTIL0850.
Check financial administration

-

UTIL0840

This program reports all differences as described with UTIL0850, but no actual posting are made.
It also checks the integrity between the subledgers, DEBTORS and CREDITORS and the GENERAL LEDGER.
Differences can be solved by program UTIL0500.
Fix financial administration

-

UTIL0500

This program restores all connections between the debtors, creditors and general ledger. Un-balanced journals are
balanced, by making a posting on the difference-account. This account has to be cleared by doing the missing entries
manually.
Check and repairs are done at:
Subject

Check

Reference

Debtors <> general ledger

Total per period / journal / currency

SERA-DEB01 in general ledger

Debtors VAT <> general ledger

Total per period / journal / currency

SERA-DEB02 in general ledger

Creditors <> general ledger

Total per period / journal / currency

SERA-CRE01 in general ledger

Creditors VAT <> general ledger

Total per period / journal / currency

SERA-CRE02 in general ledger

Debtors

Open amounts <> all amounts

Status

Creditors

Open amounts <> all amounts

Status
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General ledger

Open amounts <> all amounts

Status

Journals

Balance per period / journal / currency

-

Check invoices <> debtors

-

UTIL0510

This program checks if all invoices are processed into the debtors file.
In case an invoice is found without a match, the status can be set to 'unprocessed' . Processing can be done with
program C344.

Recover stock/order administration

-

UTIL0800

This utility checks all details from trade orders, stock, work orders, commitments. Obsolete reservations and
commitments are removed and the totals in the parts file are adjusted.
Recover analyses stock mutations

-

UTIL1500

File movestat, totals of stock moves, will be reconstructed from the movement details.
Connect assets with general ledger

-

UTIL0860

Bookvalues from the fixed assets module are counted and matched with the general ledger.
Differences are posted on the difference-account.

Reprocess sales invoices

-

UTIL2520

This program reposts all sales invoices of a certain period. All previous posting are removed.
Rebuild sales statistics

-

UTIL2550

This program does the same as UTIL2520, but it only updates the sales statistics. It doesn't update the debtors file and
the general ledger.
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*
5. REPRINTING UTILITIES

Most of the reprint facilities are available for all users. Some reprints can be very important. Therefore are those
programs stored in the system management area.
Reprint goods receipt notes

-

UTIL2500

A goods receipts note may contain valuable information about quality.
Reprint picking lists

-

UTIL2000

This program can be used to reprint a picking list for a trade order. The original picking list number is presented by the
program after entering the order number. Take care that this program is used properly. A PICKING LIST is like a
cheque, on which money is supplied. In this case valuable stock is supplied.
Reprinting a picking list should be as difficult as getting a duplicate cheque !!!
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CONTENTS

1. Invoices / GENERAL

44434334343434
2. Shipping lists
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Proforma invoices
Customer reconciliation’s
Customer account summaries
Reminders
Receipt notes
Variable part information
Repair orders
Freight bills / labels
Purchase orders
Quotations
Order confirmations
Work orders
Subcontracting orders
Production labels
Projects
N/A
Maintenance orders
Transport labels
Picking lists for trade orders
Net price list per customer
Commercial standard letters / labels
Maintenance contracts
Pay cheque
Payment specifications
Customer, relation and supplier labels
Internal price / purchase request form
External price request
Location labels
Sales order labels
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1. INVOICES (including general instructions and examples)

44434334343434
GENERAL
The user can define free forms in stead of the pre-defined forms. Every part of a forms is saved into a text
file. Those files can be created and changed with any word processor as long as the result is saved in DOS
or ASCII format.
PRINT HEIGHT
A lot of the variable forms have a fixed top and bottom part with address data etc. and a variable middle
part containing part numbers, amounts, quantities etc. The top and bottom have always a fixed height.
The height of the middle part is always different, because it depends on the number of variable items. This
part will be filled with empty lines until the bottom part is reached. The print length is retrieved the printer
setting in the Windows version. In case a variable form has a header and a bottom part, the length of
variable lines is calculated according the next formula:
Variable length = total length – length of 1st header – length of last bottom
Forms can be created and changed with a text editor (see the instructions below. Important forms like
sales orders, invoices, purchase can be made with A078. In that case the email printer Windows XPS
document writer has to be installed in A082.
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LAYOUT FILES FOR INVOICES
\SERA\PARAMET\INVHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\INVHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\INVBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\INVBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\INVLINE1.XXX

44434334343434

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

LAYOUT FILES FOR CREDIT NOTE'S
\SERA\PARAMET\CRNHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\CRNHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\CRNBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\CRNBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\CRNLINE1.XXX

The code .XXX stands for the language code. The language code can also be used to defined different
varieties of the same form.
F.i.:

\SERA\PARAMET\INVHEAD1.ENG
\SERA\PARAMET\INVHEAD2.EN2

-

English Europe
English America

-

French retailers
French others

or
\SERA\PARAMET\INVHEAD1.FRA
\SERA\PARAMET\INVHEAD1.FR2

Parts translations and extended descriptions are searched by the full language code. In case nothing is
found the first to characters are used to search. When nothing is found, the standard description is
printed.
available fields :
Almost all fields from:
INVHEAD
INVLINE
CUST

invoices
invoice lines
customers

can be used in the variable invoice.
NOTE!! PRINT THE RECORD LAYOUTS! (See UTIL0200)
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Beside the fields from the records there are also available :
For the header and the bottom files:
IVTOTVATIN
cumulating total incl. VAT
44434334343434
IVTOTVATEX cumulating total excl. VAT
IVTOTVAT
IVLOCAVAT
IVTOTHIVAT
IVTOTLOVAT
IVTOTHIBAS
IVTOTLOBAS
IVITOTNOBAS
IVPAGE
IVNEXTPAGE
IVPMDESCR
IVWORDVAL

-

cumulating VAT total in customer currency
cumulating VAT total in local currency
cumulating VAT high rate
cumulating VAT low rate
cumulating basic for the high rate
cumulating basic for the low rate
cumulating basic for the zero rate
page number
number of next page
description of the pay method
invoice total in text

Only with parameter partpack.par switched to on:
IVPACKING1 -9 IVPACKQNT1 -9 -

code of package type 1 - 9
quantity of package type 1 - 9

For the detail lines:
ILTOTVATIN
ILTOTVATEX
ILPRIC1000
ILPRICEPER
ILBACKORD

-

total per line incl. VAT
total per line excl. VAT
price per 1000 for projects - prices per quantity as mentioned in the parts file
quantity per net price
quantity in back-order

ILWEIGHT
ILVOLUME
ILPRICEKG
ILPRICELIT
ILCUSTPART

-

weight in kg.
volume in liters
price per kg.
price per liter
customer part number

\SERA\PARAMET\INVLOT.PAR
Lot numbers will be printed as an extension on the part description in case this parameter is available.
Sometimes there is a legal obligation to mention this information. The layout of this (language
independent) extension has the following fields :
ILLOTNR
ILLOTNR2
ILLOTQUANT

-

lot number
alternative number (mostly not used)
quantity per lot

NOTE: one invoice line can have several lot numbers.
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44434334343434
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\SERA\PARAMET\NOEXTINV.PAR
This parameter prevents printing of the extended part descriptions.

44434334343434
SYNTAX

An invoice layout has to meet several rules:
Fields from records or from the extra field table have to be captured by a "-" like -IVNAME-.

CHARACTER FIELDS
Length and start position of a field can be defined as follows:
-IVADRESS4,1,30:
2291 DW AMSTERDAM
-IVADRESS4,10,50:
AMSTERDAM
-IVADRESS4,1,7:
2291 DW
The first digit is the start position and the second digit is the length to be printed. Trailing spaces are
printed in case the length is more than the length of the field.

QUANTITIES / AMOUNTS
-ILQUANT,9,0-ILQUANT,15,2-

:
:

1023
1023.00

The first digit stands for the TOTAL length including the decimal point and the second digit stands for the
number of decimals.
An AMOUNT can be defined as:
-ILVALUTA- -IVVAL-ILVALUTA,9,0- -IVVAL-ILVALUTA,15,2- -IVVAL-ILVALUTA,15- -IVVAL-ILRETAIL,15,2- -IVVAL-ILRETAIL,15- -IVVAL-

: 1023.00 Euro
: 1023.00 Euro
:
1023.00 Euro
:
1023.00 Euro
:
12345678 Chinese RMB
:
12345678 Chinese RMB

\SERA\PARAMET\THOUSAND.PAR
Store a ‘.’ or a “,” in this parameter when you want amounts and quantities to be presented with a
thousand devider like 12.000,00 or 12,000.00. If there is no parameter it will be printed as 12000.00
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DATES
-IVDATE-IVDATE,D-

44434334343434

:
:

20171231
31-12-2017

YYYYMMDD
Date follows the DMT setting of the server

TAGS / FONTS
Fonts can be part of the form, like the word ‘INVOICE’ is printed bold.
The tag <2> will switch on bold printing and <1> switches back to the original font.
These ‘’drivers” can be created with SERA0710. This program is using the standard Windows interface to
select font types and sizes.
<2>INVOICE<1> -IVNUMBER-

will be INVOICE 123456

SEMI COLONS
In some case, like standard texts or extended part descriptions, is it required to print semi colons at the
same vertical position. There are no problems as long as a non-proportional type face is used:
Format/length : 100
Color
: red
A proportional font will print:
Format/length : 100
Color
: red
The vertical positions are now different.
By using the "|" (pipeline) sign instead of a semi colon, the system will print a semi colon at a fixed
position:
Format/length | 100
Color
| red

Format/length : 100
Color
: red

REVERSED HEADERS
The <B> and </B> around a text will have the following effect:
<B>Quantity Part
Quantity Part

Description
Description

Price
Price
7

Total amount</B>

Total amount
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LOGO
A company logo can be printed on all variable forms in the Windows-version. A file called
\SERA\PARAMET\LOGO.BMP (bit map file) has to be available. The instruction –LOGO- at any required
location in the form will print the logo.

44434334343434

Extra logos are available as –LOGO0- up till –LOGO9NOTE: A logo is printed in it’s original resolution. Printers with different resolutions will print different
sizes.

SIGN
A user sign can be printed in the Windows version. The sign has to be available as a bitmap:
\SERA\<USER>\SIGN.BMP
It is printed with the instruction -SIGN-.

COLLECT INVOICES
Headers and subtotals can be used in collect invoices to print order numbers references etc.. The following
files are used:
As header for the 2nd and next sub-invoices:
\SERA\PARAMET\INVSUBH1.XXX
All fields for the standard header are valid.
As subtotal for all sub-invoices:
\SERA\PARAMET\INVSUBS1.XXX
Fields are:
ISBWEIGHT
ISWEIGHT
ISVOLUME
ISPACKNUM
ISPALLET
ISTOTVATIN
ISTOTVATEX
ISTOTVAT
ISTOTVAT1
ISTOTVAT2
ISINSUVAL

-

GROSS WEIGHT
NETT WEIGHT
VOLUME
NUMBER OF BOXES
NUMBER OF PALLETS
AMOUNT INCL.VAT
AMOUNT EXCL. VAT
VAT AMOUNT
FEDERAL TAX
PROVINCIAL TAX
INSURED VALUE
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EXAMPLE
INVHEAD1.ENG

-LOGO44434334343434

<3>13 Einstein road
Industrial Area
MY CITY 12467
Bank account 124.67.555
GST number B12.3455.33

<1>
-CUNAME-CUADRESS1-CUADRESS2<2>Invoice<1>

-IVNUMBER-

Date
Reference
<B>

|
|

Quantity

Part

-IVDATE,2-IVCUSTREFDescription

Price

Total

will print as:

13 Einstein road
Industrial Area
MY CITY 12467
Bank account 124.67.555
GST number B12.3455.33

`

Kraak Waste Ltd.
Lelystraat 49
3364 AH SLIEDRECHT

Invoice

890191

Date
Reference
Quantity

:
:
Part

14-10-2017
Mr. Calucio

Description

Price

9

Total

.
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2. SHIPMENT LISTS
Shipment lists are printed together with the invoice, as a specification of the delivery. The layouts of the

44434334343434
shipment lists are created in the same way as the invoices.
The layouts are stored in the following files:
\SERA\PARAMET\SHPHEAD*.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\SHPHEAD*.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\SHPBOTT*.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\SHPBOTT*.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\SHPLINE*.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

\SERA\PARAMET\SHPLOT.PAR
Lot numbers will be printed as an extension on the part description in case this parameter is available.
Sometimes there is a legal obligation to mention this information. The layout of this (language
independent) extension has the following fields :
ILLOTNR
ILLOTNR2
ILLOTQUANT
ILBACKORD
ILGROUP
PX1 t/m PX40

-

lot number
alternative number (mostly not used)
quantity per lot
quantity in back order
part group
user defined fields from the parts card

\SERA\PARAMET\NOEXTINV.PAR
This parameter prevents printing of the extended part descriptions.
The forms can be created easily by copying the layout of the invoices and to remove for example the
amount-fields:
Copy INV*.* PFA*.*
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3. PRO FORMA INVOICES
Pro forma invoices are printed with program A535, based on the trade-orders.

44434334343434

The layout of pro forma invoices is stored in the files:
\SERA\PARAMET\PFAHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PFAHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PFABOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PFABOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PFALINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

The forms can be created easily by copying the layout of the order confirmations:
Copy ORD*.* PFA*.*
An additional field is:
ORTODAY

-

current date
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4. DEBTOR RECONCILIATION’S
This type of form is regularly used in countries where bank statements are not received on a daily basis or

44434334343434
where payments by cheque are common. The Sera program B311 can print a summary, showing all the

transactions on a debtor during a selected period. The form to print the reconciliation is a complex form. A
lot of small text-files are required.
1. \SERA\PARAMET\RECHEAD1
\SERA\PARAMET\RECHEAD2
2. \SERA\PARAMET\RECLINE1
3. \SERA\PARAMET\RECLINE2
4. \SERA\PARAMET\RECLINE3
5. \SERA\PARAMET\RECLINE4
6. \SERA\PARAMET\RECLINE5
7. \SERA\PARAMET\RECLINE6
8. \SERA\PARAMET\RECLINE7
9. \SERA\PARAMET\RECLINE8
10. \SERA\PARAMET\RECBOTT1
\SERA\PARAMET\RECBOTT2

-

Header first page
Header next pages
Opening balance this period
Title-text 'NEW INVOICES’
Invoice data
Line 'TOTAL NEW INVOICES’
Title-text 'PAYMENTS’
Receipt data
Specification receipts on invoice-level
Line 'TOTAL PAYMENTS’
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page

The following example will explain the use of the several texts:
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
5.
5.
6.
6.
7.
7.
8.
8.
7.
7.
8.
9.
9.
9.

HYVA Holding B.V.
ONDERNEMINGSWEG 1
2404 HM ALPHEN AD RIJN
THE NETHERLANDS
RECONCILIATION

DATE 97.01.12

NUMBER DESCRIPTION
DATE
AMOUNT DUE DATE
------ ------------------------- ------ -------- -----OPENING BALANCE

1000.00

INVOICES + MISC.
011634 INVOICE
011640 INVOICE

951201
951207

500.00 951215
700.00 951215
-------1200.00

RECEIPTS
951201
600.00
allocated against invoice 010120 400.00
allocated against invoice 010121 200.00
951211
200.00
allocated against invoice 010160 200.00
-------800.00
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10.
10.
10.CLOSING BALANCE
10.

-------1400.00
========

44434334343434
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In both the Head- and the Bott-files, almost all fields from the customer-file, CUST, can be used.
Additional fields are:
DBDATE
current date
44434334343434
DBTOTAL
Opening- sub- and closing-totals
DBTOTALD
DBTOTALC

-

Opening- sub- and closing-totals debit
Opening- sub- and closing-totals credit

Additional fields for the LINE-files are:
DBAMOUNT
DBAMOUNTD
DBAMOUNTC
DBDESCR
DBDATE
DBPAYDATE
DBINVOICE

-

Amount or sub-total
Amount or sub-total debit
Amount or sub-total credit
Description of the invoice or payment
Transaction date
Due date
Invoice number or payment reference
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5. STATEMENTS

44434334343434
The layout of the statements is stored in the files:
\SERA\PARAMET\STTHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\STTHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\STTBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\STTBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\STTLINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

Almost all fields from the customer file, CUST, can be used.
Additional fields that can be used in the Head- en Bott-files are:
DBTODAY
DBTOTOPEN
DBPAGE
DBCURRENT
DBOPEN30
DBOPEN60
DBOPEN90
DBOPEN99

-

current date
cumulating total
page number
total amount not due
total amount due, <= 30 days
total amount due, > 30 <= 60 days
total amount due, > 60 <= 90 days
total amount due, > 90 days

After entering the selections, a variable text can be selected. These texts are stored in the file for external
form-texts. The text is printed in the layout of STTHEAD or STTBOTT, using the fields:
-DBTEXT0- till -DBTEXT5The numbers 0060 till 0065 are used for the first statement, 0070 t/m 0075 are used for the second, etc.
Almost all fields from the debtors-file, DEBTORS, can be used for the detail-lines.
Additional fields are:
DBSTAR
DBTOOLATE
DBOWNREF
DBCUSTREF
DBREP
DBCONTACT

-

age-indicator, using one or more '*'
days overdue
own reference from the invoice
customers reference from the invoice
area
contact person of the customer from the invoice
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6. REMINDERS
The layouts of the reminders are stored in the following files:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\REMHEAD1.XXX\
\SERA\PARAMET\REMHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\REMBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\REMBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\REMLINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

Almost all fields of the customer file, CUST, can be used.
Additional fields in the Head- and Bott-files are:
DBTODAY
DBTOTOPEN
DBPAGE
DBCURRENT
DBOPEN30
DBOPEN60
DBOPEN90
DBOPEN99

-

current date
cumulating total
page number
total amount not due
total amount due, <= 30 days
total amount due, > 30 <= 60 days
total amount due, > 60 <= 90 days
total amount due, > 90 days

The fields that can be used for the detail-lines are almost all fields from the debtors file, DEBTORS.
DBLSTSTATE
DBTOOLATE
DBOWNREF
DBCUSTREF
DBREP
DBCONTACT

-

number of times an amount has been reminded
days overdue
own reference from the invoice
customers reference from the invoice
area
contact person of the customer from the invoice

Depending on the highest value found, a text can be printed on the reminder. These texts are stored in the
file for external form-texts. In the layout of the reminder, REMHEAD or REMBOTT, the text can be printed
using the fields:
-DBTEXT0- till -DBTEXT5The title of the reminder is printed using the field:
-DBTEXT6The numbers 0060 till 0066 are used for the first reminder, 0070 t/m 0076 are used for the second, etc.
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7. GOOD-RECEIPT NOTES
There are 3 types of good receipts.

44434334343434

Fields that can be used in every form are:
GOQUANT
GODATE
GOORDER
GOPART
GOPARTDESCR GOPARTDESCR2GOCOMPUNIT GOWAREHOUS GOLOCATION GONUMBER
GOLOT
GOGROUP
PX1 t/m PX40 -

quantity
date of receipt
order number
part number
description
internal description
company unit part
warehouse of receipt
location
receipt number
lot number
part group
user defined fields from the parts card

REPAIRS - received 2nd hand material
\SERA\PARAMET\GRNREP1.TXT
\SERA\PARAMET\GRNREP2.TXT

-

approved materials
materials to be checked

Almost all fields of the following files can be used:
REPAIR repairs
CUST customers

RECEIPTS FROM PURCHASES
\SERA\PARAMET\GRNPUR1.TXT
\SERA\PARAMET\GRNPUR2.TXT

-

approved materials
materials to be checked

Almost all fields of the following file can be used:
SUPPL suppliers
Additional fields are:
GODOCUMENT GOBUYQUANT GOBUYUNIT
-

technical document
received quantity in purchase units
purchase unit
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RECEIPTS FROM PRODUCTION
\SERA\PARAMET\GRNWOR1.TXT
\SERA\PARAMET\GRNWOR2.TXT

44434334343434
Additional fields are:
GODOCUMENT -

-

approved materials
materials to be checked

technical document
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8. VARIABLE PART INFORMATION
Several forms to describe parts can be stored in the file:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\PARTCRD<n>.TXT
The <n> is a digit from 0 till 9
PARTCRD 1 .TXT has a special purpose. If this file is available, part-cards / labels etc. are printed while
receiving goods in the warehouse. See also A671 and A838. All forms can be printed with Sera program
B255.
All fields of the parts-file, ‘PARTS’, can be used. In case part-cards are available (B210-B251), also the userdefined fields PX1 till PX40 can be printed.
Additional fields are :
BARCODE
PABARCODE
PICT
PXDATE
PXLOCATION
PXSEQ
PXLOT
PXSUPPL

-

barcode of the part
the barcode text
the BMP picture from the parts file
printing date
location at receipt of goods
sequence number per packing
lot number
name of the supplier

N.B. The field PAEXTDESCR is not used. The first 9 lines of the extended description however, can be
printed, using the fields PAEXTDESCR1 till PAEXTDESCR9.
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9. REPAIR-ORDERS
The layout of repair-orders is stored in the following file:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\REPFORM*.TXT
While entering repair-orders, a code can be entered at the field FORMS. This code will have the related
forms printed. For example, the form-code ‘1A’ means that files /SERA/PARAMET/REPFORM1.TXT and
\SERA/PARAMET/REPFORMA.TXT are printed. These files have to be available of course.
Variables that can be used are:
XX1
XX2
XX3
XX2A
XX3A
XX3B
XX4
XX5
XX6
XX6A
XX7
XX8
XX9
XX10
XX11
XX12
XX13
XX14
XX20
XX21
XX22
XX23
XX24
XX25
XX26
XX30
XX55
XX56
XX81 - XX90

-

CUSTOMER name
address
postal address
country
telephone number
fax number
CUSTOMER reference
OWN reference
start date
repair number
customer number
serial number
complaint
part
comments
department
SUPPLIER number
name
address
city
phone
fax
country
barcode of the repair number
e-mail address of the customer
e-mail address of the supplier
user defined repair card fields
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The fields from the parts file PARTS
PX1 t/m PX40 -

user defined fields from the parts card

The fields from the serial number book SERIAL
44434334343434
CUEXTRA01 t/m 10

-

user defined fields from the customer file

ONLY FOR EDI - APPLICATION
XX60
XX61
XX70
XX71

-

supplier of the supplier (brand)
name
customer of the customer
name

INVOICES
While creating an invoice with B611, it’s possible to add the fields from SERIAL, PARTS and the XX- fields as
text lines into the invoice. A layout \SERA\PARAMET\REPINV.XXX has to be created. XXX stands for a
language code.
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10. FREIGHT-BILLS / LABELS
Four different labels and freight-bills are available. These forms can be printed with Sera program A590,

44434334343434
after an invoice has been generated.
\SERA\PARAMET\FRLABEL1.TXT

till

...4.TXT

-

label

\SERA\PARAMET\FREIGHT1.TXT

till

...4.TXT

-

freight-bill

Variables that can be used are:
XX1
XX2
XX3
XX4
XX5
XX6
XX7
XX8
XX9
XX8A
XX9A
XX10
XX11
XX12
XX13
XX14
XX15
XX16
XX17
XX18
XX19
XX20
XX21

-

name of shipper
address
city
country
telephone
fax
DELIVERY name
address
city
post address
city
country
INVOICE date
ACTUAL date
invoice number
transport type
number of packages
package type
goods description
weight in KG.
transporter
net weight
number of pallets
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11. PURCHASE ORDERS
The layout of the purchase order is stored in the following files:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\PORHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PORHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PORBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PORBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PORLINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

Databases that can be used are:
PORHEAD
PORLINE
SUPPL

purchase orders
purchase order lines
suppliers

Apart from the fields in these databases, the following additional variables can be used:
In the header and bottom:
POPAGE
PONEXTPAGE
POTOTVAL
POTOTVAT
POTOTAM
POTOTAL
PLPRIC1000
PLPRICEPER
PLTOTVAL
PLTOTVAT
PLTOTAM

-

page number
number of the next page
total amount in purchase currency
total VAT in purchase currency
total amount
total amount inclusive of VAT
price per quantity as mentioned in the parts file
quantity per net price
total amount in purchase currency
total VAT in purchase currency
total amount

-

quantity in the suppliers unit
price per suppliers unit
part group
user defined fields from the parts card

In the details:
PLSUPPQUAN
PLSUPPVAL
PLGROUP
PX1 t/m PX40

The field POCONFIRM (confirm the purchase order) uses text 0339 from program A281.
In case the purchase order is addressed to a central purchase organization, the address fields are available
as
SMNAME
SMNUMBER
Etc.

-

supplier name
supplier number
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CHANGE REQUESTS
Sometimes parts are required earlier than originally expected. While changing a purchase order, the new
date can be entered immediately or stored as a request to the supplier. The lay-outs are stored in:

44434334343434
\SERA\PARAMET\PCHHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PCHHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PCHBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PCHBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PCHLINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

REMINDERS
Reminders for overdue deliveries are stored in:
\SERA\PARAMET\PREHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PREHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PREBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PREBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PRELINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines
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12. QUOTATIONS
The layout of the quotation is stored in the following files:
44434334343434
\SERA\PARAMET\QUOHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\QUOHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\QUOBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\QUOBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\QUOLINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

Databases that can be used are:
OFFHEAD
OFFLINE
CUST

quotations
quotation lines
customers

Additional fields are:
OFDISCTEXT

-

OFDISCVAL
OFDISPERC
OFTOT
OFVAT
OFTOTIN
OFPAGE
OFNEXTPAGE
OFPMDESCR

-

text regarding discounts at fast
payments This text is retrieved from the external texts file.
discount amount at fast payments
discount percentage at fast payments
cumulating total ex. VAT (per page)
cumulating VAT-total (per page)
cumulating total incl. VAT (per page)
page number
number of the next page
description of the pay method

OLTOT
OLVAT
OLTOTIN
OLPRIC1000
OLPRICEPER
OLGROUP
OLCUSTPART
OLDAYS
OLWEEKS
PX1 t/m PX40

-

total per line ex. VAT
VAT amount per line
total per line incl. VAT
amount per quantity as mentioned in the parts file
quantity per net price
part group
part number of the customer
delivery time in days
delivery time in weeks
user defined fields from the parts card
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13. ORDER CONFIRMATIONS
The layout of the order confirmations is stored in the following files:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\ORDHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\ORDHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\ORDBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\ORDBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\ORDLINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

Together with the confirmation a banner-sheet can be printed. All relevant fields can be defined. Before
printing, this sheet can be modified within Sera, using a small word-processor. The layout is stored in the
file:
\SERA\PARAMET\ORDPAGE.XXX
Databases that can be used are:
ORDHEAD
ORDLINE
CUST

orders
order lines
customers

Additional fields are
ORDISCTEXT

-

ORDISCVAL
ORDISPERC
ORTOT
ORVAT
ORTOTIN
ORPAGE
ORNEXTPAGE
ORPMDESCR
ORDELDATE
ORWEEK

-

text regarding discounts at fast payments
This text is retrieved from the external texts file.
discount amount at fast payment
discount percentage at fast payment
cumulating total ex. VAT (per page)
cumulating VAT-total (per page)
cumulating total incl. VAT (per page)
page number
number of the next page
description of pay method
delivery date (based on first detail line)
delivery week

OLTOT
OLVAT
OLTOTIN
OLPRIC1000
OLPRICEPER
OLGROUP
OLCUSTPART
OLWEEK
PX1 t/m PX40

-

total per line ex. VAT
VAT amount per line
total per line incl. VAT
amount per quantity as mentioned in the parts file
quantity per net price
part group
part number of the customer
delivery week
user defined fields from the parts card
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To confirm a project, some additional fields can be used. A project is usually entered for a longer period of
time and can be changed in between:
ORORGTOT
cumulating total ex. VAT (per page)
44434334343434
ORORGVAT
cumulating VAT-total (per page)
ORORGTOTIN
OLORGTOT
OLORGVAT
OLORGTOTIN

-

cumulating total incl. VAT (per page)
total per line ex. VAT
VAT amount per line
total per line incl. VAT

Even when some parts of the project have been delivered already, these variables will still show the
original values.
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14. WORK-ORDERS
The work order is build from the next elements and saved in the files in \sera\paramet :

44434334343434
Type of information

File

Example

ORDER START

WORHEAD.XXX

(a)

HEADER SUB-PROJECT 0
WORMILE0.XXX
(includes the MATERIAL HEADER)

(b)

Material line

WORPARTS.XXX

(c)

DOCUMENT HEADER
Document line

WORDOCUH.XXX
WORDOCU.XXX

(d)
(e)

Job line
Job line for subcontracting

WORJOBS.XXX
WORSUBC.XXX

(f)
(g)

Text line

WORTEXT.XXX

(h)

HEADER SUB-PROJECT 99

WORMIL99.XXX

(b)

ORDER BOTTOM

WORBOTT.XXX

(i)

Serial production orders have the extension .SER and projects have the extension .PRO.
Note: There is a separate file for each sub-project header. If not available: WORMILE0.XXX will be used.
The header files are numbered as follows:
WORMILE0.XXX - WORMILE9.XXX
WORMIL10.XXX - WORMIL99.XXX
OPTIONAL
WORPAGH.XXX WORPAGB.XXX -

top of each page
bottom of each page

GENERAL

worhead / wormile / worpageh / worpageb

WONUMBER
WOBAR
WOEANBAR
WOSERIAL
WOPART
WOCUST

-

order number
bar code of order number
bar code for the finished product
serial number for serial production
part number for serial production
customer number for projects
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WONAME
WONAME2
WOCUSTREF
WOADRESS1
WOADRESS2
WOADRESS3
WOADRESS4
WOCOUNTRY
WOQUOTA
WOREP
WOCALCU
WODATE
WODELDATE
WODEPA
WODESCR
WOEXTDESCR
WODESCR2
WOFORPART
WOFORDES
WOFORDES2
WOGROUP
WOPAYTYPE
WOQUANT
WOSTART
WOWAREH1
WOLOCATION
WOWAREH2
WOPAGE
PX1 t/m PX40

VARIABLE FORMS
-

name
reference
delivery address

postal address
44434334343434
country
quotation number
area
calculation number
order date
delivery date
department
description
extended description of finished products
internal description of serial production part / 2nd line of project title
part number of a connected order
description of the part number
internal description
profit group
pay type
quantity
start date
warehouse to deliver finished product to
location to deliver finished product (from parts file)
warehouse to deliver the material from
page number
user defined fields from the parts card

SUB-PROJECT HEADERS
MSNUMBER
MSDESCR
MSSHORT
NEWPAGE

-

sub-project number
description
short description
code for a separate page per sub-project. This option is
only valid for sub-projects > 0.

+ all data from the order header
MATERIAL LINES
WLCOSTPRIC
WLDELDATE
WLDESCR
WLDESCR2
WLQUANT
WLORGQUANT
WLUNIT
WLPART
WLMEASURE

-

cost price
required at date
description
quantity
original quantity
unit
part number
dimensions
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WLLOCATION WLWAREHOUS PX1 t/m PX40 -

preferred location
preferred warehouse
user defined fields from the parts card

DOCUMENT HEADER

44434334343434
No codes. Only free text.
DOCUMENT LINES
WLDOCUMENT WLVERSION
WLDESCR
-

document number
version
description

JOB DETAILS
WLPART
WLBAR
WLBAR2
WLQUAN
WLORGQUANT
WLPLAN
WLDESCR
WLDEPART
WLSTART
WLDELDATE
WLSETTIME
WLPRODTIME
WLTOTTIME
WLORDRCOST
WLPRODCOST
WLTOTCOST

-

description
bar code for job type
bar code for job type including sub-project
quantity
original quantity
plan place
description
department
start date
delivery date
setup time
production time
total time
fixed costs per order
production costs
total costs

Extra for subcontracting:
WLSUPP
supplier number
WLNAME
name
WLADRESS1
address
WLADRESS2
WLCOUNTRY country
WLCONTACT contact person
WLTEL
telephone
WLFAX
fax
WLEMAIL
email
WLVATNR
VAT code of the supplier
TEXT LINES
WLDESCR

-

text
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Order
000023
Part
07102000
Delivery date 05.11.2017

Quantity
10
hydraulic tube HP chrome
Department
P001

44434334343434
PREPARATION
Required material
Quantity
Part
12
9200120
1
E301

(b)
Description
tube diameter 162
pallet

Req. date
15.10.2017
16.10.2017

Documents involved
T23 /3
Hydraulic tube high pressure
Cutting
Setup time

(a)

start 15.10.2017
0.15 hour
Prod.time

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
0.30 hour

IN HOUSE MACHINING
Documents involved
P23 / a Machining program \prog\mach\p23.mac

(b)
(d)
(e)

Lathe
Setup time

start
17.10.2017
0.15 hour
Prod.time

(f)
1.30 hour

Graining
Setup time

start 18.10.2017
0.00 hour
Prod.time

1.00 hour

(f)

SUBCONTRACTING
Documents involved
C23 / a Chrome plating standards

(b)
(d)
(e)

Chrome plating start 01.11.2017
Supplier
Velvet chroming Ltd.

(g)

Take care that the tubes are packed for oversea transport

(h)

Quality control date:

(i)

sign :
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15. SUBCONTRACTING PRODUCTION
The layout of the delivery / instruction notes etc. is stored in the files:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\JOBCARD*.XXX
The work types (job types) have an indicator, what type of output to use, while printing a subcontracting
order. The output type will replace the * in JOBCARD*.
Example :
JOBCARD.ENG
JOBCARD1.FRA

Standard for an English supplier
Type 1 for a French supplier

In case there is no type, the ‘JOBCARD’ without a number extension will be used.
All general fields as mentioned at the work order are applicable.
The actual job fields are :
WLPART0
WLBAR0
WQUANT0
WPLAN0
WTEXT0
WDEPA0
WDATE0
WTIME0
WCOSTS0
WSUPP0
WSNAME0
WSADR10
WSADR20
WSCONTACT0
WSTEL0
WSFAX0

-

job type
bar code for the job type
quantity
plan spot
description
department
start date
production time
costs
supplier number
name
address
city
contact person
telephone
fax
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16. LABELS PRODUCTION
The layout of the labels for finished products is stored in the file:

44434334343434
\SERA\PARAMET\LABEL.XXX

The fields that can be used are the same as the ones for the work order.
WOQUANPACK WOLABEL
WOLABELTOT -

quantity per packing
sequence number
total number of packages

It is possible with serial production to print material labels with program A828 and A829. This can be a
help to identify cutted materials like tubes, steel plates etc.
The labels are stored in
\SERA\PARAMET\WORMATLB.SER
The fields that can be used are the same as the ones for the work order and the material paragraph.
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17. RECEIPT-NOTE PROJECTS
Sometimes projects (B861) are used for registering repair- / service-orders. Whenever a customer hands in

44434334343434
his equipment in order to receive a quotation or to have a service done, a receipt-note can be printed.
The layout of this receipt-note is stored in the file:
\SERA\PARAMET\RECEIPT.TXT
Fields that can be used are:
PRNUMBER
CUNUMBER
CUNAME
CUNAME2
CUCONTACT
CUADRESS1
CUADRESS2
CUADRESS3
CUCOUNTRY
DATE
TIIME
PRCUSTREF
PROWNREF
CUREP
PRDESCR
PRDESCR2

-

project number
customer number
name
contact-person
address

country
date
time
customer-reference
own reference
area / sales-representative
project description
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19. MAINTENANCE-ORDERS
The layout of the maintenance-order is stored in the following files:

44434334343434

MAINTFRM.TXT used for the general information of the equipment
MAINTDET.TXT used for the information of each maintenance instruction
Fields and files that can be used are:
EQUIP equipment: all non financial fields
INSTR maintenance instructions
DEPARTdepartments
SUPPL all relevant fields of the supplier of the maintenance
EQHIST maintenance-history
EQINS instructions connected to the equipment
Fixed data:
IPDATE

-

plan-date

EQNUMBER
EQDESCR
EQSERIAL
EQDATE
EQSUPPL
EQDEPA
EQUNIT
EQCOUNT
EQPOLICYNR
EQPLACE

-

equipment-number
description
serial-number
date in use
supplier
department
counter unit
counter status
insurance policy number
location

DENUMBER
DEDESCR

-

department
description

SUNUMBER
SUNAME
etc …

-

supplier of the maintenance
name

Planning-details:
INNUMBER
INDESCR
INEXTDESCR

-

instruction number
description
additional information

EHDATE
EHSUPPL
EHCOSTS
EHTIME
EHSPEC

-

date of last maintenance
supplier
expenses
time
comments
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EHCOUNT
EHSTAT

-

counter status
status

EICOSTS
EITIME
EISUPPL
EIFREQ
EIFREQ1
EIMINDAYS
EIMAXDAYS

-

estimated expenses
time
supplier
frequency in days
frequency in counter status
max. number of days earlier
max. number of days later

SUNUMBER
SUNAME
etc.

-

number of the supplier of the maintenance
name

44434334343434
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20. TRANSPORT LABELS
Transport labels can be printed during invoicing of trade orders and direct invoicing.

44434334343434
This option works only in case the parameter \SERA\PARAMET\PARTPACK.PAR has been created. This
form follows the EDIFACT / IFCSUM standards.
The layout is stored in:
\SERA\PARAMET\SHPLABEL.TXT
Fields are:
IFBARCODE1
IFBARCODE2
CONAME
COADRESS1
COADRESS2
COCOUNTRY
COCOUNTRYC
COPOSTCODE
COCITY
IFNUMBER
IFNAME
IFADRESS1
IFADRESS2
IFCOUNTRY
IFCOUNTRYC
IFPOSTCODE
IFCITY
IFTRANTYPE
IFPACKLIST
IFQUANTITY
IFDATE
IFWEIGHT
IFPALLETS
IFSEQNR
IFCASHODEL
IFINSTR1
IFINSTR2
IFINSTR3
IFINFO1
IFINFO2

-

barcode in 128 format
barcode text
company data

country code
postal code
city without postal code
invoice number
addressee data

transport code
shipping list number
number of parcels / items
date
total weight of this shipment
number of pallets
sequence number of the label
amount for cash on delivery
shipment instructions

receiver information
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21. PICKING LISTS FOR TRADE ORDERS
The layout of the picking lists is stored in the following files:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\PICHEAD1.TXT
\SERA\PARAMET\PICHEAD2.TXT
\SERA\PARAMET\PICBOTT1.TXT
\SERA\PARAMET\PICBOTT2.TXT
\SERA\PARAMET\PICLINE1.TXT
NOTE:

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

This form is for internal usage. There is no language code. Use the shipping list to inform
the customer about the contents of a shipment.

Depending on the company parameter setting the printing sequence will be order line or location.
Databases that can be used are:
ORDHEAD
ORDLINE
CUST

orders
order lines
customers

Additional fields are
ORDISCTEXT

-

ORDISCVAL
ORDISPERC
ORTOT
ORVAT
ORTOTIN
ORTODAY
ORPAGE
ORNEXTPAGE
ORPMDESCR

-

text regarding discounts at fast payments
This text is retrieved from the external texts file.
discount amount at fast payment
discount percentage at fast payment
cumulating total ex. VAT (per page)
cumulating VAT-total (per page)
cumulating total incl. VAT (per page)
date of today
page number
number of the next page
description of pay method

OLTOT
OLVAT
OLTOTIN
OLPRIC1000
OLPRICEPER

-

total per line ex. VAT
VAT amount per line
total per line incl. VAT
amount per quantity as mentioned in the parts file
quantity per net price

ORWEIGHT
ORVOLUME
ORFREIGHT

-

total weight
total volume
Y/N (calculate freight costs)

OLWAREHOUS OLLOCATION -

warehouse
location
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OLLOT
OLLOT2
OLLOTQUANT
OLBACKORD
BARCODE
PABARCODE
OLGROUP
PX1 t/m PX40

VARIABLE FORMS
-

lot number
extra lot number
quantity per lot
quantity to supply later
barcode
barcode text
part group
user defined fields from the parts card

44434334343434
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22. NETT PRICE LISTS PER CUSTOMER
The layout of the price list is stored in:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\PRIHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PRICHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PRIBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PRIBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PRILINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

Databases that can be used for the head and bottom files are:
CUST
PRTGROUP
VAT

customers
part groups
vat codes

Additional fields are
PAGE
DATE

-

page number
date at which the list is valid

Database that can be used for the line files is:
PARTS

parts

Additional fields are
PAAMOUNT
PAVALUTA
PADISCOUNT
PARETAIL
PAMARGIN
PAMARGPERC

-

net price in local currency
net price in customer currency
discount on retail price
depending on the customer setting: price 1 or 2
margin
margin percentage

PAAMOU1000
PAVALU1000
PARETA1000
PAMARG1000

-

net price in local currency per quantity as mentioned in the parts file
net price in customer currency per quantity
depending on the customer setting: price 1 or 2 per quantity
margin

PAQUAN1
PAAMOU1
PAVALU1
PAMARG1
……
PAQUAN6
……

-

quantity 1st price table field
price own currency
price in customer currency
margin

-

quantity 6th price table field

PICT
PX1 t/m PX40 -

BMP picture from the parts file.
user defined fields from the parts card
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23. COMMERCIAL LETTERS / LABELS
The Relation Information System allows the printing of standard letters, like a confirmation of a future visit
or letter to guide a brochure.

44434334343434
The layouts are saved in:
\SERA\PARAMET\MAIL*.*

For every letter or label there is a file.
Available fields are:

PSFULLNAME
PSFAMLNAME
PSFIRSTNAM
PSATTN
PSSTART
PSFUNCTION
PSDATE
PSNEXTDATE
PSNEXTSEQ
PSDESCR
PSNUMBER
PSNAME1
PSABC1
PSCOUNTRY
PSCOUNTRYC
PSADRESS1
PSADRESS2
PSADRESS3
PSADRESS4
PSLANGUAGE
PSPHONE
PSFAX
PSBRANCH
PSSALESREP
PSMAILCODE
PSSELCODE

-

Full name of the contact person
Family name
First name
'Attention' + full name
Letter start
Function
Today
Date of the future action
Code of the future action
Description of the future action
Relation number
Name
ABC-code
Country
Country code
Home address
Postal address
Language
Telephone
Fax
Line code
Representative
Mail code
Selection code
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24. SERVICECONTRACTS
The contracts are stored in the following files:

44434334343434
\SERA\PARAMET\SERVCNTR.*

\SERA\PARAMET\SERVPAGH.*
\SERA\PARAMET\SERVPAGB.*

-

BASIC CONTRACT
CONTRACT HEAD
CONTRACT BOTTOM

* represents the language code
Available fields:
Relevant fields from
CUST
SERVCNTR

customers
service contracts

Extra fields:
SCDATE
SCTODATE
SCFREQNUM
SCFREQTXT

-

date
actual date
factuurperiode in dagen
factuurperiode als tekst (jaar,kwartaal,maand, week)

The fields from CUST in case of a head office :
CUNAME
CUNUMBER
etc,

-

CHNUMBER
CHNUMBER

-SERIALNUMBER- Another variable form is called by taking this code into \sera\paramet\servcntr.* :
\SERA\PARAMET\SERVLINE.*
This form contains the specification of the serial numbers that are connected to this contract.
Available fields:
The important fields from
SERIAL

serial number book
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25. CHEQUES FOR PAYMENT
The layout of the cheque is stored in the following file(s):

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\CHEQUE.XXX
XXX represents different type of cheque.
The cheque is printed with program A327, automatic payment
The following variables can be used:
CQNAME
CQNAME2
CQADRESS1
CQADRESS2
CQCOUNTRY
CQDATE
CQVALUTA
CQID
CQWORDUPx

-

CQWORDLOWx CQD10TO0
CQD10TO1
CQD10TO2
CQD10TO3
CQD10TO4
CQD10TO5
CQD10TO6
CQD10TO7
CQD10TO8
CQDCENT10
CQDCENT1
CQVALUE
-

the name to pay to
name extension
address
city
country
date
currency code
run-number created by the system
amount in words in uppercase. ‘x’ is a valued 1-9
Where CQWORDUP1 is the first line and
CQWORDUP2 the second etc.
amount in words in lowercase
number of ones as a word
number of tens as a word
number of hundreds as a word
number of thousands as a word
number of ten thousands as a word
number of hundred thousands as a word
number of millions as a word
number of ten millions as a word
number of hundred millions as a word
number of ten cents as a word
number of cents as a word
the amount as a 15 character string
In format 999,999,999.99

See the chapter 'SPECIFICATIONS OF AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS' in case a cheque is printed below a
specification.
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26. SPECIFICATIONS OF AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS
The specifications are printed with program A327, automatic payments.

44434334343434

The layout of the specifications is stored in the following files:
\SERA\PARAMET\PAYHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PAYHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PAYBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PAYBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\PAYLINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last page
Detail lines

Databases that can be used are:
SUPPL

suppliers

Extra for fields for the header and bottom are:
PAPAGE
PATOTVAL
PAID

-

page number
total amount in suppliers currency
pay run identification number

Fields used in the line layout are:
PAAMOUNT
PADESCR
PAINVOICE
PADATE

-

amount in suppliers currency
description / suppliers invoice number
own invoice
date

It also possible to print a cheque below the specifications. Use the items as mentioned in the cheque
chapter.
In case one of the -CQ* fields is in the file \SERA\PARAMET\PAYBOTT2.* the payment program assumes
that payment is always done by a cheque below the specification. Cheque's aren't printed separately.
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27. CUSTOMER, RELATION AND SUPPLIER LABELS

44434334343434
The layout is stored in
\SERA\PARAMET\ADDRESSL.TXT
Available fields are:
CLNUMBER
CLNAME
CLNAME2
CLCOUNTRY
CLCOUNTRYC
CLADRESS1
CLADRESS2
CLADRESS3
CLADRESS4
CLPHONE
CLEMAIL
CLFAX
CLABC
CLCONTACT
CLLANGUAGE
CLADMIN
CLBRANCH
CLREP
CLMAIL
CLSELECT

-

number
name
extension
country
country code
street
city
postal address
city
telephone
email
fax
abc-code
contact person
language code
administration
line code
area
mail code
selection code

Labels can be printed with:
SERA1090
SERA1290
SERI1880

Suppliers
Customers
Prospect
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28. INTERNAL PRICE / PURCHASE REQUEST FORM

44434334343434
The layout is stored in
\SERA\PARAMET\PURCHREQ.TXT
Available fields are:
PUPART
PUTYPE
PUREFERENC
PUDEPA
PUCUST
PUDESCR
PUREQDATE
PUDELDATE
PUISORDER
PUQUANT

-

Part
”INTERNAL”
Reference of the requesting user
Department code
Name of the department
Request description
Request date
Required delivery date
”PRICE REQUEST” of ”PURCHASE ORDER”
Quantity
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29. EXTERNAL PRICE REQUEST
The layout is stored in:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\SRQHEAD1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\SRQHEAD2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\SRQBOTT1.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\SRQBOTT2.XXX
\SERA\PARAMET\SRQLINE1.XXX

-

Head first page
Head next pages
Bottom first pages
Bottom last pages
Lines

Data files are:
SRQHEAD
SRQLINE
SUPPL

Request data
Request lines
Supplier data

Extra fields are:
In the head and bottom:
SRPAGE
SRNEXTPAGE

-

In the details:
PX1 t/m PX40 -

page number
number of next page

free fields from the parts card

In case the purchase request is addressed to a central purchase organization, the address fields are
available as
SMNAME
SMNUMBER
Etc.

-

supplier name
supplier number
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30. LOCATION LABELS
The lay-out is stored in:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\LOCALABL.TXT

Date files are:
PARTS
STOCK

parts
stock
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31. SALES ORDER LABELS
The lay-out is stored in:

44434334343434

\SERA\PARAMET\ORDLABEL.XXX
Data files are:
ORDHEAD
ORDLINE
PARTS
CUST

sales orders
per selected order item
parts
customers

Extra fields are:
ORPMDESCR OLTEXT1 - ..3 OLTOT
OLVAT
OLTOTIN
OLPRIC1000
OLPRICEPER
OLGROUP
OLCUSTPART PX1 t/m PX40 PATAXCODE
PAEXTDES1 - ..9 -

payment description
additional text
total per item excl. TAX
TAX
total per item incl. TAX
price per quantity as mentioned in the parts file
quantity per net price
part group
customer part number
extra parts fields
statistic code / tax code
extended part description 1 – 9
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WEBSERVER

The SERA side of the communication
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PURPOSE
This manual describes the SERA-side of serving and processing data to and from a website. It has
instructions how to set up the software and the directory structure involved and it gives samples of
the data formats.
DIRECTORY STRUCTURE
There has to be a IN and OUT directory. The web-application has to put all the requests for
information and processing in the IN directory. SERA places the answers in the OUT directory. It’s
highly recommended to keep a structure as follows:
<DRIVE>:\www\<name>\api\sera\in and ..\out and ..\tmp
<name> stands for a company name, a database name or a purpose involved. It can be any name as
long as there are no spaces and as long as it has a maximum length of 8n characters!
<DRIVE>: stands for any disk mapping at the server, where both SERA and the website have access
to. Make sure that it’s the ONLY part of the server or server farm that can be accessed by the
website.
Sample: E:\www\planning\api\sera\in and ..\out and ..\tmp
This sample is continued in the other parts of this manual. Also is disk M: used as a sample disk
mapping where SERA is running from.
FILES INVOLVED
Location
E:\www\planning\api\sera\

File name
WEBSERV.EXE

E:\www\planning\api\sera\

SQLSERV.PAR

E:\www\planning\api\sera

WEBREQ.BAT

M:\sera\paramet

WEBLOCA.PAR

* Ask Sera for the latests updates.

Description
The actual webserver that reads and writes from
and to the SERA database. It is started by a
request from the website.
This file contains the information how to access
the Sera database. See the standard Sera manual
for more information. No adjustments required.
Just a copy of M:\sera\paramet\sqlserv.par
This batch file calls a PHP script that forces the
website to read ..\OUT\REQ*.JSN files. These files
are containing automatically generated updates
from customer, parts, bill of material data etc.
from the Sera ERP database.
This file tells Sera ERP where to find the ..\in and
..\out directories.
Note: use a structure like
\\server\E$\www\planning\api\sera
or
\\192.168.10.04\E$\www\planning\api\sera
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JSON FILES
The communication goes by JSON files. To avoid errors with JSON files from other or not trusted
resources SERA use NOT the .JSON extension but the .JSN extension.
Below are some sanples. Since each website represents the unique aspects of an organization, the
fields mentioned can be different from your situation.

WRITING TO THE IN DIRECTORY / READING FROM THE OUT DIRECTORY
The website has to write a *.JSN file into the E:\www\planning\api\sera\in directory. Please use
unique file names like 10000002.JSN where a sequence number is increased. The length of the name
should be max. 8 characters + the .JSN extension.
WEBSERV.EXE writes an answer with the same file name into E:\www\planning\api\sera\out.
After reading: Delete the file from E:\www\planning\api\sera\out
Note: use the ..\tmp directory to create files and only after writing move them to \in

SPECIAL JSON FILE TO STOP THE SERVER
If you place a file called STOP.JSN in the \IN directory, the webserver will stop immediately. The
content of the file is irrelevant.
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SAMPLE FILES
Note: these are the standards, but in most cases there are customer modifications!
GET STOCK LEVEL
[
{
"REQUEST": "STOCK",
"Parts": [
{
"PartID": "EW00410539",
"CustomerID": "00016",
"RequiredQuantity": "2000"
},
{
"PartID": "1000",
"CustomerID": "00016",
"RequiredQuantity": "1"
}
]
}
]

[
{
"ANSWER": "STOCK",
"Parts": [
{
"PartID": "EW00410539",
"ActualStock": "30.000",
"AvailableToday": "604.000",
"AvailableInOneDay": "604.000",
"AvailableInTwoDays": "604.000",
"RequiredQuantity": "2000.000",
"RetailPrice": "25.000",
"NetlPrice": "20.000",
"DiscountPercentage": "20.00",
"DeliveryDate": "2015-09-02"
},
{
"PartID": "1000",
"ActualStock": "0.000",
"AvailableToday": "0.000",
"AvailableInOneDay": "0.000",
"AvailableInTwoDays": "0.000",
"RequiredQuantity": "1.000",
"RetailPrice": "45.000",
"NetlPrice": "27.500",
"DiscountPercentage": "0.00",
"DeliveryDate": "2199-12-31"
}
]
}
]

Note: the customer can be empty. Then the discount is zero and the net price is the same as the retail price.

sera
GET SALES ORDERS PER CUSTOMER
{
"REQUEST":"SALESORDERS",
"CustomerID":"W0121"
}

WEBSERVER
[
{
"ANSWER": "SALESORDERS",
"CustomerID": "W0121",
"Headers": [
{
"OrderID": "223456",
"CustomerReference": "O5467",
"OwnReference": "Website",
"ContactPerson": "",
"OrderDate": "2015-07-02",
"CurrencyID": "KSH",
"SalesArea": "N002",
"PaytypeID": "CHE",
"PayDays": "12",
"DeliveryName": "Central warehouse",
"DeliveryAddress": "Industrieweg 14",
"DeliveryCity": "5145 JD Nuenen",
"DeliveryCountry": "Nederland",
"DeliveryTerms": "ENGEX",
"Items": [
{
"ItemNr": "0001000",
"ItemType": "Part",
"PartID": "EW00410539",
"Description": "Seal hollow square, fill cap
seal",
"Quantity": "1.000",
"DeliveryDate": "2015-07-31",
"UnitPrice": "9.50",
"RetailPrice": "0.00",
"DiscountPercentage": "0.00"
},
{
"ItemNr": "0001010",
"ItemType": "Part",
"PartID": "SC008560",
"Description": "Scully Groundbolt",
"Quantity": "1.000",
"DeliveryDate": "2015-07-31",
"UnitPrice": "5.74",
"RetailPrice": "0.00",
"DiscountPercentage": "0.00"
}
]
},
{
"OrderID": "223458",
"CustomerReference": "WEB 20150702",
"OwnReference": "WEB 20150702",
"ContactPerson": "",
"OrderDate": "2015-07-02",
"CurrencyID": "KSH",
"SalesArea": "N002",
"PaytypeID": "CHE",
"PayDays": "12",
"DeliveryName": "BMW Jansen",
"DeliveryAddress": "Voortraat 4",
"DeliveryCity": "2134 AD Katwijk Zh",
"DeliveryCountry": "Nederland",
"DeliveryTerms": "ENGEX",
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"Items": [
{
"ItemNr": "0001000",
"ItemType": "Part",
"PartID": "EW00410539",
"Description": "Seal hollow square, fill cap
seal",
"Quantity": "5.000",
"DeliveryDate": "2015-08-14",
"UnitPrice": "9.50",
"RetailPrice": "0.00",
"DiscountPercentage": "0.00"
}
]
}
]
}
]
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POST SALES ORDERS INTO SERA
{
"REQUEST": "SALES",
"Headers": [
{
"SalesOrderHeaderID": "2276",
"Name": "Sebastiaan Hogervorst",
"Name2": "",
"Address1": "Sterreschans 217",
"City": "2411 BP LEIDEN",
"CountryID": "NL",
"WarehouseID": "",
"Contact": "Mr.Jones",
"CreatedDate": "2016-05-23 11:24:57",
"AreaID": "0000",
"CustomerID": "10101",
"CustomerReference": "My order 12345",
"items": [
{
"ItemNr": "0001",
"Name": "RC6 12 V, chainwheel “,
"PartID": "01.01.0001",
"RetailPriceExclVAT": "44.5600",
"RetailPriceInclVAT": "44.5600",
"SalesCurrencyPriceExclVAT": "44.5600",
"SalesCurrencyPriceInclVAT": "44.5600",
"DiscountPercentage": "0.00",
"SalesCurrencyAmountExclVAT": "89.12",
"SalesCurrencyAmountInclVAT": "89.12",
"Quantity": "2.000",
"DeliveryDate": "2016-06-14"
},
{
"ItemNr": "0002",
"PartID": "13.01.0005",
"SalesCurrencyPriceExclVAT": "50.0000",
"Quantity": "2.000",
"DeliveryDate": "2016-06-04"
}
]
}
]
}

[
{
"ANSWER": "SALES",
"Headers": [
{
"SalesOrderHeaderID": "223456",
"Message": "Posting done",
"Items": [
{
"ItemNR": "1000",
"Message": "Posting done"
},
{
"ItemNR": "1010",
"Message": "Posting done"
}
]
},
{
"OrderID": "223458",
"Message": "Posting done",
"Items": [
{
"ItemNR": "1000",
"Message": "Posting done"
}
]
}
]
}
]
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POST QUOTATIONS INTO SERA
[
{
"REQUEST": "QUOTATION",
"Headers": [
{
"QuotationHeaderID": "2276",
"Name": "Sebastiaan Hogervorst",
"Name2": "",
"Address1": "Sterreschans 217",
"City": "2411 BP LEIDEN",
"CountryID": "NL",
“Phone”:”065470199”,
“Email”:”sales@jansen.com”,
"Contact": "Mr.Jones",
"CreatedDate": "2016-05-23 11:24:57",
"AreaID": "0000",
"CustomerID": "10101",
"CustomerReference": "My quotation 12345",
"items": [
{
"ItemNr": "0001",
"Name": "RC6 12 V, chainwheel “,
"PartID": "01.01.0001",
"RetailPriceExclVAT": "44.5600",
"RetailPriceInclVAT": "44.5600",
"SalesCurrencyPriceExclVAT": "44.5600",
"SalesCurrencyPriceInclVAT": "44.5600",
"DiscountPercentage": "0.00",
"SalesCurrencyAmountExclVAT": "44.56",
"SalesCurrencyAmountInclVAT": "44.56",
"Quantity": "1.000",
"DeliveryDate": "2016-06-14"
},
{
"ItemNr": "0002",
"PartID": "13.01.0005",
"SalesCurrencyPriceExclVAT": "50.0000",
"Quantity": "2.000",
"DeliveryDate": "2016-06-04"
}
]
}
]
}
]

[
{
"ANSWER": "QUOTATION",
"Headers": [
{
"QuotationHeaderID": "223456",
"Message": "Posting done",
"Items": [
{
"ItemNR": "1000",
"Message": "Posting done"
},
{
"ItemNR": "1010",
"Message": "Posting done"
}
]
},
{
"QuotationID": "223458",
"Message": "Posting done",
"Items": [
{
"ItemNR": "1000",
"Message": "Posting done"
}
]
}
]
}
]

sera
GET CUSTOMER DATA
{
"REQUEST": "CUSTOMERDATA",
"CustomerID": "W0121"
}

WEBSERVER
{
"ANSWER": "CUSTOMERDATA",
"CustomerID": "W0121",
"HeadOfficeCustomerID": "W0121",
"Name": "ABDIFATAH KAPUA EBEI",
"Address1": "P.O. BOX",
"City": "LOKITAUNG",
"CountryID": "Kenya",
"Phone": "0735-236959",
"AreaID": "N002",
"Email": "JENSEN@TEST.COM",
"Fax": "",
"Contact": "",
"PaymentDays": "12",
"DeliveryTermID": "ENGEX",
"Accounting": "",
"CurrencyID": "KSH",
"CreditLimitAmount": "1000000.00",
"VatTypeID": "EX",
"VatNumber": "",
"BankAccount": "NL59INGB0673015610",
"BankName": "INGNL2A"
}

GET A NEW CUSTOMER NUMBER
{
"REQUEST": "NEWCUSTOMER”
}

{
"ANSWER": "NEWCUSTOMER",
"CustomerID": “10121"
}
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GET OPEN AMOUNTS PER CUSTOMER
{
"REQUEST": "OUTSTANDINGAMOUNTS",
"CustomerID": "W0121"
}

[
{
"ANSWER": "OUTSTANDING",
"CustomerID": "W0121",
"CurrencyID": "KSH",
"Invoices": [
{
"InvoiceID": "000152",
"Date": "07-04-2015",
"Description": "FAKTUUR",
"OutstandingAmount": "500.00",
"OriginalAmount": "500.00",
"PaymentDate": "2015-04-19"
},
{
"InvoiceID": "000153",
"Date": "07-04-2015",
"Description": "FAKTUUR",
"OutstandingAmount": "600.00",
"OriginalAmount": "600.00",
"PaymentDate": "2015-04-19"
},
{
"InvoiceID": "000158",
"Date": "29-07-2015",
"Description": "FAKTUUR",
"OutstandingAmount": "4131.00",
"OriginalAmount": "4131.00",
"PaymentDate": "2015-08-10"
},
{
"InvoiceID": "000160",
"Date": "29-07-2015",
"Description": "FAKTUUR",
"OutstandingAmount": "1377.00",
"OriginalAmount": "1377.00",
"PaymentDate": "2015-08-10"
}
]
}
]
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POST PURCHASE ORDERS INTO SERA
[ {
"REQUEST": "PURCHASE",
"Headers": [
{
"OrderID": "323456",
"SupplierID": "2010",
"Reference": "Website",
"DeliveryName": "Central warehouse",
"DeliveryAddress": "Industrieweg 14",
"DeliveryCity": "5145 JD Nuenen",
"DeliveryCountry": "Nederland",
"WarehouseID": "BU",
"Added": "2015-07-02 11:27:45",
"Items": [
{
"ItemNr": "1000",
"PartID": "EW00410539",
"UnitPrice": "9.50",
"DeliveryDate": "2015-07-31",
"Quantity": "1"
},
{
"ItemNr": "1010",
"PartID": "SC008560",
"UnitPrice": "5.74",
"DeliveryDate": "2015-07-31",
"Quantity": "1"
}
]
},
{
"OrderID": "323457",
"SupplierID": "2020",
"Reference": "Website",
"SupplierName": "Chaffic Ouadja",
"DeliveryName": "Volvo Oostende",
"DeliveryAddress": "Hofstedestraat 26",
"DeliveryCity": "Oostende",
"DeliveryCountry": "Belgie",
"WarehouseID": "DS",
"Added": "2015-07-02 11:27:45",
"Items": [
{
"ItemNr": "1000",
"PartID": "EW00410539",
"UnitPrice": "9.50",
"DeliveryDate": "2015-07-31",
"Quantity": "1"
},
{
"ItemNr": "1010",
"PartID": "SC008560",
"UnitPrice": "5.74",
"DeliveryDate": "2015-07-31",
"Quantity": "2"
}
]
}
]
}]

[ {
"ANSWER": "PURCHASE",
"Headers": [
{
"OrderID": "323456",
"Message": "Posting done",
"Items": [
{
"ItemNR": "1000",
"Message": "Posting done"
},
{
"ItemNR": "1010",
"Message": "Posting done"
}
]
},
{
"OrderID": "323457",
"Message": "Posting done",
"Items": [
{
"ItemNR": "1000",
"Message": "Posting done"
},
{
"ItemNR": "1010",
"Message": "Posting done"
}
]
}
]
}]
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POST HOURS INTO SERA
[
{
"REQUEST": "HOURS",
"Items": [
{
"ScheduleDetailID": "1",
"EmployeeID": "SES",
"Date": "2015-07-24",
"Start": "2015-07-24 08:45:00",
"End": "2015-07-24 09:45:00",
"WorkTypeID": "MAP",
"Description": "Welding",
"InvoiceHours": "01:00:00",
"WorkedHours": "01:00:00",
"Percentage": "100",
"OrderType": "1",
"OrderID": "100198"
},
{
"ScheduleDetailID": "8",
"EmployeeID": "SES",
"Date": "2015-07-23",
"Start": "2015-07-23 09:00:00",
"End": "2015-07-23 11:00:00",
"WorkTypeID": "PRG",
"Description": "Programming",
"InvoiceHours": "02:00:00",
"WorkedHours": "02:00:00",
"Percentage": "100",
"OrderType": "1",
"OrderID": "100104"
}
]
}
]

[
{
"ANSWER": "HOURS",
"Items": [
{
"ScheduleDetailID": "1",
"Message": "Posted”
},
{
"ScheduleDetailID": "8",
"Message": "WorkTypeID unknown"
}
]
}
]
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CREATE OR UPDATE CUSTOMERS IN SERA
[
{
"REQUEST": "CUSTOMERUPDATE",
"Customers": [
{
"CustomerID": "G0001",
"Name": "Eerste klant",
"DeliveryAddress": "Industrieweg 14",
"DeliveryCity": "5145 JD Nuenen",
"DeliveryCountry": "Nederland",
"CurrencyID": "EUR",
"PayTerms": "60"
},
{
"CustomerID": "G0002",
"Name": "Tweede klant",
"ABC": "22222",
“LineID”:”200”,
"DeliveryAddress": "Industrieweg 14",
"DeliveryCity": "5145 JD Nuenen",
"DeliveryCountry": "Nederland",
"CurrencyID": "EUR",
"PayTerms": "60"
},
{
"CustomerID": "G0003",
"Name": "Derde klant",
"AreaID": "WEB",
"DeliveryAddress": "Industrieweg 14",
"DeliveryCity": "5145 JD Nuenen",
"DeliveryCountry": "Nederland",
"CurrencyID": "USD",
"PayTerms": "90"
}
]
}
]

[
{
"ANSWER": "CUSTOMERUPDATE",
"Customers": [
{
"CustomerID": "G0001 ",
"Message": "Updated"
},
{
"CustomerID": "G0002 ",
"Message": "Added"
},
{
"CustomerID": "G0003 ",
"Message": "Updated AreaID unknown. Changed
to 0000"
}
]
}
]

Available fields (all optional except the CustomerID field):
HeadCustomerID
SearchCode
AreaID
City
DeliveryCity
ContactPerson
WebPassword
Website
Administration
SelectionCode
CurrencyID
PaymentDays
PayTypeID
VatNumber
BankName

Country
Name (60 chars long split over cuname and cuname2
Address
DeliveryAddress
LanguageID
Phone
Email
Fax
MailCode
LineID
DeliveryTermID
CreditLimit
VatTypeID
BankAccount
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CREATE OR UPDATE PARTS IN SERA
[
{
"REQUEST": "PARTUPDATE",
"Parts": [
{
"PartID": "G0001",
"Name": "Eerste artikel",
"SupplierID": "1000",
"CurrencyID": "EUR",
"PayTerms": "60"
},
{
"PartID": "G0002",
"Name": "Tweede artikel",
"SupplierID": "1000",
"CurrencyID": "EUR",
"PayTerms": "60"
},
{
"PartID": "G0003",
"Name": "Derde artikel",
"SupplierID": "2000",
"PayTerms": "90"
}
]
}
]

[
{
"ANSWER": "PARTUPDATE",
"Parts": [
{
"PartID": "G0001 ",
"Message": "Updated"
},
{
"PartID": "G0002 ",
"Message": "Updated"
},
{
"PartID": "G0003 ",
"Message": "Updated"
}
]
}

Available fields (all optional except the PartID field):
PartGroupID
Name2
Unit
SupplierID
DeliveryDays
PurchasePrice
RetailPrice2
Weight
PackingQuantity

Name
Barcode
ObsoletePartYN
SupplierPartNumber
CurrencyID
RetailPrice
ExtendedText (line split is \r\n)
IntegerQuantitiesYN
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GET STOCK MUTATIONS
[
{
"REQUEST": " STOCKMUTATIONS ",
"FromDate": " 2016-02-02 "
}
]

[
{
"ANSWER": "STOCKMUTATIONS",
"Details": [
{
"PartID": "0001097",
"Date": "2016-03-20",
"Time": "12:27:29",
"Reference": "100012-100019",
"Type": "Invoiced",
"Quantity": "-1"
},{
"PartID": "0000219",
"Date": "2016-02-02",
"Time": "02:12:03",
"Reference": "100001",
"Type": "Received",
"Quantity": "2"
}
]
}
]
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UPDATE WEB FROM SERA-ERP
CUSTOMER UPDATE
{
"UPDATEREQUEST": "Customer",
"CustomerID": "W0121",
"HeadOfficeCustomerID": "W0121",
"Name": "ABDIFATAH KAPUA EBEI",
"Address1": "P.O. BOX",
"City": "LOKITAUNG",
"CountryID": "Kenya",
"Phone": "0735-236959",
"AreaID": "N002",
"Email": "JENSEN@TEST.COM",
"Fax": "",
"Contact": "",
"PaymentDays": "12",
"DeliveryTermID": "ENGEX",
"Accounting": "",
"CurrencyID": "KSH",
"CreditLimitAmount": "1000000.00",
"VatTypeID": "EX",
"VatNumber": "",
"BankAccount": "NL59INGB0673015610",
"BankName": "INGNL2A",
“ActiveYN”,”1”
}

PART UPDATE
{
"UPDATEREQUEST": "Part",
"PartID": “01.01.011",
"Name": "Hydraulic hose ¾ inch 3 meter",
"Description": "<long text>",
"Barcode": "1234567890123",
"Unit": "Piece",
"MaximumFromStock": "99999",
"ObsoletePartYN": "0",
"LeadTimeDays": "14",
"SupplierID": “”
}

PARTCATEGORY UPDATE
{
"UPDATEREQUEST": “PartCategory",
"PartCategoryID": “010302",
"Name": "Hoses",
“ActiveYN”,”1”
}

PART_PARTCATEGORY UPDATE
{
"UPDATEREQUEST": "Part_PartCategory",
"PartCategoryID": “010302",
"PartID": "01.01.0011",
“ActiveYN”,”1”
}
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BILL OF MATERIAL UPDATE
{
"UPDATEREQUEST": "BillOfMaterial",
"ParentPartID": “01.01.0011",
"PartID": "04.05.0052",
"PositionNumber": "14",
"Route": "0",
"Quantity": "1",
“ActiveYN”,”1”
}
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WEBSERVER

The web side of the communication
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Introduction
Purpose
This manual describes the WEB-side of serving and processing data to and from your
website. It had instructions how to set up the software and the directory structure involved
and it gives samples of the data formats. Also there is some PHP example code to get you
started.
REST API
The SERA API is based on a REST API library. If you have any experience with REST, this
should be really easy for you to implement. If not, don’t worry, the example codes we
provide are functional. You can copy them and start working immediately.
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Installation
Webserver
You have to install a webserver on a server in your network that can communicate with the
server where SERA is running. This webserver will be handling all the request that you do
from your website.
We advise to use XAMPP. This is a free webserver running Apache with PHP included. You
can run any kind of webserver you want, as long as it is running PHP and has .htaccess
support.

Website
Your website will communicate with the server running the new webserver. You have to
create a VHOST and update your DNS settings so your API is accessible over the internet.
For example; we see a directory structure example like the one below:
E

www

planning

api

Your VHOST should have the API folder as the document root. This means that if you add a VHOST
like api.serasoft.com, it will run the scripts in that folder.
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The API structure
Once you’ve created all the directorys and installed the webserver as explained, you can
start working on the API. We need a couple of folders and files to make it work.

We will be using the document structure below and we will call the api folder “ROOT”.
ROOT =

E

www
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api

Create the following folder structure:
* Please note that there will be more files in this folder as explained in the “sera to web manual”. We don’t
explain those files here.

ROOT
.htaccess
index.php
SERA.php
Webserv.exe
SERA
IN
this will hold all your request that need to be handled.

OUT
this will hold the output of your request that are handled.

REST
This will hold the REST library
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The API files
Introduction
In this chapter we will show the code of the files in the ROOT directory. All the files in the
REST folder are not explained. You don’t have to edit them or do anything to them to make
the API work. We advise you to leave them as they are.

.htaccess
* Alterations to this file should not be necessary.

DirectoryIndex index.php
<IfModule mod_rewrite.c>
RewriteEngine On
RewriteRule ^$ index.php [QSA,L]
RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME} !-f
RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME} !-d
RewriteRule ^(.*)$ index.php [QSA,L]
</IfModule>
<IfModule mod_php5.c>
php_flag display_errors Off
</IfModule>

.htaccess
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index.php
* Only change the ROOT variable in this document.

<?php

index.php

/* Change this to your own structure */
$ROOT = ‘E:/www/planning/api/’;
require $ROOT . ’rest/server/vendor/restler.php’;
use Luracast\Restler\Restler;
$r = new Restler ();
/* This will add the SERA.php file to the API */
$r->addAPIClass(‘SERA’);
$r->handle();
?>

SERA.php
This file will create the .JSN file. No alterations are required, however, if you want to do
some custom handeling of information in the API you can do that in this file. By default, this
file will return the response of SERA or it will let you know that the SERA is not running
correctly.
This file will also try to start up STARTWEB.EXE if it detects that its not running. If this fails, it
will let you know.
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Using the API
Introduction
In this chapter we will show you PHP example code to do a request to your new SERA API
you’ve just setup. This is really straight forward and is done with very little code.

In this example we assume that the API is running on api.serasoft.com

<?php

example.php

$url = ‘http://api.serasoft.com/SERA/handle’;
$fields = array (
‘Request’ => ‘CUSTOMERDATA’,
‘CustomerID’ => ‘W0121’
);
$fields_string = ‘’;
foreach($fields as $key => $value) {
$fields_string .= $key .‘=’. urlencode($value).’&’;
}
rtrim($fields_string, ’&’);
$ch = curl_init();
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_URL, $url);
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_POST, count($fields));
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_POSTFIELDS, $fields_string);
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_SSL_VERIFYPEER, false);
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER, true);
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_TIMEOUT_MS, 3000);
$result = json_decode(curl_exec($ch));
curl_close($ch);

